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 PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF AND 
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Attorneys at Law 

1420 5th Avenue, Suite 3400 
Seattle, WA  98101-4010 
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as Director of the WASHINGTON STATE HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY (collectively, 

“Respondents”), state as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. In less than 48 hours, Washington’s Medicaid program will implement a new 

rule that unlawfully and significantly reduces the total reimbursement it pays to pharmacies 

that serve the State’s most vulnerable residents.  As described in more detail, infra, the State 

will effectuate this total reimbursement rate cut by reducing the amount it pays pharmacies 

for their ingredient costs to purchase drugs, while leaving the amount it pays pharmacies for 

their cost of dispensing unchanged (a reimbursement rate that already does not cover the 

pharmacies’ cost of dispensing). 

2. Washington’s WSR 17-07-001 is a new rule governing the reimbursement of 

pharmacies that participate in the State’s Medicaid program (the “New Rule”).  The State has 

adopted substantial amendments in the New Rule, the effect of which will significantly cut 

Medicaid reimbursement to Petitioners’ members, which are pharmacies that provide 

services to disadvantaged Medicaid patients.  

3. Washington, like other states, administers its own Medicaid program and must 

comply with federal and state law.  State Medicaid actions that do not comply with the 

standards and regulations established under federal law are illegal.   

4. Federal law requires state Medicaid programs to establish reimbursement 

rates that cover pharmacies’ costs to purchase prescription drugs (“ingredient cost 

reimbursement”) and cover costs associated with dispensing those drugs to Medicaid patients  

(“professional dispensing fee”) (collectively, “total reimbursement”).  Although the State’s 
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New Rule cuts pharmacies’ ingredient cost reimbursement rates, the State failed to increase 

professional dispensing fees to cover the costs of dispensing that pharmacies incur when they 

provide medications and services to Medicaid patients.  All the available evidence, including 

the State’s own study, indicates that the State’s professional dispensing fees are far below 

pharmacies’ cost of dispensing.  This failure to reimburse pharmacies for their costs not only 

violates federal law, but the manner in which the State promulgated the New Rule violates 

Washington’s statutory rule-making procedures as it disallowed pharmacies from making 

meaningful comment on the unchanged professional dispensing fee. 

5. The New Rule goes into effect on April 1, 2017.  Accordingly, unless 

stopped, there will be a significant negative change affecting numerous Washington 

Medicaid pharmacy providers. 

6. For these reasons, the New Rule and related agency actions must be declared 

invalid.  Petitioners seek an emergency stay of the State’s New Rule pending the outcome on 

the merits of the declaratory judgment action to prevent imminent harm to their members.  

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
 

7. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to RCW § 34.05.510 et seq.  The 

Washington Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”) “establishes the exclusive means of 

judicial review” of an agency rule. Id.  RCW § 34.05.570(2)(b)(i) specifically applies to 

judicial review of rules and provides that a rule may be reviewed by a petition for declaratory 

judgment.  RCW § 34.05.550(2) provides that “[a]fter a petition for judicial review has been 

filed, a party may file a motion in the reviewing court seeking a stay or other temporary 

remedy.” 

8. Venue is proper in this County pursuant to RCW § 34.05.570(b)(i). 
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PARTIES  
 

9. Petitioners are non-profit associations of pharmacies that will be affected by 

the implementation of the total reimbursement rate reduction to be paid to Washington’s 

Medicaid pharmacy providers.  Each of the Petitioners have members that participate in the 

State’s Medicaid program and who will be injured by the New Rule and associated agency 

actions.  Therefore, Petitioners have associational standing to bring this suit as: (1) 

Petitioners’ member pharmacies would otherwise have standing to sue in their own right; (2) 

the interests that Petitioners seek to protect are germane to their purpose as pharmacy 

associations that advocate in favor of the rights and interests of pharmacies; and (3) neither 

the claims asserted nor the relief requested requires the participation of Petitioners’ 

individual members.   

10. The National Association of Chain Drug Stores (“NACDS”) is a non-profit 

organization incorporated and based in Arlington, Virginia.  NACDS’ purpose is to represent 

the interests of traditional drug stores, supermarkets and mass merchants with pharmacies, 

and supplier partners.  NACDS’ members operate over 40,000 pharmacies, which include 

regional chains with at least four stores as well as national companies, employ more than 3.2 

million people, including 178,000 pharmacists, and operate 932 pharmacies and employ over 

72,000 people in Washington State.  Many of NACDS’ members participate in Washington’s 

Medicaid program.   

11. The Washington State Pharmacy Association (“WSPA”) is a non-profit 

organization incorporated and established under the laws of the State of Washington.  The 

WSPA represents pharmacists, technicians, and interns practicing within community 
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pharmacies, as well as clinics, nursing homes, and hospitals.  Many of WSPA’s members 

participate in Washington’s Medicaid program.  

12. The National Community Pharmacists Association (“NCPA”) is a non-profit 

organization incorporated and based in Alexandria, Virginia.  NCPA represents the interests 

of the owners, managers, and employees of more than 22,000 independent community 

pharmacies across the United States (hereinafter, “Independent Pharmacies”).  Together, 

Independent Pharmacies employ over 300,000 full-time employees and dispense nearly half 

of the nation’s retail prescriptions.  NCPA’s members operate in Washington and participate 

in Washington’s Medicaid program. 

13. In 2011, the State Health Care Authority (“HCA”) replaced the State 

Department of Social and Health Services (“DSHS”) as Washington State’s Medicaid single 

state agency.   

14.  The HCA is charged with administering the State’s Medicaid program and 

implementing Medicaid reimbursement rates for pharmacies.   

15. Dorothy Frost Teeter is named in this petition solely in her official capacity as 

Director of the HCA. 

BACKGROUND  
 

16. Medicaid is a joint federal and state program created under Title XIX of the 

Social Security Act to provide health care to indigent and otherwise disadvantaged 

individuals and families.  The Medicaid program is commonly known as the “payor of last 

resort” because Medicaid patients often lack resources to pay for medical treatment or 

pharmacy services. 
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17. A state’s participation in Medicaid is voluntary; however, a state’s Medicaid 

program must comply with federal Medicaid laws and regulations, and be approved by the 

Department of Health and Human Services’ Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 

(“CMS”) in order to receive federal funds. 

18. The Washington Medicaid Plan is the HCA’s comprehensive written 

statement submitted to CMS that describes the nature and scope of the State Medicaid 

program and gives assurances that HCA will administer the State Plan in conformity with the 

specific requirements of the Social Security Act.  In order to comply with federal law, 

Washington’s Medicaid program must comply with Section 1902(a)(30)(A) of the Social 

Security Act which provides, in relevant part: 

A State plan for medical assistance must … assure that payments are 
consistent with efficiency, economy, and quality of care and are sufficient  to 
enlist enough providers so that care and services are available under the plan 
at least to the extent that such care and services are available to the  general 
population in the geographic area. 

 
42 U.S.C. § 1396a(a)(30)(A). 

 19. Pharmacies such as the Petitioners’ members who participate in a state’s 

Medicaid program, including Washington’s program, receive reimbursement for providing 

prescription drugs and services to Medicaid patients.  Medicaid reimbursement to pharmacies 

includes two basic components: (i) an ingredient cost reimbursement to pay for the drug, and 

(ii) a professional dispensing fee to cover the costs of preparing and dispensing the drug to 

Medicaid patients and providing related professional services.  The focus of this lawsuit is on 

both components of the State’s Medicaid reimbursement rate methodology.  

 20. Currently, under WAC 182-530-1000 et seq., Washington’s Medicaid 

reimbursement rate methodology for fee-for-service prescriptions for ingredient cost is based 
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on estimated acquisition cost, which is often calculated as 16% to 50% less than a benchmark 

price known as Average Wholesale Price (“AWP”).  The professional dispensing fee for 

Medicaid fee-for-service prescriptions is $4.24 to $5.25 (based on 3-tiered pharmacy 

volume).  These reimbursement rates have not been updated since at least July 1, 2009.1 

 21. In February 2016, CMS promulgated a new regulation that significantly 

changed the way in which States must reimburse pharmacies in the Medicaid program (the 

“CMS Rule”). 81 Fed. Reg. 5170 (Feb. 1, 2016).  The CMS Rule requires states to adopt 

total reimbursement rates that cover the costs incurred by pharmacies as they purchase and 

dispense prescription drugs to Medicaid patients.   

 22. With regard to ingredient cost reimbursement for the cost of purchasing drugs, 

the CMS Rule requires States to move from reimbursement based on “Estimated Acquisition 

Cost” to “Actual Acquisition Cost” (“AAC”). 42 C.F.R. §§ 447.502, 447.512(b), 

447.518(a)(2).  In addition, the CMS Rule requires each State Medicaid agency to establish a 

new professional dispensing fee that is sufficient to cover a long list of specified pharmacy 

costs associated with operating pharmacies and employing pharmacists to provide services to 

Medicaid patients. 42 C.F.R. §§ 447.502, 447.512(b), 447.514(b)(1).  The CMS Rule 

requires States to issue findings and assurances that their ingredient cost reimbursement is 

sufficient to cover pharmacies cost to purchase drugs, and that their new professional 

dispensing fee is sufficient to cover pharmacy costs associated with dispensing drugs to 

Medicaid patients. 42 C.F.R. § 447.518(b). 

                                                 
1 Health and Recovery Services Administration (HRSA), Prescription Drug Program: 
Billing Instructions, Washington State Health Care Authority (October 20, 2008), 
https://www.hca.wa.gov/assets/billers-and-
providers/prescription_drug_program_bi_01012010-05082010.pdf at pp. H.2-4. 
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 23. The CMS Rule further provides, in relevant part, that “[w]hen proposing 

changes to either the ingredient cost reimbursement or professional dispensing fee 

reimbursement, States are required to evaluate their proposed changes in accordance with the 

requirements of [subpart d] …” 42 C.F.R. § 447.518(d).  Subpart (d) requires States to 

“consider both the ingredient cost reimbursement and the professional dispensing fee 

reimbursement when proposing such changes” and to “provide adequate data such as a 

State or national survey of retail pharmacy providers or other reliable data other than a 

survey to support any proposed changes to … the components of the reimbursement 

methodology.” Id. (emphasis added). 

 24. Under Washington’s New Rule, the State has decreased the Medicaid 

reimbursement rate for fee-for-service prescriptions for ingredient cost by adopting the AAC 

methodology; however, the State has not adopted any corresponding increase in professional 

dispensing fees to cover the cost of dispensing incurred by pharmacies as required by the 

CMS Rule.  Moreover, during the rulemaking process, the State did not identify any study or 

other adequate data to support its decision not to change the dispensing fee that has been in 

place since at least 2009.  

FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS 

 25. Petitioners restate and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-24 as paragraph 

25, as if fully set forth herein. 

 26. On June 29, 2016, the State filed Preproposal Statement of Inquiry WSR 16-

14-053 (the “Statement of Inquiry”) in the Washington State Register.  The Statement of 

Inquiry provided that WAC Chapter 182-530, Prescription drugs (outpatient), and other 
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related rules were the subject of a possible rule-making.  A true and correct copy of WAC 

182-530 is attached hereto as Exhibit A.  

 27. The Statement of Inquiry identified CMS as the only other agency (federal or 

state) regulating the subject matter of the rule and was silent as to how HCA planned to 

coordinate with CMS.  A true and correct copy of the Statement of Inquiry is attached hereto 

as Exhibit B.   

 28. On January 4, 2017, the State published notice of its Proposed Rule-Making 

Order WSR 17-02-083 in the Code Reviser.  The Proposed Rule-Making Order identified 

February 7, 2017 as both the date for the public hearing and the deadline to submit written 

comments.  A true and correct copy of Proposed Rule-Making Order WSR 17-02-083 is 

attached hereto as Exhibit C. 

 29. On March 1, 2017, the State filed Permanent Rule-Making Order WSR 17-07-

001 with the Code Reviser.  The Order states that the State Rule is revising WAC Chapter 

182-530 “to align with [CMS’] new covered outpatient drug rule, CMS-2345-FC.” Despite 

substantial amendments to the Rule, the State failed to determine if the Rule, as amended, 

complies with the CMS Rule.  A true and correct copy of Permanent Rule-Making Order 17-

07-001 is attached hereto as Exhibit D. 

 30. On or about March 2, 2017, the State sent a Medicaid pharmacy provider alert 

to all pharmacies indicating that the “FFS point-of-sale (POS) system will replace the current 

Estimated Acquisition Cost (EAC) of AWP-16%, with an Actual Acquisition Cost (AAC) 

methodology.  The Agency will be using the National Average Drug Acquisition Cost 

(NADAC) in place of the AWP based rates.  When there’s no NADAC available for a drug, 
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the Agency will use wholesale acquisition cost or other available price.”  Importantly, the 

Agency for the first time notified pharmacies that “[d]ispensing fees are unaffected by this 

change.”2  A true and correct copy of the E-mail Notice is attached hereto as Exhibit E. 

 31. On March 17, 2017—after filing the adopted Rule with the Code Reviser and 

notifying providers of the decision not to raise the dispensing fee —the State prepared a 

“Concise Explanatory Statement” (“CES”).  The CES outlines and responds to ten comments 

on the Rule; however, none of which addresses the failure to increase the professional 

dispensing fee given that the State did not notify pharmacies until after the comment period 

had ended.  A true and correct copy of the CES is attached hereto as Exhibit F. 

 32. Additionally, the CES is silent as to the basis or process that HCA relied upon 

in developing the Rule.  It provides no indication that it considered the Washington Office of 

the Insurance Commissioner’s (“OIC”) “Study of the Pharmacy Chain of Supply” (the 

“Study”), which the legislature required OIC conduct pursuant to SB 5ESSB 5857.  The 

Study finds that states that have adopted the AAC reimbursement methodology for ingredient 

cost have performed cost of dispensing surveys and currently have dispensing fees that are 

generally in excess of $10 per prescription.  A true and correct copy of OIC’s Study is 

attached hereto as Exhibit G.  

 33. On April 1, 2017, the Rule will become effective for all participating 

pharmacies in the state according to Permanent Rule-Making Order WSR 17-07-001.  As a 

result, Washington’s total reimbursement to pharmacies will not cover Petitioners’ member’s 

total costs, as the New Rule adopts the AAC methodology for ingredient cost reimbursement 

                                                 
2 The current professional dispensing fee for Medicaid fee-for-service prescriptions is $4.24 
to $5.25 (based on 3-tiered pharmacy volume). 
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but maintains the current professional dispensing fee of $4.24-$5.25 which is significantly 

below participating pharmacies’ cost of dispensing. 

COUNT I 
 

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT UNDER THE WASHINGTON 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT (Ingredient Cost Reimbursement) 

 
 34. Petitioners restate and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-33 as paragraph 

34, as if fully set forth herein. 

 35. The New Rule, or its threatened application, interferes with or impairs, or 

immediately threatens to interfere with or impair, the legal rights or privileges of the 

Petitioners’ member pharmacies. 

 36. The New Rule was adopted without compliance with statutory rule-making 

procedures because it failed to provide pharmacies an opportunity to meaningfully 

participate in the development of the New Rule. 

 37. Additionally, the New Rule exceeds the statutory authority of the agency 

because it: 

 a. fails to increase the professional dispensing fee to cover pharmacies’ 

costs of dispensing, in violation of the CMS Rule; and 

 b. improperly allows consideration of professional dispensing fees paid 

by other third-party payers and legislative appropriations in violation of the CMS 

Rule; 

 38. Lastly, the rule is arbitrary and capricious because the State failed to:  

 a. identify a cost of dispensing basis or process relied upon to arrive at its 

conclusion that the professional dispensing fee should not be increased; 
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 b. consider the OIC Study and other readily available evidence of the 

cost of dispensing in making its determination that the professional dispensing fee 

should not be increased; 

 c. prepare a small business impact statement; and 

 d. submit a cost-benefit analysis. 

 39. Therefore, the Court should enter an order declaring that the State’s proposed 

ingredient cost rate reduction that will become effective April 1, 2017 is invalid because it (i) 

was adopted without compliance with statutory rule-making procedures and violates 

Petitioners’ due process rights; (ii) exceeds the agency’s statutory authority in that it violates 

the CMS Rule and the provisions of the Social Security Act implemented by the CMS Rule, 

and (iii) is arbitrary, capricious, and otherwise unlawful in that it violates the CMS Rule and 

the provisions of the Social Security Act implemented by the CMS Rule. 

 40. Additionally, the Court should enter an emergency stay preventing the 

proposed ingredient cost reimbursement rate reduction from going into effect on April 1, 

2017 pending the outcome on the merits of the declaratory judgment action to prevent 

imminent harm to petitioners. 

COUNT II 
 

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT UNDER THE WASHINGTON 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT (Professional Dispensing Fee) 

 
 41. Petitioners restate and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-40 as paragraph 

41, as if fully set forth herein. 

 42. The State’s professional dispensing fee rate currently set forth in the Provider 

Manual that will remain effective on April 1, 2017 is invalid because it (i) was adopted 
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without compliance with statutory rule-making procedures and violates Petitioners’ due 

process rights; (ii) exceeds the agency’s statutory authority in that it violates the CMS Rule 

and the provisions of the Social Security Act implemented by the CMS Rule, and (iii) is 

arbitrary, capricious, and otherwise unlawful in that it violates the CMS Rule and the 

provisions of the Social Security Act implemented by the CMS Rule. 

 43. The Court should declare that the professional dispensing fee that is set to 

continue on April 1, 2017 is unlawful or, in the alternative, declare that the professional 

dispensing fee set to take effect on April 1, 2017 is unlawful, and remand the matter to the 

agency for further consideration of the appropriate professional dispensing fee.   

IN THE ALTERNATIVE 
COUNT III 

 
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT UNDER THE WASHINGTON ADMINISTRATIVE 

PROCEDURE ACT (Professional Dispensing Fee) 

 44. Petitioners restate and incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-43 as paragraph 

44, as if fully set forth herein. 

 45. The New Rule provides that “the Medicaid agency pays a dispensing 

fee for each covered, prescribed drug.” WAC 182-530-7050(1).  The New Rule substantially 

amends the definition of “dispensing fee” to mean a “professional dispensing fee” that is 

sufficient to cover a long list of specified costs that pharmacies incur when they dispense 

medications and provide associated services to Medicaid patients. WAC 182-530-1050.  The 

New Rule further provides that the “agency periodically examines the sufficiency of 

pharmacy dispensing fees and may adjust the dispensing fee by considering [several 

factors].” WAC 182-530-7050(3). 

 46. The professional dispensing fees to be paid by the State Medicaid program 
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under the New Rule are entirely insufficient to cover pharmacies’ costs of dispensing.  As a 

result, pharmacies will receive insufficient professional dispensing fees in violation of the 

State’s own regulation. WAC 182-530-1050; WAC 182-530-7050. 

 47. Therefore, the Court should enter an order declaring the State’s professional 

dispensing fee rates, currently set forth in the Provider Manual that are now or will become 

effective April 1, 2017, are invalid because they (i) exceed the agency’s statutory authority in 

that they violate WAC 182-530-1050 and WAC 182-530-7050, and (ii) are arbitrary, 

capricious, and otherwise unlawful in that they violate WAC 182-530-1050 and WAC 182-

530-7050. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 Petitioners respectfully request that the Court:  

(i) issue an immediate stay of the March 1, 2017 Rule-Making Order entitled 
WSR-17-07-001 and the imminent amendments to WAC 182-530-1050 et 
seq. (the “Rules”); 

 (ii) declare that the Rules’ implementation and threatened application, 
without any corresponding amendment to the professional dispensing fee to 
cover pharmacies’ cost of dispensing, interferes with or impairs, or 
immediately threatens to interfere with or impair, the legal rights or privileges 
of the Petitioners’ member pharmacies; 

 (iii) declare that the Rules and corresponding professional dispensing fee 
were adopted without compliance with statutory rule-making procedures;  

(iv) declare that the adoption of the Rules without a corresponding adjustment 
of the professional dispensing fee exceeds the statutory authority of the 
agency; and  

(v) declare that the State’s action in adopting the Rules without a 
corresponding adjustment to the professional dispensing fee to cover 
pharmacy costs is arbitrary, capricious, and unlawful.   

Petitioners further request all other appropriate relief deemed just. 
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PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF AND EMERGENCY STAY to the parties to
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Angela D. Coats McCarthy
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P.O. Box 40124
Olympia, V/A 98504
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Dorothy Frost Teeter
Washington State Healthcare Authority
P,O. Box 45502
Olympia, V/A 98504-50 1 0
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by:
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Chapter 182-530 WAC

PRESCRIPTION DRUGS (OUTPATIENT)

Chapter Listing

WAC Sections

182,530-8000 Reimbursement method-Estimated acquisition cost (EAC)

182-530'8050 Reimbursement-Federal upper limit (FUL)'

182-530-1 0û0

1 82-530-1 05û
't 82-530-1075

I 82-530-2000
1 82-530-21 00

1 82-530-3000
1 82-530-31 00

1 82-530-3200

1 82-530-4000
1 82-530-4050
1 82-530-41 00

182-530-4125
I 82.530.41 50

1 82-530-5000
1 82-530-50s0
1 82-530-51 00

1 B2-530-6000

Outpatient drug program-General.
Defìnitions.
Requirements-Use of tamper-resistant prescription pads.

COVERAGE

Covered-Outpatient drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies'

Noncovered-Outpatient drugs and pharmaceutical supplies.

AUTHORIZATION

When the medicaid agency requires authorization.

How the medicaid agency determines when a drug requires authorization.

The medicaid agency's authorization process.

OUALITY OF CARE

Drug use review (DUR) board.

Drug use and claims review.

Washington preferred drug list (PDL)'

Generics first for a client's first course of treatment.

Therapeutlc interchange program (TlP).

BILLING

Billing requirements-'Pharmacy claim payment.

Billint requirements-Point-of-sale (POS)system/prospective drug use review (Pro-DUR)'

Billing requirements--U nit dose.

MAIL.ORDER SERVICES

Mail-order services.

REIMBURSEMENT

Reimbursement.
Reimbursement-Dispensing fee determination.

Reimbursement-Pharmaceutical su pplies.

Reimbursement-Compounded prescriptions'

R eimbursement-Out-of-state prescriptions.

Reimbursement-Miscellaneous.
Reimbursement-Requesting a change.

Reimbursement-Unit dose drug delivery systems.

Reimbursement-Compliance packaging services.

Drug rebate requirement.
Reimbursement-Clients enrolled in managed care.

Reimbursement-Dual eligible clients/medicare'

Reimbursement-Clients with third-party liability.

Drugs purchased under the Public Health Service (PHS) Act'

REIMBURSEMENT METHODOLOGY

Chapter 1 82-530 WAC : PRESC R IPTION DRU GS ( OUTPATIENT)

Last Update: 8/16/16

I 82-530-7000
1 82-530-7050
1 B2-530-71 00

1 82-530-71 50

1 82-530-7200
1 82-530.7250
1 82-530-7300
1 B2-530-7350
1 82-530-7400
1 82-530-7500
1 82-530-7600
1 82-530-7700
1 B2-530-7800
1 82-530-7900

http://apps.l eg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?ci te= 1 82-530&full = true
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1 82-530-81 00

1 B2-530-8 1 50

Chapter 1 82-530 WAC : PR ESCR IPTION D RU GS (OUTPATIENT)

Reimbursement-Maximum allowable cost (MAC)'

Reimbursement-Automated maximum allowable cost (AMAC).

D]SPOSITION OF SECTIONS FORMERLY CODIFIED IN THIS CHAPTER

1g2-530-2200 How the medicaid agency develops and maintains the formulary. [Statutory Authority: RCW 41 .05.021

and section 1927 of the SocialsecurityAct. WSR 12-18-062, S 182-530-2200,filedBl31l12, effective

1011112.1Repealed by WSR 13-18-035, filed B/28i 13, effective 9128113. Statutory Authority: RCW

41.t5.021 .

182-s30-2300 The medicaid agency's nonformulary justification process. [Statutory Authority: RCW 41'05.021 and

section 1927 o'f the SocialsecurityAct. WSR 12-18-062, S 182-530-2300, filed 8131112, effective

l0tlli2.lRepeated by WSR 13-18-035, filed 8/28113, effective 9128113. Statutory Authority: RCW

41.05.021 .

I 82-530-1 000
Outpatient drug program-General.

(1) The purpose of the outpatient drug program is to reimburse providers for outpatient drugs, vitamins,

minerals, devices, and drug-related supplies according to medicaid agency rules and subject to the limitations and

requirements in this chaPter'

(2) The agency reimburses for outpatient drugs, vitamins, minerals, devices, and pharmaceutical supplies that

are:
(a) covered. Refer to wAc 182-530-2000 for covered drugs, vitamins, minerals, devices, and drug-related

supplies and to WAC 182-530-2100 for noncovered drugs and drug-related supplies;

(b) prescribed by a provider with prescriptive authority (see exceptions for family planning and emergency

contraception for women eighteen years of age and older in WAC 1s2'530-2000 (1 )(b)' and over-the-counter

(OTC) drugs to promote smoking cessation in WAC 182'530-2000 (1XS));

(c) Prescribed bY:

(i) A provider with an approved core provider agreement;

i¡i) R proviOer who is enrolled as a performing provider on an approved core provider agreement; or

(iii) A provider who is enrolled as a nonbilling provider'

(d) within the scope of an eligible client's medical assistance progrâm;

(e) Medically necessary as defined in WAC 182-500-0070 and determined according to the process found in

wAc 182-501-0165;
(f) Authorized, as required within this chapter;

(g)Billed according to WAC 182-502'0150 and 182-502'0160;and

(h) Billed according to the requirements of this chapter'

(3) Coverage determinations for the agency are made by the agency's pharmacists or medical consultants in

accordance with applicable federal law. The agency's determination may include consultation with the drug use

review (DUR) board.

[statutory Authority: 42 c.F.R. 455.410, RCW 41.05.021 , WSR 13-19-037, S 182-530-1000, filed 9111113'

effective 10t12113. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 42 C.F.R. 455.410. WSR 13-04-095, S 182-530-

1000, fited 2t6t13,effective 3tsll3.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as $ 182-530-'1000, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111'

Srarutory Aurhority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR 09-05-007, S 388-530-1000,

fled 2tStO9, effective 3/8/09. Statutory Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090,74'A9'700,2008 c 245' WSR 08-

21-107,S 388-530-1000, fited 10/16/08, effective 11l16108. Statutory Authority: RCW 74.04'050, 74.08'090'

74.09.530, and 74.09.700. wsR 07-20-o4g,s 388-530-1000, filed s126107, effective 11l1lo7; WSR 06-24-036' S

388-530-1000, fited 11130/06, effective 111107. Statutory Authority: RCW 74'09.080, 74'Û4'050 and 42 C'F R'

subpart K, subsection 162.1102. WSR 02-17-023, S 388-530-1000, filed 8/9/02, effective 919102. statutory

Authority: RCW 74.0S.090, 74.04.050. wsR 01-01-028, S 388-530-1000, filed 1217100, effective 117101. statutory

Authority: RCW 74,08.0S0. wsR 96-21-031, S 388-530-1000, filed 10/9/96, effective 11/9/96.1

htlp://apps.l eg.wa.gov/wac/delaull-aspx?cite= 1 82-530&full =true
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3t28t2017 Chapter 182-530 WAC: PRESCRIPTION DRUGS (OUTPATIENT)

1 82-530-1 050
Definitions.

ln addition to the definitions and abbreviations found in chapter 182-500 WAC, Medical definitions, the

following definitions apply to this chapter.

"Active ingredient" - The chemical component of a drug responsible for a drug's prescribed/intended

therapeutic effect. The medicaid agency or its designee limits coverage of active ingredients to those with an

eleven-digit national drug code (NDC) and those specifically authorized by the agency or its designee'

"Actual acquisition cost (AAC)" - The net cost a provider paid for a drug, device, or drug-related supply

marketed in the package size purchased. The AAC includes discounts, rebates, charge backs and other

adjustments to the price of the drug, device or drug-related supply, but excludes dispensing fees.
.'Administer', - lncludes the direct application of a prescription drug or device by injection, insertion,

inhalation, ingestion, or any other means, to the body of a patient by a practitioner, or at the direction of the

practitioner,
',Appointing authority" - For the evidence-based prescription drug program of the participating agencies in

the state-operated health care programs, the following persons acting jointly: The director of the health care

authority (HCA), the secretary of the department of social and health services (DSHS), and the director of the

department of labor and industries (L&l).
,,Automated authorization" - Adjudication of claims using submitted NCPDP data elements or claims

history to verify that the medicaid agency's or its designee's authorization requirements have been satisfied

without the need for the medicaid agency or its designee to request additional clinical information.
..Automated maximum allowable cost (AMAC)" - The rate established by the medicaid agency or its

designee for a multiple-source drug that is not on the maximum allowable cost (MAC) list and that is designated

by two or more products at least one of which must be under a federal drug rebate contract.
,,Average manufacturer price (AMP)' . The average price paid to a manufacturer by wholesalers for drugs

distributed to retail pharmacies'
.,Average sales price (ASp)' - The weighted average of all nonfederal sales to wholesalers net of charge

backs, discounts, rebates, and other benefits tied to the purchase of the drug product, whether it is paid to the

wholesaler or the retailer,
,,Average wholesate price (AWP)" - The average price of a drug product that is calculated from wholesale

list prices nationwide at a point in time and reported to the medicaid agency or its designee by the agency's drug

file contractor.
',Combination drug" - A commercially available drug including two or more active ingreclients.

"Compendia of drug information" includes the following:

(1) The American Hospital Formulary Service Drug lnformation;

(2) The United States Pharmacopeia Drug lnformation; and

(3) DRUGDEX lnformation SYstem.
,,compounding', - The act of combining two or more active ingredients or adjusting therapeutic strengths in

the preparation of a prescription.

"Deliver or delivery" - The transfer of a drug or device from one person to another'
,,Dispense as writtln (DAW)' - An instruction to the pharmacist forbidding substitution of a generic drug or a

therapeutically equivalent product for the specifìc drug product prescribed.

"Dispensing fee" - The fee the medicaid agency or its designee sets to pay pharmacy providers for

dispensing agency-covered prescriptions. The fee is the agency's maximum reimbursement for expenses involved

in the practice of pharmacy and is in addition to the agency's reimbursement for the costs of covered ingredients.

,,Drug evaluation matrix" - The criteria-based scoring sheet used to objectively and consistently evaluate

the food and drug administration (FDA) approved drugs to determine drug coverage status'

',Drug file'. - A list of drug products, pricing and other information provided to the medicaid agency or its

designee and maintained by a drug file contractor'
.,Drug file contractor'j - An entity which has been contracted to provide regularly updated information on

drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies at specified intervals, for the purpose of pharmaceutical claim

adjudication. lnformatioÃ is provided specific to individual national drug codes, including product pricing'

Exhibit A
http://apps.l eg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite- 1 82-530&full=true
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3t1ytz1lt Chapter 182-530 WAC: PRESCRIPTION DRUGS (OUTPATIENT)

,,Drug rebates" - Reimbursements provided by pharmaceutical manufacturers to state medicaid programs

under the terms of the manufacturers'agreements with the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)'

"Drug,related supplies" - Nondrug items necessary for the administration, delivery, or moniloring of a drug

or drug regimen.
..Drug use review (DUR)" - A review of covered outpatient drug use that assures prescript¡ons are

appropriate, medically necessary, and not likely to result in adverse medical outcomes'

'.Effectiveness.' - The extent to which a given intervention is likely to produce beneficial results for which it is

intended in ordinary circumstances.
,.Efficacy,, - The extent to which a given intervention is likely to produce beneficial effects in the context of the

research study.
,.Emergency kit" - A set of limited pharmaceuticals furnished to a nursing facility by the pharmacy that

provides prescription dispensing services to that facility. Each kit is specifically set up to meet ihe emergency

needs of each nursing facility's client population and is for use during those hours when pharmacy services are

unavailable.
,,Endorsing practitioner" - A practitioner who has reviewed the Washington preferred drug list (PDL) and

has enrolled with the health care authority (HCA), agreeíng to allow therapeutic interchange (substitution) of a

preferred drug for any nonpreferred drug in a given therapeutic class on the Washington PDL.
,.Estimated 

""qúi"ition 
cost (EAC)" - The medicaid agency's estimate of the price providers generally and

currently pay for a drug marketed or sold by a particular manufacturer or labeler.

"Evidence-based" and "evidenced-based medicine (EBM)" - The application of a set of principles and a

method for the review of well-designed studies and objective clinical data to determine the level of evidence that

proves to the greatest extent possible, that a health care service is safe, effective and beneficial when making

population-based coverage policies or individual medical necessity decisions'
,,Evidence-based practice center" . A research organization that has been designated by the Agency for

Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRO) of the U.S. government to conduct systematic reviews of all the

evidence to produce evidence tables and technology assessments to guide health care decisions'
,.Federal upper limit (FUL)" - The maximum àllowable reimbursement set by the Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services (CMS) for a multiple-source drug'

'.Four brand name prescriptions per calendar month limit" - The maximum number of paid prescription

claims for brand name diugs that the medicaid agency or its designee allows for each client in a calendar month

without a complete review of the client's drug profile'
,,Generic drug,' - A nonproprietary Orug tfrat is required to meet the same bioequivalency tests as the original

brand name drug.
,,lnactive ingredient" - A drug component that remains chemically unchanged during compounding but

serves as the:
(1)Necessaryvehicleforthedeliveryofthetherapeuticeffect;or
(2) Agent for the intended method or rate of absorption for the drug's active therapeutic agent'
..lngredient cost" - The portion of a prescription's cost attributable to the covered drug ingredients or

chemical comPonents.
,.tnnovator multipte source drug" - As set forth in Section 1927 (kX7XA)(ii) of the social security Act'

includes allcovered outpatient drugs approved under a new drug application (NDA), product license approval

(PLA), establishment license approval (ELA), or antibiotic drug approval (ADA)' A covered outpatient drug

marketed by a cross-licensed producer or distributor under the approved new drug application will be included as

an innovator multiple source drug when the drug product meets this definition.

"Less than effective drug" or'DESI" - A drug for which:

(1) Effective approval of the drug application has been withdrawn by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

for safety or efficacy reasons as a result of the drug efficacy study implementation (DESI) review; or

(2) The secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) has issued a notice of an

opportunity for a hearing under section 505(e) of the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act on a proposed order

of the secretary to withdraw approval of an application for such drug under such section because the secretary

has determined the drug is less than effective for some or all conditions of use prescribed, recommended, or

suggested in its labeling.
,,Long-term therapy', - A drug regimen a client receives or will receive continuously through and beyond

ninety days.

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?ci te= 1 82-530&full =true
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3t2Bt2O17 Chapter 182-530 WAC: PRESCRIPÍ ION DRUGS (OUTPATIENI )

..Maximum allowable cost (MAC)" - The maximum amount that the medicaid agency or its designee

reimburses for a drug, device, or drug-related supply.

"Medically accepted indication" - Any use for a covered outpatient drug:

(1) Which is approved under the federal Food, Drug, and cosmetic Actl or

(2) The use of which is supported by one or more citations included or approved for inclusion in any of the

compendia of drug information, as defined in this chapter'
.,Modified unit dose delivery system" (also known as blister packs or "bingo/punch cards") - A method in

which each patient's medication is delivered to a nursing facility:

(1) ln individually sealed, single dose packages or "blisters"; and

(2) ln quantities for one month's supply, unless the prescriber specifies a shorter period of therapy.

"Multiple-source drug" 'A drug marketed or sold by:

(1) Two or more manufacturers or labelers; or

(2) The same manufacturer or labeler:

(a) Under two or more different proprietary names; or

(b)Under a proprietary name and a generic name'
.,National drug code (NDC)'. - The eleven-digit number the FDA and manufacturer or labeler assigns to a

pharmaceutical product and attaches to the product container at the time of packaging' The NDC is composed of

digits in S-4-2 groupings. The first five digits comprise the labeler code assigned to the manufacturer by the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA). The second grouping of four digits is assigned by the manufacturer to describe

the ingredients, dose form, and srrength. The last grouping of two digits describes the package size'

,,Noncontract drugs" . Are drugs manufactured or distributed by manufacturers/labelers who have not

signed a drug rebate ajreement with the federal Department of Health and Human Services'

,,Nonpreferreo drúg'. - A drug that has not been selected as a preferred drug within the therapeutic

class(es) of drugs on the preferred drug list'
,.obsolete NDC" - A national drug code replaced or discontinued by the manufacturer or labeler'

.,Over-the-counter (OTC) drugs' - Drugs that do not require a prescription before they can be sold or

dispensed.
.,peer reviewed medical literature" - A research study, report, or findings regarding the specific use of a

drug that has been submitted to one or more professional journals, reviewed by experts with appropriate

credentials, and subsequently published by a reputable professionaljournal. A clinical drug study used as the

basis for the publication must be a double blind, randomized, placebo or active control study'

.,pharmacist,. . A person licensed in the practice of pharmacy by the state in which the prescription is filled'

,,pharmacy.. - Every location licensed by the state board of pharmacy in the state where the practice of

pharmacY is conducted.
.,pharmacy and therapeutic (p&T) committee" - The independent Washington state committee crealed by

RCW 41.05.021 (r )(a)(iii) an¿ zo.i¿.0s0. At the election of the medicaid agency or its designee' the committee

mayserveasthedrugusereviewboardprovidedforinWAclB2-530.4000.
.,point-of-sale (poS)', - A pharmacy claims processing system capable of receiving and adjudicating claims

online.
.'Practice of pharmacy,' . The practice of and responsibility for:

('1) Accurately interpreting prescription orders;

(2) Compounding drugs;
(3)Dispensing,labeling,administering,anddistributingofdrugsanddevices;
(4) providing orug infoimation to the client that includes, but is not limited to, the advising of therapeutic

values, hazards, and the uses of drugs and devices,

(5) Monitoring of drug therapy and use;

(6) Proper and safe storage of drugs and devices;

(7) Documenting and maintaining records;

(g) lnitiating or modifying drug therapy in accordance with written guidelines or protocols previously

established and approved for a pharmacist's practice by a practitioner authorized to prescribe drugs; and

(9)Participatingindrugusereviewsanddrugproductselection'
,,practitioner,, - An individual who has met the professional and legal requirements necessary to provide a

health care service, such as a physician, nurse, deniist, physical therapist, pharmacist or other person authorized

by state law as a Practitioner.

http://apps.leg.wa.goviwac/default.aspx'/cite= 1 82-530&full = true
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3;2BI2O17 Chapter 182-530 WAC: PRESCRIPTION DRUGS (OUTPATIENT)

,.preferred drug" - Drug(s) of choice within a selected therapeutic class that are selected based on clinical

evidence of safety, efficacy, and effectiveness.
',preferred drug list (pDL)' - The medicaid agency's list of drugs of choice within selected therapeutic drug

classes.
,,prescriber'. - A physician, osteopathic physician/surgeon, dentist, nurse, physician assistant, optometrist,

pharmacist, or other p"rion authorized by law or rule to prescribe drugs. See WAC 246'863-1 Û0 for pharmacists'

prescriptive authoritY.
,,prescription" - An order for drugs or devices issued by a practitioner authorized by state law or rule to

prescribe drugs or devices, in the course of the practitioner's professional practice' for a legitimate medical

purpose.
.,prescription drugs'. - Drugs required by any applicable federal or state law or regulation to be dispensed

by prescription only or that are restricted to use by practitioners only.
,,prospective drug use review (Pro.DUR)" - A process in which a request for a drug product for a

particular client is screened, before the product is dispensed, for potential drug therapy problems'

.,Reconstitution., - The process of returning a single active ingredient, previously altered for preservation and

slorage, to its approximate original state. Reconstitution is not compounding.
.,Retrospective drug use review (Retro-DUR)" - The process in which drug utilization is reviewed on an

ongoing periodic basis to identify patterns of fraud, abuse, gross overuse, or inappropriate or not medically

necessary care.
.,Rlsk/benefit ratio', - The result of assessing the side effects of a drug or drug regimen compared to the

positive therapeutic outcome of therapy'
.,Single source drug,' - A drug produced or distributed under an original new drug application approved by

the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
,,Substitute" - To replace a prescribed drug, with the prescriber's authorization, with:

(1) An equivalent generic drug product of the identical base or salt as the specific drug product prescribed; or

iz¡ n çr"rrp"utically equivalent drug other than the identical base or salt'
.,systematic review., - A specific and reproducible method to identify, select, and appraise all the studies that

meet minimum quality standards and are relevant to a particular question. The results of the studies are then

analyzedand summárized into evidence tables to be used to guide evidence-based decisions'
.,Terminated NDc,, - An eleven-digit national drug code (NDC) that is discontinued by the manufacturer for

any reason. The NDC may be terminated immediately due to health or safety issues or it may be phased out

based on the Product's shelf life.
,,Therapeutic alternative" - A drug product that contains a different chemical slructure than the drug

prescribed, but is in the same pharmacologic or therapeutic class and can be expected to have a similar

therapeutic effect and adverse reaction profile when administered to patietrts in a therapeutically equivalent

dosage.
',Therapeutic class'. - A group of drugs used for the treatment, remediation, or cure of a specific disorder or

disease.
,,Therapeutic interchange" - To dispense a therapeutic alternative to the prescribed drug when an

endorsing practitioner who has indicated that substitution is permitted, prescribes the drug- See therapeutic

interchange program (TlP)'
',Therapeutic interchange program (TlP)" - The process developed by participating state agencies under

RCW 69.41 .1g0 and 70.14.050, to allow prescribers to endorse a washington preferred drug list' and in most

cases, requires pharmacists to automatically substitute a preferred, equivalent drug from the list'

,,Therapeutically equivalent" - Drug froducts that contain different chemical structures but have the same

efficacy and safety when administered to an individual, as determined by:

(1) lnformation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA);

(2) Published and peer-reviewed scientific data;

(3) Randomized controlled clinical trials; or

(4) Other scientific evidence'
..Tiered dispensing fee system" - A system of paying pharmacies different dispensing fee rates, based on

the individual pharmacy;s total annual prescription volume and/or the drug delivery system used'

.,True unit dose delivery,, - A method in which each patient's medication is delivered to the nursing facility in

quantities sufficient only for the day's required dosage'

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=182-530&full=true 
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3t2gt2117 Chapter 182-530 WAC: PRESCRIPTION DRUGS (OUTPATIENT)

"Unit dose drug delivery" - True unit dose or modified unit dose delivery systems.
.'Usual and customary charge" - The fee that the provider typically charges the general public for the

product or service.
..Washington preferred drug list (Washington PDL)" - The list of drugs selected by the appointing

authority to be used by applicable state agencies as the basis for purchase of drugs in state-operated health care

programs.
'.Wholesale acquisition cost" - The price paid by a wholesaler for drugs purchased from a manufacturer.

[statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021. WSR 13-18-035, S 182-530-1050, filed Bl2Bl13, effective 9128113. Statutory

Àurhority: RCW 41 .05.021 and sectlon 1927 of the Social Security Act. WSR 12-1s-062, $ '182-530-1 050' filed

Bl31t12,effective 10t1:1Z.WSR 11-14-075, recodified as $ 182-530-1050, fìled 6i30l11, effective 711111' Statutory

Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.0S,090, 74.09.700, 2008 c 245. WSR 08-21-107 , S 388-530-1 050, filed 1 0/1 6/08'

effecrive 1il16t0B. Sratutory Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.530, and 74.09.7CI0. WSR A7-20-049'

S 388-530-1050, fited gD6¡07,effective 1111t07. StatutoryAuthority:RCW 74'08.090,70.14'Û50,69'41'150'

69.41.190, chapter 41.05 RCW. WSR 05-02-044, S 388-530-1050, filed 12130104, effective 1/30/05. Statutory

Authority: RCW 74.09.080,74.04.050 and 42 C,F.R. Subpart K, subsection 162J102. WSR 02-17-023' S 3BB-

530-1050, filed 8/9/02, effective Stgt}2. Statutory Authority: RCW 74.08.090, 74.04.050. WSR 01-24-066, S 388-

S30-j0S0, fited 11130/01, effecrive 112]02;WSR 01-01-02S, $ 388-530-1050, filed 1217100, effective 117101'

statutory Aurhority: Rcw 24.08.090. WSR 96-21-031, S 38s-530-1050, filed 10/9/96, effective 11/9/96.1

1 82-530-1 075
Requirements-Use of tamper'res¡stant prescr¡pt¡on pads'

(1) The medicaid agency requires providers to use tamper-resistant prescription pads or paper for written

outpatient prescriptions, including over-the-counter drugs, for Washington apple health clients.

(2) This requirement applies to all outpatient prescription drugs, including:

(a) prescriptions when medicaid is primary or secondary payer (including medicare Part D prescriptions)'

(b) Signed hardcopy prescriptions given to a client, whether handwritten or computer-generated.

(3) This requirement does not apply to:

(a) Prescriptions paid for by Washington's healthy options (HO) program or other agency-contracted

managed care organizations.
(b) prescription drugs that are part of the per diem or bundled rate and not reimbursed separately in

designated institutional or clinical settings, such as a nursing facility, ICF/MR, dental office, hospice, or radiology'

For example, a morphine prescription used to control a hospice client's cancer pain is covered under the hospice

per diem rate and therefore the tamper-resistant prescription requirement is not required.

(c) Telephone, fax, or electronic prescriptions'

(d) Refill prescriptions, if the original written prescriptions were presented at a pharmacy before April 1, 2008'

(e) Prescriber or clinic drug samples given directly to the client'

(f) An institutional setting, as defined in wAC 182'500-0050, where lhe prescriber writes the order into the

meciical records and the orders go directly to the pharmacy'

(4) Effective April 1, 2008, the tamper-resistant prescription pads and paper must meet at least one of the

following industry recognized characteristics:

(a) One or more features designed to prevent unauthorized copying of a completed or blank prescription form;

(b) One or more features designed to prevent the erasure or modification of information written on the

prescription bY the Prescriber; or
(c) One or more features designed to prevent the use of counterfeit prescription forms.

(S) Effective October 1, 2008, the tamper-resistant prescription pads and paper must contain all of the three

characteristics in subsection (4) of this section.

(6) lf the written prescription is not on tamper-resistant paper, the pharmacy may provide the prescription on

an emergency basis. The pharmacy must verify the prescription with the prescriber by telephone' fax, or

electronic communication, or by physical receipt of a tamper-resistant written prescription within seventy-two

hours of filling the prescription. 
Exhibit A
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(7) Federal controlled substance laws on controlled substances apply when prescribing or dispens¡ng

schedule ll drugs.
(B) Record retention requ¡rements under WAC 182*502-0020 remain in effect. Additional documentation is

required âs follows:
(a) Documentation by the pharmacy of verbal confirmation of a noncompliant written prescription'

(b) Documentation by the pharmacy of verbal confirmation about the authenticity of the tamper-resistant

prescdption.
(9) To submit a claim for a medicaid client retroactively certified for medicaid, the following applies:

(a) The prescription must meet the tamper-resistant compliance requirement.

(b) Refills that occur after the date on which the client is determined to be eligible require a new, tamper-

resistant prescription in compliance with this WAC.

(c) lf the origínal order is not compliant with subsection (4) of this section, the pharmacy must obtain a verbal,

faxed, or email confirmation of the prescription from the prescriber'

(d)ThepharmacymustreimbursetheclientunderWAClS2-502-0160.
(10) The pharmaty accepting a prescription transfer from another pharmacy must confirm the authenticity of

the prescription by telephone or facsimile from the transferring pharmacy.

[staturory Aurhority: RcW 41.0s.021 and 4i.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, $'1s2-530-'1075, Íiled 1219115, effective

1lgllì.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-1075, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. statutoryAuthority: RCW

74.08.0S0,74.04.0S0, 74.04.057,74.09.500 and Section 1903(i) of the SocialsecurityAct (42 U'S.C. Section

1g36b (ix23)); section 7002(b), u,S, Troop Readiness, Veterans'care, Katrina Recovery, and lraq

Accountability Appropriations Act, 2007 (Pub.L. 110-28). WSR 0B-07-048, S 388-530-1075, filed 3/14108'

effective 4114108.1

1 B2-530-2000
covered-outpatient drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies.

(1) The medicaid agency covers:
(a) Outpatient drugs, incluOing over-the-counter (OTC)drugs, as defined in WAC 1S2'530-1050, subject to

the limitations and requirements in this chapter, when:

(i) The drug is approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA);

(ii) ffre drug is for a medically accepted indication as defìned in WAC 182-530-1050:

(iii)The drug is not excluded from coverage under wAC 182-530'2100;

(iv) The manufacturer has a signed drug rebate agreement with the federal Department of Health and Human

Services (DHHS). Exceptions to the drug rebate requirement are described in WAC 182-530-75001 and

(v) The drug is prescribed by a provider with prescriptive authority. Exceptions to the prescription requirement

exist for family planning and emergency contraception in (b) of this subsection, and for OTC drugs that promote

smoking cessation in (g) of this subsection.
(b) Family planning drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies per chapter 182'532 WAC and as follows:

1l¡ OfC family planning drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies without a prescription when the agency

determines it necessary for client access and safety;

(ii) Family planning drugs that do not meet the federaldrug rebate requirement in WAC 182'530-7500 on a

case-by-case basis; and

(iii) Contraceptive patches, contraceptive rings, and oral contraceptives, excluding emergency contraception,

when dispensed in a one-year supply only, unless:

(A) A smaller supply is directed by the prescriber.

(B) A smaller supply is requested by the client.

(C) The pharmacy does not have adequate stock'

(c) Vitamins, minerals, and enzymes when prescribed for:

(i) Prenatal vitamins, when prescribed and dispensed to pregnant women;

(ii) A medical condition caused by a clinically documented deficiency;

(iii) A United States Preventive Services Task Force recommcndation with an A or B rating;

Exhibit A
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(iv) Fluoride for clients under age twenty-one; or

(v) A clinically documented medical condition that causes vitamin, mineral, or enzyme deficiencies, and the

deficiency cannot be treated through other dietary interventions,

(d) OTC drugs, vitamins, and minerals when determined by the agency to be the least costly therapeutic

alternative for a medically accepted indication. The agency will maintain and publish a list of the covered oTC

drugs available to clients which have been determined to be the least costly therapeutic alternatives for medically

accepted indications. This subsection (1Xd) of this section does not apply to products prescribed for the treatment

of cough or cotd symptoms. See (1)(i) under this subsection and WAC 182-530'2100 (1)(b)(v) for coverage of

products prescribed for the treatment of cough and cold symptoms'

(e) Drug-related devices and drug-related supplies as an outpatient pharmacy benefìt when:

(i) Prescribed by a provider with prescribing authority;

(ii) Essential for the administration of a covered drug;

(iii) Not excluded from coverage under WAC 182'530'2100; and

1iv¡ Oetermined by the agency that a product covered under chapter 182-543 WAC related to durable medlcal

equipment and supplies should be available at retail pharmacies'

(f) preservatives, flavoring, or coloríng agents, only when used as a suspending agent in a compound'

(g) OTC drugs, without a prescription, to promote smoking cessation only for clients age eighteen or older and

participating in an agency-approved smoking cessation progrâm. Limitation extensions as described in WAC 182'

501.0169 are prohibited for the age and counseling requirements in this section'

(h) Drugs prescribed to promote smoking cessation only for clients participating in an agency-approved

smoking cessation program, or for clients who are pregnant with a verifìable estimated due date and receiving

smoking cessation counseling from the prescribing provider. Limitation extensions as described in WAC 182'501'

0169 are prohibited for the age and counseling requirements in this section'

(i) For the treatment of cough and cold symptoms:

(i) Only the following generic, single ingredient formulations:

(A) Guaifenesin 100 mg/5 ml liquid or syrup;

(B)Dextromethorphan 15 mg/S mlliquid or syrup;

(C) Pseudoephedrine 30 mg or 60 mg tablets;

(D) Saline nasalsPraY 0'ô5%; and

(ii) Generic combinatiãn product dextromethorphan-guaifenesin '10-100 mg/S ml syrup, including sugar-free

formulations.
(2) The agency does not reimburse for any drug, device, or drug-related supply not meeting the coverage

requirements under this section'

[staturory Authoriry: Rcw 41.05.021,41.05.t60. wsR 16-fi-A71, S 182-530-2000, filed 8116116' effective

sl16116.WSR 
,11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-2000, filed 6/30/',11, effective 711111. Statutory Authority: Rcw

74.04.050, 74.0S.090, ssA s 1s27 {42 U.S.C. 1396r-8(d)(2)(D)), and 2009 c 564 S 1109. WSR 09-22-005' s

388-530-2000, fited 10l22t0g,effective lll22l0g.statutoryAuthority: RCW 74.04'050, 74.08'090, 74'09'530, and

74.09.700. wsR 09-05-007, s 388-530-2000, fited 2/5/09, effective 3/8/09. Statutory Authority: Rcw 74'04.050'

74.08.090,74.0s.700, 2008 c 245. WSR 08-21-107, S 3B8-530-2000, fìled 10/16/08, effective 11/16/08' Statutorv

Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.530, and ?4.09.700. WSR 07-20-049' S 388-530-2000, filed

9126107, effective 11 I 1 I 07 .l

182-530-2100
Noncovered-outpatient drugs and pharmaceut¡cal suppl¡es.

(1) The medicaid agency does not cover:

(a) A drug that is:

(i) Not approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA); or

(ii) prescribed for a nonmedically accepted indication, including diagnosis, dose, or dosage schedule that is

not evidenced-based.
(b)A drug prescribed:

http://apps.l eg.wa. gov/wac/default.aspx?cite= 1 82-530&ftlll= true
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(i) For weight loss or gain;

(ii) For infertility, frigidity, impotency;
(iii) For sexual or erectile dysfunction;
(iv) For cosmetic purposes or hair growth; or
(v) For treatment of cough or cold symptoms, except as listed in WAC 182'530-200CI (1 Xi)'
(c) Drugs used to treat sexual or erectile dysfunction, in accordance with section 1927 (d)(2)(K) of the Social

Security Act, unless such drugs are used to treat a condition other than sexual or erectile dysfunction, and these

uses have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration,
(d) Drugs listed in the federal register as "less-than-effective" ("DESl" drugs) or which are identical, similar, or

related to such drugs.
(e) Outpatient drugs for which the manufacturer requires as a condition of sale that associated tests or

monitoring services be purchased exclusively from the manufacturer or manufacturer's designee.

(f) A product;
(i) wlth an obsolete National Drug code (NDC)for more than two years;

(ii) With a terminated NDG;
(iii) Whose shelf life has expired; or

(iv) Which does not have an eleven-digit NDC'
(g) Over-the-counter (OTC) drugs, vitamins, and minerals, except as allowed under WAC 182-530'2000 (1)

( ¡).

(h) Any drug regularly supplied by other public agencies as an integral part of program activity (e.9.,

immunization vaccines for children)'
(i) Free pharmaceutical samPles.

(j) OTC or prescription drugs to promote smoking cessation unless the client is age eighteen or older and

participating in an agáncy-appioved cessation program, or is pregnant with a verifiable estimated due date and

receiving smoking cessation counseling from the prescribing provider.

(2) A noncovered drug can be requested through the exception to rule process as described in WAC 182-

501 -01 60.
(3) lf a noncovered drug is prescribed through the early and periodic screening, diagnosis, and treatment

(EpSDT) process, an authorization request may be submitted indicating that the request is EPSDT related, and

the request willbe evaluated according to the process in WAC 182'501'0165. (See WAC 182'534'0100 for

EPSDT rules.)

[statutory Authority: RcW 41.0s.021, 41.05.100. WSR 16-17-071, $ 182-530-2100, filed Bl16116' effective

gt16t16. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 . wSR 13-1 S-035, S 1 82-530-2100, filed 8128113, effective 9128113'

Statutory Authority: RCW 41.05,021 and section 1927 of the Social Security Act. WSR 12-18'062' S 182-530-

2100, fìted Bl3ltl2,effective 1ol1:12.WSR 11-14-075, recodified as$ 182-530-2100, filed 6/30/11' effective

7t1t1t. Staturory Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090, SSA S 1927 (42 U.S.c. 1396r-8(dX2)(D))' and 2009 c

564 S 1109. WSR 09-22-005, $ 388-530-2100, filed 10122109, effective 11122109. Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.530, and ?4.09.700. wsR 09-05-007, s 388-530-2100, filed 215109, effective 3/8/09.

Statutory Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.700, 2008 c 245. WSR AB-21-107, S 3BB-530-2100' fìled

10/16/08, effecrive 11t16108. Statutory Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74"08'090, 74'09'530' and 74.09.700' WSR

07-20-049, S 388-530-2100, filed 9126107, effective 11111O7.\

1 82-s30-3000
When the medicaid agency requires authorization.

pharmacies must obtain authorization for covered drugs, devices, or drug-related supplies in order to receìve

reimbursement as described in thls section,

(1)The medicaid agency's pharmacists and medical consultants:

(a) Have determined that authorization for the drug, device, or drug-related supply is required, as described in

WAC 182-530"310Û;or
(b) Have not yet reviewed the manufacturer's dossier of drug information submitted in the Academy of

Exhibit A
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Managed Care Pharmacy (AMCP) format.
(2) The drug, device, or drug-related supply is in the therapeutic drug class on the Washington preferred drug

list and the product is one of the following:
(a) Nonpreferred as described in WAC 182'530-4100; and

(i) The prescriber is a nonendorsing practitioner; or

(ii) The drug is designated as exempt from the therapeutic interchange program per WAC 182-53CI'4100(6) or

1Bz-530-4150 (2Xa);
(b) preferred for a special population or specific indication and has been prescribed by a nonendorsing

practitioner under conditions for which the drug, device, or drug-related supply is not preferred; or

(c) Determined to require authorization for safety.

(3) For the purpose of promoting safety, efficacy, and effectiveness of drug therapy, the agency identifies

clients or groups of clients who would benefit from further clinical review.

(a) The agency designates the prescriber(s) as requiring authorization because the prescriber(s) is under

agency review or is sanctioned for substandard quality of care'

(5) Utilization data indicate there are health and safety concerns or the potential for misuse and abuse,

Examples of utilization concerns include:

(a) Multiple prescriptions filled of the same drug in the same calendar month:

(b) prescriptions filled earlier than necessary for optirnal therapeutic response;

(c) Therapeutic duPlication;
(d) Therapeutic contraindication;
(e) Excessive dosing, excessive duration of therapy, or subtherapeutic dosing as determined by FDA labeling

or the compendia of drug information; and

(f) Number of prescriptìons filled per month in total or by therapeutic drug class.

(6) The pharmacy requests reimbursement in excess of the maximum allowable cost and the drug has been

prescribed with instructions to dispense as written'

[Statutory Authority: RCW 4't.05.021 and41.05,160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-3000, tiled 1219115' effective

1tgt16.wsR ,11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-3000, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111- Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.700, 2008 c 245. WSR 08-21-107, S 388-530-3000, filed 10/16/08, effective

11t16t0B.Staturory Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74'09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049' S 388-

530-3000, filed 9126107 , effective 11l1lO7 '1

1 B2-530-31 00
How the medicaid agency determines when a drug requ¡res authorization.

(1) The medicaid agency's pharmacists and medical consultants evaluate new covered drugs, new covered

indications, or new dosages approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to determine the drug

authorization requirement.
(a) The clinical team uses a drug evaluation matrix to evaluate and score the benefit/risk assessment and cost

comparisons of drugs to sinrilar existing drugs based on quality evidence contained in compendia of drug

ìnformation and peer-reviewed medical literature.

(b) ln performing this evaluation the clinical team may consult with other agency clinical staff, financial experts,

and program managers. The agency may also consult with an evidence-based practice center, the drug use

review (DUR) board, and medical experts in this evaluation'

(c) lnformation reviewed in the drug evaluation matrix includes, but is not limited to, the following:

(i) The drug, device, or drug-related supply's benefiUrisk ratio;

(ii) Potential for clinical misuse;

(iii) Potential for client misuse/abuse;
(iv) Narrow therapeutic indication;
(v) Safety concerns;
(vi) Availability of less costly therapeutic alternatives; and

(vii) product cost and outcome data demonstrating the drug, device, or drug-related supply's cost

Exhibit A
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effectiveness.
(d) Based on the clinical team's evaluation and the clrug evaluation matrix score, the agency may determine

that the drug, device, or drug-related supply:

(i) Requires authorization;
(ii) Requires authorization to exceed agency-established limitations; or

(iii) Does not require authorization.
(2) Drugs in therapeutic classes on the Washington preferred drug list are not subject to determination of

authorization requirements through the drug evaluation matrix. Authorization requirements are determined by

their preferred status according to WAC 182'530'4100.
(3) The agency periodically reviews existing drugs, devices, or drug-related supplies and reassigns

authorization requirements âs necessary according to the same provisions as outlined above for new drugs,

devices, or pharmaceutical supplies.
(4) For any drug, device, or drug-related supply with limitations or requiring authorization, the agency may

elect to apply automated authorization criteria according to WAC 182'530-3200'

lstatutory Authority: RCW 4.t .05.021 and 41.05.160. WSR ',l6-01-046, S 182-530-3',100, filed 1219115' effective

1tgt16.wsR 11-14-075, recodifted as g 182-530-3100, fited 6/30/11, effective 711111. statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.A50,74.08.0e0, 24.09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049, S 388-530-3100, filed 9126l}7 ' effective

11t1107.l

1 B2-530-3200
The medicaid agency's authorization process'

(1) The agency may establish automated ways for pharmacies to meet authorization requirements for

specifìed drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies, or circumstances as listed in WAC 182-530'3000 (3)and (4)

including, but not limited to:

(a) Use of expedited authorization codes as published in the agency's prescription drug program billing

instructions and numbered memoranda;

(b) use of specified values in national council of prescription drug programs (NCPDP) claim fields;

(c) Use of diagnosis codes; and

(d)Evidenceofprevioustherapywithintheagency'sclaimhistory.
(2) When the automated requirements in subsection (1) of this section do not apply or cannot be satisfied, the

pharmacy provider nrust request authorization from the agency before dispensing. The pharmacy provider must:

(a) Ensure the request states the medical diagnosis and includes medical justification for the drug, device,

drug-related supply, or circumstance as listed in wAC 182'530'3000 (3) and (4); and

(b) Keep documentation on file of the prescriber's medicaljustification that is communicated to the pharmacy

by the prescriber at the time the prescription is filled. The records must be retained for the period specified in

wAC 182-502-0020(5).
(3) When the agency receives the request for authorization:

(a) The agency acknowledges receipt:

ii¡ Wltf in twenty-four hours if the request is received during normal state business hours; or

(ii) Within twenty-four hours of opening for business on the next business day if received outside of normal

state business hours.

(b) The agency reviews all evidence submitted and takes one of the following actions within fifteen business

days:
(i) Approves the request;
(ii) Denies the request if the requested service is not medically necessary; or

(iii) Requests the prescriber submit additional justifying information.

(A) The prescriber must submit the additional information within ten days of the agency's request'

(B) The agency approves or denies the request within five business days of the receipt of the additional

information.
(C) lf the prescriber fails to provide the additional information within ten days, the agency will deny the

Exhibit A
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requested service. The agency sends a copy of the request to the client at the time of denial.

(4) The agency's authorization may be based on, but not limited to:

(a) Requirements under this chapter and WAC 182'501'0165;
(b) Client safety;
(c) Appropriateness of drug therapy;
(d) Quantity and duration of therapy;
(e) Client age, gender, pregnancy status, or other demographics; and

(f) The least costly therapeutically equivalent alternative'

(S) The agency evaluates request for authorization of covered drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies that

exceed limitations in this chapter on a case-by-case basis in conjunction with subsection (4) of this section and

wAC 182.501-0169.
(6) lf a provider needs authorization to dispense a covered drug outside of normal state business hours, the

provider may dispense the drug without authorization only in an emergency. The agency must receive justification

from the provider within seven days of the fill date to be reimbursed for the emergency fill.

(7) The agency may remove authorization requirements under WAC 182-530'3000 for, but not limited to, the

following:
(a) prescriptions written by specific practitioners based on consistent high quality of care; or

(b) prescriptions filled at specific pharmacies and billed to the agency at the pharmacies' lower acquisition

cost.
(8) Authorization requirements in WAC 182.530-3000 are not a denial of service'

(9) Rejection of a claim due to the authorization requirements listed in WAC 182-530-3000 is not a denial of

service.
(10) When a claim requires authorization, the pharmacy provider must request authorization from the agency'

lf the pharmacist fails to request authorization as required, the agency does not consider this a denial of service'

(i 1) Denials that result as part of the authorization process will be issued by the agency in writing.

(12) The agency's authorization:
(a) ls a decision of medical appropriateness; and

(b) Does not guarantee PaYment'

[statutory Aurhority: RCW 41.05.021, 41.05.160. WSR 16-17-071, S 182-530-3200, filed 8116116, effective

9/.16/16. WSR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-3200, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. statutory Authority: RCW

74.08.090. wsR 11-11-014, S 388-530-3200, filed 5/9/11, effective 6t9111. Statutory Authority: Rcw 74.04'050'

74,08.090, 74.09.700, 2008 c245. WSR 08-21-107, S 388-530-3200, filed 10/16/08, effective 11116108. Statutorv

Authority: RCW 24.04.050, 74,û8.090, 74.09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049, S 388-530-3200, filed

9126107 , effective 11 l1 107 .l

1 82-530-4000
Drug use rev¡ew (DUR) board.

ln accordance with 42 C.F.R. 4s6.716, the medicaid agency establishes a drug use review (DUR) board.

(1) The DUR board:

(a) lncludes health professionals who are actively practicing and licensed in the state of Washington and who

have recognized knowledge and expertise in one or more of the following:

(i) The clinically appropriate prescribing of outpatient drugs;

(ii) The clinically appropriate dispensing and monitoring of outpatieni drugs;

(iii) Drug use review, evaluation, and intervention; and

(iv) Medical quality assurance.
(b) ls made up of at least one-third but not more than fifty-one percent physicians, and at least one-third

pharmacists.
(2) The agency may appoint members of the pharmacy and therapeutics committee established by the agency

uncier chapter 182-50 WAC or other qualified individuals to serve as members of the DUR board.

(3) The DUR board meets periodically to:

hltp://apps.leg.wâ.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=182-530&full=true 
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(a) Advise the agency on drug use review activities;

(b) Review provider and pat¡ent profiles;

(c) Review scientific literature to establish evidence-bãsed guidelines for the appropriate use of drugs,

including the appropriate indications and dosing;

(d) Recommend adoption of standards and treatment guidelines for drug therapy;

(e) Recommend interventions targeted toward correcting drug therapy problems; and

(f) Produce an annual rePort'

(a) The agency has the authority to accept or reject the recommendations of the DUR board in accordance

with 42 C.F.R. 456.71 6(c).

[statutory Authority: RCW 41.CI5.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-4000, ftled 1219115, effectìve

ltgl16.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-4000, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. statutory Authority: RCW

74,04.0S0, 74.08.090, 74.09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049, S 388-530-4000, filed 9126107 ' effective

11/1107.1

182-530-4050
Drug use and claims rev¡ew.

(1) The agency's drug use review (DUR) consists of:

iuiR proup"ctive drug use review (Pro-DUR) that requires all pharmacy providers to:

(i) Obtain patient histories of allergies, idiosyncrasies, or chronic condition or conditions which may relate to

drug utilization;
(ii) Screen for potential drug therapy problems; and

(iii) Counsel the patient in accordance with existing state pharmacy laws and federal regulations'

(b) A retrospective drug use review (Retro-DuR), in which the agency provides for the ongoing periodic

examination of claims data and other records in order to identify patterns of fraud, abuse, gross overuse' or

inappropriate or medically unnecessary care among physicians, pharmacists, and individuals receiving benefits'

(2) The agency revieis a periodic sampling of áaims to determine if drugs are appropriately dispensed and

billed. lf a review of the sample finds that a provider is inappropriately dispensing or billing for drugs, the agency

mayimplementcorrectiveactionthatincludes,butisnotlimitedto:
(a) Êducating the provider regarding the problem practice or practices;

(b) Requiring the provider to maintain specific documentation in addition to the normal documentation

requirementsregardingtheprovider.sdispensingorbillingactions;
(c) Recouping the payment for the drug or drugs; or

iO) terminating the provider's core provider agreement (CPA)'

[staturoryAuthority: RCW41.05.021and41.05.160.WSR 16-01-046, S 132-530-4050, filed12l9l15' effective

1lgt16.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-4050, filed 6/30/11, effective 711t11. Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.530, and 74.09.700. wsR 07-20-049, S 388-530-4050, filed sl26l07 ' effective

1111107 .l

182-530-4't 00

Washington preferred drug list (PDL)'

under RCW 69.41.1g0 and 70.14.050, the medicaid agency and other state agencies cooperate in

developing and maintaining the Washington preferred drug list (PDL)'

(1) washington state contracts with evidence-based practice centers for systematic drug reviews'

(2) The pharmacy and therapeutics (P&T) committee reviews and evaluates the safety' efficacy' and

outcomes of prescribed drugs, using evidence-based information provided by the evidence-based practice

centers.

htlp://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/defaull.aspx?cite= 1 82-530&full= true
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(3) The P&T committee makes recommendations to state agencies as to which drugs to include on the

Washington PDL under chapter 182-5CI WAC.
(4) The appointing authority makes the final selection of drugs included on the Washington PDL.

(5) Drugs in a drug class on the Washington PDL that have been studied by an evidence-based practice

center and reviewed by the P&T committee and which have not been selected as preferred are considered

nonpreferred drugs and are subject to the therapeutic interchange program (TlP) and dispense as written (DAW)

rules under WAC 182-530-4150.
(6) Drugs in a drug class on the Washington PDL that have not been studied by an evidence-based practice

center and have not been reviewed by the P&T committee will be treated as nonpreferred drugs not subject to the

dispense as written (DAW) or the therapeutic interchange program (TlP)'

(7) A nonpreferred drug which the agency determines as covered is considered for authorization after the

client has:
(a) Tried and failed or is intolerant to at least one preferred drug; and

(b) Met agency-established criteria for the nonpreferred drug.

(B) Drugs in a drug class on the Washington PDL may be designated as preferred drugs for special

populations or specific indications.
(9) Drugs in a drug class on the Washington PDL may require authorization for safety'

(10) Combination drugs that have been studied by an evidence-based practice center and have been

reviewed by the P&T committee may be included in the washington PDL.

(11)When a brand-name drug has been reviewed by the P&T committee, the agency may immediately

designate an available, less expensive, equally effective, generic equivalent as a preferred drug. For the purpose

of this chapter, generic equivalent drugs are those identified in the Food and Drug Administration's approved drug

products with therapeutic equivalence evaluations (orange book)'

(12) The dispensing of a brand name or nonpreferred generic drug in a drug class on the Washington PDL as

a client's first course of treatment within that therapeutic class may be subject to restrictions under WAC 182'530'

4125 and 1 82-530'41 50(1 0)'

[Statutory Authoriry: RCW 41.0s.0 21 and 4r.05.160. WSR 15-12-093, S 182-530-4100, 'filed 612115, effective

7l3l1S.WSR .11-14-075, recodifìed as g 182-530-4100, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. StatutoryAuthority: RCW

74"04.050, 74.09.700, 74.08"090, 2009 c 575. WSR 10-06-011, S 3BB-530-4100, filed 2119110, effective 3122110.

Statutory Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.700, 2008 c 245. WSR 08-21-107 , $ 388-530-4100, filed

10/16/08, effective i1l16108. Statutory Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.530 , and74.A9.700. WSR

07-20-049, S 383-530-4100, filed 9126107, effective 1111107 'l

'182-530-4125
Generics first for a client's first course of treatment.

The medicaid agency uses point-of-sale (POS) claim messaging to tell pharmacies to use a preferred generic

drug for the client's fìrst course of lreatment in specific drug classes,

(i ) The agency may require preferred generic drugs on the Washington preferred drug list (PDL) be used

before any brand name or nonpreferred generic drugs for a client's first course of treatment within that therapeutic

class of drugs, when:
(a) There is a less expensive, equally effective therapeutic alternative generic product available to treat the

condition, and
(b)The drug use review (DUR) board established underWAC 182-530-4000 has reviewed the drug class

and recommended to the agency that the drug class is appropriate to require generic drugs as a client's first

course of treatment.
(2) For drug classes selected by the agency that meet the criteria of subsection ('1 ) of this section, only

preferred generic drugs are covered for a client's first course of treatment, except as identified in subsection (3) of

this section.
(3) Endorsing practitioners' prescriptions written "Dispense as written (DAW)" for preferred and nonpreferred

brand name clrugs and nonpreferred generics in the specific drug classes on the Washington PDL reviewed by

http://apps.leq.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite= 182-530&full= true 
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the DUR board will be subject to authorization to establish medical necess¡ty as defined in WAC 182-500-0070'

lstarutory Authority: RCW 41.0s.021 and 41,0s.160. wsR 15-12-093, S 182-530-4125, filed 612115' effective

7t3l15.WSR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-4125, filed 6/30/11, effective 7t|t11. Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.050, 74.ü9.700, ?4.08.090, 2009 c 575. WSR 10-06-011, S 388-530-4125, filed 2119110, effective 3122110'l

1 82-530-41 50

Therapeutic interchange program (TlP).

This section contains the medicaid agency's rules for the endorsing practitioner therapeutic interchange

program (Tlp). Tlp is estabtished under RCW 69.41.190 and 70.14.050. The statutes require state-operated

prescription drug programs to allow physicians and other prescribers to endorse a Washington preferred drug list

(pDL) and, in most cases, requires pharmacists to automatically substitute a preferred, equivalent drug from the

list.
(1)Thetherapeuticinterchangeprogram(TlP)appliesonlytodrugs:
(a) Within therapeutic classes on the Washington PDL;

(b) Studied by the evidence-based practice center or centers;

(c)Reviewedbythepharmacyandtherapeutics(P&T)committee;and
(d) Prescribed by an endorsing practitioner,

(2) TIP does not aPPIY:

(a) When the p&T committee determines that TIP does not apply to the therapeutic class on the PDL; or

(b) To a drug prescribed by a nonendorsing practitioner'

(3) A practitioner who wishes to become aÀ endorsing practitioner must specifically enroll with the health care

authority (HcA) as an endorsing practitioner under the provisions of chapter 182'50 wAC and RCW

69.41.1e0(2).
(4) When an endorsing practitioner wr¡tes a prescription for a client for a nonpreferred drug, or for a preferred

drug for a special population or indication other than the client's population or indication, and indicates that

substitulion is permitted, the pharmacist must:

(a) Dispense a preferred drug in that therapeutic class in place of the nonpreferred drug; and

ini ruot¡f' the endorsing practitioner of the specific drug and dose dispensed.

(5) w¡th the exception ãf subsection (7) and (10) of this section, when an endorsing practitioner determines

that a nonpreferred drug is medically necessary, all of the following apply:

(a) The practitioner must indicate that the prescription is to be dispensed as written (DAW);

1o¡rn"pharmacistdispensesthenonpreferreddrugasprescribed;and
(c) The agency does not require prior authorization io dispense the nonpreferred drug in place of a preferred

drug except when the drug requires authorization for safety'

(6) ln the event the following therapeutic drug classes are on the washington PDL, pharmacists will not

substitute a preferred drug for ã nonpreferred drug in these therapeutic drug classes when the endorsing

practitioner prescribes a refill (including the renewal of a previous prescription or adjustments in dosage):

(a) AntipsYchotic;
(b) AntidePressant;
(c) AntiepilePtic;
(d) ChemotheraPY;
(e) Antiretroviral;
(f) lmmunosuPPressive; or

(g) lmmunomodulator/antiviral treatment for hepatitis C for which an established, fixed duration of therapy is

prescribed for at least twenty-four weeks but no more than forty-eight weeks.

(7) The agency may impose nonendorsing status on an endorsing practitioner only under the following

circumstances:
(a) The agency runs three quarterly reports demonstrating that, within any therapeutic class of drugs on the

Washington pDL, the endorsing practitioner's frequency of prescribing DAW varies from the prescribing patterns

of the endorsing praclitioner's agency-designated peer grouping with a ninety-five percent confidence interval;

Exhibit A
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(b) The medical director has:

(i) Delivered by mail to the endorsing practitioner the quarterly reports described in (a) of this subsection,

which demonstrate the endorsing practitioner's variance in prescribing patterns; and

(ii) provided the endorsing practitioner an opportunity to explain the variation in prescribing patterns as

medically necessary as defined under WAC 182'500-0070; or

(iii) provided the endorsing practit¡oner two calendar quarters to change their prescribing patterns to align with

those of the agency-designated peer groupings.

(B) While the endorsing practitioner is engaged in the activities described in subsection (TXbxli) or (iii) of this

section, their endorsing practitioner status is maintained'

(g) The nonendorsing status restrictions imposed under this section will remain in effect until the quarterly

reports demonstrate tflaitfre endorsing practitioner's prescribing patterns no longer vary in comparison to the

endorsing practitioner's agency-designated peer-grouping over a period of four calendar quarters, with a ninety-

five percent confidence interval.
(10) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (11) of this section, for a client's first course of treatment

within a therapeutic class of drugs, the endorsing practitioner's option to write DAW does not apply when:

(a) There is a less expensive, equally effective therapeutic alternative generic product available to treat the

condition; and
(b) The drug use review (DUR) board established under WAC 182-530'4000 has reviewed the drug class

and recommended to the agency that the drug class is appropriate to require generic drugs as a client's fìrst

course of treatment.
(11) tn accordance with wAC 182-530-4125(3) and 182-501-0165, the agency will request and review the

endorsing practitioner,s medical justification for pieferred and nonpreferred brand name drugs and nonpreferred

generic drugs for the client's first course of treatment'

[statutory Authority: Rcw 41.05. 021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-4150' fied 1219115' effective

119116.wsR 11-14-075, recodifìed as g 182-530-4150, filed 6/30i11, effective 711t|1. Statutory Authority; RCW

?4.04.050, 74.09.700, 74.08.090, 2009 c 575. WSR 10-06-011, 5 388-530-4150, filed 2t19110', effective 3122110'

Statutory Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08'090, 74.09.700, 2008 c 245' WSR 08-21-107, s 388-530-4150, filed

10/'16108, effective 11116t08. Statutory Authority: RCW 74.04,050, 74'08'090' 74'09'530' and 74'09'700' wsR

07-20-049, S 388-530-4150, filed 9126107, effective 1111lO7 'l

1 82-s30-5000
Bil tin g requ¡rements-Pharmacy claim payment'

(1) When billing the medicaid agency for pharmacy seryices' providers must:

(a) Use the appropriate agency claim form or electronic billing specifications;

(b) lnclude the actual elevln-digit na¡onal drug code (NDC) number of the product dispensed from a rebate

eligible manufacturer;
(c) Bill the agency using metric decimal quantities which is the National Council for Prescription Drug

Programs (NCPDP) billing unit standard;

(d) Meet the general provider documentation and record retention requirements in WAC 182'502-0020; and

(e) Maintain proof of delivery receipts'

(i) when a provider delivers an item directly to the client or the client's authorized representative' the provider

must be able to furnish proof of delivery including signature, client's name and a detailed description of the item or

items delivered.
(ii) when a provider mails an item to the client, the provider must be able to furnish proof of delivery including

a mail log.
(iii) When a provider uses a delivery or shipping service to deliver items, the provider must be able to furnish

proof of deliverY and it must:

(A) lnclude the delivery service tracking slip with the client's name or a reference to

packages; the delivery seivice package idenlification number; and the delivery address'
the client's Package or

http://apps-leg.wa.gov/wac/default aspx?cite= 182- 530&full-true
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(B) lnclude the supplier's shipping invoice, with the client's name; the shipping service package identification

number; and a detailed description.
(iv) Make proof of delivery receipts available to the agency upon request'

(2) When billing drugs under the expedited authorization process, providers must insert the authorization

number which includes the corresponding criteria code or codes in the appropriate data field on the drug claim'

(3) pharmacy services for clients on restriction under WAC 182-50,|-01 35 must be prescribed by the client's

primary care provider and are paid only lo the client's primary pharmacy, except in cases of:

(a) EmergencY;
(b) Family planning services; or
(c) Services properly referred from the client's assigned pharmacy or physician/ARNP.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 41 .0s.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 1s2-530-5000, filed 1219115, effective

119116.WSR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-5000, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. StatutoryAuthority: RCW

74.04,050, 74.08.090, 74.09.530, and 74,09,700. WSR 07-20-049, S 388-530-5000, filed S126107 ' effective

1111107.1

182-530-5050
Billing requ¡rements-Point-of-sale (POS) system/prospect¡ve drug use rev¡ew (Pro'

DUR).

(1) pharmacy claims for drugs and other products listed in the medicaid agency's drug file and billed to the

agency by national drug code (NDC) are adjudicated by the agency's point-of-sale (Pos) system' claims must be

submitted for payment using the billing unit standard identified in WAC 182-530'5000'

(2) All pharmacy drug 
"luir" 

pro"àssed through the POS system undergo a system-facilitated prospective

drug use review (Pro-DUR) screening as a complement to the Pro-DUR screening required of pharmacists'

(3) lf the POS system identifies a potential drug therapy problem during Pro-DUR screening' a message will

alert the pharmacy provider indicating the type of potential problem. The alerts regarding possible drug therapy

problems include, but are not limited to:

(a) TheraPeutic duPlication;

in¡ ouration of therapy exceeds the recommended maximum period;

(c) Drug-to-drug interaction;
(d) Drug disease Precaution;
(e) High dose;
(f) lngredient duPlication;

(g) Drug{o-client age conflict;

(h) Drug{o-client gender conflict; or

(i) Refill too soon.

(4) The agency provides pharmacy providers with a list of codes from which to choose in overriding POS

system alert messages. These codes come from the National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP)'

(5) The dispensing pharmacist evaluates the potential drug therapy conflict and enters applicable NCPDP

codes representing their professional interaction'

(a) lf the resolution to the conflict satisfies agency requirements, the claim will be processed accordingly'

(b) lf the resolution to the conflict does not satisfy agency requirements, the agency requires prior

authorization. This includes all claims for which an alert message is triggered in the POS system and an NCPDP

override code is not aPProPriate.

(6) The âgency requires providers to retain documentation of the justification for the use of payment system

override codes as described in subsections (4) and (5) of this section. The agency requires the documentation be

retained for the same period as that described in wAC 182'502'002CI.

(7) pOS/pro-DUR screening is not applicable to pharmacy claims included in the managed care capitated

rate.

[Statutory Aurhority: RCW 41 .05.t21 and 41 .05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-5050, filed 1219115, effective

Exhibit A
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1tgtl6.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-5050, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. StatutoryAuthority: RCW

74.04.0s0,74.0s.090,74.09.530, and 74.09,700. WSR 07-20-045, S 388-530-5050, filed 9126107' effective

11t1lo7 .l

1 82-530-51 00

Billing requirements-U nit dose.

(1) To be eligible for a unit dose dispensing fee from the medicaid agency, a pharmacy must:

(a) Notify the agency in writing of its intent to provide unit dose service;

(b) ldentify the nursing facility or facilities to be served,

(c) lndicate the approximate date unit dose service to the facility or facilities will commence; and

(d) Follow agency requirements for unit dose payment'

(Zj UnOer a unit dose delivery system, a pharmacy must bill only for the number of drug units actually used by

the client in the nursing faciliry, except as provided in subsections (3), (4), and (5)of this section' lt isthe unit dose

pharmacy provider's r.u.ponribility to coordinate with nursing facilities to ensure that the unused drugs the

pharmacy dispensed to clients are returned to the pharmacy for credit.

(3) The pharmacy must submit an adjustment form or claims reversal of the charge to the agency for the cost

of all unused drugs returned to the pharmacy from the nursing facility on or before the sixtieth day following the

date the drug was dispensed, except as provided in subsection (5) of this section. Such adjustment must conform

to the nursing facility's monthly log as described in subsection (7) of this section'

(4) The agency pays a ,nit dor" provider a dispensing fee when a provider-packaged unit dose prescription is

returned, in its entirety, to the pharmacy. A dispensing fee is not paid if the returned prescription is for a drug with

a manufacturer-designated unit dose national drug code (NDC). ln addition to the dispensing fee paid under this

subsection, the provider may bill the agency one unit of the tablet or capsule but must credit the agency for the

remainder of the ingredient costs for the returned prescription'

(5) Unit dose providers do not have to credit the agency for federally designated schedule two drugs which

are returned to the pharmacy. These returned drugs must be disposed of according to federal regulations'

(6) pharmacies must not charge clients or the ãgency a fee for repackaging a client's bulk medications in unit

dose form. The costs of repackaging are the responsibility of the nursing facility when the repackaging is done:

(a) To conform with a nursing facility's drug delivery system; or

(b) For the nursing facility's convenience'

(7) The pharmacy must maintain detailed records of medications dispensed under unit dose delivery systems'

The pharmacy must keep a monthly log for each nursíng facility served inclucling, but not limited to, the following

information:
(a) FacilitY name and address:

(b) Client's name and patient identification code (PlC);

(c) Drug name/strength;
(d) Nationaldrug code (NDC);
(e) QuantitY and date disPensed;

(f) QuantitY and date returned;
(g) Value of returned drugs or amount credited;

iñ¡ rxptanation for no credit given or nonreusable returns; and

(i) Prescription number.

(g) Upon the agency's request, the pharmacy must submit copies of the logs referred to in subsection (7) of

this section.
(g) when the pharmacy submits the completed annual pre'scription volume survey to the agency, it must

include an updated list of all nursing facilities currently served under unít dose systems'

[statutory Authority: Rcw 41 ,05.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 1 6-01-046, S ',l 82-530-5100, filed 1219115' effective

1lgt16.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as $ 182-530-5100, filed 6/30/',11, effective 711t1|. Statutory Authority: RCW

74.û4.050,74,08.090,74.CI9.530, and 74.09.700, wsR 07-20-049, s 3BB-530-5100' filed 9126107' effective

1111t07 .)

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/defaull.aspx?cite= 1 82-530&full = true
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1 82-530-6000
Mail-order serv¡ces.

The medicaid agency provides a contracted mail-order pharmacy service for client use. The mail-order

contractor is selected as a result of a competitive procurement process.

(1) The contracted mail-order pharmacy service is available as an option to all Washington apple health

clients, subject to the:

(a) Scope of the client's medical care program;

(b) Availability of services from the contracted mail-order provider; and

(c) Special terms and conditions described in subsection (2) and (3) of this section.

(2) The mail-order prescription service may not dispense medication in a quantity greater than authorized by

the prescriber. (See RCW 18'64'360(5), Nonresident pharmacies')

(3) prescribecl meclications may be filled by the maiþorder pharmacy service within the following restrictions:

(a) Drugs available from mail-order in no more than a ninety-day supply include:

(i)Preferred drugs (see WAC 182-530-a100);

(ii) Generic drugs; and

(iii)Drugs that do not have authorization requirements (see WAC ,l82'530'3000 through 182'530-3200)'

(b) Drugs available in no more than a thirty-four-day supply:

(i) Controlled substances (schedules ll through V); and

1ti¡ Orugs having authorization requirements (see WAC {82'530'3000).

(c) Other pharmacy restrictions (chapter 182-530 WAC Prescription drugs (outpatient)) continue to apply'

(4) The contracted mail-order pharmacy services are reimbursed at levels lower than those established for the

regular outpatient pharmacy services.

[staturory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-6000, filed 1219115, effective

1lgt!6.WSR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-6000, filed 6/30i11, effective 7t1111. Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.050, 74.08"090, 74.09-s30, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049, S 3SS-530-6000, filed 3126lA7, effective

11t1107.1

1 82-530-7000
Reimbursement.

(1) The agency's total reimbursement for a prescription drug must not exceed the lovÙest of:

(a) Estimated acquisition cost (EAC) plus a dispensing fee;

(b) Maximum allowable cost (MAC) plus a dispensing fee;

(c) Federal upper limit (FUL) plus a dispensing fee;

(d) Actual acquisition cost (AAC) plus a dispensing fee for drugs purchased under section 3408 of the Public

Health Service (PHS) Act;

(e)Automated maximum allowable cost (AMAC) plus a dispensing fee; or

(f) The provider's usual and customary charge to the nonmedicaid population.

(2) The agency selects the sources for pricing information used to set EAC and MAC'

(3) The âgency may solicit assistance from pharmacy providers, pharmacy benefit managers (PBM), other

government agencies, actuaries, and/or other consultants when establishing EAC and/or MAC'

(4) The agency reimburses a pharmacy for the least costly dosage form of a drug within the same route of

administration, unless the prescriber has designated a medically necessary specific dosage form or the agency

has selected the more expensive dosage form as a preferred drug'

(5) lf the pharmacy provider offers a discount, rebate, promotion or other incentive which directly relates to the

reduction of the price of a prescription to the individual nonmedicaid customer, the provider must similarly reduce

its charge to the agency for the prescription'

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wao/default.aspx?cite= 182- 530&full= true 
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(6) lf the pharmacy provider gives an otherwise covered product for free to the general public, the pharmacy

mL¡st not submit a claim to the agency'
(7) The agency does not reimburse for:

(a) prescriptions wr¡tten on presigned prescription blanks filled out by nursing facility operators or pharmacists;

(b) Prescriptions without the date of the original order;

(c) Drugs used to replace those taken from a nursing facility emergency kit;

(d) Drugs used to replace a physician's stock supply;

(e) outpatient drugs, biological products, insulin, supplies, appliances, and equipment included in other

reimbursement methods including, but not limited to:

(i) Diagnosis-related group (DRG);

(ii) Ratio of costs-to-charges (RCC);

(iii) Nursing facility daily rates;

(iv) Managed care capitation rates;

(v) Block grants; or
(vi) Drugs prescribed for clients who are on the agency's hospice program when the drugs are related to the

client's terminal illness and related condition'

(f) Hemophilia and von willebrand related products shipped to clients for administration in the home unless

the products are provided through a qualified hemophilia treatment center of excellence (COE) as defined in

wAC 182-531-162s.

[statutory Authoriry: RCW 41.05.021. WSR 12-16-061,S 182-530-7000, filed 7130112, effective 1111112' WSR 11-

14-075,recodified as g 182-530-7000, fited 6/30/11, effective 711t11. StatutoryAuthority:RCW 74'04'050,

74.08.090, 74.09.530, and 74.09.700. wsR 07-2A-04g, s 38s-530-7000, filed 9t26107 ' 
effective 1'll1l07 'l

182-530-7050
Reimbu rsement-Dispens¡ng fee determi nation'

(1) Subject to the provisions of WAC 1s2-530-7000 and the exceptions permitted in WAC 182-530-2000' the

medicaid agency pays a dispensing fee for each covered, prescribed drug'

(2) The agency does noi puy u dirp"nsing fee for nondrug items, devices, or drug-related supplies'

is) r¡" ug"n"y adjusts the óispensing fee by considering factors including, but not limited to:

(a) Legislative appropriations for vendor rates;

(b) lnput from provider and advocacy groups;

(c) lnput from state-employed or contracted actuaries; and

(d) Díspensing fees paid by other third-party payers including, but not limited to, health care plans and other

states' medicaid agencies.

(4) The agency uses a tiered dispensing fee system which pays higher volume pharmacies at a lower fee and

lower volume pharmacies at a higher fee'

(5) The agency uses total annual prescription volume (both medicaid and nonmedicaid) reported to the

agency to determine each pharmacy's dispensing fee tier'

(a) A pharmacy which fills more than thirty-five thousand prescriptions annually is a high-volume pharmacy'

The agency considers hospital-based pharmacies that serve both inpatient and outpatient clients as high-volume

pharmacies.
(b) A pharmacy which fills between fifteen thousand one and thirty-five thousand prescriptions annually is a

mid-volume pharmacY.

(c) A pharmacy which fills fifteen thousand or fewer prescriptions annually is a low-volume pharmacy'

(6) The agency determines a pharmacy's annual total prescription volume as follows:

(a) The agency sends out a prescription volume survey form to pharmacy providers during the first quarter of

the calendar Year;
(b) pharmacies return completed prescription volume surveys to the agency each year' Pharmacy providers

not responding to the survey by the specified date are assigned to the high volume category;

(c) pharmacies must ¡náuOe all prescriptions dispensed from the same physical location in the pharmacy's

Exhibit A
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total prescription count;
(d) The agency considers prescriptions dispensed to nursing facility clients as outpatient prescriptions; and

(e) Assignment to a new dispensing fee tier is effective on the first of the month, following the date specified

by the agency.
(7) A pharmacy may request a change in dispensing fee tier during the interval between the annual

prescription volume surveys. The pharmacy must substantiate such a request with documentation showing that

the pharmacy's most recent six-month dispensing data, annualized, would qualify the pharmacy for the new tier' lf

the agency receives the documentation by the twentieth of the month, assignment to a new dispensing fee tìer is

effective on the first of the following month.

(g) The agency grants general dispensing fee rate increases only when authorized by the legislature.

Amounts authorized for dispensing fee increases may be distributed nonuniformly (e'g., tiered dispensing fee

based upon volume).
(g) The agency may pay true unit dose pharmacies at a different rate for unit dose dispensing.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 1S2-530-7050, lied 1219115, effective

1tgt16.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-7050, fited 6/30/11, effective 711111. StatutoryAuthority:RCW

74.04.050,74.08.090,74.09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049, S 388-530-7050, filed 9126107' effective

1111107.1

182-530-7100
Reimbursement-Pharmaceut¡ cal su pplies.

(1) The medicaid agency reimburses for selected pharmaceutical supplies through the pharmacy point-of-sale

(POS) system when it is necessary for client access and safety'

(2) The agency bases reimbursement of pharmaceutical items or supplies that are not payable through the

POS on agency-published fee schedules-
(3) The agency uses any or all of the following methodologies to set the maximum allowable reimbursement

rate for drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies:

(a) A pharmacy provider's acquisition cost. Upon review of the claim, the agency may require an invoice which

must show the name of the item, the manufacturer, the product description, the quantity, and the current cost

including any free goods associated with the invoice;

(b) Medicare's reimbursement rate for the item; or

ic¡ n speciRed discount off the item's list price or manufacturer's suggested retail price (MSRP)'

(4) The agency does not pay a dispensing fee for nondrug items, devices, or drug-related supplies' See WAC

1 82-530-7050.

[statutory Aurhoriry: RCW 41.05. A21 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-7100, liled 1219115, effective

1tgl16.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-7100, filed 6/30/11, effective 7t1111. Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.A50,74.08.090, 74.09.530, and 74.09,700. WSR 07-20-049, S 3BB-530-7100, filed 9126107' effective

rl1la7.l

182-530-71 50
Reimbursement-Compou nded prescript¡ons'

(1) The medicaid agency does not consider reconstitution to be compounding'

(2) The agency covers a drug ingredient used for a compounded prescription only when the manufacturer has

a signed rebate agreement with the federal Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)'

(3) The agency considers bulk chemical supplies used in compounded prescriptions as nondrug items, which

do not require a drug rebate agreement. The agency covers such bulk chemical supplies only as specifically

approved bY the agencY.

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cile='l 82-530&full - true
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(4) The agency re¡mburses pharmacists for compounding drugs only if the client's drug therapy needs are

unable to be met by commercially available dosage strengths or forms of the medically necessary drug'

(a) The pharmacist must ensure the need for the adjustment of the drug's therapeutic strength or form is well-

documented in the client's file'
(b) The pharmacist must ensure that the ingredients used in a compounded prescription are for an approved

use as defined in "medically accepted indication" in wAC 182-530'1050.

(S) The agency requires that each drug ingredient used for a compounded prescription be billed to the agency

using its eleven-digit national drug code (NDC) number'

(6) Compounded prescriptions are reimbursed as follows:

(a) The agency allows only the lowest cost for each covered ingredient, whether that cost is determined by

actual acquisition cost (AAC), estimated acquisition cost (EAC), federal upper limit (FUL)' maximum allowable

cost(MAC),automatedmaximumallowablecost(AMAC)'oramountbilled'
(b) The agency applies current prior authorization requirements to drugs used as ingredients in compounded

prescriptions, except as provided under (c) of this subsection. The agency denies payment for a drug requiring

authorization when authorization is not obtained'

(c) The agency may designate selected drugs as not requiring authorization when used for compounded

prescriptions. For the list of selected drugs, ,"fo to the agency's prescription drug program billing instructions'

(d)The agency pays a dispensing fee as described under WAc 182-530-705Û for each drug ingredient used

in compounding wnenihe conditlons of this section are met and each ingredient is billed separately by the eleven-

digit NDC.
(e) The agency does not pay a separate fee for compounding time'

(7) The agency requires pharmacists to document the need for each inactive ingredient added to the

compounded prescription. The agency limits reimbursement to the inactive ingredients that meet the following

criteria. To be reimbursed by the agency, each inactive ingredient must be:

(a) A necessary component of a compounded drug; and

(b) Billed by an eleven-digit national drug code (NDC)'

[starutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-7150, filed 1219115' effective

llgt16.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 1g2-530-7150, filed 6/30/11, effective 7t1t1|' Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.050,24.08.090,24.09,s30, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-o4g,S 388-530-7150, filed 9126107' effective

1111107.1

182-530-7200
Rei mbu rsement-Out-of'state prescr¡pt¡ons'

(1) The medicaid agency reimburses out-of-state pharmacies for prescription drugs provided to an eligible

client within the scope of the client's medical care program if the pharmacy:

(a) Contracts with the agency to be an enrolled provider; and

(b) Meets the same criteria the agency requires for in-state pharmacy providers'

(2) The agency considers pharmacies located in bordering areas listed in WAC 182-501'0175 the same as in-

state pharmacies,

[Statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.05'160' WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-7200' filed 1219115' effective

ltgt16.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-7200, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.û5û, 74.t8.tS0, 74.09.530, and74.09.700. wsR 07-20-049, s 388-530-7200' filed 9126107 ' effective

11t1t07.l

182-530-7250
Reimbursement-M¡scellaneous

htrp://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/defaul t.aspx?cite= 1 B2- 530&full = true
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The medicaid agency reimburses for covered drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies provlded or

administered by nonpharmacy providers under specified conditions, as follows;

(1) The agency re¡mburses for drugs administered or prepared and delivered for individual use by an

authorízed prescriber during an office visit according to specific program rules found in:

(a) Chapter 182-531 WAC Physician-related services;

(b) Chapter 1S2-532 WAC Reproductive health/family planning only/rnxe cnnRcr; and

(c) Chapter 182-540 WAC Kidney disease program and kidney center services.

(2) providers who are purchasers of Public Health Services (PHS) discounted drugs must comply with PHS

340b program requirements. (See WAC 182-530'7900')

(3) The agency may request providers to submit a current invoice for the actual cost of the drug, device, or

drug-related supply billed. lf an invoice is requested, the invoice must show the:

(a) Name of the drug, device, or drug-related supply;

(b) Drug or product manufacturer;
(c) NDC of the product or Products;
(d) Drug strength;
(e) Product descriPtion,
(f)QuantitY; and

(g) Cost, including any free goods associated with the invoice'

(4) The agency does not reimburse providers for the cost of vaccines obtained through the state department

of health (DOH). The agency does pay physicians, advanced registered nurse practitioners (ARNP), and

pharmacists a fee for administering the vaccine.

[statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-7250, filed 1219115, effective

1lgl16.WSR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-s30-7250, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. StatutoryAuthority: RCW

74.04.0S0, 74.08.090, 74.09-530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049, S 388-530'7250, filed 9126107, effective

1111107.1

182-530-7300
Reimbursement-Request¡ng a chan ge.

Upon request from a pharmacy provider, the medicaid agency may reimburse at actual acquisition cost (AAC)

for a drug that would otherwise be reimbursed at maximum allowable cost (MAC) when:

(1) The availability of lower cost equivalents in the marketplace is severely curtailed and the price disparity

between AAC for the drug and the MAC reimbursement affects clients' access; and

(2) An invoice documãnting actual acquisition cost relevant to the date the drug was dispensed is provided to

the agency.

[statutoryAurhority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-7300, filed 1219115, effective

1lgl16.wSR i1-14-025, recodified as g 182-530-7300, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. statutoryAuthority: RCW

74.04,050, 24.08.090, 24.09,530, and74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049, S 388-530-7300, filed 9126107' effective

rntaT.l

1 82.530-7350
Reimbursement-Unit dose drug delivery systems.

(1) The medicaid agency pays for unit dose drug delivery systems only for clients residing in nursing facilities'

except as provided in subsections (7) and (8) of this section'

(2) Unit dose delivery systems may be either true or modified unit dose.

(3) The agency pnyt phurrucies that provide unit dose delivery services the agency's highest allowable

dispensing fee for each unit dose prescription dispensed to clients in nursing facilities. The agency t"'t::;ï:^
htlp://apps.l eg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?ci te= 1 B2-530&full = true
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ingredient costs for drugs under unit dose systems as described in WAC 182-530-7000.
(a) The agency pays a pharmacy that dispenses drugs in bulk containers or multidose forms to clients in

nursing facilities the regular dispensing fee applicable to the pharmacy's total annual prescription volume tier.

Drugs the agency considers not deliverable in unit dose form include, but are not limited to, liquids, creams,

ointments, ophthalmic and otic solutions. The agency reimburses ingredient costs as described in WAC 182'530'
7000.

i5) The agency pays a pharmacy that dispenses drugs prepackaged by the manufacturer in unit dose form to

clients in nursing facilities the regular dispensing fee applicable under WAC 182'530-7050. The agency

re¡mburses ingredient costs for drugs prepackaged by the manufacturer in unit dose form as described in WAC

1 82-530-7000.
(6) The agency limits its coverage and payment for manufacturer-designated unit dose packaging to the

following conditions:
(a) The drug is a single source drug and a multidose package for the drug is not available;

(b) The drug is a multiple source drug but there is no other multidose package available among the drug's

generic equivalents; or
(c) The manufacturer-designated unit dose package is the most cost-effective package available or it is the

least costly alternative form of the drug.
(7) The agency reimburses a pharmacy provider for manufacturer-designated unit dose drugs dispensed to

clients not residing in nursing facilities only when such drugs:

(a) Are available in the marketplace only in manufacturer-designated unit dose packaging; and

(b) Would otheruise be covered as an outpatient drug. The unit dose dispensing fee does not apply in such

cases. The agency pays the pharmacy the dispensing fee applicable to the pharmacy's total annual prescription

volume tier.
(S) The agency may pay for unit dose delivery systems for clients of the developmental disabilities

administration (DDA) residing in approved community living arrangements.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.05.160, WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-7350, liled 1219115, effective

1tgl16. WSR 11-14-075, recodified as $ 182-530-7350, fìled 6/30/11, effective 711111. Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.050, 74.08.09û, 74.09.530, and 74.09,700. WSR 07-20-049, S 388-530-7350, filed 9126107, effective

1111107.1

lB2-530-7400
Reimbursement-Compl¡ance packag¡ng services.

(1) The medicaid agency reimburses pharmacies for compliance packaging services provided to clients

considered at risk for adverse drug therapy outcomes. Clients who are eligible for compliance packaging services

must not reside in a nursing home or other inpatient facility, and must meet (a) and either (b) or (c) of this

subsection. The client must:

(a) Have one or more of the following representative disease conditions:

(i) Alzheimer's disease;
(ii) Blood clotting disorders,
(iii) Cardiac arrhythmia;
(iv) Congestive heart failure;
(v) Depression;
(vi) Diabetes;
(vii) Epilepsy;
(viii) HIV/AIDS;
(ix) Hypertension:
(x) Schizophrenia; or
(xi) Tuberculosis.
(b) Concurrently consume two or more prescribed medications for chronic medical conditions, that are dosed

at three or more intervals per day; or

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.âspx?cite= 182-530&full= true Ex h ib it A 25t30
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(c) Have demonstrated a pattern of noncompliance that is potentially harmful to the client's health. The client's

pattern of noncompliance with the prescribed drug regimen must be fully documented in the provider's file'

(2) Compliance packaging services include:

(a) Reusable hard plastic containers of any type (e'g', medisets); and

(b) Nonreusable compliance packaging devices (e.g', blister packs)'

(3) The agency pays a filling fee and reimburses pharmacies for the compliance packaging device and

container. The frequency of fills and number of payable compliance packaging devices per client is subject to

limits specified by the agency. The agency does not pay filling or preparation fees for blister packs.

(4) pharmacies must use the CMS-1500 claim form to bill the agency for compliance packaging services'

[statutoryAuthority: RCW 41.05.CI21 and4L05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-7400, filed 1219115' effective

1lgl16.WSR 11-14-075, recodified as g '182-530-7400, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04,050, 74.08.0g0, 74.0g.s30, and 74.09.?00. wsR 07-20-049, S 388-530-7400, filed sl26l07' effective

1111107.1

182-530-7500
Drug rebate requirement.

(1) The medicaid agency reimburses for outpatient prescription drugs only when they are supplied by

manufacturers who have a s¡gneO drug rebate agreement with the federal Department of Health and Human

services (DHHS), according io a2 u.s,c. 1396r-8. The manufacturer must be listed on the list of participating

manufacturers as published by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)'

(2) The fill date must be within the manufacturer's beginning and ending eligibility dates to be reimbursed by

the agencY.
(3) The agency may extend this rebate requirement to any outpatient drug reimbursements as allowed or

required by federal law.
(4) The agency may exempt drugs from the rebate requirement, on a case-by-case basis, when:

(a) lt determines that the availability of a single source drug or innovator multiple source drug is essential to

the health of beneficiaries; and

(b) All other rebate exemption requirements of ssA sec. 1927 (42 U'S.C. 1396r-BX3) are also satisfied'

[statutory Authority; Rcw 41.05.0 21 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 1S2-530-7500, filed 1219115' effective

llgt16.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-7500, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. Statutory Authority: RCW

74,04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09,530, and 74.09.700. wsR 07-20-o4g,s 388-530-7500' filed 9126107' effective

11l1lO7.l

I 82-530-7600
Reimbursement-Cl¡ents enrolled in managed care'

Except as specified under the medicaid agency's managed care contracts, the agency does not reimburse

providers for any drugs or pharmaceutical supplies provided to clients who have pharmacy benefits under agency-

contracted managed care plans. The managed care plan is responsible for payment'

lstarutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-7600' îiled 1219115' effective

1tgtl6.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-7600, filed 6/30/11, effective 7t1111. StatutoryAuthority:RCW

74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09,530, and 74.Û9.700. wsR 07'20-04s, s 388-530-7600' filed 9126107 ' effective

11t1t07 .l

http://apps.l eg.wâ.gov/wac/default.aspx?ci te= 1 82-530&f ull = true
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182-530-7700
Reimbursement-Dual eligible clients/medicare-

For clients who are dually eligible for medical assistance and medicare benefits, the following applies:

(1) Medicare Part B, the agency pays providers for:

(a) An amount up to the agency's maximum allowable fee for drugs medicare does not cover, but the agency

covers; or
(b) Deductible and/or coinsurance amounts up to medicare's or the agency's maximum allowable fee,

whichever is less, for drugs medicare and the agency cover.

(2) Medicare Part D:

(a) Medicare is the payer for drugs covered under the medicare Part D benefit'

(b) The agency does not pay for Part D drugs or Part D copayments'

(c) For drugs excluded from the basic medicare Part D benefit;

(i) The agency offers the same drug benefit as a nondual eligible client has within those same classes;

(ii) lf the client has another third party insurer, that insurer is the primary payer; and

(iii) The agency is the payer of last resort.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 41.05. 021 ,2011 c 5, 2010 2nd sp.s. c 1 $ 208 (25), and Section 1902 (n)(3)(B) of the

Social Security Act, as modified by Section 4714 of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997. WSR 13-14-052' S 182-

530-7700, ftted6t2Ttl3,effecrive 7t28113. WSR 11-14-075, recodified as $ 182-530-7700, filed 6/30/11, effective

7l1t1i. Statutory Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049' S 388'530-

7700, filed 9126107, effective 1111107.1

182-530-7800
Rei m b u rsem e nt-Cl ients w¡th th i rd'party I iab i I ity'

(1 ) The medicaid agency requires providers to meet the third-party requirements of WAC 182-501 '0200.

(2) The following definitions apply to this section:

(a) ,'Closed pharmacy network" means an arrangement made by an insurer which restricts prescription

coverage to an exclusive list of pharmacies. This arrangement prohibits the coverage and/or payment of

prescriptions provided by a pharmacy that is not included on the exclusive list.

(b) ',private point-of-sale (POS) authorization system" means an insurer's system, other than the agency's

pOS system, which requires that coverage be verified by or submitted to the insurer for authorization at the time

of service and at the time the prescription is filled.

(3) This subsection applies to clients who have a third-party resource that is a managed care entity other than

an agency-contracted plan, or have other insurance that requires the use of "closed pharmacy networks" or

"privãte point-of-sale authorization system." The agency will not pay pharmacies for prescription drug claims until

the pharmacy provider submits an explanation of benefits from the private insurance demonstrating that the

pharmacy provider has complied with the terms of the third party's coverage'

(a) lf the private insurer pays a fee based on the incident of care, the pharmacy provider must file a claim with

the agency consistent with the agency's billing requirements'

(U) tt fne private insurer pays the pharmacy provider a monthly capitation fee for all prescription costs related

to the client, the pharmacy provider must submit a claim to the agency for the amount of the client copayment'

coinsurance, and/or deductible. The agency pays the provider the lesser of:

(i)The billed amount; or
(ii) The agency's maximum allowable fee for the prescription'

[statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.û5.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 132-530-7800, filed 1219115, effective

1tgt16.wsR 11-14-075, recodified as g 182-530-7800, filed 6i30/11, effective 711111. Statutory Authority: RCW

74.04.ûS0, 74.CIg.090, 74.09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049, S 388-530-7800, filed 9126107, effective

1111 t07 .l

http://apps.l eg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite= 1 B2- 530&full = true
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182-530-7900
Drugs purchased under the Public Health Service (PHS) Act.

(1) Drugs purchased under section 3408 of the Public Health Service (PHS) Act can be dispensed to

Washington apple health clients only by PHS-qualified health facilities and must be billed to the medicaid agency

at actual acquisition cost (AAC) as required by laws governing the PHS 3408 program.

(2) providers dispensing drugs under this section are required to submit their valid medicaid provider

number(s) to the pHS health resources and services administration, office of pharmacy affairs. This requirement

is to ensure that claims for drugs dispensed under this section and paid by the agency are excluded from the drug

rebate claims that are submitted to the manufacturers of the drugs. See WAC 182-530-7500 for information on

the drug rebate program.
(3) The agency reimburses drugs under this section at actual acquisition cost plus a dispensing fee set by the

agency.

[statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-7900, Íiled 1219115, effective

1lgt16.wsR 11-14-075, recodifìed as g 182-530-7900, fìled 6/30/11, effective 7t1111. statutoryAuthority: RCW

24.04.050, 74.08.0g0, 74.09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049, S 38S-530-7900, filed S126107 ' effective

1111lo7.l

1 82-530-8000
Reimbursement method-Estimated acqu¡s¡t¡on cost (EAC)'

(1) The medicaid agency determines estimated acquisition cost (EAC) using:

(a) Acquisition cost data made available to the agency; or

(b) lnformation provided by any of the following:

(i) Audit agencies, federal or state;

(ii) Other state health care purchasing agencies;

(iii) Pharmacy benefit managers;
(iv) lndividual pharmacy providers participating in the agency's programs;

(v) Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS);

(vi) Other third-PartY Payers;
(vii) Drug file data bases; and

(viii) Actuaries or other consultants'
(2) The agency implements EAC by applying a percentage adjustment to available reference pricing from

national sources such as wholesale acquisition cost, average wholesale price (AWP), average sale price (ASP),

and average manufacturer price (AMP).

(3) The agency may set EAC for specified drugs or drug categories at a maximum allowable cost other than

that determined in subsection (1)(a) of this section when the agency considers it necessary' The factors the

agency considers in setting a rate for a class of drugs under this subsection include, but are not limited to:

(a) Product acquisition cost;

(b) The agency's documented clinical concerns; and

(c) The agency's budget limits'
(4) The agency bases EAC drug reimbursement on the actual package size dispensed.

(S) The agency uses EAC as the agency's reimbursement for a drug when EAC is the lowest of the rates

calculated under the methods listed in WAC 182-530-7000, or when the conditions of WAC 182-53t-7300 are

met.

[statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-3000, filed 1219115, effective

j lgl16. WSR 11-14-025, recodified as g 182-530-8000, filed 6/30/11, effective 711t11 . Statutory Authority: RCW

Exhibit A
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74.04.050 and 74.08.090. WSR 1O-24-O21, S 388-530-8000, filed 11119110, effecttve 12l2)l10. Statutory

Authority: RCW 74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09,530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-2A-049, S 388-530-8000, fìled

9126107, effective 11 I 1 107 .1

1 82-530-8050
Reimbursement-Federal upper limit (FUL)'

(1) The medicaid agency adopts the federal upper limit (FUL) set by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

Services (CMS).
(2) The agency's maximum payment for multiple-source drugs for which CMS has set FULs will not exceed, in

the aggregate, the prescribed upper limits plus the dispensing fees set by the agency.

(3) Except as provided in WAC 182-530-7300, the agency uses the FUL as the agency's reimbursement rate

for the drug when the FUL price is the lowest of the rates calculated under the methods listed in WAC 182-530-

7000.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 4{,05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 1S2-530-8050, filed 1219115, effective

itgtl1.WSR 11-14-075, recodified as $'182-530-8050, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. StatutoryAuthority: RCW

74.04.0S0, 74.08.090, ?4.09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR A7-20-049, S 388-530-8050, filed 9126107, effective

11t1t07 .l

182-530-8100
Reimbursement-Max¡mum allowable cost (MAC).

(1) The medicaid agency establishes a maximum allowable cost (MAC) for a multiple-source drug which is

available from at least two manufacturers/labelers.
(2) The agency determines the MAC for a mulliple-source drug:

(a) When specifìc regional and local drug acquisition cost data is available, the agency:

(i) ldentifies what products are available from wholesalers for each drug being considered for MAC pricing;

(ii) Determines pharmacy providers' approximate acquisition costs for these products; and

liii¡ e stantisnes the MAC at a level which gives pharmacists access to at least one product from a

manufacturer with a qualified rebate agreement (see wAC 182-530-7500(4)).

(b) When specific regional and local drug acquisition cost data is not available, the agency may estimate

acquisition cost based on national pricing sources'

(3) The MAC established for a multiple-source drug does not apply if the written prescríption identifies that a

specific brand is medically necessary for a particular client. ln such cases, the estimated acquisition cost (EAC) for

the particular brand applies, provided authorization is obtained from the agency as specified under WAC 182'530-

3000.
(4) Except as provided in subsection (3) of this section, the agency reimburses providers for a multiple-source

drug at the lowest of the rates calculated under the methods listed in WAC 182-530-7Û00'

ls) 1," MAC established for a multiple-source drug may vary by package size, including those identified as

unit dose national drug cocles (NDCs) by the manufacturer or manufacturers of the drug.

[Starutory Authority: RCW 41 .gs.a2l and 41 ,05.160. WSR 16-0'1-046, S 182-530-8100, ffied 1219115, effective

1tgt16.WSR 11-14-075, recodified as $ 182-530-8100, filed 6/30/11, effective 711111. StatutoryAuthority:RCW

74.04.050,74.08.090,74.09.530, and 74.09.700. WSR 07-20-049, S 3BB-530-8100, filed 9126107, effective

tnla7.l
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1 82-530-81 50
Reimbursement-Automated max¡mum allowable cost (AMAC).

(1)The medicaid agency uses the automated maximum allowable cost (AMAC) pricing methodology for

multiple-source drugs that are:
(a) Not on the published maximum allowable cost (MAC); and

(b) produced by two or more manufacturers/labelers, at least one of which must have a current, signed

federal drug rebate agreement.
(2) The agency establishes AMAC as a specified percentage of the published average wholesale price (AWP)

or other nationally accepted pricing source in order to estimate acquisition cost.

(3) The agency sets the percentage discount from AWP for AMAC reimbursement using any of the

information sources identified in WAC 182'530'8000'

(4) The agency may set AMAC reimbursement at different percentage discounts from AWP for different

multiple source drugs. The agency considers the same factors as those in WAC 182-530'8000'

(S) AMAC reimbursement for all producls with the same ingredient, form and strength is at the AMAC

determined for the second lowest priced product, or the AMAC of the lowest priced drug from a manufacturer

with a current, signed federal rebate agreement,

(6) The agency recalculates the AMAC each time the drug file contractor provides a pricing update'

(7) Except as provided in WAC 182-530-7300, the agency reimburses at the lowest of the rates calculated

under the methods listed in WAC 182'530'7000.

[statutory Authority: RCW 41.05.021 and 41.05.160. WSR 16-01-046, S 182-530-8150, liled 1219115' effective

1lgt16.WsR 11-.14-075, recodified as g 182-s30-8150, filed 6/30/11, effective 7t1t11. StatutoryAuthorily: RCW

74.04.050, 74.08.090, 74.09.530, and 74.09.700. wsR 07-2a-o4g,s 388-530-8150, filed 9126107' effective

11t1107.l

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default-aspx'/ci le= 1 82- 530&full= true
Exhibit A ,o,ro
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\rysR l6-14-040
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
(Washington Apple Health)

[Filed June 28,2016, ll:22 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: WAC 182-546-4600
Ambulance transportation-Involuntary substance use disor-
der treatment-Ricky Garcia Act; and other related rules as

appropriate.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this

Subject: RCW 41.05.021, 41.05.160; ESHB lE3SHBl 1713,
chapter 29,Laws of 2016 lst sp. sess.

Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The agency is creating'WAC
182-546-4600 to irnplement E3SHB 1713, also known as the
Ricky Garcia Act. WAC 182-546-4600 allows for ambulance
transportation for involuntary substance use disorder treat-
ment. During the course of this review, the agency may iden-
tify additional changes that are required in order to improve
clarity or update policy.

Process for Developing New Rule: The agency wel-
comes the public to take part in developing this rule. If inter-
ested, contact the person identified below to receive an early
rule draft to review. After the early review, the agency will
send a notice of proposed rule making (CR-102) to everyone
receiving this notice and anyone who requests a copy.

Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub-
lication by contacting Amy Emerson, Office of Rules and
Publications, P.O. Box 42716, Olympia, WA98504-2716,
fax (360) 586-9727, TTY l-800-848-5429, e-mail amy.
emerson@hca.wa.gov.

June 28,2016
Wendy Barcus

Rules Coordinator

\rysR 16-14-0s1
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed June 29,2016, l2:18 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: The department is pro-
posing to amend WAC 388-444-0035 Who is exempt from
the ABAWD time limits and minimum work requirements?;
and other related rules as may be required.

Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 74.04.0 50, 7 4.04.05 5, 7 4.04.057, 1 4.08.090,
7 4.04.5 10,'7 C.F.R. 27 3.7 .

Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Amendments proposed under
this filing will strike provisions pertaining to food assistance
program (FAP) for legal irnrnigrants that are inconsistent
with state law for the supplemental nutrition assistance pro-
gram (SNAP).

Washington State Register, Issue l6-14

Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Sub-
ject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with Tl'rese Agen-
cies: The United States Department of Agriculture, Food and
Nutrition Service (FNS) enforces the provisions of the fed-
eral SNAP as enacted in the 2008 Food and Nutrition Act as

amended and codified in the Code of Federal Regulations.
DSHS incorporates regulations frorn the federal agencies,
exercises state options, and implernents approved waivers
and dernonstration projects by adopting administrative rules
for food assistance administered as the Vy'ashington basic
food program and FAP.

Process for Developing New Rule: DSHS welcornes the
public to take part in developing the rules. Anyone interested
should contact the staff person identified below. At a later
date, DSHS will file a proposal with the office of the code
reviser with a notice of proposed rule making. A copy of the
proposal will be sent to everyone on the mailing list and to
anyone who requests a copy.

Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub-
lication by contacting Corinna Adams, Community Services
Division, P.O. Box 45410, Olympia, WA 98504-4904, phone
(360) 725-4640, fax (360) 725-4904, e-mail adarnsc2@dshs.
wa.gov.

Jlune28,2016
Katherine I. Vasquez

Rules Coordinator

wsR 16-14-053
PREPROPOSAL STÄTEMENT OF INQUIRY

HEALTH CÄRE AUTHORITY
(Washington Apple Health)

[Filed June 29,2016,2:17 p.m.l

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 182-530
WAC, Prescription drugs (outpatient); other related rules as

appropriate.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this

Subject: RCW 4 I .05.021 , 4l .05.160; 42 C.F.R. 447 .512 (a)

and (b), 447-518(a) 1447.518(a)1,447 .518(d), and 447.522.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and

What They Might Accomplish: The agençy is revising this
chapter to align with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) new covered outpatient drug rule, CMS-
2345-FC. During the course of this review, the agency may
identify additional changes that are required in order to
improve clarity or update policy.

Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Sub-
ject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agen-
cies: CMS.

Process for Developing New Rule: The agency wel-
comes the public to take parl in developing this rule. If inter-
ested, contact the person identified below to receive an early
rule draft to review. After the early review, the agency will
send a notice ofproposed rule making (CR-102) to everyone
receiving this notice and anyone who requests a çopy.

Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and forrnulation of the proposed rule before pub-

wsR 16-14-053

tlt Preproposal



wsR 16-14-079

lication by contacting Amy Emerson, P.O. Box 421 16,
Olyrnpia, WA98504-2716, fax (360) 586-9727, TTY l-800-
848 -5429, e-mail amy. ernerson@hca.wa. gov.

June 29, 2016
Wendy Barcus

Rules Coordinator

wsR 16-14-079
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

WASHINGTON STATE LOTTERY
[Filed July I, 2016, 2:19 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: The lottery commis-
sion is considering updates to Title 315 V/AC as it applies to
the payment options available to licensed retailers.

Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 67.70.040(l) and 67.70.050 (1), (8).

Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and

What They Might Accomplish: The lottery comrnission is

considering changes to the iustant ticket and draw garne

retailer settlelnent rules in order to offer additional payment
options to its licensed retailers.

Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Sub-
ject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agen-
cies: None.

Process for Developing New Rule: Negotiated rule mak-
ing.

Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub-
lication by contacting Jana Jones, Director ofLegal Services,
P.O. Box 43000, Olympia, WA 98504-3000, phone (360)

664-4833; or Jennifer McDaniel, legal assistant, phone (360)
664-4834.

,iÏl'l'å','"Í
Director of Legal Services

wsR 16-14-087
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRV

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

[Filed July 5,2016,9:27 a.m.l

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 296'468
WAC, Electrical safety standards, administration, and instal-
lation.

Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 19.28 RCV/,

Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and

What They Might Accomplish: The electrical program is pro-
posing to increase the fees in chapter 296-468 WAC by the

fiscal-growth factor of 4.32 percent for fiscal year 2017
(OFM's maxirnum allowable fìscal growth rate). The pro-
gram's budget and projected revenue indicate a fee increase is

necessary to cover the program's operating expenses.

Washington State Register, Issue 16-14

Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Sub-
ject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agen-
cies: None.

Process for Developing New Rule: PaÉies interested in
these mles may contact the individual listed below. The ptrb-

lic may also participate by commenting after amendments are

proposed by providing written comments and/or testimony
during the public hearing and comtnent process.

Interested parties can sign up for e-mail updates at

http ://www. lni.wa. gov/Main/Listservs/Electrical. asp.

Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt

the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub-
lication by contacting Sally Elliott, Field Services Operations
Manager, Department of Labor and Industries, Specialty
Compliance Services Division, P.O. Box 44400, Olympia,
WA 98504-4400, phone (360) 902-6411, fax (360) 902-
5292, e-mail sally.elliott@lni.wa.gov.

July 5, 2016
E. LaPalm

for Joel Sacks

Director

wsR 16-14-ll2
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed July 6, 2016, I I :07 a.rn.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: rtrAC 196-271'-010
Purpose and applicability and 196-29-110 Land surveying
practice standards.

Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 18.43 RCW.

Reasons Why Rules on this Subject rnay be Needed and

What They Might Accomplish: Housekeeping change to both
WAC to remove reference to RCW 18.43.105(l l), which no

longer exists.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Sub-

ject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agen-
cies: None.

Process for Developing New Rule: Negotiated rule mak-
ing.

Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt

the new rule and formulation ofthe proposed rule before pub-

lication by contacting Shanan Gillespie, Board of Registra-
tion for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors, P'O'
Box 9025, Olympia, WA 98507-9025, phone (360) 664-
1575, îax (360) 570-7098, e-mail Engineers@dol.wa.gov.

Comments may be submitted through regular mail, fax
or e¡nail.

Draft language of rule amendments will be distributed to

the board's list ofinterested persons (listserv).

July 6, 2016
Damon Monroe

Rules Coordinator

Preproposal t2l
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PROPOSED RULE MAKING
CR-102 (Jun e 20121

(lmplements RCW 34.05.320)
Do NOT use for exoedited rule makinq

Agency; Health Care Authority, Washington Apple Health

Preproposal Statement of lnquiry was filed as WSR 16-14-053 & 16-15-087;or

Expedited Rule Making--Proposed notice was filed as WSR 

-; 

or

I Proposal is exempt under RCW 34.05.310(4) or 3a.05.330(1)
!
n

Original Notice
Supplemental Notice to WSR
Continuance of WSR

Title of rule and other identifying information:
1g2-S3O-1OSO Definitions, 182:S3õ-3OOO When the medicaid agency requires authorization, '182-530-3100 How the medicaid agency

determines when a drug requires authorization, 182-530-3200 The medicaid agency's authorization process, 182-539--4190

Washington preferred Orug iist (pDL), 182-530-4125 Generics first for a client's first course of treatment, 182-530-4150 Therapeutic

interchaige þrograr (Tlpi, 1 B2-s3o-6ooo Mail order services, 1 82-530-7000 Reimbursement, 182-530-7050 Reimbursement -
Dispensin-g fäe ãeterminaiion, t 82-530-71 50 Reimbursement - Compounded prescriptions, 182-530-7250 Reimbursement -
Miscellaneäus, .lg2-S3O-7300 Reimbursement - Requesting a change , 182-530-7700 Reimbursement - Dual eligible clients/medicare,

182-530-7900 Drugs purchased under the Public Heältfr Serv¡ce (PHS) Act, 182-530-8000 Reimbursement method - Estimated

acquisition cost (EÃc), 1g2-s30-B1oo Reimbursement - Maximum allowable cost (MAC), 182-530-8150 Reimbursement - Automated

maximum allowable cost (AMAC)

Hearing location:
Health Care Authority
Cherry Street Plaza Building; Sue Crystal Conf Rm 1064
626 - 8th Avenue, Olympia WA 98504

Metered public parking is available street side around
building. A map is available at:
http://www.hca.wa.gov/documents/directions to csp.pdf

or directions can be obtained by calling: (360) 725-1000

Date:EgþItlgIy-LzElJTime:lQQ@

Submit written comments to:
Name: HCA Rules Coordinator
Address: PO Box 45504, Olympia WA, 98504-5504
Delivery: 626 - 8th Avenue, Olympia WA 98504
e-mail arc@hca.wa.qov
fax (360) 586-9727

by 5:00 pm on Februarv 7. 2017

Assistance for persons with disabilities: Contact Amber
Lougheed by Februarv 3, 2017
e-mail: amber. louq heed(Ôhca.wa. gov or (360) 7 25-1 349

TTY (800) 848-5429 or711

Date of intended adoption: Not sooner than Februarv 8' 2017
(Note: This is NOT the effective date)

Purpose proposal and its anticipated effects, including any nges in existing rules

The agency is revising this chapter to align with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) new covered outpatient drug

rule, ilr¡S--zs4s-Fc. tr," agenåy is also ãmending these rules to increase the number of drug classes eligible for supplemental

rebates. Changes include O'ut aie not limited to dãf¡nition updates; new language about drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies;

authorization upOates; new language about point-of-sale and actual acquisition costs; updates to therapeutic interchange program;

clarified processes for mail oroõr año spec¡alty pharmacy services; added information on 3408 providers; added information on

Medicaró part A, B, and C; and revised section on drugs purchased under the Public Health Services act.

Reasons supporting proposal: See "purpose" statement above.

Stetutory authority for adoPtion: RCW 41 .05.021, 41.05.160 Statute being implemented: RCW 41.05. 021,41.05.160

ls rule necessary because of a:
Federal Law?
Federal Court Decision?
State Court Decision?

lf yes, CITATION: CMS-23 45-F C

Xyes n
XYes n
Xyes !

No
No
No

CODE REVISER USE ONLY

OFFICE ÕF TIIE COTã REVISER

STATE ÐF WÁSI.II¡IGTOH
FILET

DATE: January A4,2017
TIME: 9:48 AM

wsR 17-02-083

DATE

Januarv 4.2017
NAME

Wendy Barcus
SIGNATURE

TITLE

HCA Rules Coordinator
(COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE)



Agency comments or recommen
matters: N/A

ent, and fiscaif any, as to statutory language, entation

Name of proponent: Health Care Autho

X Governmental

Private
Public

Name of agency personnel responsible for:
Name

Drafting........... ... Amy Emerson

Office Location

PO Box 42716, OlymPia WA 98504-2716

Phone

(360) 725-1 348

Myra Davis

Donna Sullivan

lmplementation (360)725-1847

725-1564

PO Box 45510, OlYmPia WA 98504-5510

PO Box 45506, O wA 98504-5506

Myra Davis

Donna Sullivan

PO Box 45510, OlYmPia WA 98504-5510

PO Box 45506, OlYmPia WA 98504-5506

(360)725-1847

(360) 725-1564

Enforcement.

n yes. Attach copy of small business economic impact statement or school district fiscal impact statement'

A copy of the statement may be obtained by contacting:

Name:
Address:

The agency has determined that the proposed filing does not impose a disproportionate cost impact on small businesses or

)
)

nonprofits.

districtorRCW schoolas ah9.1 85nu derentstatem chapterbeenecorness ICnom prepared¡mHas smal us pactb
20 21 221r Laws of0,chaonsecti 1 ptebeen underlm estatem ntfiscal pre paredpact

X l.lo. Explain why no statement was prepared.

phone (
fax (
e-mail

ls a cost-benefit analysis required under RCW 34'05'328?

E yes A preliminary cost-benefit analysis may be obtained by contacting:

X No: Please exPlain:

RcW 34.0s.32g does not apply to Health Care Authority rules unless requested by the Joint Administrative Rules Review

Committee or applied voluntarily.

)

Name:
Address

phone (

fax (

e-mail



AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending wsR 13-l_8-035, filed 8/28/:-3, effective
e/28/13)

wÀc L82-530-L050 oefiniÈions. In addition to the definitions
and abbreviations found in chapter 182-500 V'IAC, Medical def init.ions,
the foll-owing definit.ions apply to this chapter

"Active ingredíen!" - -ffr.i chemical- component of a drug responsi-
ble for a drug'-s prescribed/intended therapàutic effect. The medicaid
áj.r"y or its "¿esignee limits coverage of active íngredients to those
with arÌ eleven-d¡-git national drug Code (NDC) and those specífically
authorized bY the

!tActual acqu
agency or its designee.

isírioä cosr (eec),i - t t

)) Refer s to one of t-he f o 'l'l ow-
ing:

T

n the Ðac e saze sed. in 'l rrdi nq disc orrnt-s.druq r oroduct
aeks that f f eet- the row'i derrs 1 (.:e Drac a nclrebat s. eharqe b

].r T
nar f ees:q1llìtl 1 \,¡ _ vr,l rrdi ncr di snensi

ral i fwinq ent t.wforasþ ecific druq, excludinq di ensrng(pHS) -
fees; or

-of-sale (POs) swstem. nri intended t.o reflect nhar-

drug or device bY injectíon,
other means, to the bodY of
rection of the Practitioner.

"ApPointing authoritY"

throuq h t.he ooint

"Àdministerrr - fncfudes the dírect aPPlication o f a prescription
insertion, inhalation, ingestion, or any
patient by a practitioner, or at the di-

((For Èhe evidenee based pneseripÈien

)) Means t.he following People
e ri'i rector of the Wa 'i nof,on staLe health c au-

a

actinq ì oi nt-lv:
i re<':tor of l-he I,rlashinq ôn state rtment of 'l aborthorit r¡ ancl the d

and industries.

l

Ill

f I
ma I rt

1n I

than t.he brand name drug.
ÍAutomated arthorr""tionr - Adjudication of claims using submit-

ted NCpDp data elements or claims history Lo verify that the medicaid
ãõã"ãV'" or its designee's authorization requirements have been satis-
fied without the need for t.he medicaid agency or its designee to re-
quest addit.ional clinical information.

'rÀutomated maxÍmum allowable cost (AMAC) '' - The rate est.ablished
by t.he medicaid agency or it.s designee for a multiple-source drug t'hat
is not on the maximum allowable cost (MAC) list and that. is designated

1 oTS - 8352 .2



by two or more products at least one of which must be under a federal-
drug rebate contract.

raverage manufacturer príce (aUn¡ u - The average price. P"ig to a

manufacLurei by wholesalers for drugs distributed to retail pharma-
cies. ilAverage sales price (ASP) " - The weighted -average of all nonfed-
eral- sales to wholesal-ers net of charge backs, discounts, rebaLes, and
other benefits tied t.o the purchase oi the drug product, whether it is
paid to the wholesafer or the retail-er.

trAverage wholesale price (AWP) '' - ( (+he--avera9Ëe) ) A ref erence
price of . ãrrlg product ffrat is ( (ealeulaÈed f rern wkrelesale lisÈ pri-
#i) 'pubtished at a point in time and reported t.o the med-
icaid. agency or its designee by the agency's drug. flI-e contractor'

tt
Èwe or mere aeeive ingrédienÈs,)) "Brand name druqrr- A singfe-source

includes t.he following:
ary Service Drug Information;
ia Drug Information; and

(3) DRUGDEX Information SYstem.
,;Compounding', - The act ót combining two or more active ingredi-

ents or ä¿justing therapeutic strengths in the preparation of a pre-
scription.rDeliver or delivery,, - The transfer of a drug or device from one
person to another

'rDíspense as wrítten
forbidding substitution of
lent produc t for t.he sPeci

"Díspensing feer¡

"Compendia of drug informatíon!'
(1) The American HosPital Formul-
(2) The United States Pharmacope

)) See
f

rrDrug filetr A list of drug Products, P ricing and other informa-
tion provided to the med.icaid agency or its de signee and maintained bY

a drug file contractor.
An ent.ity which has been contracted torrDruçf file contractorrl

provide regularlY uPdat.ed information on drugs, devices, and drug-re-
lated supplies at specified inLervals, for the Purpose of Pharmaceuti-
cal claim adjudication. Information is Provided specific to individual
national drug codes, inc luding product Pricing.

I

((

{Ð+{+{-Sl-) )rrDrug-related supplíesr - Nondrug 'i tems necessary for the admin-
istrationl delivery, ól monitoring of a drug or dr_ug regim.en.

rDrugt use r"rri"* (DUn) " - a review of covered outpatient drug use
that assures prescriptions are appropriate, medically necessary, and
not likely to result in adverse medica] outcomes.

"Effectivenessr - The extent to which a given intervention is
Iikely t.o produce beneficial- results for which it is intended in ordi-
nary circumstances.

l2 ors - 8352 .2



"Efficacy" The extent t.o which a given inLervent.ion is likely
to produce bene ficial effects in t.he conLext of the research study.

I'Emergency kit" A set of limited Pharmaceuticals furnished to a

nursing facil-itY bY the Pharmacy that Provides Prescription disPensing
services to that facilitY. Each kit is specifical Iy set up to meet the
emergency needs of each nursing f acilit.y' s client populat.ion and is
for use during those hours when Pharmacy services are unavailable

" Endorsingi practít'ionerrr Ap ractitioner who has reviewed t he
Washing ton preferred drug list (Washingt.on PDL) and has enrolled with
the hea lth care authoritY (HCA ), agreeing to al-Iow theraPeutic inter*
change ( substitution) of a Preferred drug for any nonpreferred drug in
a given theraPeutic cl-ass on the Washington PDL.

"Estimated acquísition cost (EÀC) " The medicaid agency's esti-
mate of t.he price providers gene ratly and currentlY PaY for a drug
marketed or sold by a particular manufacturer or labeler.

"Ewidence-based'¡ and "evidenced-base d medicine (EBM) " The ap-
p Iicat.ion of a set of principles and a me thod for the review of well-
designed studies and objective clinical da ta to determine the levef of
evidence that Prove s to the greatest extent Possible, that a health
care service is safe , effective and beneficial when making poPulation-
based coverage policíes or individual medical necessity decisions.

((

)) rrFede 1 druc¡ reba têg ll Doll s re-
eutical rrf acturer rrnder the t erms

ersr nati -l rebate aoreement wi t-he f ede De-oft manufactur
f

"Federal upper
seL by the CenLers
tiple-source drug.

Hu
limit (FUL) "

for Medicare

e
The maximum allowabl-e reimbursement

and Medicaid Services (CMS) for a mul--

((

))
'rGeneric drugl rr - A ( (nenp¡eopr1-eeary) ) drug that is ( (:+eqì*:i-;eed--eo

))
ood and Drucr Administr f i on (FDA) rrnder an revl-a bw the F

I'Inactive ingredientI A drug componenL t.hat. remains chemically
unchanged during comPoundi ng but serves as the:

(1) Necessary vehicle for t.he deliverY of the theraPeutic effect;

or rate of absorPt.ion for the

a prescripLion's cost attrib-
r chemical comPonents.
((

or
(2) Agent. for the intended method

d.rug' s active therapeutic agent '

'rlngredient costrr - The portion of
utabl-e tò tne covered drug ingredients o

rrlnnovator mulÈíp1e-source drugrr -

)) Amu tinle - s rce druq t-hat
druq a'opl- ) ano bvr a nev/

[3]

was ioinallv marketed ieation (

ors - 8352 .2



and Druq 'inistration ( includinq an authorize cfener-t.he Fo
ic drug. This includes:

(2\ A cnr¡ered otrt-na I i cnl- rlrlro ã ral\¡ê rrnder alcf 't c s r ôênsêa l'ri n 1

I f

a

'rLess than effective drug" or rrDESIrr A drug for which
(1) Effect.ive approval of the drug app lication has been withdrawn

by t.he Food and Drug Administ.ration (FDA) f or safety or efficacY rea-
sons as a result of the drug efficacy study implementat.ion (DESI) re-
view; oY

(2) The secretary of the federal DePartment of Heal-th and Human

Services (DHHS) has issued a notice of an opportunity for a hearing
under section 505 (e) of the federal Food, Dru$, and Cosmetic Act on a
proposed order of the secretary to withdraw approva I of an application
for such drug under such section because the secreL ary has determined
the drug is le ss than effecLive for some or all conditions of use pre-
scribed, recommended, or sugge sted in its labeling

((

nMaximum allowable cost (MAC)
its designee

))
imum amount ( (tlîa€) )

for a drug, device,medicaid agency ot
drug-related suPPlY

rr - The max
reimburses

the
or

rred ¿lrrrrr list ( l_caid PDL) " The list r') f al'ltrMedic i.l nref e
Ia

].
d a

h fed
rre

I

1 m

tient drug: ,(t) ftfricft is approved under the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetrc
Act.; or

(2) The use of which is supported by one or more citations inclu-
ded or approved for inclusion iñ- any of Lne compendia of drug informa-
tion, as defined in this chaPter.

"Modífied unit dose delivery system" (also known as bl-ister packs
or "bingo/punch cards") - a metÌìod in which each patient's medication
is delivered to a nursing facility:

(1) In indívidually sealed, single dose packages or "bl-isters";

L n
f

"Medically accepted indicat ion'r - Any use for a covered outpa-

(2) fn quantities for one monLhts supply, unless the prescriber
specifies a shorter period of theraPY

ilMuItiple- source drugrr A drug

whi h there

and

t
a t

The eleven-digit ((#"National drug code (ìüDC) ,'
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"Nationa rebate acf tll The acrreem f dewefor:ed bv 1-he een-
rce

1927 of the SociaI Securi tw A.ct-. and ente 'i nt-o bv a manrrfaetrrrer
I

âñ^ {-l-ra €a ^-^1 n^ñ r{-manF n€ L¡ ^l F1-' --^ Lhrm=n Qarr¡i ¡ / T.\IJIJA \a
llNôn for mrr'l l--inle-sorr c ¿l rrr rl ll A druo l-hal- a s
(1) A I tinle-source drrlcr that is no ãn innovator rl 1-i nle-

ed under an abbreviat ed new druq
I a t

(3) A red oirtnatient druo f.hat- ente d lhe market be Õre 1962
rT a

(4\ Anv d cr f-hat- has not qone t-hrouqh a Food and cr adminis-
e anan

covered outPatient drug.
If anv o f Lhe drucr Drodu s I isted in t.h s riefinition of â nonan-

r l t'i nl e- source d rcr subseouentl-v r':e'i we an NDA or ANDA al]_novator
f

Ii
rrNonpreferred drug" - A drug

@)) within ((the) ) a
druqs on t.he medicaíd preferred dru

((
therapeutic ( (elas€-+eel) ) class of
g list. (medicaid Pnl) that has not

been selected as a Preferred drug.
"Obso1ete NDCI - A national drug code repfaced or discontinued by

the manufacturer or labeler.
rrOver-the-counter (OTC) drugs" - Drugs t.hat do not require a pre-

script.ion before they can be sold or dispensed.
rrpeer reviewed medical Iíterature" - A research study, report, oY

findings regarding the specific use of a drug t.hat has been submitted
to one or more piofessional journals, reviewed by experts with appro-
priate credentiáls, and subsequent.ty published by a reputable profes-
äionat journal. A clinical drug study used as the basis for t.he publi-
cation -must be a double blind, randbmized, placebo or active control-
study.

"pharmacist'¡ - A person ]icensed in the practice of pharmacy by
the state in which the prescription is filled.

"phar¡nacyr' - nvery location licensed by the state board of phar-
macy in the state where the practice of pharmacy is conducted'

trPharmacy and therapeutíc (P&T) coÍuriittee" - The independent
V,iashington sCate commitLeè created by RCW 4I.O5.O2L (1) (a) (iii) and
j0.I4.050. At the e]ection of the medicaid agency or its designee, the
committee may serve as the drug use review board provided for in WAC

rB2-530-4000.
"Point-of-sale (POS) " - A pharmacy claíms processing system capa-

ble of receiving and adjudicating claims online'
"practice ót pharmãcy,, - rhe practice of and responsibility for:
(1) Accurately interpreting prescription orders ;
(2) compounding drugs;
i:i liãpensin!, tãneting, administering, and dist.ributing of

drugs and devíces;
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(4) Providing
is not limited to,
the uses of drugs and devices;

drug information to the client t.hat
the advising of therapeutic val-ues,

includes,
lnazards,

but
and

5
6
7
ti

Monitoring
Proper and
Documenting
Initíating

of drug therapy and use;
safe storage of drugs and
and maint.aining records;

devices;

or modify ing drug theraPY in accordance with writ-
ten guidelines or Protocols Previously establ- ished and aPProved for a

pharmacistrs Pract.ice bY a Prac titioner author ized to prescribe drugs;
and

(9 ) Participat.ing in drug use reviews and drug product sefection.
'¡PractitionerI An individual who has met t he professional and

legal requirements necessary to Provide a health care service, such as

a phys ician/ nurse, dentist, PhYsical therapist, pharmacist or other
person authorized by state law as a practitioner.

'rPreferred drugrr

aid ) t-hat has en selected s a oreferre drucr.
trPregcriberrr A physician, osLeopathic PhYs ician/surgeon,

tist, nurse, PhYS ician assistant, oP tometrist, Pharmacist, or
person authorized by law or rule t.o prescribe drugs. See

246-863-1-00 for Pharmacists' PrescriPt ive authorit.y
s or devices issued bY

den-
other

WAC

a prac-
T devi-
,fora

eists

"Prescription" An order for drug
titioner authorized by state l-aw or rul- e to prescribe drugs o

ces, in the course of the pract'itioner's pro fessional Practice

vorit s clesiqnee l")AVS

t"gitl;i3::"Ti3l;31 %ä???,' Druss required by anv appricabre rederar
or state law ãt regulãtion to -be dilpensed by prescription only or
that are restricted to use by practitioners only'

rri ders f or r:owered D scrintions. .lhe fee Davs forand di sllensl ncf l)
a

a
o
t

ci ated wi th ensurinq f-hat Doss ssaon(2\ r el udes onl v eosts as
d out'oati t druq i t-ransf er ecl to a dic-of aÐpropr ate cover

a Y I
S

I
n nf

I
a t

\^/ I
e

l- hec
nment nece sarv Lo rate the sl]enslncf t itv.faci I tv and equ

"Prospective drug use review (Pro-DUR) " A process in which a

request for a drug Product for a Particular c Iient is screened, before
the product is disPensed, for pot.ential drug theraPY Problems

rrReconstitution" The process of returning a single ac tive in-
gredient., previouslY altered for PreservaLion and sLorage, Lo its aP-
proximate original s tate. Reconstitution is not comPounding

"Retrospective drug use review (Retro-PUR¡ t' The process in
s reviewed on an ongorng periodic basis to

t6l

which drug utilization i

ors-8352.2



identify patterns of fraud,
not medically necessary care

abuse/ gross overuse, oY inappropriate or

((

o+-eee*apy=) )

"singleasource drugrr - A
original new drug aPPlication
ministration (FDA) ( (=

or dist.ributed under an
by the Food and Drug Ad-

drug
(NDA)

produced
approved

er' s auÈkìorizaÈion; wiËh:

n annroved ne\^7 rlrUq annlir:ation INIIIA ) "t s-l_base--ete---*ale) ) with
1

A
rd

t

under bíoloqics f icense I ication IBLA) .(2\ A druq aþþr
ion (PLA), est.ablis nt lic e atrol-ic a t-ionproduct licens applicat

t n

"systematic review" A specific and reproducibl-e method to iden-
tify, select, and appra ise alI the studies t.hat meet minimum qualit.Y
standards and are relevan t to a particular question. The results of
the studies are then analY zed and summarized i nto evidence tables to
be used to gu ide evidence-based decis lons

"Terminated NDCrI An eleven-dig it national drug code (NDC) that
is discont.inued bY t.he manuf acLurer for any reason. The NDC may be

terminated immediatelY due to health or safetY issues or it. may be

phased out based on the Product's shelf life.
"Therapeutic alterna tiverl A drug product that contains a dif-

ferent chemical sLructure than the drug Prescribed, but is in t.he same

pharma cologic or theraP eutic cfass and can be expec ted to have a simi-
lar therapeutic effect and adverse reaction Profile when administered
to patients in a theraP eut.ical-ly equivalent dosage

t'Therapeutíc c1asE" A group of drugs used for the treatmenL,
remediation, or cure of a specific d isorder or disease

"Therapeutic interchançIe" To dispense a theraPeutic alternative
to t.he Prescribed drug when an endorsing practitioner who has indica-
ted t.hat substitution is Permitt.ed, Presc ribes the drug. See theraPeu-
t.ic int.erchange Program (TIP) '

"Therapeutíc interchange program (TIP) " - The process developed
by participäting state agettãi"ã uñder RCW 69 .4L.L9o and 70 'L4 ' 050, to
ãífår presäribeis to endõrse a Washington pref-e-rred.drqg Iist, tttq in
most cases, requires pharmacists to automa'ically substit'ute a prefer-
red, equivalent d.rug f rom the Iíst.

"TtrerapeuticalÍy equival-ent't - Drug products that. contain differ-
ent chemical structures but have the same efficacy and safety when ad-

d to an individual, as deLermined bY:
fnformation from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA);
Publ-ished and peer-reviewed scientific data;
Randomized. conLrolled clinícal trials; ot

minist reê
I

3
4 Other scientific evidence.

A system of PaYing Pharmacres"Tíered dispensing fee systemrr
different disPensing fee rates, based on the individual PharmacY's to-

ion volume and/or the drug deliverY system used

l7l

tal annual PrescriPt

ors- 8352.2



'True unit dose delivery" - A met.hod in which each pat.ient'? Ted-
ication is delivered to the nursing facility in quantities sufficient
only for the day's required dosage

trUnit dose drug deLivery" - True unit dose or modified unit. dose
delivery systems.

'rUsual and customary charger' - The fee t.hat the provider typical-
ly charges the general public for t.he product or service.
' "wãshingtoñ prefer:red. drug 1íst (WashÍngton PDL) " - The list of

drugs selectèd bi the appointing authority to be used by applicable
staËe agencies rå Lhe ¡ä-sis for purchase of drugs in state-operated
health care programs.

"Wholesale acquisitíon costrr - ( (+ne--pri-ee) ) Refers to either the
actual wholesale cósL paid by a wholesaler for drugs purchased from a
rnangfácturer or' ¿L lisrt-price -published as wholesale acquisition cost.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending wsR 16-01-046, filed L2/9/1-5, effecLive
L / e /1,6)

wAc
tion. ((

182-530-3OOO hlhen the medicaíd agency requires authorÍza-

seEi#i-on.) ) r
sunof i s recnlire aut ori z.at ion f rei mbursemen I when:

(1) The medicaid agency's pharmacists ( (and) ) or med ical consul-
tants:

(a) Have det.ermined that a
drug-related suPPlY is required,

(b) Have not Yet reviewed

+ermae) )

vlew

zation because the Prescriber (s)
tioned for substandard qualitY of

(5) Utilization dat.a indicate
cerns or the Potential for misuse
concerns incfude:

uthorization for the drug, device, ot
as described in WAC 182-530-3100; or
rhe ((

is under agency
care.

requiring authori-
review or is sanc-

there are health and safetY con-
and abuse. Examples of utilization

t_82-530-3100.
tzl ri= drug, device , oY drug-related supply is in ( (the) ) a

therapeutic drug ?lass on the Washington preferred drug list and the
produòt is one of the following:- (a) Nonpreferred as descri¡e¿ in WAC LB2-530-4100; and

(i) The prescriber is a nonendorsing practitioner; or
(ii) The- drug is designated as exemþU from the therapeutic inter-

change program pei WaC L82:530-4100 (6) or l-82-530-4150 (2) (a) ;- (bj pief er-red for a special population or specif ic indication and
has been prescribed by a nonenaõrèing practitioner . 

under conditions
for which the drug, dévice, oT drug-related suppty is not preferred;
or

(c) Determined to require authorizatlon for safety.
(3) ( (@) ) The agency iÊ promoting safet-y, ef f 1-

cacyt and effectiveñesê of drug tfrerapy, or t,hs agency identifies cli-
ents or groups of cl-ienLs who would 6enefit. from further clinical re-

(4) The agency designates the prescriber(s) as

te oTS - 8352 .2



(a) Multipte prescriptions f illed ( (ef) ) for t.he same drug in the
same cal-endar month;

(b) prescriptions fiIled earlier than necessary for optimal- ther-
apeutic response;

(c) Therapeutic duPlication;
(d) Therapeutic contraindication;
(e) ExcesÈive dosing, excessive duration of therapy, or subthera-

eutíc dosing as determined by FDA labeling or the compendia of drug
nformation; and

(f) Number of prescriptions filled per month in t.otal or by t.her-
p
l_

apeutic drug class.- (6) Thé pharmacy requests reimbursement in excess of the maximum

allowable cost and the drug has been prescribed with instructions to
dispense as written.

AMENDA SECTION (Amending WSR 16-0L-046, filed L2/9/15, effective
r/e/L6)

wÀc 1g2-530-31-OO How the medicaid agency determines when a drug
requires aut,horizatíon. (1-) The medicaid agency's pharmacists ( (aÊd) )

or medical consultants periodically evaluaLe ( (new) ) covered drugs,
((new) ) covered indicati"ns, ot 

"e.^t 
dosages approved by the Food.and

dr,rg Âd*irri=tration (FDA) to determine thé drug aut.horization require-
ment

(a) The cl-inical team ( (

a r
compendia of drug information

I

based
and

on qualit.y evidence
peer-reviewed medical

ma
fe

nf
contained in

literature.

r'i i'i ) Pal t enl'i a l f r. lin'i cal m '1 Stìt se :

('i r¡) ntial (\r Õ i enl 'r ql'ìqê Õr l.rr r qc ,I
w

(vi) other safety concerns; or
st- and outcôme data nstrati t-he cost f fec-(vii ) Product co

-re I
(b) rn performing this eva]uation the cl-inica f team may consult

with other agency clinical staff, financial experts, and program man-

agers. The agency cl-inical team may al-so consuf t with ( (an---evå4enee-
) ) other purchasers the drug use review (DUR)

board, and medical exper ts in this eval-uat 10n
(c) ((

Ði-e,
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{d+) ) Based on the clinicat Leamrs evafuation ( (ane=--+ne--+rug

e¡*alr+at-iææ.--ma+,ri:re--s.eelre) ), the agency may determine that t'he drug, dê-
vice, ot drug-rel-ated suPPlY:

(i) Requires authorizat:-on¡
(ii) nequires authorization t.o exceed agency-established limita-

tions; or
iiiil Does noL require authorization
(2) ((

+€2-#re€€:
{+l) ) The agency periodically reviews existing drugs, devices, or

drug-related =rrpifi.å än¿ reassigñs .au.thorization requirements as nec-
áã"árV accordirij to the same p-rovisions as out.lined above for ne\^/

ár.-,g"1 devices , Zt pharmaceutical supplies'
( ({4+) ) (3) For any ãi"g, deriice , or drug-relaLed supply 

-y-1thIimitat.ions oi-requiring- authoïizat.ion, the agency may elect to appty
automated author:-åtion criteria according to I^IAC ]-82-530-3200 '

AMENDATORY SECTION (AMCNdiNg
e/L6/L6)

v'rsR 16-L7-07L, f iled 8/1'6/L6, ef fective

wAc 1-82-530-3200 The medicaid agency's authorízation procesg'
(1) The agency may establish automated ways for-pharmacies to meet au-

thorization r"qüií.*ånts for speci fied diugs, dèvices, and drug-rela-
t.ed supplies , ót circumst"n..='u"" tísted in- wec 182-530-3000 ( ({+F-and

+4+) ) iñcluding, but not limit'ed to:
(a) Use -of expedíted authorization codes as published in the

agency,s prescription drug pi"gt"* billing instructions ( (and-numberee

memo¡:anda) ) ;
(b)Useofspecified.vafuesinnationalcounci] of prescriPtion

drug programs (NCPDP) claim fields;- (c) Use of diagnosís codes; and
(d) ¡vi¿eãce-ãÉ previouã-t'herapy within the agency's claim histo-

ry ' Q) V,ihen the automated requirements _ .rrr_ ",rlsection _(_tl :l--:11"
section do not apply or .u.tttãt'¡. satisf ied, the pharmacy provider
must request autiiärization from the agency before díspensing. The

pharmacy Provider musL:
(a) Ensure the request states the medical diagno,sis and includes

meaicai' justification for the drug, device, drug-relat'ed supply' or
circumstance as 1isted in WAC Le2-510-3000 ( (t+Fan+{+l) ); and

(b) Keep ãocumentation on file of t.he prescríber's medical- justi-
fication that. is communicateà to the pharmaðy by the prescriber at the
time t.he pr.".ripÉið" i" filled. The -records must be retained for the
period spåcified in WAC 1'82-502-0020 (5) '

(3) When the agency receives t,he request for authorization:
(a) The agency acknowledges rece-ipt.:
(i) within twenty-toui Éo,rr" if t.he request is received during

normal state business hours; ot
(ii) Withi; Lwenty-four hours of opening for bu.siness on the next

business day if received out.side of normal- state business hours '

[10] ors- 8352.2



(b) The agency reviews all evidence submitted and takes one of
the following act.íons wit.hin fifteen business days:

(i) Approves the request;
iiil 

-oènies the reqùest if the requested service is noL medically
necessary; or

(iiii Requests the prescríber submit additional just.ifying infor-
mation.

(A) The prescriber must submit the additional information within
ten days of the agency's request

(B) The agency appro-re-s or denies t.he request within five busi-
ness days of thè receiþ of the addit.ional inf ormat.ion.

(C) If the pres.r-ib.r fails to provide the addit.ional information
within ten days, the agency will deny t.he requesLed s.ervice' The agen-
cy sends a copy'of the-reqùest to thé cl-ient at t.he time of denial.

(4) tire ãg"ncy's autñorizaLion determination may be based on, but
not limited to:

Requirements under this chapter and wAC L82-501-01-65;
Client safety;
Appropriateness of drug theraPY;
Quant,ity and duration of t.heraPY;
ótient ãg", gender, pregnancy- st.atus, or other demographics;

a
b

d
e

and
(f) The 1east costly therapeuticalty equivalent afternative.
(5) The agency eváluates request for auLhorization of covered

drugs, devices, and drug-related Jupplies t.hat exceed limitations in
thiã chapter on a case-'by-.u"s" basis in conjunction wit.h subsection
(4) of this section and WAC :.82-501--0169.

t -\ rc ^ provider needs authorization to dispense a covered drugtþ/ rr d
outside of norfüal state business hours, the provider may dispense the
drug without. authorizaLion only in an emergency. The- agency must -re-
ceiüe justificatíon from the frovider within seven days of the filr
date tõ ¡e reimbursed for the emergency fill '

(7) The agency may remove authorizaLion requirements under WAC

1,82-530-3ooo for, büt not limited to, the following:
(a) prescriptions writt.en by specific practit.ioners based on con-

sist.ent high qualitY of care ì ar
(b) nrescriptions fil-l-ed at specific pharmacies and billed t.o the

agency at the phãrmacies' lower acquisition cost '" tel eutho-rization requirementã in wAC L82-530-3000 are not a de-
nial of servíce.

(9) Reject.ion of a claim due t.o t.he aut.horization requirements
listed in WeC 182-530-3000 is not a denial of service.

(10) when a claim requires authorization, the pharmacy provider
musL request authorization from the agency. If _the pharmacist fails to
requesL authorization as required, thã agèncy does not consider t.his a

denial of service.
(l_1) Deniats t.hat result as part of the authorization process

will- be issued by t.he agency in writing.,12) The agency's aut.horization:
(a) Is a dãcision of medical appropriateness; and
(b) Does not guaranlee Payment.

[11 ] ors- 8352 .2



AMENDATORY SECTIoN (Amendíng WSR 1'5-L2_093, filed 6/2/L5, effective
7 / 3 /1,5)

wAc
(medicaíd

L82-530-4L00 ( (l+ac*i+geeñ) ) Medícaíd preferred drug LisÈ
PDI,) . ( (

((
conL

) ) a vendor to Perform
racts with
systematic

or t.he drug use
efficacy, and

ormation Provi-
ate agencies as
chapter L82-50

id asen about

)) t t(4) rhe ( (

makes t.he f inal- se lection of drugs or drug classes included on the
( (wasn+ngben) ) medicaid PDL.

(5) Drugs in a drug cl ass on the ( (

) ) medicaid PDL onIY but not
t t.herapeutic interchange Pro-

gram (TIP) and disPense as written (DAW) rules under WAC L82-530-4150
(6) Drugs in a drug class on the ( (l+asn'ing€€n ) ) medicaid PDL that

(( ))
have not been reviewed bY t he P&T commit.tee ( (w'i-1.+) ) or the DUR board
may be Lreated as nonPreferred drugs and are not subj ect to ( (ehe-+i-s-

))

e ( (was+ingeen) ) medicaid PDL may
rd r

oreferred status

DAW OT TIP.
(7) A nonPreferred drug ( (

etred) ) is consiäered for authorization after the client has:
(a) Tried and failed or ís intolerant to at ]east one preferred

drug; and
(b) Met agency-established criteria for the nonpreferred drug.
(g) Drugs in ã drug class on the ((+¡ashå-ÊgEen) ) nediçe¿d PDL.may

be designated as prefer"red drugs for special poputations or specific
indications.

(9) Drugs in a drug cl-ass on th
require authorization ( (+or-safeey) )

(10) ((

-æ+) ) When a ((brand-*ame) ) preferred innovator drug ( (has--been

may ( (å+nmedå-aee+Y) ) :

, I (+es€---expeåså=*e1) ) equally effec-
a pre-as

ferred drug ( (

boelç|:

lL2 l

lo ro
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) ); and
(b) Mak the innovaLor drrrcr or biol-oqi al oroduct nonpreferred.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amend.ing WSR L5-]-2-093, f iled 6/2/L5, ef f ect,ive
7/3/Ls)

wÀc L82-530-4]-25 Generics fÍrst for a clíent's first course of
treatment. ( (

) ) (1) rhe
medicaid agency may require preferred generic drugs on the Washington
preferred drug list
nonpreferred generic

(V'iashinqton
drugs for a client's first

drugs, ( (when-r

PDL) be used before any brand name or
of treatmentcourse

within that. theraPeutic class of

) ) according to RCW 69.41-.190
(2) For drug classes selec ted by t.he agency that meeL the crite-

ria of subsection (r ) of t.his section, onlY Preferred generic drugs
are covered for a client'S first course of treatment, excep t. as iden-

1-82-500-0070.

tified in subsection (3) of this section'
(3) Endorsing practitioners' prescription_s .written "dispense as

written (DAW),, fãr preferred and nonpreferred brand name drugs and
nonpreferred genàri-cå in the specific d5tg cfasses- on the Washington
PDL reviewed by the drug use reïiew (DURI board will b-e subject. to au-
thorization tä estffi necessity as defined in wAC

I ao
a

e

AMENDATORY SECTTON (Amending WSR l-6 - 01 - 046 , f iled 1-2 /9 /15 ' ef f ective
L/e/:-6)

wAc 182-530-41-50 TheraPeutic interchangre program (TIP) . This
section contains the medicaid agency I s rul-es for the endorsíng practi-
Lioner theraP eutic int.erchange Program (TIP) . TIp is establ-ished under
RCW 69.41-.l-90 and 70.L4.0s0 ( (

\\
(1) ( (

ly to drugs
) ) TIP applies on-

[13] ors - 8352 .2



list (Washington PDLI;
t¡l

+el----Rer¡+€îüed) ) Included in a mot.ioñ passed by the pharmacy and

(a) Within t.herapeutic classes on the Washington preferred drug

therapeutics (P&T) committee; and
i t+¿+l ) (c) Prescribed by an endorsing practitioner
(2) TIP does not aPPIY to a drug when
(a) ( (When) ) The p&T committee determ ines that TIP does not aPPIY

to the drug or its therapeut.ic cl-ass on the Washington PDL; ( (er) )

(b) ((+e-a--+rug ) ) Prescribed bY a nonendorsing prac titioner ( (-

M

m*sb-¡

añd

@
@i'er

*+l) ) ¿ r
as writLen (DAW) "; or

hi l-\i lari rrnrl Þ/ìÍ¡1 Ã9 4 L9 n1d\ ôt- 1-rarr^¡i aê rì 1

(3) The agency ma
practitioner onIY under

y impose nonendorsing status on-tft" I (+e+fewing) ) circumstances ( (-:-
an endorsing

lL4 l ors- 8352.2



this
oft

{+++) )
R L9

lq, l rn accordance with wAC 182-530 -4125ß) and I82-501-01-65, t.he

agency will request and review the endorsing practitionerr s medical
) ustification for P referred and nonPreferred brand name drugs and non-
p referred generic drugs for the client's first course o f treatment.

t

AMENDATORY SECT]ON
L/e/16)

(Amending wSR 16-ol- -046, f iled L2/9/L5, ef fective

wÀc 182-530-6000 MaiL-order and specialtv pharmacy servÍces'
((

ibi +va-++ab+]+ey- of serv+ees frem ehe eenËraeÈed mail order Fno
¡u-i¿e¡e-,^---ane

#i-en-
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182 530 3ê00 Ëhreugh 182 530 3200),

e¡¡--serr*.i-ees--) ) t
'l -order or cialtv p cv enroll with the encv.anv ma

rmacles r snecialt nharmacie s licensed to dofi-) i I -order
unrier RCW g 64.360 mav enroll wi thebusi ss in Washi ot-on state

s ot-her nha rmacaes ac rdinq to anteracfencv 'i n the sa e manner a
rrd'i nq out-o f - st-ate mai I -order or sneeialtv arma-182 - 50 2 I^]AC. incl

cres.
a o

I f
wl

o
1-

t
rrnrler a ma 'l -order or snecialt,v T)harmacv con t-ract.with he acrencv

d a1-
1

-order: cont act- with th aqencv se rate from anrCES nder a mail
I

ct-

W

ancf acfencv clients.
I

I n
wa
t rv-

TrV
x<-:eot when l-hose servi es are Drov ided under con-cl-as s of trade. e

ra
core provider agreement.

acfencv v contrac t- with one o-1: more ma 'i I -order slfe-(5)

plovider agreement. ffer from recnrirement s cle-
a slons f t-he cont raet- mav d(a)

d mb].
d I

snecial-L v nharmacv clont-ract Drc)vrslons er-(b) Mai I -order
or subsec ions of t s chant when sþecifi-sede individua secLions I fI n

this chapter.
i síons for a disoens oharmacv must(c) i I -order tract þr

imburs t- than is er this chan-not a llow for hicher r

[16]

ter for a retail Pharmacy.
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ld) n ônênlncf en rrrl menl- rrndel r â mâ'i 'l -o rS ner:i al \/ riÕn -al

i1 a

hc re amkrrrs t rate ãnd t-hodol oow l-he nror¡i d -lrrrt nclt I1ml ed l-o. t-t
r.hnose to aec and nart-ic i nate wi th t-he âcfen(:vbillinq tì rcrrri der mât¡

hc 'i 'l -orde nr sner:'i alt- nharmar:w ec) I rac tllndelî he êrms ôf mat
(e) The âcfenalv mav lrse lhe same r:onl-ract for both mai l- êr ând

TA r

âcfêncv mav l'l¡ s e nÕnl-rae nrô\/] s'l .)ns l-)n 'i nf ormat-i sun-class of trade.
tf) T t bI r n

mak'i no lhp finaliz. ¡r'rn I ra c.f rl-rl i r'l r¡ a\¡ã I I ¡l-rl c
r a

ions to c tracted i 1 -order rmacles, sne-favorab l-e condit
le a

I
d I

ilable to client.s t rîorrcfh mai -order or sl)e-p ts to be made ava
La 1e

wAC 1,82-530-7000 Reimbursement.
imbursement f or a prescript.ion drug
(PoS) must noL exceed t.he ( (+e¡rest-eg:-

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR L2-L6-061, filed 7/30/12, effective
LL/ L/ :-2)

(1) The agencY's ( (eoÐa}) ) re-
disp sed thro h ooinL-o - sale

))
ror

el ect-s the sc)urces f r nracanct i nformation u sed(2) The acrencv
to set POS AAC.

as the lowe st- of(3) T pos AAC i ealculaLed
(a) Na i onal averag e druq acquis ition cost ( NADAC) ;

(b) Maximum al-lowabfe c
(c) Federal upper Iimit
(d) 34OB ActuaI acquis

€ee) ) for drugs Purchased
Service (PHS) Act ( see (. 1g?.-qi0-7 oo for exceo

(e) Automat.ed maximum al]owable cost (AMAC) ( (pl+s-a--++'sPen-s-i-lÌg
fee-¡-or

tions) ;Or

pepu+a+i-en-

(4)
ri

))
1

1 rrC
w ,-t

(s) re C does nof âccura telv refl r:t-rraf ac l ga-

n

Ittl

be made to the reimbursement.

ect- the a
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qêt Þô.q AAC f .rr sner:'i fierl rìrrrcrs ôr dnt r.a I e-(6) T ãcfênr'!v mAV
I r n

I l_

he
rate for a drug or a class of drugs.

e
package size dispensed.

mburSeSapharmacyfortheleastcost].ydosage
f orm of a Aru{ witfr¡-n the same route of administraLion, unf ess the
prescriber has- designated a medically necessary specific dosage form
or the agency has sil-ected the more expensive dosage form as a prefer-
red drug.

( (]5¡) ) (9) rf the pharmacy provider of fers a discount, rebaLe,
promotion or ãEã.r incenËive wfricfr directly relates to the reduction
ãf ifre price of a prescription t.o the individual nonmedicaid customer,
t.he ptd.rid"t musL'similaily reduce its charge to the agency for the
prescription.

( ({-6+) ) (10) If the pharmacy provider gives an otherwise covered
product for free to the general p-rrnfic, the þharmacy must not submit a

claim to the agency.
( ({++) ) (rrl ihe agency does noL reimburse for:
(a) trescffitions "written on presígned prescription blanks filled

out by nursing fãcilit.y operators or pharmacists;
i¡l eresériptions wilhout the date of the original order;
(c) Drugs used to replace those taken from a nursing facility

emergency kiL;-(d)Drugsusedtoreplaceaphysician'sstocksupplyi
(e) out.patient drugs-, biological products, insulin, supplies, ap-

pliances, arrld 
-åq"ip*."t includeá in ôther reimbursement methods in-

cluding, but noL limited to:
tll Diagnosis-refated group (DRG) ;
(ii) Ratio of costs-to-charges (RCC);
(iii) Nursing facility daily raLes;
(iv) Managed care capitation rates;
(v) Block grants; or
(vi) Orugs-prescribed for cl-ients who are on the agency's l.rgsnice

program wfren ifré drugs are relat.ed to t.he client's Lerminal- il-lness
and related condition.

(f) Hemophilia and von willebrand related products shipped to
clients for administration in the home unless the products are provi-
ded through ã quafified hemophilia treaLment center of excelfence
(COE) as defined in WAC I82-53L-I625 '

AMENDATORY SECTION (amending WSR l-6-01-046, filed L2/9/l'5' effective
L/e/76)

wAc L82-530 -7050 Reímbursement-Dispensing fee determinatíon.
(1) Subject to the Provision s of WAC LB2-530-7000 and the exceptions
permit.ted in wAC L82- 530-200 O, the medicaid agency pays a dispensing
fee for each covered, prescribed drug.

(2) The agency does not pay a disPensing fee for:
(a) mondrug items, devices, ot drug -related supPlies; or

a health c

I18]

(b) Drucrs admin sl.ered bv re nrofess 'i ona 1
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(3) The agency
sing fee by consideringdispensing fees and may adjust. ( (s) ) the disPen

factors including, but not I imited to
(a) Legislat.ive aPProPr iations for vendor rates;
(b) Input from Provider and advocacy groups;
(c) Inpu t from state-emP loyed or contracted actuaries; and
(d) Dispensing fees paid bY oLher third-PartY Payers including,

but not' Iimited to, health care P l-ans and other statesr med icaid agen-

I

cres.
(4) The agency uses a tiered dispensing fee system which pays

higher volume p-narmäcies at a lower fee and lower volume pharmacies at
a higher fee.

(5) The agency uses total annual- prescription volume (both medic-
aid and nonmeA"icaiä) reported to the ágency to determine each pharma-
cy's dispensing fee tier.' (a) A phãrmacy which fills more than thirty-five thousand pre-
script.ions ånnuaffy is a high-volume'oharmacy. The agency considers
fro=pîtrf-based pharmacies tfrät serve both iñpatient and out'patient
cliènts as high-vofume pharmacies '

(b) a pfráimacy whi-ch fills between fifteen thousand one and thir-
ty-five thoùsand piescript.ions annually is a mid-volume pharmacy'

(c) A prtar*äcy wfricfr fills fiftãen thousand or fewer prescrip-
tions annual-Iy is a low-vofume pharmacy'

(6) The "g.".y 
determines a pharñracy's annual- total prescription

volume as follows:
(a) The rgérr"y send.s out a prescripLio_n vo1um-e survey form to

prr"r*åãy providérs ãuring the first quarter of the calendar year;
' (bi pharmacies reLurn completed prescription vo1ume surveys to
the agency each year. Pharmacy þrovide5s not responding to the survey
nV tfrã spécified date are assigned t_o the high volume_.category;

(c) pharmacies must inclulde al-l prescriptions dispensed from the
same physical location in the pharmacyls,total prescription count;

(d) The "g"""V 
considers'prescr-iptions dispensed to nursing fa-

citity clients ãs oitpatient prîescriptions; and
'(e) Assignment Co a new dispen-sing fee tier is effective on the

first of the rñonlh, following the date specified by Lhe agency.
(7) A pharmacy may requést a change in dispensing fee tier during

the interval between the annuaf prescription vol-ume surveys ' The ph3r-
macy must substantiate such a räquest witn documentation showing that
the pharmacy,s most recent sixlmonth dispensing -data, annualized,
róùra qualify t.he pharmacy for t.he new tier. rf the agency receives
t.he documentation ijy Lhe Ê,went.ieth of t.he month, assignment to a .new
áispensing fee tier is effective on the first of the following month'

(8) The agency grants general dispensing f9. fate increases only
when authorizeã by- tÉe legiélature. Amounts ãuthorized for dispensing
fee increase"-*.y'n" ái=tt1¡nted nonuniformly (e'g', Liered dispensing
fee based uPon volume).

(9) The agency may pay true unit dose pharmacies at a different
rate for unit dose disPensing.

[le] ors - 8352 .2



WAC j-g2-530-Zj.so Reímbursement-Compounded prescríptions. (1)

The medicaid agency does not consider reconsLitution to be compound-
ing.

(2) The agency covers a drug ingredient used for a compounded
prescription ottiy *ft.tt the manufacturei has a signed rebaLe agreement
with the federal Department of Heatth and Human Services (DHHS).

(3) The rg.n"y' considers bulk chemical suppties .used in compoun-
ded prescriptiõns ás nondrug items,. wfic\ do not requlre a drug rebaLe
agreäment. ïfte agency cover-s such bulk chemical supplies only as spe-
cificalry approved by the agency. 

rs for compoun ry(4) The agency 
-reimbuises pharmacists for compounding drugs ?t:

if the client,s" drúg therapy ttedds are unable to be met by commercial-
ly available dosagé strengths or forms of the medically necessary
drug _^ir__^L*^-È ^ç F.r(a) The pharmacist must ensure the need for t.he adjustment-of the
drug,s therapeutic strength or form is well-documented in the c]ient's
file.

(b) The pharmacist. must ensure that the ingredient's used in a

compounded prescription are for an approved use as defined in "medi-
caliy accepted indication" in WAC LB2-530-1050 '

(5) The ;g;;;y requires that each drug ingredient, used for a com-

pounded prescription be billed Lo the tgãncy- using its efeven-digit
ñational drug code (NDc) number'

(6)Compounded'prescriptionsare-reimbursedasfollows:
(a) The rg.rr"y allows-only the l-owest cost for each covered in-

gredient, whetñer tirat cost ii Aetermined by actual acquisition cost
(AAC), ((g5+.i+a+ee--aeqr*i-s.i#) ) federal upper- Iimit
(FUL), maxj-mum allowablê cost (MAC) , automaLed maximum al-lowable cost
(AMAC) , or amounL billed.

(b) rir. 
-"g"".V 

ãpplies currenl prior authori za¡-ion requirement's
to drugs use¿ ä íngleaients in comþounded prescriptions, except as

providãd undei iàl oi tfri" subsectionl The agency denies payment for a

ã¡|g råquirinõ ""irr"rization 
when authorization is noL obtained'

(c) The ägàrr"y *u"y designate selected drugs as noL requirì'ng au-
t.horization when used for -ómpounaed prescriptions.- For the list of
se1ected drugs, refer Lo the agency's prescriþtion drug program bifl-
ing instructions.

(d) The agency pays a professional dispensing lt" as described
under WAC IB2-530-7050 tot ãcft-arrrg ittgredient-used in compounding
when the conditions of this section are meL and each ingredíent is
billed separately by the eleven-digit Nnc'

(e) rhe ageñcy does not pay a separate fee for compounding time '

(7) The ;é¿;"i requireÀ þrrär*aci-sts to document the need for each

inactive ingreáient adãed to the compounded prescription' The agency
limits reimbursement to the inactive ingredients that meet t'he follow-
ing criteria. To be reimbursed by the alency, each inactive ingredient
must be:

(a) A necessary component of a compounded drug; and
inl Bitled by än etèven-digit. national drug code (NDc) '

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 16-0L-046, filed L2/9/L5, effect'ive
r/e/1,6)
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending wsR l-6-0L-046, filed L2/9/].5, effective
L/e/1-6)

WAC i.g2-53 O-7250 Reimbursement-Miscetlaneous. (1) The medicaid
agency reimburses for covered drugs, devices, and drug-rel'ated sup-
píi""'provided or administered by nonpharmacy providers under speci-
fied conditions, as follows:

( (+t+) ) lÐ The agency reimburses for drugs administered or pre-
pared and defi-vered f ór in¿ivi¿uat use by an authorized presc.riber
ã"ti"g an office visit. according to specífic program rules found in:

j t+*+l ) (i) Chapter i-82-53t wac-- Physician-related services;
( ({Ð) ) 1iil ðhapter L82-532 WAa, Reproductive healt.h/family

planning onlY/tarr cHARcE; and
( ({€+) ) (iii) chapter L82-540 WAC- Kidney disease program and
y center services
( ({+}) ) (b) Providers who are Purchasers of Publ-ic Health Serv-
(PHS) discounted drugs must comPlY with PHS 3408 P rogram require-

l-r'i ncrl on merl'i r.a'i d recrrrir nls for ?40 1lrÕ\r i ders r¡

kidne

ices
menLs

rl-ici-end l¡ia
pating with medicaid. (See WAC 1-82-

( (€+) ) e) The agency may re
invoice for the actuaf cost of the
prv billed. If an invoice is reques

a Name of the drug, device,
b
c
d Drug strength;

Product descriPtion;
f Quant.ity; and
g) Cost., including any

s30-7900. )

quest providers Lo submit a current
drug, device, ot drug-related sup-

ted, the invoice musL show the:
or drug-relat.ed suPPIY;

Drug or Product manufacturer;
NDC of the Product or Products;

discounts or free goods associated with
the invoice.

(({4+) ) (3) The agency does not reimburse prov_iders for the cosL

of vaccines on[äined ttirougfr tfre state department of healt'h (DoH) ' The

agency does p"V- pi.Vsician-s , advanced reþistered nurse practit ioners
tÄnupj , and. p-ttal*icfsts a f ee f or adminisLering the vaccine.

AMENDATORY SECTTON (Amending WSR 16-0L-046, filed L2/9/]-5' effective
r/e/L6)

wAc Lg2-530-7300 Reimbursement-Requesting a change. upon re-
quest from a pharmacy provider, the medicaid agency may reimburse. at
Ëhe provider' s- ""ì""Í a'cquisition cost (providçr AAC) f or a drug that
ffiebereimbursedatmaximuma]-lowab]ecosL(MAC)when:

(1) The avai]ability of lower cosL equivalents in- the marketplace
is severely curtailed anã the price disparity between- AAC for the drug
and the MAC reimbursement affeèts clientst access; and

(2) An invoice documenting actual acquisi tion cost relevant to
the date the drug was dispensed is provided to t.he agency.

l2Ll ors - 8352 .2



AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 1,3-L4_052, fi]ed 6/27/:-3, effective
7/28/L3)

WAC LB2-530-7700 Reimbursement-Dua1 eIígib1e clients/medicare.
For clients who are dually eligible for medical- assistance and medi-
care benefi

(1) ( (

Ls, t.he fol-Iowing aPPlies:

medieare dees noË eover¡ buÈ Èhe ageney eovers; er

)) rhe âct
Part B. and care advanta cre Part

rr\¡ rìâ \/s med i ca nslrrãncte. rrôtlã\¡-rê ata) 1

and cleductible s for Part Aments,
-5

(2) Medicare Part D:
ia) Medicare is the payer for drugs ( (eowere+-u*der) ) included in

the medicare Part D benefit.
(b) The agency does not pay for Part D drugs or Part D copay-

ments.
(c) For drugs excluded from the ((bag-:i-e)) medicare Part D bene-

f ir:
(i) The agency offers the same drug benefit. as a nondual eligible

cl-ient has within those same classes;
(ii) If the client has another third party insurer, that insurer

is the primary Payer; and
(iii) rhè agency is the payer of last' resort'

AMENDATORYSECTION(amendingWSR16-01--046,filed1'2/9/L5'effective
1, / e /:-6)

wAC L82-530-7900 Drugs purchased under the PubIic HeaIth Service
(PHs) Àct. (1) ( (

tion on the drug rebate program.
See WAC 182-530-7500 for informa-

)) (2) Drugs

))

I I
f

r1

((

I

t

I
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f ice of T) rmâer¡ affairs national meclícaid exclusion f i e. See WAC
E^^ + .i.^.tr^-*-r.i^- i-l"a rlrrra 1¡¡ {- eô a tr a n1

(3) Wirh exceDtion of clai t-woes ident.ified in subsecLion
(4\ of this seel-.i on . all 34 0B þur hased drucrs must be b lled to the

id Ba
(4) Except ons to the 3408 AAC b i11ino reouirement onlv made

for:
la ) Outnat-i cnl. hnsn l-a'l r':'l a i ms D 'i .l rrnder 1-he enhanced amlrlr'l a torwI

paymenL qrouÞ (EAPG) methodoloqv (see hlAC 182-550 -700ô):
(b) atorv surcferv c a'i ms oaid under navment- cfrouDs et- hoclol -

o9Y; and
(c) Fami lv r:lannincr cli i cs billino con raeeotives desi al-ecl bv

the acren v l.o be naid at ?4oB ceilínq nric nl us a orofessi al rlis-
pensing fee.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending vtsR 1,6-0L-046, f iled 12/9/1-5, ef fective
1, / e /1,6)

wÀc 182-530-8OOO Reimbursement method-( (+s+å*at-eê) ) Actual ac-
quisition cost ( ({Ð*e}) ) (AÀC) . ( ({å+) ) The medicaid agency ( (deEer-

oi nt-of-rnj#) ) rrses the fol lowincr sourc s to determine
safe actual acquisit.ion cosr (({+A€Þæ:-

{€+) ) /Þôq aacl 1ñõ I rrrl li mi l.orì l.a
(1) Nati I aweraoe druq acqui ition cost (NADAC) Iished by

i na krrl- nnl

the Ce ters for Medi care and Medi ca irl Services (CMS):
( (;----en

I or state
agencres((#)) (b) Other state healt.h care purchasing ( (agefte.i-es) ) or-
ganizations;

( (æ) ) (c) Pharmacy benef it managers t

( (14:¿¡) ) l_df Individual pharmacy providers participating in the
agencyrs programs;

((
{.Êi+) ) (e) other third-party payers;
( (-@) ) (f ) Drug f ile data bases; and
( ({.*i+i*) ) (s) Actuaries or other consultants
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arre-fieÈ:) )

AlvtENpATORy SECTION (Amending wsR 16-0I-046, f iled 12/9/l.5, ef fective
L/e/76)

wAC 1g2-530-8100 ReimbursemenÈ-Maxímum alLowable cost (MAC).
(t) The medicaid agency establishes a maximum afl-owable cost (MAC) for
a mult.iple-source ãrug which is available from at feast two manufac-
turers / Iabelers .

(2) The agency determines the MAC for a multiple-source drug:
(a) When -=pe"ifi. regional and local drug acquisition cosL data

is available, the agency:
(i) IdentifieJ whát product.s are available from wholesalers for

each drug being considered for MAC pricing;
(iii Det.eimines pharmacy providers' approximate acquisiLion costs

for these products; and
(iii) Estabtishes t.he MAC at a l-evel- which gives pharmacists ac-

cess to at least one product. from a manufacturer with a qualified re-
bate agreement (see wAC 182-530-7500 (4) ) .

tËl When specific regional and Iocal- drug ac.qu.isition cosL data
is not availablê, the ageicy may estimate acquisition cost based on

""tt"i3i "ti:'iriz ::iäÌi=r,.¿ for a murriple-source drus does nor applv
if the written prescription identifies Cfrat a specific brand is medi-
ca1ly necessary for a þarticufar cl-ient. In such cases, Lhe ( (e-se'i-rea-

€ed) j actual acquisitión cost ( ({€A€+) ) (aaC) f or t.he part.icul-ar brand

"ppii"", 
pt"viAéA authorization is obtained from the agency as speci-

fied under WAC L82-530-3000.
(4) Except. as provided in subsection (3) of this section, the

agency reimbuises pr-oviders for a multiple-source drug at the lo¡n¡est
oi thð raLes cal-cul-at.ed under the methods l-ist.ed in V'IAC L82-530-7000.

(5) The MAC est.ablished for a multipte-source drug mqy vary- by
package sLze, including those identified as unit dose national drug
äodes- (NDCs) by t.he manufacLurer or manufacturers of t.he drug'

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending wsR 16-01-046, filed 12/9/1-5, effective
1, / e /L6)

wAc L82-530-8L50 Reimbursement-Automated maximum alLowable cosf
(AMAC) (1) The medicaid agency uses the automated maximum allowable
cost (AMAC) pricing methodology for multiple-source drugs that are

(a) Not on the published maximum allowable cost (MAC); and
(b) Produced by two or more manufacturers/labelers, ât least one

of which musL have a current, signed federal drug rebate agreement
(2) The agency estabfishes AlviAC as a specified percentage of the

)) 'l averacre ae-published ( (

24
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cluisition SI {NADAE) or other nationally accepted pricing source in
order to estimate acquisition cost '

(3) The agency sets t.he percentage discount f rom ( (4,+ÉP) ) NADAC

for AMAC reimbu?semLnt using any of the information sources identified
in WAC I82-530-8000.

(4) The agency may set AMAC reimbursement at different percentage
discounts from ( (AvüP) ) NADAC for different multiple source drugs. The
agency considers the same facLors as those in WAC l-82-530-8000.- tSl AMAC reimbursement for al-l- products with the same ingredient,
form and strength is at t.he AMAC determined for the second lowest
priced product, oy the AMAC of the l-owest priced drug from a manufac-
Lurer with a current, signed federal rebate agreement.

(6) The agency recal-culates the AMAC each t.ime the drug file con-
tractor provides a pricing update.

(7) Except as þrovidéd 1n WaC 182-530-7300, the agency reimburses
at the lowest of the rates calculat.ed under the methods listed in WAC

1-82-530-7000.
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wAc 182-530-1050

Dispensingfee.',Seeprofessionaldispensingfee

wAC 182-530-1050

"Evidence-based druq reviews" and evideneed based medieine (trÞM) The application of a set of principles

and a methods for comprehensive indeoendent and obiective evaluation of clinical evidence orovided in feF{h€

ll-designed and well-conducted studies and objective clinical data to determine the level of

evidence that proves to the greatest extent possible, that a health care service is safe, effective and beneficial

when making population-based coverage policies or individual medical necessity decisions. Classifvinq

ev¡dence bv its epistemolooic strenqth and requirino that onlv the stronqest tvoes (comino from meta-analvses.

svstematic reviews. and randomized controlled trials) can vield strono recommendations: weaker tvpês (such

as from case-control studies) can vield weak recommendations.

wAC 182-530-1050
,,Ev¡dence-based practice center" or "EPC"- A research orqanization that has been desiqnated bv the

Aqencv for Healthcare Research and Qualitv (AHRQ) to develop evidence reports and technoloqv

assessments on topics relevant to clinical and other health care orqanization and deliverv issues. sÞecificallv

those that are common. exoensive. or siqnificant for the medicare and medicaid populations.

wAc 182-530-1050

"Medicaid preferred drug list (medicaid PDL)" - The list of all drugs in drug classes approved for inclusion

by the Washington medicaid drug use review (DUR) board and each drug's preferred or nonpreferred status as

@bytheagencydirectorordesiqnee'Thelistincludesatminimumalldrugsanddrug
classes on the Washington PDL and may include additional drugs and drug classes et{h€4i€€Fefr¡€n€f

recommended bv the DUR board and approved bv the aqencv director or desiqnee.

wAc 182-530-3100 ftt(bl

ln performing this evaluation the clinical team may consult with other agency clinical staff, financial experts,

and program managers. The agency clinical team may also consult with an evidence-based practice center

(EPC), evidence-based druq reviews, other purchasers, the drug use review (DUR) board, and medical experts

in this evaluation.

wAC 182-530-41002)

The pharmacy and therapeutics (P&T) committee or the drug use review (DUR) board reviews and evaluates

the safety, efficacy, and outcomes of prescribed drugs, using evidence-based druq reviewsinfermetien

@



wAc 182-530-4100 rct

Drugs in a drug class on the medicaid PDL €nly-lout which are not on the Washington PDL are not subject to

therapeutic interchange program (TlP) and dispense as written (DAW) rules under WAC 182-530-4150.

wAC 182-530-7900Ht:

Exceptions to the 3408 AAC billing requirement are only made for:

(a) Outpatient hospital claims paid under the enhanced ambulatory payment group (EAPG)

methodology (see WAC 182-550-7000); and

(b) Ambulatory surgery claims paid under payment groups methodology.;+nd

(e) Farnily planning elinies billing eentraeeptives designated by the ageney t€ be paid at 3 l0B eeiling



AMENDATORY SECTION
e/28/73)

(Amending ilüSR 13-18-035, filed B/28/13, effective

WAC 182-530-1050 Definitions. In addition to the defínitions
and abbreviations found in chapter ]-82-500 VüAC, Medical definitions,
the following definitions apply to thís chapter.

'rActive ingredient'r - The chemicaf component of a drug responsi-
ble for a drug's prescribed/intended therapeutic effect. The medicaid
agency oï its deslgnee limits coverage of active ingredients to those
witir ãn eleven-d.igit national drug code (NDC) and those specifi-cally
authorized by the agency or its designee.

"Actual acquisition cost (AAg¡ " -

suppll¡i buÈ exeludes d*spensinq fees - ) ) Refers to one
inq:

l1) Provider AAC The true cost a provider pai d for a specifrc

of l_he fo'l 'l ow-

druo or product n the oackaoe size purchased, inc ludinq discounts,
cks th VI

tments to the price of the drucr, device or cl ruo- related
rrs i

other adius
supplv, excludínq dispens no fees;

(2\ 34 OB AAC The true cost 'oaid bv a pub lic health service
ntit f excl

faaa. ^r4!-!-:2-r-----llÈ(3) POS - 'l'he aoencv-dete rm'i necl rale na icl t-o nh: rma cae s

throuoh the ooínt -of -sa'l e ( POS ) svstem, and intende to reflect phar-
macv oroviderst actual acouisition cost.

"Administer" - Includes
drug or device by in¡ection,
other means, to the body of a
rection of the practitíoner.

"Appointing authoritY"

the direct application of a prescription
insertion, ínhalation, ingestion, or any
patient by a practitioner, or at the di-

- ( (For Èhe evidenee-based preseripËien

) ) Means the followinq PeoPIe
actins ioin lv: The director of the Vùashinoton state hea th care au-

nd th lVashi n f labo
and industries.

rrÄ'rrt'horized crene.ri a ¿lrrrt'rtt Anv clruo sol cl . licensed ôr ma rketecl
lrncler a ne\^/ clrtro ¡nnl i r-at i on INDA ) aonr:oved bv the F oocl ancl Drlro Acl-
ministratio IFDA) under section 5 5 (c) of the Federal Fo cl - Dr:rro and
Cosmetíc Act (FFDCA) that is marketed. sold or distribu ted under a

different 1 be I er cocle . oroduct code t racie nâme . t raclemark or na r:k-
aoino (other than recackaoinq the listed drug for use in institutions )

than the br name druo
"Automated authorizationrr - Adjudication o f claims usíng submit-

ted NCPDP data elements or cfaims history to verify that the medicaid
agency's or its designee's authorization requírements have been satis-
fied without the need for the medj-caid agency or its designee to re-
quest additional clinical- information.

I'Automated maximum allowabIe cost (AIt{Ag¡ " - The rate established
by the medicaid agency or its designee for a multiple-source drug that
is not on the maximum aflowabfe cost (MAC) list and that is designated

t1 ors-8352 .3



by two or more products at Ieast one of which must be under a federal
drug rebate contract.

rrAverage manufacturer price (At'lp¡ " - The average price paid to a

manufacturei by wholesalers for drugs distributed to retail pharma-
cies .

"Averagte sales price (ASP) " - The weighted average of all nonfed-
eral sales to wholesãl-ers net of charge backs, discounts, rebates, and
other benefits tied to the purchase of the drug product, whether it is
paid to the wholesafer or tñe retailer

'rAverage wholesale price (Alve¡" - ((+ee-ve+aqe') ) A referençe
price of r ãtug product ttrat is ( (ealeulaÈed frem whelesate lisË pri-
äes--n¿++-en¡ri¿e.) ) published at a point in time and reported to the med-
icaid agency or its designee by the agency's drug file contractor.

( ( ñgemå+naÈ+en érug" - 
^ 

eenrnereåalI]¡ available drug ineluding
Èr¡e er mere aeËive ingredienÈs. ) ) "Brand name drucrfr - A single-source
or innovator mult iole-source drug.

"Compendía of drug informationfr incl-udes
(1) Íhe American Hospital Formulary Servi
(2) The United States Pharmacopeia Drug I

the following:
ce Drug Information;
nformation; and

(3) DRUGDEX fnformation SYstem.
';Compounding" - The act of combining two or more active ingredi-

ents or ãdlusting therapeutic strengths in the preparation of a pre-
scription.

"De1iver or delivery" - The transfer of a drug or device from one
person to another.

"Dispense as written (DAW) " - An instructíon to the pharmacist
forbiddin-g substitution of a generic drug or a therapeutically equiva-
fent product for the specífic drug product prescribed.

;'Di=p"trring fee" - ((Ehe fee Ëhte medíeaid ageney er iÈs designee

".+*-+.**O-@
velved +n Ëhre praeËiee ef pharmael¡ and is in addiËien Ëe Ëhe ageneYfs
reimbursemenÈ fer Èhe eesÈs ef eevered ingredåenÈs.

) ) Means
orofe s s iona e nrofessional disoI clisnensino fee. S ns incr fee -

I'Drug file" - A list of drug Pr
tion provided to the medicaid agency

oducts, pricing and other informa-
or íts designee and maintained bY

a drug file contractor.
'rDrug fil-e contractoril An entity which has been contracted to

provide regularly updated í nformation on drugs, devices, and drug-re-
lated supplies at specified interva ls, for the purpose of Pharmaceuti-
cal clai-m adjudication. fnformatj-on is provided specifíc to individual
national drug codes, including product pr icing.

((

{Ð++{++l-) )i'Drug-related supplies" - Nondrug items necessary for the admin-
istration, delivery, or monitoring of a drug or drug regimen.

wDrug use review (DUR) rr - A review of covered outpatient drug use
that assures prescriptions are appropriate, medical-1y necessary' and
not likeIy to resuft in adverse medical- outcomes.

"Effèctivenessrr - The extent to which a given intervention is
likety to produce beneficial results for which j-t ís intended in ordi-
nary circumstances.

2 ors-8 352 .3



wEfficacy" - The extent to which a given intervention is li-kely
to produce beñeficial effects in the context of the research study.

'rEmergency kit" - A set of limited pharmaceuticals furnished to a

nursing faáifity by the pharmacy that provides prescription dispensing
servicés to thal fãcility. Each kit is specifically set up to meet the
emergency needs of each nursing facility's client population and is
for use during those hours when pharmacy services are unavailable.

"Endorsing practitionerrr - A practitioner who has reviewed the
Vüashington preieired drug list (Vüashington PDL) and has enrolled with
the treãttfr èare authority (HCA), agreeing to allow therapeutic inter-
change (substitution) of
a given therapeutic cfass

a preferred drug for any nonpreferred drug in
on the Vüashington PDL.

druq re-

"Estimated acguisition cost (EAC) tr - The medicaid agency's estÍ-
mate of the price providers generatly and currently pay for a drug
marketed or sofd by a particular manufacturer or labeler.

"Evidence-based( (" and "eviéeneed-based neêie*ne (E"M)))
viewsrr
review ef
ation of
ted studies and objective cl-inical data to determine the fevel of evr-
dence that proves to the greatest extent possible, that a health care

when making population-basedis safe, effective and beneficíal-
policies or individual medical necessity decisions. Classifv-

its
servrce
coverage

re
ES meta- tic

z d T

tvoes (such âs from case-control s f ucl i es ) can viel-d weak recommenda-
tions.TE.ridence-based practice center'r or rrEPC'r - A research organiza-
tion that has been dèsignated by the Agency for Heafthcare Research
and euality (AHRQ) 11e€ Ëhe U,S, gevernmenÈ Ëe eendueË sl¡sÈemaÈie-re-
y+ero,s ef ál+ Ëhe evidenee Èe preduee evidenee Èables and Ëeehnelegy
assessmenÈs Ëe gr*tde healËh eare dee{siens)) to cleveloo viden

ton

ce re-

'h c: ra araani z a ^ñ anri rlal ir¡arr¡ ì ccrra< qna¡ì f r c: I I r¡ l-l.rnca1-nl_hor hc It I
that are cornmon, expens ive, or siqnificant for the medicare a medic-
aid populations.

rrFedera]. rebatesft Dollars r elrrrneci t.o medicaid f rôm nhar-
maceutical man rrfar:trrrers uncler the l.erms of t-he manufactur êrs r nat'i on-
al rebate aqreement wi-th the f ederal- Depa nt of Heafth ncl Hrrman

Services (DHHS).
"Federal upper limit (FUL) " - The maximum allowable reimbursement

set by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) for a mul-
tipJ-e-source druq.- ( ("Fer¡r braàé na¡ne preseripèiens per ealendar menÈh lim*Ër' The

Èhe medíeaid ageneÌ¡ er íÈs designee aller¿s fer eaeh el4enÈ in a ealen
ëlar menÈht wiÈhér*Ë a eempleËe review ef Èhe elienÈ' s dn+g pref 4Ie, ) )

ttGeneric drugtt A ((nenp;+egr.ie+*r'y ) ) drug that is ( (æe-$r-i-+ed-+e
))
a-

ated new druq application.
"Inactive ingredient"

unchanged during comPounding
(1) Necessary vehicle f

or

drug component
t serves as the:
the delivery of

that remains chemically

the therapeutic effect;
A

bu
or

3 ors-B 352 .3



(2) Agent for the intended method or rate of absorption for the
drug's active therapeutic agent.

wlngredient cosÈ" - The portion of a prescription's cost attrib-
utable to the covered drug ingredients or chemical components.

rrlnnovator multiple;source drug" - ( (

the Food a Druo Administration ( includinq an autho tzed oener-
ic druq. This incfudes:

(1) A druq nrocllrct marketed bv nv cross-licensed Ðro rcers. Ia-
belers, or distributors o'oerating under the NDA; or

NS

^^'l ^-l-.inn 1ÞT^\ â+-l-\'l l-'nnn1-ASID nÀrr¡]- I i ¡an< I-^^lì¡=]-inn LA r â
'l i ^anca â ì ^- /r--r 

^ 
\ + ib,io +.i ^ Är'ra ¡nn]'i ¡¡ aon ADAIlicat

'rI,ess than effective drugrr or rrDESIil A drug for which
(1) Effective approval of the drug application has been withdrawn

by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for safety or efficacy rea-
sons as a result of the drug efficacy study implementation (DESI) re-
Vl-e\¡i; Of

(2) The secretary of the federal Department of Health and Human
Servíces (DHHS) has issued a notice of an opportunity for a hearing
under section 505 (e) of the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act on a
proposed order of the secretary to withdraw approval of an application
ior- such drug under such section because the secretary has determined
the drug is less than effective for some or al-l conditions of use pre-
scribed, recommended' or suggested in its labeling.

( ("&eng-Ëerm Èherap!"' - J! drug reg4men a eliertÈ reeei.ves er will
reeeive eenÈintreusll¡ Ëhrough and beyend nineËy da]¡s ' ) )

nMaximum allowable cost (l'fAg¡ " - The maximum amount ( (tå¿€) ) the
medicaid agency or its designee reimburses for a drug, device t oT
drug-related s

"Medicaid
upply

n

ened druc¡ list, id PDLI n The I is1- of all
dnros in drt 'r.r r:'ì asses aooroved for i ncl usi on bv the Vüashi oton mecli c-
aid druq us e rewiew (DUR) board a ci each druq t s pref err ôr nonDre-
ferred stat s as approved bv the a ncv director or desi e - The list

mrnlm dr Vü shin
"^^ -^^ìl_"i^-¡l Ärrr¡< â ñ^ Àrt.n n'l ¡ccaa rôñ ñ^^¡ l-" 1-l.ra1ñ^ mâ\t an t

fìtlÞ 1-rn a rd
"Medical-ly accepted indication" - Any use for a covered outpa-

tient drug:
(1) Wt1ict is approved under the federal Food, Drug' and Cosmetic

Act,'or
(2) The use of which is supported by one or more citations inclu-

ded or approved for ínclusion in any of the compendia of drug informa-
tion, as defined in this chapter.

"Modified unit dose delivery systemr' (also known as blister packs
or "bingo/punch cards") - A method in which each patient's medication
is del-ivered to a nursing facility:

(1) In índividually sealed, single dose packages or "blisters",'
and

--¡ ¡nnrnrzaÄ l-rrz l-ha Ä-i ra¡]_nr nr ,l^ S

4l ors-8352.3



\z) tn
specifies a

quantities for one monthts supply, unl-ess the prescriber
shorter period of theraPY.

"Multip1e- source drug'l Adrug((@*
(1) Tv¡e er mere manufaeËtrrers er labelersi er
(2) The sarne manufaeÈurer er labeler:
(a) Under Ërre er mere dífferenË preprieÈary narnesi er
(b) Under a preprieÈary name and a generie narne) ) for whi h there

ot sol-d t
^^'. i -'r'l anl ¡nd h ^^^"'i -'¡l an1- Äal a rml -^^ 1- .' ].l.raanl-t ¡ rm¡ ¡arr.F i ¡ ll

Foocl and D rrrn Aclm.i n i st rat ôn( F DA)

"NeneonËraeÈ érugs" - Are drugs manufaeÈured or disÈribtrÈed bY
manuf aeËurers ?'+

) numerical
a c ^^na

rrNational- r ebat'e ecrreementrr Th aoreement develooed v the Cen-
ters for M cli care and Medicaid S rvi ces (CMS) to ímpl nt. sect-ion
1-921 of the Social Securitv Act, entered into bv a nufacturer
and the fe ral Deoartment of H alt-h and Human Servi s IDHHS)

llNrrn i n *ar nrrl {-i nl a-c r{rrraft

(1) A mult i n'l e-sorrrce druo tha is not an innovato mlr'l t.iole-
A drrrrr 1-h¡l AS

source druq or a s inole-source druq;
(2\ A mrilt-i tl le- s cll'rrcê clruc¡ marke dun cler ân abbreviat- arl ne\¡I rlrlrcre

AN l- eda I icat
(3) A cover ecl out-oatient druo t f entei:ed the market efore 1 962

nd was k ted a I
(4\ Anv clrt 'i.r lha t has not crone l-h roncrh e Food ancl Drr r.r Adm ì 1!i-n

h initi
covered outpatient druq.

If anv of the Ðroducts listed in this definition of a nonin-
novator mul 'i ol e-source druo subse cnlentlv receive an NDA ôr ANDA aÐ-

FDA
with the er^r Ðroduct aþþfic tion tvpe.

'rNonpreferred drugrr - A drug ((
@) ) within ((tåe) ) ath
drugs on the medicaid preferred drug
been selected as a preferred drug.

ca

erapeutic ( (g*s-S-{es}) ) class of
1i st (medicaid PDL) that. has not

discontinued by

rrel

"Obsolete NDCrr
Lhe manufacturer or

"Over-the-counter (OTC) drugsil
scription before they can be sofd or

- A national drug code replaced or
labeler.

- Drugs that do not require a
dispensed.

pre-

rrPeer reviewed medical literature'l - A research study, rePort, or
findings regarding the specific use of a drug that has been submitted
to one or more professional journals, reviewed by experts v/ith appro-
priate credentials, and subsequently published by a reputable profes-
ãional- journal. A cl-inical drug study used as the basis for the publi-
cation must be a doubl-e blind, randomized, placebo or active controf
study.

wpharmacistr' - A person licensed in the practice of pharmacy by
the state in which the prescription is filled-

tsl ors-8352.3



'rPharmacy'r - Every focation ficensed by the state board of phar-
macy in the state where the practice of pharmacy is conducted.

'rPharmacy and therapeutic (PeT) comÍritteerr - The independent
lVashington state committee created by RCVü 4I.05.02I (1) (a) (iii) and
10.I4.050. At the el-ection of the medicaid agency or its designee, the
committee may serve as the drug use review board provided for in VüAC

rB2-530-4000.
"point-of-sa1e (POS) rr - A pharmacy claims processing system capa-

ble of receiving and adjudicating claims online.
"practice of pharmacyw - The practice of and responsibility for:
(1) Accurately interpreting prescription orders;
(2) Compounding drugs;
(3) Dispensing, labeling, administering, and distributing of

drugs and devices;
(4) Providing drug ínformation to the client that includes'

is not fimited to, the advising of therapeutic values, hazards,
the uses of drugs and devices;

5 Monitoring of drug therapy and use;
Proper and safe storage of drugs and devices;
Documenting and maintaining records;
fnitiating or modifying drug therapy in accordance with writ-

6

but
and

1
B

ten guidelines or protocols previously establ-ished and approved for a
pharmacist's practice by a practitioner authorized to prescribe drugs;
and

(9) Participating in drug use reviews and drug product selection.
"Practitionerrr - An individual who has met the professíonal and

Iegal requirements necessary to provide a health care service, such as
a þfrysician, nurse, dentist, physical therapist, pharmacist or other
person authorízed by state law as a practitioner-

"Preferred drugrr - ( (Ðrtrq (s ) ef eheíee r¡iÈhin a seleeÈed Ëhera-

@i+rene**
"prer€emeé érug }ísÈ (PÐË) " - The medieaid agene! | s lisË e€ drugs

ef eheiee wiËh*n seleetsed EhrerapeuËie drug elasses - ) ) A druq within a
therapeutic cl-ass of druas on the medicaid preferred druo list (medic-
-.i ^ 

DlìT\ 1_l.r¡l L-^ I- al a¡larl .ê â ñr ^F^ rred drueen s
trPrescribertt - A physician, osteopathic physician/surgeon, den-

tist, nurse, physician assistant, optometrist, pharmacist, or other
person authorized by faw or rule to prescribe drugs. See VÍAC

246-863-100 for pharmacì-sts' prescriptive authority.
nPrescription" - An order for drugs or devices issued by a prac-

titioner authorized by state law or rule to prescribe drugs or deví-
ces, in the course of the practitioner's professíonal practice, for a
Iegitimate medical purpose.

"prescription drugsf' - Drugs required by any applicable federal
or state law or regulation to be dispensed by prescription only or
that are restricted to use by practitioners only.

'rProfessional dispensi feert:
(1) The fee the medicaid aqencv or its designee Ðavs oharmacists

and dispensinq providers for covered prescriptions. The fee pavs for
e C

t n ed
(2\ Tnclude s on'ì v r:o.st-s associated wi lh enslr ri no t-hat 1lôss CSSI ôn

of the aÐÐr ri aie eowered outpati nl druo 'i s t-ransferred to a meci i e-
aid beneficiarv. Pharmacv and dispensinq provider costs include, but

rea iated
ckino the computer for information about an i ndividualtstime in che

ors-8352.3t6l



-€^ -^-.] ^',r ¡nÄ ñr^fôrr ,.¡ ^-..^ t-i õrrma n
-^-ri ^r^r . ^l -i -'i ñ^ ^€ l-i.ra ^^\7ê

r^^ arr.{-n¡{_'i an]-iviti T
clruo. filli cf the container, bene 'i c'i arv côlrnselino, Ðhv 'i r:allv Dro-
viding e completed prescriÐtion to the medicaid beneficiar v. deliv-
erv, specfa Dackaoino, and overhe ad associated \^/ith main tainino the
€i^i I ì l_¡¡ ¡n ¡

^tr-i ^manl- 
ñâ^ôacar\7 annr¡]_a l-È'a À-i cnanc an^ ^-+.i r-,e to

rrProspec tive drug use revielv (Pro-DUR) " A process in which a

request for a drug product for a particular client is screene d, before
the product is díspensed, for potential drug therapy problems.

ItReconstitutiontl The p rocess of returning a single active in-
gredient, previouslY altered f or preservation and storage, to its ap-
proximate original state. Reconstítution is not compounding.

'rRetrospective drug use revierr (Retro-DUR) " The process in
which drug util-ization is reviewed on an ongoing periodic basis to
identify patterns of fraud, abuse, gross overuse t or inappropriate or
not medically necessary care.

(("R+sk/benef*È rabieil The resuÌÈ ef assessing Ëhe side effeeËs

e++ee+¿py-) )

"Si;õ1e-source drug" - A drug produced or distributed under an
oriqinal ñew drug application (NDA) approved by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration (FDA) ( (:

"SubsÈ*Èuèe" - Te replaee a preseríbed drug¡ tsiËh Èhe Preserib

sa4Ë as Ëhe speeifie druq produeÈ preseribedi er

gase--6rr--+a+e) ) with an approved new drug application (NDA) number is-
sued bv the FDA. This í clrrdes:

(1) A druq oroduct marketed bv nv cross-licensed proclucers, la-
belers, or d stributors operating under the NDA; or

(2\ A druo annror¡ecl uncler a biol ocli cs I i r:ense aonlicat i on IRT,A) .

licen PLA lice
¡nn] 'ì ¡a1- i n /^n^\I trf ,a',l r ¡nlihinlir- d

I'Systematic reviewr' - A specific and reprodu
tífy, select, and appraise all the studíes that
standards and are relevant to a particular ques

f n
cibfe method to iden-
meet minimum quality
tion. The results of

the studies are then analyzed and summarized ínto evidence tables to
be used to guide evidence-based decisions -

"Terminated NDC" - An efeven-digit national drug code (NDC) that
is discontinued by the manufacturer for any reason. The NDC may be
terminated ímrnediátely due to health or safety issues or it may be
phased out based on the product I s shelf life.

"Therapeutic alternative" - A drug product that contains a dif-
ferent chemical structure than the drug prescribed, but is in the same
pharmacologic or therapeutic class and can be expected to have a simi-
irr therapéutic effect and adverse reaction profile when administered
to patients in a therapeutically equivalent dosage.

"Therapeutic classr' - A group of drugs used for the treatment,
remediation, or cure of a specific disorder or disease.

"Therapeutic interchange" - To dispense a therapeutic alternative
to the prescribed drug when an endorsing practitioner who has indica-
ted that substitution is permitted, prescribes the drug. See therapeu-
tic interchange Program (TIP) .

rrTherapeutic interchange program ( TIP) " - The process develoPed
by participating state agencies under RCVü

l-t l

69.4I.I90 and -Ì0.1-4.050' to

ors-8352.3



allow prescríbers to endorse a !üashíngton preferred drug list' and in
most cases, requires pharmacists to automatically substitute a prefer-
red, equival-ent drug f rom the l-ist -

"fherapeutical.Íy equivalent" - Drug products that contain differ-
ent chemical structures but have the same efficacy and safety when ad-
ministered to an individual, as determined by:

(1) Information from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA);
(2) Published and peer-reviewed scíentific data;
(3) Randomized controlled clinical- tríals; or
(4) Other scientific evidence.
"Tiered dispensing fee systemr' - A system of paying pharmacies

different dispensing fée rates, based on the individual pharmacy's- to-
taf annual prõscripiion volume and/or the drug delivery system used.

rf True unít dose deliveryrr - A method in which each patient's med-
ication is delivered to the nursing facility in quantities sufficient
only for the day's required dosage.

"Unit dose drug delivery" - True unit dose or
delivery systems.

ttUsual and customary chargett The fee that the provider tYPical-
1y charges the general pubJ-íc for the product or service.

"I,ifáshingtoñ preferred drug list (lÍashington PDL) '' - The list of
drugs selectêd by the appointing authority to be used by applicable
staÉe agencies as the basis for purchase of drugs j-n state-operated
health care programs.

r'!ùholesale acquisition costw ( (+le-¡g+-i+e-) ) Refers to either the
actual whol-esale cost paid by a who lesaler for drugs Purchased from a

modified unit dose

¡ l'i qf nr r l.r lis 'l-rod â '.rl-rn'lac¡la â ôlt I q f + i nn nnclCmanufacturer T

AMENDATORY SECTTON (Amending VüSR 16-01"-046, fifed 1'2/9/15, effective
r/e/]-6)

I{AC 182-530-3OOO T{hen the medicaid agency requires authoriza-
tion. ( (

seribed *n Èhtis seeËåen- ) ) d -rel
li

tants:
(

drug-r
(

rS
(1) The medicaid agency's pharmacists ((aå.d ) ) or medical consul-

a) Have determined that authorization for the drug, device t oT

elated supply is requi red, as described in WAC \82-530-3100; or
b) Have not yet reviewed the ( (

1;'oriz

Se-¡çmae) )

rB2-53 0-3100
(2) The drug, device,

therapeutic drug class on th
product is one of the followi

(a) Nonpreferred as desc

rel de

or drug-related supply is in ( (the¡ ¡

e Vüashington preferred drug list and
ng:
ribed in WAC IB2-530-4100; and

A

a
the

(i) The prescriber is a nonendorsing practitioner; or
(ii) The drug is designated as exempt from the therapeutic inter-

change program per vüAC 182-530-4100(6) or 182-530-4150 (2) (a);
- (bl pieferred for a special population or specific indication and

has been prescribed by a nonendorsing practitíoner under condítions

8 ors-8352.3



for which the drug, device, oI drug-related supply is not preferred;
OI

(c) Determined to require authorization for safety-
The agencv is promoting safety, effi-

cacy, and effectiveness of drug therapy, or the agency identifies c1i-
ents or groups of clj-ents who would benefit from further cl-inical re-
view.

(4) The agency designates the prescriber(s) as requiring authori-
zation because the prescriber(s) is under agency review or is sanc-
tioned for substandard quality of care.

(5) Utilization data indicate there are health and safety con-
cerns or the potential for misuse and abuse. Examples of util-ization
concerns include:

(a) Multiple prescriptions filted ( (e+) ) for the same drug in the
same calendar month;

(b) Prescriptions filled earlier than necessary for optimal ther-
apeutic response;

(c) Therapeutic duplication,'
(d) Therapeutic contraindication;
(e) Excessive dosing, excessive duration of

peutic dosing as determined by FDA labeling or
information; and

(f) Number of prescriptions fil-led per month in total or by ther-
apeutic drug class.

(6) The pharmacy requests reimbursement in
atlowable cost and the drug has been prescribed
dispense as written.

therapy, or subthera-
the compendia of drug

excess of the maximum
with instructions to

AMENDATORY SECT]ON
1/e/16)

(Amending VüSR 16-0I-046, fifed 12/9/1,5, effective

I{AC 182-530-3100 How the medicaid agency determines when a drugt
reguires authorization. (1) The medicaid agency's pharmacists ((aâd))
or medical consuftants periodicallv evaluate ( (tew) ) covered drugs,
( (+e+¿) ) covered indications, or neü/ dosages approved by the Food and
Drug Administration (EDA) to determine the drug authorization require-
ment.

(a) The cl-inical team ((uses a drug evaluaËien maÈri>< Ëe evaluaËe
and seere Èhe benefiÈz/risl< assessrnenË and eesF eemparisens e€ druqs Ëe

eval-uates d orades available i n formation
for each druq or druq class based on quatit.y evidence contained in
compe ndia of drug information and Peer- reviewed medicaf literature.
The informatio eva I uateci includes, but is ot limited to:

I i ) Er¡"i clence for ef fic a r:v a ncl saf etv;
(i'i ) Cost c rI sôn.s of clruos wit-h similar exi st ino clrucrs;
(iii) Potential- for cli-nica 1 misuse;
(iv) Potential for cl ient misuse or abuse;
(v) Druqs with a nar w therapeutic index;
lr¡'i ) Other safe lrz conr:erns: c;r
lr¡ii) Product cost and ortcome clata demonstratin the cost effec-

1-i -ta¡acc nf I h d rlrrr¡- relate Ä -'.^nl "

(b) In performing this evaluation the
with other agency clinical staff, financial
agers. The agency clinical team may also

clinical team may consult
experts, and program man-

consult with an evidence-

9 ors-8352.3



based practice center
chasers, the drug use

(EPC), evi nce-based druo reviews, other Ður-
review (DUR) board, and medical experts in this

evaluation.
(c) 1 ltrnfermaÈien reviewed 4n Ehe drug evaluaËien maÈríx in

+i+
(ii) ÐeËenÈiatr fer elinieal rnist+se;

i-oâz-
@

viee¡ er drtrg-relaÈed supplÏ's eesË effeeÈíveness.
{-d+) ) gased on the cl-inicaf teamts evaluation ( (a++-en*efi*g

e¡¡¿*r*+Èj=g,+--maþril+seere) ) , the agency may determine that the drug, de-
vice, or drug-related suPPIY:

(i) Requires authorization;
(ii) Råquires authorization to exceed agency-established lj-mita-

tions; or
(iii) Does not require authorization.
(2) ((

+8Æ0-:É€e-
€l) ) The agency períodically reviews existing drugs, devices, or

drug-related supplies and reassígns authorization requirements as nec-
.ssãry according to the same provisions as outlined above for ne\^/

drugs, devices, or pharmaceutical supplies.
( ({4+) ) i¡l ròr any drug, device, or drug-related supply with

limitations or requiring authorization, the agency may elect to apply
automated authorizãtion criteria according to VüAC 182-530-3200.

AMENDATO SECTTON (Amendi-ng VüSR 16-11-07I, filed B/16/1-6, effective
e/16/]-6)

I{AC 182-530-32OO The medicaid agency's authorization Process.
(1) The agency may establ-ish automated ways for pharmacies to meet au-
thorization rèquiiements for specified drugs, devices, and drug-rela-
ted supplies, ot circumstances as tisted in VüAC 1'82-530-3000 ((t}ts-and
-{4+) ) including, but not fimited to:

(a) Use õf expedited authorization codes as published in the
agency's prescription drug program biJ-J-ing instructions ( (an-++umþe+ed
raemera*,+a) ) ;

(b) Use of specified values in nationaf council of prescription
drug programs (NCPDP) claim fields;

(c) Use of diagnosis codes,' and
(d) Evidence oi previous therapy within the agency's claim histo-

ry.
(2) ülhen the automated requirements in subsection (1) of this

section do not apply or cannot be satisfied, the pharmacy provider
must request autñórization from the agency before dispensing. The
pharmacy provider must:

t 10 l ors-8352.3



(a) Ensure the request states the medicaf diagnosis and incfudes
medical justifícation for the drug, device, drug-refated supply, or
circumstánce as l-isted in VüAC 1-82-530-3009 (({3J-+n+-F+l) ); and

(b) Keep documentation on file of the prescriber's medical justi-
fication thal is communicated to the pharmacy by the prescriber at the
time the prescription is filled. The records must be retained for the
peri-od specified in VüAC 1'82-502-0020 (5) .

(3) Vühen the agency receives the request for authorization:
(a) The agency acknowledges receipt:
(i) Vüithin twenty-four hours if the request is received during

normal state business hours; or
(ii) Vüithin twenty-four hours of opening for business on the next

business day if recej-ved. outside of normal state business hours.
(b) Thê agency reviews a1I evidence submitted and takes one of

the following actions within fifteen business days:
(i) Approves the request;
(ii) bènies the request if the requested service is not medically

necessary; or
(iii) Requests the prescriber submit additional justifyi-ng ínfor-

mation.
(A) The prescriber must submit the additional- information within

ten days of the agency's request.
(B) The agency approves or denies the request within five busi-

ness days of the receipt of the additional information.
(Cj If the pr."cr1b.t fails to provide the additional information

within ten days, the agency will deny the requested service. The agen-
cy sends a coþy of the request to the client at the time of denial.- (4) The ãqency's authorization determination may be based on, but
not limited to:

a Requirements under this chapter and VüAC tB2-501-0165;
Client safety;
Appropriateness of drug therapy;

d Quantity and duration of theraPY;
CIíent âge, gender, pregnancy status, or other demographics;

and
(f) The least costly therapeutically equivalent alternatíve.
(5) The agency evaluates request for authorization of covered

drugs, devices,- and drug-related supplies that exceed limitations in
thi; chapter on a case-by-case basis j-n conjunction with subsection
(4) of this section and VüAC L82-501-0169.

(6) If a provider needs authorization to dispense a covered drug
outside of normaf state business hours, the provider may dispense the
drug without authorization only in an emergency. The agency must rel
ceive justification from the provider within seven days of the fill
date to be reimbursed for the emergency fill.

(7) The agency may remove authorization requirements under WAC

182-530-3000 for, but not fimited to, the following:
(a) prescriptions written by specific practitioners based on con-

sistent high quality of care; or
(b) eiesðriptions fill-ed at specific pharmacì-es and bilÌed to the

agency at the pharmacies' lower acquisition cost.- lgl Authorízation requì-rements in VÍAC 182-530-3000 are not a de-
nial- of service.

(9) Rejection of a cfaim due to the authorization requirements
listed in VüAC 182-530-3000 is not a deniaf of service.

(10 ) Vr7hen a cf aim requires authorization, the pharmacy provider
must request authorization from the agency. If the pharmacist fails to

b
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request authorization as requíred, the agency does not consider this a

denial of service.
(11) Denials that resul-t as part of the authorization process

wifl be issued by the agency in writing.
(L2) The agencY's authorization:
(a) fs a decision of medical appropriateness; and
(b) Does not guarantee PaYment.

AMENDATORy SECTION (Amending VüSR 15-1-2-093, filed 6/2/15, effective
1 /3/15)

vÍAC 182-530-4100 ( (Was,n+r*g+€n) ) Medicaid preferred drug list
(medicaid PDL). llunder ReW 69,4tr,190 and 70,14,050¡ Ëhte medieaid
ag.eneå- ¿tnët eËher sÈaËe ageneies eeeperaËe ín developing and rnainËa*n
ång Ëhe !ÍashingÈen preferred drug lisÈ (ÐÐL) ,

caa d aqencv contracts with
( (ev4denee-based praeÈiee eenÈers fer) ) a vendor to perform systematic
evidence-based drug reviews.

(2) The pharmacy and therapeutics (P&T) committee or the drug use
review (DUR) -board reviews and evaluates the safety, efficacy, and
@escribed drugs, using evidence-based ((@
víded by Ëhe evidenee-based praeË*ee eenÈers ) ) drug reviews.

(3) The P&T committee makes recommendat ions to state agencÍes as
to which drugs to incl-ude on the VÙashington PDL under chapter IB2-50
VIAC. The DUR bo rcl makes recommendati Õns to the medicaid acrencv about

(1) The me

which addi t.i ona'l druo classes o include in the me icaicl PDL.
(4) The ((¿æPe=@

makes the finaf selection of drugs
((+ras++ng+e+) ) medicaid PDL.

(5) Drugs in a drug class on

) ) agencv director or desisnee
or drug classes included on the

the ((

nenpreferred drtrgs and are subjeeÈ Ëe Èhe)
h üIas not

) medicaid PDL which are not
therapeutic interchange Pro-

DAVú or TIP.
(? ) A nonpref erred drug ( (whieh Ëhe agener* deËermines as eev-

e;+ed) ) is considered for authorization after the client has:
(a) Tried and failed or is intolerant to at least one preferred

drug; and
(b) Met agency-established criteria for the nonpreferred drug.
(B) Drugs in ã drug cfass on the ((Was.+i*gë€ã) ) medicaid PDL may

be designateã as preferred drugs for special populations or specific
indications.

) medicaid PDL may(9) Drugs in a drug class on the
requíre authorization ( (+e"¡=--sa+e+y) )

( (Wae++ngeen)
reoardless of ferred or non-

preferred status

t2 ors-8352.3



(10) 1 1eenÈinaËien drugs ËhaÈ þrave been sËud*ed by an ev*denee

+lJ+) ) fÍhen a ((b+a¡+d-name) ) preferred innovator drug ( (has-+ee+
reviewed bl¡ Ëhe P&T eenuniÈÈee)) I ca
PDL loses its patent, the agency may ( (+mmed+¿+e+y) ) :

-þl___!esignate 

an available, ( (+es.*--expe¡+i¡¡e-¡-) ) equally ef f ec-
tive, generic
ferred drug ( (

a

#

under VüJ\e 182-530-4125 and 182-530-4150 (10))); and
T I

AMENDATORY SECTION
1 /3/15)

(Amending VüSR 1,5-12-093, filed 6/2/75, effective

VilAC 182-530-4L25 Generics first for a client's first course of
treatment. 1 lThe medieaid ageneÌ¡ uses peínÈ-e€ sale (PeS) elaim mes-

) ) (1) rhe
medicaid agency may require preferred generic drugs on the Vüashington
préferre¿ drug list (Vüashington PDL) be used before any brand name or
nonpreferred generic drugs for a client's first course of treatment
within that therapeutic class of drugs, ((r¿he+r

enÈ's firsË eeurse e€ ËreaËmenÈ) ) accordinq to RCI^I 69 - 4I - 790
(2) For drug classes selected by the agency that meet the cri-te-

ria of subsection (1) of this section, only preferred generic drugs
are covered for a client's first course of treatment, except as iden-
tified in subsection (3) of this section.

(3) Endorsing practitioners' prescript.ions written "Qispense as
written (DAIIü) " for preferred and nonpreferred brand name drugs and
nonpreferred generics in the specific drug classes on the Vüashington
pDL reviewed by the druq use review (DURI board will be subject to au-
thorization to establísh medical necessity as defined in I'ÙAC

182-500-0070.
( 4\ The aqencv ses ooint-of-sale (POS) cIa im messaoinq to tell

stouseap referred qeneric druo for the clien rs first
^'1 ---^-

t13 l

'ph
nf1- -^ ^f*^*l an -^^^..i F.: ¡ 

^
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending vÍSR 16-0I-046, f iled 1"2 / 9 /15, ef fective
1/e/]-6)

I{AC 182-530-4150 Therapeutic interchange Program (TIP). This
section contains the medicaid agency's rules for the endorsínq practi-
tioner therapeutic interchange program (TIP). TIP j-s establ-ished under
RCVü 69 .4L.19O and 7 O .1,4. 050 ( ( - Thre sËaÈi*Ëes require sÈaÈe-eperaÈed

)).
(1) (( )) TIP aPPJ-ies on-

1y to drugs:
(a) Vüithin therapeutic classes on the Vüashinqton preferred drug

list (Vüashington PDLI;
(b) ( (SÈu€t+ed by Èhe ev+denee based praeÈ+ee eenÈer or eenÈersi
te)--*er¡ie¡*e+) ) Included in a motion passed by the pharmacy and

therapeutics (P&T) committee; and
( ({d+) ) (c) Prescribed by an endorsing practitioner.
(2) rr
(a) ((

to the drus

P does not
l+h€Ê) ) The

r its the

apply to a druq when:
PeT committee determines that TIP does not apply
rapeutic class on the Vüashington PDL; 11e+) )

Revü 69,4+-190(2),

*,.^l -
ffi

of Ëhe nonpreferred drugi and

aÊd

Ê6) In Ëhe evenÈ Èhe fo}+eÌÊinq Èherapet]È+e drug elasses are en

prev+eus preser+p
@iq
@
@ie+
@
@
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@i:{reær
+q)---+ffitån€ftei*i

ËrsenÈ}¡-feur rreel<s buÈ- ne mere Èhan ferÈÌ¡-eighÈ rseelcs -

#) )¿
rsino oractitioner ions the 'orescriptio ttclisoense(c) The e

as written IDAVü) "; or
(cl) Otherwi e nrohil-ritecl irnder RCVü

(3) The agency may impose nonendors ing status on an endorsing
p ractitioner only under the ( (t6"+fer¡ri*q) ) circumstances ( (+

(b) The medíea} direeÈer has:

ey-designaËed peer greupÍngs,

È+en r¿i+l remain in effeeË unËil Èhe quarËerLl¡ reperËs demensËraÈe
ËhaË Èhe endersinq praeËiËienerÌs preseribinq paËÈerns ne lenger varT

+f€+) ) outl-ined ín RCVü 69 . 41 . 190 .

(4 ) ExCept as otherwise provided in subsection ( (1-1-++) ) (5 ) of
t.his 

-section, 
((€e-l1) ) the agencv mav restrict a client's first course

of treatment within a theiapeutic class ( ( i+g

âo 4I.T orì

69.41-1g0.

{-u+) ) -^^^-Äi -n +^ +l-'^ ^ arov
(5) In accordance with vüAC

agency wilI request and review
justífication for preferred and
preferred generic drugs for the

182-530-4]-25(3) and IB2-501-0165' the
the endorsing practitioner's medical-

nonpreferred brand name drugs and non-
client's first course of treatment.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amendì-ng Il{SR 16-0I-046, filed 72/9/15, effective
1,/e/76)

TSAC 182-530-6000 Mail-order and specialty pharmacv services.
1 lThe- medieaíd ageney prevides a eenEraeÈed mail-erder pharmaey serv-
iee fer elienÈ use, The mail erder eenËraeEer is seleeÈed as a resulE
ef a eempeÈi=Ëive preeuremenÈ preeess -

(a) Seepe ef Ëhe elienË's mediea] eare preqrami
(b) 

^vailabiliËy 
ef serviees frem Èhe eenÈraeÈed mail erder pre-

¡rider''-+ad

#i-en-

1g - 6l - 360 Ê5) ¡ ì{onres*denÈ pharrnae*es, )

rnaey---se¡=w-l ee w+tn+n tne f

@ (i) Freferred druqs Êsee W1\€ 182-530-1100);

182 530 3000 Èhrough 182 530 3200),

+€r-ææ0€€+:

( I ) The erenÈraeÈed maiì-erder phrarmael¡ serviees are rei=nèursed aË
+evels }ower Èì^ran Èhose esËablishted fer Ëhte regt*lar ouÈpaÈienÈ pharma-
qf---serrri-ees:) )

anv mail-order
lec e

r soecíaltv pharmacv enrolled with the asencv.
( 1 ) MaiI-order pharmacies or spe cialtv 'oharmacies lic nsed t-o do

in üIash RCVü 1 with t
ln other T to

182-502 IIüAC. inc uclino out-of-state mail-order or soecialtv pharma-
C1CS .

(2\ The aoencv considers mail -order and specialtv classes of
l-r¡Äa 1-ha e -^1-¡-i I ¡'l ¡cc aF ^¡ F^r +l-ra ñrrrñ^êÃ € ^--^ tl +T c

with the a nc\/ - i¡ihen en rol lino wit h 1.he âcrencv. A mail-orde r Õr slle-
ialt CSS a

with the asencv under a mail-order or sPecialtv Pharmacv contract.
llasa

Mail-order nd specialtv'oharmacie cannot enroll- under ma:i l-order
designatíon bv taxonomv or other i icator except when pr iclino serv-

n with
addition to he nharmacvts core orovid er âcrreement-

ra from

l3) Out-of-state nharm¡r:ics mlrst comolv with al 'l annl i r:abl e Re-
vised Code f i¡iashinoton and V{ashi crt.on Administrative Cod when serv-
rnq agen clients.

(4\ The Ðr s'i ons of this cha r annl v ecnra'l 'l v to ll nh a rmâ -e
and ha f the

xcent when those services are P rovíded under a con-

l16 l

cl-ass of trade, e
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fr
core províder agreement.

l5) The â rìr-\¡ mâ\/ r:onlrar:t wi t- ônê or môre mai I -or êr a) rS llê -
nrrrla frnm ¡nrl ana ^ni 

1-ì nn ]-n t-l.ra nl.r¡ rmac^i ¡'l +rr nl.r¡ SE
Ðrovider aqreement.

(a) Provisi ôns of the contract v differ from requi ts de-
tailed in t h'i s cha'oter includinq, but not fimited to, imbursement
rates, dis ensino limitations, and authorization re u i rements .

( l', ) Mail-o êr ôr sneci altv r:ha c\/ r:ont-ract Drovj.s ôns sllr)er-
sede ind ividual- sections o r subsections of this chaoter \^Ihen sneci fi-
callv cited i n contract, leavinq in ef f ect all- other p vi sions of
this chapter.

lc) Mail-order r:ontrar:t or:ovisions for a clìsoensino pha rmâ c\/ mll st
not- allow for a hioher reimburseme t- lhan i s aflowed unde thi s chao-
ter for a ret a i I nharmacv.

lt-l ) InTh en c nrol Iment uncle I -orcler or srleên I naf rA mar It \/ (]ôn -
ì^/ VA r

ìnr:lrclincr-ancl minimum re crrri rements to oartici nele uncler t-he contrac
but not limited to, the re imbursement rate methodoloqv th e nrovid-
er must accent - Anv þharmacv enro led with lrlashinqton me cl i caicl as a

nd hea
+l-'^ m¡ i 'ì 

-nrrlar ^^^i -l l-r¡ nhrrmr ontr'.nriar l_l.ra I rm of rS
(e) The âafencv måv llse hes âme r:onl-ract fo T b,oth mai I -o rriar enrl

soeciaftv armacies, or mav have s enarate standard contra t.s for each
class of trade.

lf) The a0 \/ mâ\/ klase contrac nror¡isions ôn informa I i on slrl)-NC
nl i aÄ 1-hrnrr - r^^rr^cì- fnr r nfo -l_.ì^- ]_n i¡l_aracl-arl hâr +i ^a 1-ra€nra

m¡ lzi nn the t
(6) The aqe ncv mav implement p rams or contract prov i sions that

€ì --l i rô^ ¡nnl ^ -i -1 
-t-.1 ^

nror¡'i cle f a reh'l o .-.)n itions to côn ted maiI-orcler ohad .l-r¡r- aes stlê-

aes ncou I nb
'i = I ]-¡z car¡z-i ¡aq h cfie1-l-ra rr q € --.i I -nr¡lar rnrleo q CU

(1\ The a encv mav desiqnate oecific Ðroducts or c'l asses of
Ðroducts lo be macle avail abl e to c'l i ents t hrorcrh mai I -orcier ô T stlê-

cialty pharmacies only.

AMENDATORy SECTION (Amending VÍSR 12-L6-061-, f if ed '7 /30 /12, ef f ective
r7/r/12)

vÍAc 182-530-?OOO Reimbursement. (1) The agencyts ((+oeal) ) re-
imbursement for a prescïiption drug dispensed through point-of-sale
(POS) must not exceed the ((+e+est--e+

))
T fac L-Uò rofess

fee or the þ 'i clerrs usuaf and cust charqe.
(2\ The ao n Õ\/ sef er:.l-s lhe solrr nri r:ino info e]_ ôn u s ecls for I

to Set POS AAC.
I ?',\ Tho q

(a) National â\/erAoe clruo acouisition cost INADAC) ;

b) Maximum al-Iowabl-e cost (MAC) ((@) );
c) Federal upper limit (FUL) ((@) );
d) 3408 ectuãf acquisition cost (340B AAC) ((p++¡s---a--+i+pens++q
for Orugs purchased under section 3408 of the PubIic Health

e (PHS) Act (see VüAC 182-530-7900 for exceptions); or

Þôq ÀÄf- 'i c ¡: I r-r r"l r1-arl â llra I n r.raa{- n€.

(

(

(

€ee) )

Servi-c
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(e) Automated maximum all-owable cost (AMAC) ((g+u.-a--+i*pen+iaq
€ee-¡---er

pepu+a+ien--

#

(4) S r
from nati I sources such as who esale acquisition cost, or average

.,''i 'l I l-.a rrcaÄ â the 1..-o ic n€ 4-ha rê imb "' ronmanlfr¡l-rrra race
(s) Vühere NADAC does no t accuratelv ref lect the actual aecIttasa-
OStS stat

be made to the reimbursement.
ead \^/ I

(6) The ao NC \/ mâ\./ set POS AAC for sner:i f i ecl druos or clrro cate-
C[orl-es a a maximum all-o\^I I e cost other t that determin 'i n srrb-

2 a n I aifi
ider isit ttin

rate for a drug or a cfass of drugs.
('7 \ The aoen rl\/ ?ra ses POS AAC d rrlcr re imbrlrsement on the act.ual

packaqe size disPensed.
-.Lg) ffre aqency reimburses a pharmacy for the least costly dosage

form of a druq wi¡trin the same route of administration, unless the
prescri-ber has designated a medically necessary specific dosage form
ò. the agency has selected the more expensive dosage form as a prefer-
red drug.

(({+) ) (9) If the pharmacy provider offers a discount, rebate'
promotion or oti.er íncenÈive which dírectly relates to the reduction
äf the price of a prescription to the individual nonmedicaid customer'
the proïid.r must -similaily reduce its charge to the agency for the
prescriptíon.- (({4+) ) (10) If the pharmacy provider gives an otherwise covered
product for tree to the géneral public, the pharmacy must not submit a

claim to the agency.
(({4}) ) (11) The agency does not reimburse for:
(a) prescriptions written on presigned prescription blanks filled

out by nursing facility operators or pharmacists;
jnl presðriptions without the date of the original order;
(c) Drugs úsed to replace those taken from a nursing facility

emergency kit;
(d) Drugs used to replace a physician's stock supply;
(e) Outþatient drugs, biological products, insulin, supplies, àP-

pliances, rtid equipmen€ included in other reimbursement methods in-
cluding, but not limíted to:

(i) Diagnosis-related group (DRG) ;
(ii) Ratio of costs-to-charges (RCC);
(j-ii) Nursing facility daily rates;
(iv) Managed care capitation rates;
(v) Block grants; or
(vi) Drugs prescribed for clients who are on the agency's hogPice

program when -thé drugs are related to the client's terminal- illness
and related condítion.

(f ) HemophiJ-ia and von V{il-lebrand retated products shipped to
clients for aáministration in the home unless the products are provi-
ded through a qualified hemophilia treatment center of excellence
(COE) as deflned in WAC 182-53I-1-625.

s- T
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 16-01-046, fíled 12/9/]-5, effective
r/e/L6)

IüAC 182-530-7050 Reimbursement-Dispensing fee determination.
(1) Subject to the provisions of VüAC 182-530-7000 and the exceptions
permittãd in vüAC 182-530-2000, the medicaíd agency pays a dispensing
fee for each covered, prescribed drug.

(2) The age
(a) Nondrug
(b) Druqs a

ncy does not pay a disPensing fee for:
items, devices, or drug-related supplies; or

(3) The agency ne f
dispensinq ees and mav ad¡ust ( (s) ) the dispensing fee by considering
factors including, but not limj-ted to

(a Legislative appropriations for vendor rates,'

nist-ered bv a health care orofessional.

(b
(c
(d

but not

Input from provider and advocacy groups;
Inþut from state-employed or contracted actuaries; and
oispensing fees paid by other third-party payers including,
ímited to, heal-th care plans and other states' medicaid agen-I

cl_es.
(4) The agency uses a tiered dispensing fee system which pays

higher vofume pñarmãcies at a lower fee and lower volume pharmacies at
a higher fee.

(5) The agency uses total annual prescription volume (both medic-
aid and nonmedicaiã) reported to the agency to determine each pharma-
cy's dispensing fee tier.

(a) A phármacy which fills more than thirty-five thousand pre-
scriptions ãnnuatly is a high-volume pharmacy. The agency considers
hospitat-based pharmacies that serve both inpatient and outpatient
cl-ients as high-vofume pharmacies -

(b) A phármacy whièh fills between fifteen thousand one and thir-
ty-five thousand prescriptions annually is a mid-volume pharmacy.

(c) A pharmãcy whiih fills fifteen thousand or fewer prescrip-
tions annually is a low-volume pharmacy-

(6) The ãgency determines a pharmacy's annual total prescríption
volume as foflows:

(a) The agency sends out a prescription volume survey form to
pharmacy providers during the first quarter of the cal-endar year;- (bj pharmacies return completed prescription volume surveys to
the agency each year. Pharmacy providers not responding to the survey
by the specified date are assigned to the high volume category;

(c) pharmacies must include all prescriptions dispensed from the
same physical location in the pharmacy's total- prescription count;

lOj The agency considers prescriptions dispensed to nursing fa-
citity cl-j-ents as outpatient prescriptions,' and

le) Assignment to a neü/ dispensing fee tier is effective on the
first of the month, fofl-owing the date specified by the agency.

(7) A pharmacy may requèst a change in dispensing fee tier duríng
the j-nterval betweèn the annual prescription volume surveys. The phar-
macy must substantiate such a request with documentation showing that
the pharmacy's most recent six-month dispensing data, annualized,
woufd qualify the pharmacy for the nel^/ tier. If the agency receives
the doCumentation by the twentieth of the month, assignment to a ne\^I

dispensing fee tier is effective on the first of the following month-
(B) ifre agency granLs general dispensing fee rate íncreases only

when authorízeã by- tñe Iegislature. Amounts authorized for dispensing
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fee
fee

rate

increases may be distributed
based upon volume).

(9) The agency may pay true
for unit dose dispensing.

nonuniformly (e.9., tiered

unit dose pharmacies at a

dispensing

different

AMENDATORY SECTTON (Amending IIüSR 16-0I-046, fifed 12/9/1-5, effective
1./e/t6)

WAC 182-530-?150 Reimbursement-Compounded prescriptions. (1)
The medicaid agency does not consider reconstitution to be compound-
ing.

(2) The agency covers a drug ingredient used for a compounded
prescription only when the manufacturer has a signed rebate agreement
witft tfre federal Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS).

(3) The agency considers bulk chemical- supplies used in compoun-
ded prescriptions as nondrug items, which do not require a drug rebate
agreèment. The agency covers such bulk chemical supplies only as spe-
cifically approved by the agency.

(4)-ThJ agency reimburses pharmacists for compounding drugs only
if the client'J drug therapy needs are unable to be met by commercíal-
1y avail-abl-e dosage strengths or forms of the medically necessary
drug.

(a) The pharmacist must ensure the need for the adjustment of the
drug's therapèutic strength or form is well-documented in the client's
fife.

(b) The pharmacist must ensure that the ingredients used in a

compounded prescription are for an approved use as defined ín "medi-
caIly accepted indication" in VüAC lB2-530-1050 -

(5) The agency requires that each drug ingredient used for a com-
pounded prescrlpti-on be bill-ed to the agency using its eleven-díqit
national drug code (NDC) number.

(6) Compounded prescripti-ons are reimbursed as follows:
(a) The agency allows only the lowest cost for each covered in-

gredient, whether that cost is determined by actual acquisition cos-t
ieac), (( )) federaf upper rimit
(FUL), maximum atlowable cost (MAC), automated maximum al-Iowable cost
(AMAC), or amount bilted.

(b) The agency applies current prior authorization requirements
to drugs used as ingredients in compounded prescriptions, except as
provided under (c) of this subsection. The agency denies payment for a

drug requiring authorization when authorizatj-on is not obtained.- (cl The agency may designate selected drugs as not requiring au-
thorization when used for compounded prescriptions. For the list of
sefected drugs, refer to the agency's prescription drug program bitt-
ing instructions.- (d) The agency pays a professional- dispensing fee as described
under VÍAC 182-430-7050 for each drug ingredient used in compounding
when the conditions of this section are met and each ingredient j-s

bifled separately by the efeven-digit NDC.
(e) Íhe agency does not pay a separate fee for compounding time.
(7) The agency requires pharmacists to document the need for each

inactive ingredient added to the compounded prescription. The agency
limits reimbursement to the inactive ingredients that meet the follow-
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ing criteria. To be reimbursed bY
must be:

(a) A necessary component of
(b) Bifl-ed by an eleven-digit

the agency, each inactive ingredient

a compounded drug; and
national drug code (NDC),

AMENDATORy SECTION (Amending vüSR 16-OI-046, fiÌed 12/9/15, effective
7/e/L6)

I{AC 182-530-7250 Reimbursement--*liscellaneous. (1) The medicaid
agency reimburses for covered drugs, devices, and drug-relat.ed sup-
pÍie"- provided or administered by nonpharmacy providers under speci-
fied conditions, as follows:

( ({++) ) (a) The agency reimburses for drugs administered or pre-
pared and delivered fõr individuat use by an authorized prescriber
äuring an office visit according to specific program rules found in:

i t+*+l ) (i) Chapter IB2-53L wAC-L Physician-related services;
(({Ð) I f iil Cfiapter IB2-532 WAC¿- Reproductive health/family

planning only,/taru cHARGE; and- 
( t+.€+l ) (iii) Chapter 782-540 VüAC-¿- Kidney disease program and

kidney center services.
I t+:+l ) (b) providers who are purchasers of Publ-ic Health Serv-

ices (PHS) discounted drug s must comply with PHS 3408 program requÍre-
ments and V{ashin on medicaid resuire ts for 3408 províde s oartici-
Þatinq with me caid - (See !üAC 182-530-7900. )

((€l) ) (2) The agency may request prov iders to submit a current
e for the actual cost of the drug, devíce t oT drug-related sup-
fled. If an invoice is requested, the invoice must show the:
a Name of the drug, device, or drug-related supply;
b Drug or product manufacturer;

NDC of the product or Products;
Drug strength;
Product description;
Quantity; and
Cost, including any discounts or free

d

invoic
ply bi

e
f

goods associated with
the invoice.

((-{4+) ) (3) ffre agency does not reimburse providers for the cost
of vaccines obtained through the state department of health (DOH). The
agency does pay physicians, advanced registered nurse practitioners
tÃnupj , and pñaimacists a fee for administering the vaccine.

AMENpATORY SECTION (Amending VüSR 16-0L-046, fiÌed 1-2/9/15, effective
1,/e/r6)

I{AC 182-530-?300 Reimbursement-Requestj-ng a change. Upon re-
quest from a pharmacy provider, the medicaid agency may reimburse_ at
the provider'J actual acquisition cost (provider AAC) for a drug that
r^rould otheri,rise be reimbursed at maximum alfowable cost (MAC) when:

(1) The avail-abi1íty of lower cost equivalents in the marketplace
is severely curtailed and the price disparity between AAC for the drug
and the MAC reimbursement affects clíents' access; and

q
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(2)
the date

An
the

j-nvoice documenting actual- acquisition cost relevant to
drug was dispensed is provided to the agency.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 13-1-4-052, fil-ed 6/21 /1'3, ef fective
1 /28/L3)

T{AC 182-530-7700 Reimbursement-Dual eligible clients/medicare.
For clients who are dually eligible for medical assistance and medi-
care benefits, the followinq applies:

(1) 1 1Med+eare ParË B

ageneÌ¡'s maximum allersable fee¡ whåehever is Iess¡ fer drugs medieare
) ) The aqencv pavs medicare coinsurance, copav-

ments, and deductibles for Part A, Part B, and medicare advantage Part
(' orrl-.i a¡l- 1- I

(2) Medicare Part D:
(a) Medicare is the payer for drugs ( (ee¡¡e¡çe+-tnder) ) included in

the medicare Part D benefit.
(b) The agency does not pay for Part D drugs or Part D copay-

ments.
(c) For drugs excfuded from the ( (b-as"i-e) ) medicare Part D bene-

fir:
(i) The agency offers the same drug benefit. as a nondual etigible

cfient has within those same classes;
(ii) If the client has another third party insurer, that insurer

1s the primary payer; and
(iii) The agency is the payer of fast resort.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 16-0I-046, fifed 12/9/15, effective
r/e/]-6)

tfAC 182-530-?900 Drugs purchased under the Publ-ic Health Service
(pHS) Act. (1) ( (Ðrugs purehased under seeÈien 3408 e€ Èhe lublie
Hea+Ëh Ser¡¡iee (PH

+l^ ^ ìñi +-lì anc i n f¡TÀñ -Ãa\r-n1 1 aì1 2

laws qoverning Èhe FHS 3408 pregrarn'
{2+) ) Providers dispensing ( ( i-en) )

isterinq 3408 clrrros to ülashinoton apple alth cfients are r
or admin-

equired to
submit their valid medicaid provider number(s) or nationa I orovider
identification (NPI) number to the PHS health resources and services
admr-rrrstràtion, of f ice of pharmacy af fairs. ( (

ensure ÈhaF elairns fer drugs dispensed under Ëhis seeÈien and paid b}¡

Èe Èhe maãufaeËurers ef Ëhe drugs, ) ) See WAC 182-530-7500 for informa-
tion on the drug rebate Program.

1 1 É3) The aqenel¡ reinÈurses drugs urrder Ëhis seeÈion aE aeËual
aequisiËien eesË plus a dispertsing fee seÈ by Ëhe ageney,)) (2\ Druss
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n I
can be b d to VÍashínqton apple heal-th onfv bv PHS-qua ified enti-
ties. The Washinq on medicaid rebate process exclude 340B claims from

I^¡ n the dicai
or national provi eli clent i f "i cation (NPI ) number lis ecl on the PHS of-
fíce of pharmacv affai rs national medicaid exclus on f ile. See V{AC

182-530-7500 for information on the druo rebate proqram.
l3 ) I/üith the excention of claim tvoes identifi cl in subsect'i on

t A\ r'¡f lhì s s CC li n :l I ?¿nP, nrrrr-h¡qorl clrlrcrs mlrsl l-ra h'illad l-n fho
id lac

(4\ Exceptions t o the 3408 AAC bil-finq resuireme nt are onlv made
for:

la) Out-oatient h snitaI claims oaid under the e anr:ecl amblrl at-orv
ou VüAC 1B

(b) Ambulatorv s lrrcrerv claims paid under pavment orouÐs methodol-
ogv.

AMENDATORY SECTION
r/e/L6)

(Amending WSR 16-0I-046, filed 12/9/15, effective

gfAC 182-530-8000 Reimbursement method-( (+s+i*a+eé) ) Actua1 ac-
quisition cost ( ({Eå€}) ) ( ({++) ) The medicaid agency
+i-ne+-es+ir+a+e-d) ) US CS lowino sources to dete ne
sale actuaf acquisition cost ( ({++.eF--us-i+f

{û}) )
( POS AAC ) i ncluclino,

TAõ e drrrcr ar:oui si ti on cost (NADAC

(AAC) .

the fol
( (d.e+e+-

noi nt-of-

hrrl nol Iimitecl to:
l1 ) Nali onal a I nrrl-r'l i shecl bv

the Centers f or Medicare and Medicaid Se rvices (CMS);
(2) Acquisition cost data made available to the agency((;---e+
(b) InfermaÈien prevíded by any ef Èhe fellew4nq) ) S:
( (ê) ) (a) Audit ( (aqe+e.ies-r) ) results from federal or state

agencies;
( (ê) ) (b) Other state health care purchasing ( (ag€+e'I€-s) ) or-

ganr- z a tions
( ({++i}) ) (c) Pharmacy benefi-t managers;
( ({-iv}) ) (d) Individual pharmacy providers participating in the

agency's programs;
(((v) €enEers fer Þ4edieare and [4edieaíd Serviees (e]4S);
{+ril) ) (e) Other third-partY PaYers;
( (-({Ëiå+) ) (f ) Drug fife data bases; and
( ({¡ri+rl) ) (q) Actuarles or other consuftants.
(((2) The ageneÌ¡ implemenËs E1l€ b}' applÌ'ing a pereenÈaqe adjusË-

whelesa4e aequísiÈion eesË¡ average tshelesale priee (AV$Ð) ¡ average

+e+
aÈ a ma><imtrm allewable eesÈ eÈher Ëhan ÈhaË deËernÉned in subseeÈien
(+) (a) ef Ëhis seeÈten r¿hen Èhe age+te1¡ eensiders iE neeessary, The
faeËers Ëh+ agenel¡ eensiders in seÈÈing a raEe fer a elass ef drugs
under Ëhis subseeÈien ineli+de¡ br+Ë are neË limiÈed Ëe:
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(1) The ageney bases EAG dn+g reínúeursernenË on Ëhe aeÈna} paelcage
€-i#e_*i#eense*

when EÃe ís Ëhà lersesf e€. Ëhe raËes ealeulaËed under Ëhe meÈÌreds lis

aæe+et-) )

AMENpATORy SECTTON (Amending WSR 16-01--046, filed 12/9/ ].5, effective
r/e/16)

VqAC 182-530-8100 Reimbursement---l'faximum allowable cost (l'fAC) .

(1) The medícaid agency establishes a maxímum alfowabl-e cost (MAC) for
a multiple-source drug which is available from at least two manufac-
turers /Iabelers .

(2) The agency determines the MAC for a multiple-source drug:
(a) Vühen specific regional and local drug acquisition cost data

is available, the aqency:
(i) Identifies what products are avail-able from wholesafers for

each drug being considered for MAC pricing;
(iii Determines pharmacy providers' approximate acquisition costs

for these products; and
(iii) Establ-ishes the MAC at a levef which gives pharmacists ac-

cess to at feast one product from a manufacturer with a qualified re-
bate agreement (see VüAC 182-530-7500 (4)) -

(b) V{hen specific regional and l-ocal drug acquisition cost data
is not available, the agency may estimate acquisition cost based on
national pricing sources.

(3) tne MAC established for a multipfe-source drug does not apply
if the written prescription identifies that a specific brand is medi-
cally necessary for a particular client. In such cases, the ((esE'i+a-
æd)j actuaf acquisition cost ( ({+Â€+) ) (AAC) f or the particular brand
appties, piovided authorization is obtained from the agency as speci-
fied under VüAC 182-530-3000.

(4) Except as provided in subsection (3) of this section, the
agency reimburses providers for a multiple-source drug at the lowest
oi tfre rates calculated under the methods fisted in VüAC 182-530-7000.

(5) The MAC established for a multiple-source drug may vary by
packaqe size, includíng those identified as unit dose national drug
òodes (NDCs) by the manufactuler or manufacturers of the drug.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amendì-ng VüSR 16-01--046, filed 1'2/9/75, effective
1"/e/16)

WnC 182-530-8150 Reimbursement-Automated maximum allowable cost
(A!4AC). (1) The medicaid agency uses the automated maximum allowable
cost (AMAC) pricing methodology for multiple-source drugs that are:

(a) Not on the published maximum allowable cost (MAC),' and
(b) Produced by two or more manufacturers/l-abelers, at least one

of which must have a current, sì-gned federal drug rebate agreement.
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(2) The agency establ-ishes AMAC as a s
published ( (average whelesale priee (Atr'ÉP)))
quisition cost (NADAC) or other nationally

pecified
national

percentage
average d

of the
o ac-

accepted pricing source in
order to estimate acquisitj-on cost.

(3) The agency sets the percentage discount from ( (å,W+) ) NADAC

for AMAC reimbursemènt using any of the information sources identified
in VüAC 182-530-8000.

(4) The agency may set AMAC reímbursement at dífferent percentage
discounts from ( (åJ{+) ) NADAC for different multiple source drugs. The
agency considers the same factors as those in V{AC 1-82-530-8000.- jSl AMAC reimbursement for all products with the same ingredient,
form and strength is at the AMAC determined for the second lowest
priced product t or the AMAC of the lowest priced drug from a manufac-
turer with a current, signed federal- rebate agreement.

(6) The agency recalculates the AMAC each time the drug file con-
tractor provides a pricing update.

(T) Except as þrovided in VüAC LB2-530-7300, the agency reimburses
at the lowesl of the rates calculated under the methods listed in VüAC

182-s30-7000.
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From: Washington Health Care Authority Imailto:WaHCA@public.govdeliverv'coml
Sent: Thursday, March 02,2017 1:31 PM

Subject: Fee-for-Service (FFS) Point-of-Sale Pharmacy Rates - Change in basis of payment

Washi n State

Hea
ngto

Irh Care thori

Appte Health (Medicaid): Pharmacy Provider Alert

Date: March 1,2017

Ghange in basis of payment for Apple Health Fee-for'Service pharmacy
claims: Fee-for-Service (FFS) Point'of'Sale Pharmacy Rates

Effective for dates of service on and after April 1, 2017 , Washington Apple Health (Medicaid)

administered by the Health Care Authority will be implementing the Actual Acquisition Cost (AAC)

provisions of the federal Covered Outpatient Drug Rule (CODR).

As required by the federal law, the Agency's FFS point-of-sale (POS) system will replace the current

Estimated Acquisition Cost (EAC) of AWP-16%, with an ActualAcquisition Cost (AAC)

methodology.

The Agency will be using the National Average Drug Acquisition Cost (NADAC) in place of the AWP

based rates. When there is no NADAC available for a drug, the Agency will use wholesale

acquisition cost or other available price.

The Point of Sale AAC will be calculated as the lowest of:

o National average drug acquisition cost (NADAC);
¡ Maximum allowable cost (MAC);
r Federal upper limit (FUL):
r 3408 Actual acquisition cost (3408 AAC) for drugs purchased under section 3408 of the

Public Health Service (PHS) Act.

Dispensing fees are unaffected by this change'

For more information on the Federal Upper Limit (FUL) or the National Average Drug Acquisition

Cost (NADAC) please see Medicaid.qov Pharmacv Pricins'

To request a change in reimbursement for a FFS claim, please download the Pharmacy
lnformationAuthoiization(13.835A)formontheand
fax the request with an invoice to (866) 668'1214.



lf you have any questions other than for reimbursement corrections please contact us at
pharmacvrates(ôhca.wa.oov.

Thank you,

Medicaid Program
Health Care Authority

Please do not reply directly to this message. lf you have feedback or questions, please visit the
HCA website for contact information.

About Washington State Health Gare Authority
HCA oversees the state's top two health care purchasers - Washington Apple Health (Medicaid)

and the Public Employee Benefits Board Program. We work with partners to help ensure
Washingtonians have access to better health and befter care at a lower cost. For more information,
visit www.hca.wa.qov.
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
626 SthAvenue, SE . PO Box42716. Olympia, Washington 98504-2716

March 17,2017

TO: Interested Persons

FROM: Amy Emerson, Program Manager
Rules and Publications
Division of Legal Services

SUBJECT: CONCISE EXPLAIIATORY STATEMENT (RCW 34.0s.32s)
For Rules Not Considered Significant
For Rules Proposed as WSR 17-07-001

&ÇG): 182-530-1050, 182-530-3000, 182-530-3100, 182-530-3200,182-530-4100, 182-530-4125,

182-530-4150,182-530-6000,182-530-7000,182-530-7050,182-530-7150,182-530-7250,
182-530-7300, I 82-530 -7700, t82-530-7900, I 82-530-8000, 1 82-530-8 100, I 82-530-8 1 50

REASON FOR ADOPTION: The agency is revising this chapter to align with the Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services (CMS) new covered outpatient drug rule, CMS-2345-FC. The agency is also amending

these rules to increase the number of drug classes eligible for supplemental rebates. Changes include but are

not limited to definition updates; new language about drugs, devices, and drug-related supplies; authorization

updates; new language about point-of-sale and actual acquisition costs; updates to therapeutic interchange

program; clarified processes for mail order and specialty pharmacy services; added information on 3408
providers; added information on Medicare Part A, B, and C; and revised section on drugs purchased under

the Public Health Services act.

CHANGES MADE SINCE THE RULE WAS PROPOSED: (check one)

n The text being adopted does not differ from the text of the proposed rule.

! The text being adopted contains only editorial changes from the proposed rule.

X The text of the adopted rule varies from the text of the proposed rule. The changes (other than editing
changes) follow:

The changes were made because:



SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED THE AGENCY CONSIDERBD ALL THE
COMMENTS. THE ACTIONS TAKEN IN

RESPONSE TO THE COMMENTS, OR THE
REASONS NO ACTIONS WERB TAKEN,

FOLLOW.
Comment I
A stakeholder noted that in the proposed revisions to WAC 182-

5 30- 1 05 0 (Definitions), WAC I 82-530-7000 (Reimbursement),

and WAC 182-530-7900 (Drugs purchased under the Public
Health Services Act), reference to professional dispensing fees

are eliminated. The effect appears to be that in Apple Health

fee-for-service, 3408 covered entities may bill HCA only for
the acquisition cost ofthe covered outpatient drug and may not

bill a professional dispensing fee. For the vast majority of
Washington Federally Qualified Health Care Centers (FQHCÐ

this does not present a problem. However, a small number of
FQHCs do not include the costs general covered by a

professional dispensing fee in their costs reports, meaning that

the elimination of a professional dispensing fee could have

substantial negative impact on their costs and their ability to
provide services to this population. The stakeholder believes

that a system disadvantaging some health centers but not others

is untenable.

Response to Comment I
The agency is not removing the professional dispensing fee for
3408 billers. Please see WAC 182-530-7000(1). The agency

pays a professional dispensing fee regardless ofwhat is billed as

a dispensing fee up to the provider's usual and customary

charge.

No changes will be made to the rule as a result of this
comment.

Comment 2

A stakeholder commented that the agency's professional

dispensing fee methodology should recognize the higher costs

incurred by 3408 providers.

Response to Comment 2

The rule has been changed, which makes the comment no longer
pertinent. The agency asked the Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services (CMS) to clari$' if the covered outpatient

drug rule (CODR) implementation requires Washington

Medicaid to change the current family planning clinic 3408
methodology. The agency received e-mail confirmation from
CMS affirming that the agency is to rely upon the instructions

given in the State Medicaid Directors' letter dated February I l,
2016, and Sections 447.502 and 447.518 (d) of the CODR with
comment (CMS-2345-FC). These texts are silent on the issue of
family planning clinic reimbursements. For the elements that do

apply to 3408 drugs, the agency is already in compliance'

CMS did not respond with an affirmative instruction that the

agency is required to change the family planning clinic
reimbursement methodology. As Washington Medicaid is

already compliant with acquisition cost requirements for
participating 340B providers, the agency will reverse the WAC
changes related to paying the 3408 ceiling rate and a

professional dispensing fee. At this time, the agency will not

implement any change to family planning clinic 3408
reimbursements.

The agency made thefollowing change to WAC 182-530-

7900(4):Exceptions to the 3408 AAC billing requirement are

only made for:

(a) Outpatient hospital claims paid under the enhanced

ambulatory payment group (EAPG) methodology (see WAC

182-550-7000); and

(b) Ambulatory surgery claims paid under payment groups



methodology.;-a*d

(e) Family planning eliniee billing eentraeeptires designated by

the ageney te be paid at 3 I 0B eeiling priee plus a prefessienel

¿¡speûsing{e€.

Comment 3

A stakeholder commented that the agency should clarifu that

physician-administered drugs purchased under section 3408 of
the Public Health Services Act are also subject to the 340B
ceiling price and will continue to receive insertion fees instead

of professional dispensing fees.

Response to Comment 3

Washingfon Fee for Service Medicaid already requires Actual
Acquisition Cost billing of 3408 discounted products and will
be compliant with 3408 ceiling price limits. Insertion, injection,
and administration fees associated with professional services are

not impacted by these WAC changes.

No changes will be made to the rule as a result of this
comment.

Comment 4

A stakeholder commented that the state should codifu in
regulation the existing per-unít dispensing fee when dispensing

multiple cycles of contraceptives in one encounter, which was

established based on provider costs to acquire, stock, and

dispensing drugs in order to reduce patient barriers to
contraception.

Response to Comment 4

The per-unit dispensing fee will not be codified in WAC

See response to Comment 2.

Comment 5:
A stakeholder encourages the agency consistently use

"professional dispensing fee" instead of "dispensing fee"
throughout the regulation.

Response to Comment 5

The agency møde the following change based on this comment

The agency added "Means professional dispensing fee" to the

definition of dispensing fee in WAC 182-530-1050.

Comment 6
Evidence based practice center - WACs I 82-5 30- I 050, -3 I 00'

04100
A stakeholder commented that coverage standards for
prescription drugs and any conditions that are placed on their
operation must be informed by a full and current assessment of
the research regarding medical conditions and the drugs that are

approved to treat them. To this end, when the agency makes

decisions regarding what drugs will be covered in state-

administered health programs, itos rules require it contract with
a "research organization that has been designated by the Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) of the U.S.

govemment to conduct systematic reviews of all the evidence to
produce evidence tables and technology assessments to guide

health care conditions" (an "evidence-based practice center") to
guide the creation ofthe agency's drug coverage standards. The

agency can consult with an evidence-based practice center when

it decides whether a drug's coverage requires authorization.
And, an evidence-based practice center assessment must be

obtained whenever the agency or the Drug Use Review (DUR)

Board makes decisions and recommendations that the coverage

of drugs or drug classes for Washington Apple Health
Beneficiaries. These requirements constitute a sensible attempt

Response to Comment 6

The agency made the þllowing changes based on this

comment:

wAC 182-530-1050

ttEvidence-based practice centerto or ttEPC"- A research

oreanization that has been desiqnated bv the Asencv for

Healthcare Research and Oualitv (AHRO) to develop evidence

repofis and technologv assessments on topics relevant to clinical

and other health care orsanization and delivery issues.

specificallv those that are common. expensive. or sisnificant for

the medicare and medicaid populations.

wAC 182-530-1050

" Evidence-based dlry!ryg.tt "*Levideneed-baseê



to ensure that the agency and the DUR Board will have an

independent assessment ofthe relevant research from a

competent source when making policies regarding what drugs

are covered for Apple Health patients and under what
conditions. It is this surprising that the agency has sought to
unmoor the creation ofthese coverage standards from the

evidentiary basis provided by the evidence-based practice center

assessments.
More conceming, the proposed amendments would allow the

agency to forgo obtaining as assessment from an evidence-based
practice center to inform its and the DUR Board's decisions

about the drugs to be included in the preferred drug list, with
any associated limitations and conditions, so long as it seeks an

alternate assessment from a'Aendor," Notably, the draft
amendments place no requirements on what type of vendor must

be used to provide such assessments, or what kinds of
certification or qualifications it must have. While there is

nothing talismanic about the AHRQ designation, it at least

provides some assurance that the evidence-based practice center

has been independently recognized by a noncommercial entity
for its competence to provide evidence-based systematic

assessments of health conditions and their treatments.

Consequently, unless there is a substantial reason why evidence-

based practice centers have been unable to provide the services

required of them, the rules should remain as written regarding
using evidence-based practice centers as drug coverage

consultants to the agency and the DUR Board.

m€di€iras{EB}4) The application of a set of principles and a

methodq for comprehensive independent and obiective

evaluation of clinical evidence provided in fer the revierv well-

designed and well-conducted studies and objective clinical data

to determine the level ofevidence that proves to the greatest

extent possibl e, Ihat a health care service is safe, effective and

beneficial when making population-based coverage policies or

individual medical necessity decisions. Classifuins evidence bv

its epistemoloeic strensth and requirinq that onlv the stroneest

twes (coming from meta-analvses. svstematic reviews. and

randomized controlied trials) can vield strone

recommendations: weaker twes (such as from case-control

studies) can yield weak recommendations.

wAC 182-530-3100 (1)(b)

In performing this evaluation the clinical team may consult with

other agency clinical staff, financial expefts, and program

managers. The agency clinical team may also consult with 4
evidence-based practice center (EPC), evidence-based drus

reviews, other purchasers, the drug use review (DUR) board'

and medical experts in this evaluation.

wAC 182-530-4100(2)

The pharmacy and therapeutics (P&T) committee or the drug

use review (DUR) board reviews and evaluates the safety,

efficacy, and outcomes ofprescribed drugs, using evidence-

baseddruereviewsi@.

Comment 7
Medicaid oreferred drus list (PDD - WACs 182-530-1050. -

4100(3.) and Ø)
A stakeholder commented that there is confusing and conflicting
language regarding what drugs are in the Medicaid Preferred

Drug List (PDL) but not on the Washington PDL, and how

these additional drugs are selected for inclusion in the Medicaid
PDL.

Response to Comment 7

The agency made theþllowing changes based on this

comment:

wAC 182-530-1050

"Medicaid preferred drug list (medicaid PDL)" - The list of

all drugs in drug classes approved for inclusion by the

Washington medicaid drug use review (DUR) board and each

drug's preferred or nonpreferred status as C#gpprovefl
by the agency director or desi$ìee. The list includes at

minimum all drugs and drug classes on the Washington PDL

and may include additional drugs and drug classes a+the-



@he DUR boa.d_g4d =pp.oted-þJ

the aeencv director or desiqnee.

wAC 182-530-410015)

Drugs in a drug class on the medicaid PDL enlyår*+ which are

not on the Washington PDL are not subject to therapeutic

interchange program (TIP) and dispense as written (DAV/) rules

under WAC 1 82-530-4150.

Comment I
Grounds for reouirins authorization - ItrACs 182-530-3000 ßl
A stakeholder commented that the draft amendments broadly
expand the justification for requiring authorization for a

medication. The new formulation, "the agency is
promoting safety, efficacY, and
effectiveness of drug therapy, or the
agency identifies clients or groups of
c.lients who would benefit from further
cf inlcaf reviewo'could easily be read as to give the

agency nearly unrestrained discretion to require authorization as

a condition of coverage, as it would permit the agency to
impose such requirement any time it articulates a general

concern regarding the safety, efficacy, or effectiveness of a
drug, as well as any tie it believes that a client or clients 'bould
benefit from further clinical review," seemingly for any reason

at all.

Response to Comment 8

The agency is required by federal law to ensure safe and

effective use of prescription drugs for Medicaid members and to
prevent fraud and abuse ofthe benefits. Therefore, the agency

needs broad authority to determine when it is appropriate to
require authorization for certain drugs or clients.

No changes will be made to the rule as a result of this
comment.

Comment 9
Pre.ferred generic drugs required-for a clienl's-frrst course o.f

treatment - IIAC I82-530-4I25
The proposed amendments would strike the requirement that the

DUR Board approve any specifìc generics first coverage

restrictions, though it is unclear why. Removing the requirement

that the DUR Board approve any specifìc generics first
requirements is likely to save little resources on the frontend
while increasing the agency's backend expenditures. It will
increase agency costs by requiring the agency staffto duplicate
in part or in whole the DUR Board's existing assessments of
drug classes for which the agency is considering generic first
policies. Or, ifthe agency chooses not to conduct as full and

effective assessment as the DUR Board would, to avoid the

extra expenditures, it runs the risk if creating inapt generics first
policies that result in inappropriate treatment decisions, to the

detriment ofpatients' health, and increasing the costs needed to

care for them.

Response to Comment 9

The change does not make any operational changes. The

revised WAC allows for the generics first progtam according to

RCW 69.41.190. This statute requires that the Drug Use

Review (DUR) Board reviews and provides recommendations

as to the appropriateness ofthe generic first requirement. The

intent of the change to the WAC was to point to the law that

dictates the policy, therefore if the law changes the'WAC is not

misaligned with the agency's legal obligations.

No changes will be made to the rule as a result of this
comment.

Comment L0

A stakeholder appreciates the agency's moves to clariff state

rules and eliminate confusing differences between governing

state and federal law. However, the stakeholder says that other

changes currently under consideration are not obviously needed

to conform with federal law, nor is it clear how they will
"increase the number of drug classes available for supplemental

rebates" - the other purpose to these rule amendments listed in
the draft's CR-102 cover sheet.

Response to Comment l0:

Not all changes made to the WAC were to comply with changes

to federal regulations. The former WAC limited the agency's

ability to expand supplemental rebates as it limited the

information that the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee

could use to develop the Washington Preferred Drug List (PDL)



to drug class reviews performed by an Evidence Based Practice

Center (EPC). EPCs do not review enough drug classes to

develop a comprehensive PDL as only about 35 ofthe over 200

drug classes have been reviewed. This limits the agency's

ability to obtain supplemental rebates on the majority of the

drugs it covers for its Medicaid members.

No changes will be made to the rule as a result of this
comment.

cc: HCA Rules Coordinator
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Executive Summary
ln 2016, the Washington legislature passed 5ESSB 5857, which required the Washington Office of the

tnsurance Commissioner (OlC) to conduct a Study of the Pharmacy Chain of Supply (Study)' The

legislation specified that the Study must include at least the following elements:

+ Review the entire drug supply chain including plan and pharmacy benefit manager

re.imbursements to network pharmacies, wholesaler or pharmacy service administrative

organization prices to network pharmacies, and drug manufacturer prices to network

pharmacies.

+ Discuss suggestions that recognize the unique nature of small and rural pharmacies and possible

options that support a viable business model that do not increase the cost of pharmacy

products.

¡- Review the availability of all drugs on the maximum allowable cost list or any similar list for

pharmacies and provide analysis of the differences in wholesale prices of pharmaceuticals and

reimbursement Prices.

+ Review data submitted to the Department of Revenue under RCW L9.340.100(4)(b), if any, for

patterns and trends in the denials of internal pharmacy benefit manager appeals involving

pharmacies with fifteen or more lsrd 
1 retail outlets within the state of Washington, under their

corporate umbrellas.

-r Review the telephone contacts and standards for response times and availability for telephone

inquiries and appeals by pharmacies and providers to pharmacy benefits managers.

+ Review the pharmaceutical acquisition cost from national or regional wholesalers that serve

pharmacies in Washington, and consider when or whether to make an adjustment and under

what standards. The review may assess the timing of pharmacy purchases of products and the

relative risk of PBM list price changes related to the t¡ming of dispensing the products.

OIC contracted Health Management Associates (HMA) to conduct the Study. HMA subcontracted

Mercer LLC and Gorospe Solutions to provide supplemental subject matter expertise and data analysis

when necessary.

OIC identified six PBMs that provide pharmaceuticalmanagement services to98% of the enrollees in

Washington State's fully insured commercial market.2 Elements of the Study required analysis of

complex data sets that contained confidential and sensitive information. lt ¡s rare that these data are

shared outside PBM organizations; however, 5ESSB 5857 required pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs)

to provide all information needed to conduct the Study. As a result, HMA and its subcontractor received

unprecedented access to claims, proprietary maximum allowable cost (MAC) reimbursement lists, and

appeals data from the PBMs. Because of the sensitivity of the data, the names of the PBMs are blinded

throughout the study. Each PBM is assigned a number and is referred to in the report as PBM L, PBM 2,

etc.

1 Senate B¡ll XXX athe secondary appeal rights of OIC applies to pharmaices with fewer than 15 stores, not greater
2 Note, through the Washington Attorney General Office's review, only fully insured commercial payers are subject to the

secondary appeals process; therefore, data capture was restricted to those PBMs'
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It should be noted that conducting dispensing and actual acquisition cost studies were out of scope for

this project; therefore, industry benchmarks were used as proxies for Washington-specific drug

acquisition cost and cost of dispensing. Further detail is presented in the methodology section

beginning on page ten.

Overviews and key findings for each of the six main sections of the Study are summarized below. ln

order to achieve a logical flow, and due to overlap across the elements identified in the legislation, the

Study was organized differently than the legislative list of required Study elements. Therefore, the six

sections of the report summarized below do not align directly to the six elements of the Study outlined

in the legislation bulleted above.

The Pharmacy Supply Chain
The pharmacy supply chain is considered by some to be one of the most complex and opaque supply

chains in the United States, with thousands of confidential monetary transactions occurring for each

unique drug product. Pharmaceutical pricing for commercial insurers is a market established with

minimal government regulation. This section of the Study provides descriptions of each segment of the

supply chain and how each interacts with one anotherto provide an overall background on the industry

players. The recent EpiPen pricing increase lends itself to be an evocative example of howthe various

segments of the supply chain impact the pricing of a drug'

Maximum Allowable Cost Reimbursement
The purpose of this section is to understand how Washington state-specific PBM Maximum Allowable

Cost (MAC) reimbursement for multi-source generic drugs (generic drugs produced by more than one

manufacturer) compares to the Nat¡onal Average Drug Acquisition Cost (NADAC) reimbursement and to

two regional benchmark MAC lists. A key objective of the Study is to determine the adequacy of PBM

MAC reimbursement to independent pharmacies. ln theory, MAC reimbursement adequacy will drive

the number of MAC appeals that pharmacies submit to PBMs, thus impacting OIC's decisions on

developing the infrastructure to process a secondary-level of appeals.

Key Findings:
+ The number of drugs included on PBM MAC lists vary significantly across PBMs.

+, Aggregate pBM Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) effective discounts of their MAC lists ranged

from WAC -15.s%to WAC-38,0%,while regional benchmarks, and NADAC WAC discounts range

from wAC -24.3%to WAC -30.6%. The PBMs demonstrated greater variance (e.g., larger range

of effective WAC discounts as compared to national and regional benchmarks) with some PBM

MAC lists having reimbursement rates more generous than the national and regional

benchmarks (e.g., WAC -t5.5%1, and other PBM MAC lists demonstrating more aggressive

reimbursement rates (e.g., EAC - 38%l compared to the benchmarks.

+ ln general, PBM MAC lists result in payments to pharmacies that are higher than the NADAC

benchmark price and lower than the regional benchmark prices .

+ The fact that the PBM MAC lists result in reimbursements that are higher than the NADAC

benchmark is attributable to the fact that NADAC is an average acqu¡s¡tion cost benchmark,

whereas MAC lists are designed to reimburse pharmacies more than the lowest available

acqu¡sition cost for a drug grouping.

+ PBM 3 paid rural pharmacies less than all benchmarks; PBMs 5 and 6 paid more.
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+ Five of the six PBMs paid independent pharmacies more than chain drug stores in the NADAC

analysis.

+ pBMs in aggregate paid over 73% ol claims to chain pharmacies. Within chain pharmacies there

are significant PBM reimbursement variance swings depending on which benchmark (national or

regional)the PBM reimbursement ls compared to.

PBM MAC List Update Processes
Thegenericdrugmarketisinaconstantstateofflux. Priceschangeassomemanufacturesenterthe

market and others leave. There is a direct relationship between the amount of discounts off of the list

price and the number of manufacturers distributing a specific drug product. The greater the number of

generic manufacturers available for a product, the greater the discount the purchaser will receive. lt

follows that the drug prices decrease when there is greater competition. Because the availability and

pricingofgenericdrugschangesonadailybasis,pharmacyacquisitioncostsarechangingconstantly. ln

order for reimbursement to keep up with pricing changes, PBMs update their MAC lists on a frequent

basis; some report daily updates. To help ensure that MAC reimbursement is fair, some states have

passed laws to require PBMS to update their MAC lists on a frequent basis. Washington requires PBMs

to update MAC lists weekly.

Key Findings:
+ The data varied so much that no conclusions can be drawn regarding timing of MAC list updates,

and no trends are found for any of the six PBMs.

r pBMs reacted differently on a drug-by-drug basis with regard to how cost changes were

handled.

+ PBMs varied in how they reacted to the same cost change on a drug. PBM reimbursement prior

to observed acquisition cost changes varied significantly compared to NADAC drug pricing. The

pBM ingredient cost reimbursement differed widely, from being equivalent reimbursement to

NADAC, to being more than 100% above or below NADAC.

+ pBMs appeared to proactively update reimbursement pr¡or to a pricing change on certain drugs.

However, the conclusion that PBMs alter reimbursement prior to a known pricing change is

merely an inference that cannot be verified as fact through this Study.

+ Very rarely did PBMs react on the exact day of a WAC rate change.

+ There was no clear pattern in the way different PBMs updated prices, and even individual PBMs

seemed to have no consistent method of dealing with price changes'

r During the period reviewed for the Study, some PBMs updated their MAC lists within a week of

a cost change, while others made no updates during the period.

Pha rmacy Profitability
The Study estimates pharmacy profitability based upon national and regional benchmarks including

average wholesale price discounts for drug acquisition costs and cost of dispensing (COD) studies. ln

addition to assessing overall profitability of Washington pharmacies, the Study includes a case study of

independent pharn¡acies profitability. The profitability of one rural independent and one urban

independent was analyzed.
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Key Findings:
+ ln the aggregate, pharmacies showed a positive Gross Profit across the PBMs, but only a positive

Gross Profit for PBMs 1 and 4 when considering the cost of dispensing at S10 per prescription.

+ Dispensing generic drugs was more profitable than dispensing brand drugs, but that profitability

was dependent on an individual pharmacy's cost to dispense.

-r The rural independent pharmacy was more profitable than the urban independent pharmacy.

+ profitability decreased when the cost to dispense increased from 5t0 to S15 per prescription,

forcing pharmacies' Net lncome as a percent of Gross lncome into the negative range.

+ The rural independent pharmacy was more profitable at a S10 COD and suffered lower losses at

S1-5 COD than the urban independent pharmacy.

+ Pharmacies that relied on prescription drug incomes must obtain higher or expanded fees, or,

must maintain a sufficient spread between drug costs and reimbursements in order to remain

profitable.

The following table shows pharmacy profitability as a percentage of Gross lncome:

3.3o/o

-7.O%

-0.2%

-10.9%

Pharmacy MAC Appeals Analysis
The objective of the appeals analysis was to review data submitted to the Department of Revenue under

RCW 19.340.1-00(4Xb), if any, for patterns and trends in the denials of internal pharmacy benefit

manager appeals involving pharmacies with fewer than fifteen retail outlets within the State of

Washington, under their corporate umbrellas. ln absence of this data from the Department of Revenue,

the data was obtained directly from the PBMs.

ln order to accomplish the objective, the scope of work for this section included conducting the

following:

I An analysis of MAC appeals, the frequency of successful appeals, and the types of pharmacies

most likely to generate appeals;

+ Establishing an estimate of the percentage of transactions which are likely to generate appeals

under the provisions of ESSB 585; and

+ An analysis and recommendation for the most useful documents to be submitted by parties

when an appeal is filed to OIC to allow for expeditious OIC resolution of submitted appeals.

The analysis separated pharmacies into two designators: SMALL and LARGE. SMALL pharmacies were

defined as having fewer than 15 locations in Washington. Since SMALL pharmacies is the subset of

pharmacies that will have access to the OIC secondary appeals process, a more granular analysis was

conducted for these SMALL pharmacies.

Key Findings
+. The Study estimated that OIC is likely to receive 13,500 - 15,500 appeals on average annually.

This estimate assumes that PBMs do not change their current business practices, which, if they

do, may affect the appeals volume they receive.
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+ SMALL pharmacies generated a range of appeals, as a percentage of total claims volume, from

O.O2%-2.24%with an overall average of O'79%.

+ t7% (aal of SMALL pharmacies that submitted an appeal generated 80% of the appeals.

+ All 44 pharmacies were paid at a higher rate than NADAC, but at a lower rate than all

Washington pharmacies except for PBM 2.

+ All but one PBM paid the 44 pharmacies' ingredient costs at a higher rate than the statewide

pharmacies when comparing to benchmark MAC List 1'

+ Four of the six PBMs paid the 44 pharmacies'ingredient cost at a higher rate than the statewide

pharmacies when comparing to benchmark MAC L¡st 2.

+ Of the 44 pharmacies, 9 were urban locations, 5 were in suburban locations, and 30 were in

rural locations. By geography, 12 were in Eastern Washington (east of the Cascade Mountains),

L0 were in Central l-5 corridor (defined as King, Pierce, Snohomish, and Thurston Counties), and

22 were in the rest of western Washington.

+ 37% (1Og) of the SMALL pharmacies submitted fewer than L0 appeals over the Study period.

+ PBM 4 had 59% of the appeal volume for SMALL pharmacies over the study period, with a

notable increase over the study period.

+ PBMs denied between 77% and 94% oI MAC appeals, with an average of 87%.

+ The majority of the appeals were on lower cost drugs.89% of the appeals came from claims in

which the pharmacy was reimbursed less than S50 for the ingredient cost of the drug.

lngredient cost ranged from pennies to over SSOO per prescription'

+

PBM MAC-Related Process Review
The Study includes a review of the pglV MAC appeals processes to provide the OIC with baseline

information. Areas reviewed include:

+ Timeframe for appeals resolution by the PBM (in accordance with RCW 19.340.100(3));

+- Provision of an alternative National Drug Code (NDC) for denied appeals (in accordance with

RCW 19.340.100(axb));

+ Updates of the MAC pricing within one day (in accordance with RCW 19,340.100(5Xa));

+ PBM telephone contacts for submitting MAC appeals (in accordance with RCW

19,340.100(4Xa)); and

+ PBM MAC appeals policy review.

The analysis in this section is ¡ntended to be informational only and in no way should be considered a

compliance audit. ln some cases, the PBM did not provide sufficient data or information to allow the

reviewers to gain a full understanding of the PBM's processes. Absence of data does not imply that a

pBM is not in compliance with the terms of the regulation, but instead, it is a limitation of the dataset or

PBM reporting capabilities. Further, the observations in this report are not intended to be used for

enforcement purposes, but merely to show our conclusions based on the information reported'

Further, the appeal data set contains appeal records prior to the enactment of the law, so the data may

not reflect compliance pract¡ces of the PBMs.
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Key Findings
+ pBMs reported faster resolution of denied appeals than upheld appeals: 84% of denied appeals

were processed in 10 days and 4%o were not completed within 30 days; 58% of upheld appeals

were processed in 10 days and Io%owere not completed within 30 days.

+ For SMALL pharmacies, the timeframes were longer: 55% processed within 10 days and85%

processed within 30 daYs.

+ Three of the six PBMs provided the alternate NDC greater than 90% of the time.

+ Only three PBMs provided information relating to the requirement to update their MAC list

pricing within one day of a pricing change. Of those three, MAC lists updates within the one-day

timeframe were made between 87% and 100% from the determination date.

+ Each PBM in the Study had a telephone contact number for pharmacies to use to speak with

PBM personnel, although direct contact with a live PBM representative was not always available

on the first call. The majority of the call center hours of operation observed in the Study were 24

hours a day, seven daYs Per week'

+ Each PBM provided policies and procedures or a summary of processes that ¡ndicated that the

pBM had an appeals resolution timeframe within the requirement of the regulation (30 days)'

+ The PBMs' response times for appeals ranged from three to 30 days

+ The window of time a pharmacy had to submit an eligible MAC appealvaried by PBM.

+ The Study found that PBMs have sufficient policies and procedures or processes to fulfill the

telephonic contact center requirements of RCW 19.340.L00.

+ All but one PBM ¡n the Study had specific policies and procedures for handling MAC pricing

inquiries and appeals, and response times within the parameters required by regulation.

Depending on day of the week and time that a placed a call, live assistance was not always

available but callers had the opt¡on of leaving a voice message. At the time this report was

prepared, not all calls were returned.

Overall Observations
pBMs, in theory, design MAC lists to pay pharmacies fairly for multi-source generic and (sometimes)

brand drugs. 'Fairly'is generally accepted to mean that a PBM's MAC list reimburses above a

pharmacy's ingredient cost in aggregate while at the same time provides value to their payer clients.

The results of this Study appear to generally validate this theory both when benchmarked against

NADAC and generally accepted AWP brand and generic discounts for drug acquisition pricing.

Additionally, independent pharmacies have higher reimbursement rates than chain pharmacies when

compared to NADAC. Among independent pharmacies, a case study demonstrated that one rural

independent pharmacy fared better than one urban independent pharmacy.

pharmacy profitability appears to be impacted more by the cost of dispensing than drug cost

reimbursement. When cost of dispensing increases, the spread that pharmacies make on ingredient

cost reimbursement shrinks. Because the cost of dispensing appears to be the pressure point for

prof¡tability based on the data in this Study, the best method of improving pharmacy financial viability

without increasing the price of drugs is to address reducing overhead costs or diversifying into profitable

non-drug product ("front store") sales.

pharmacist informants reported wide variability on PBM MAC list updating for drug price inflation,

which impacts their prof¡tability. This Study validates that there are no identifiable patterns for
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updating MAC lists; however, timing of updating MAC lists does not appear to ¡mpact the fairness of the

reimbursement in aggregate. Pharmacy informants also stated that PBMs could take 90 days or more to

review MAC appeals and pay the pharmacy for upheld appeals. This Study did not validate those

statements. PBMs' decision timeframes exceeded 30 days for only 4% of denied appeals and L0% of

approved appeals. For PBMs that reported MAC adjustment timelines for approved appeals, one

adjusted pharmacy reimbursement was completed within one day 87% of the time, and the other two at

100% of the time.

The Study estimated that OIC could potentially see 13,500 to 15,500 second level MAC appeals based

upon current practices. Notably, of the pharmacies with fewer than L5 stores, 44 pharmacies submitted

80% of the appeals to PBMs. OIC has an opportunity to work with these pharmacies individually to

understand why they submit a great number of appeals and to see if there are solutions outside of the

appeals process. Additionally, nearly 70% of the appeals are driven by one PBM. OIC has another

opportunity to work directly with the PBM to determine why it is generating the high percentage of

appeals before the law becomes effective.
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M ethod s

Overview
The Study used both qualitative and quantitative data to complete allelements of analysis of the
pharmacy supply chain. The data analyses consisted of interviews, research, and analysis of PBM data.

The following are the six types of data that were analyzed:

+ Qualitative
-t- Conducting industry interviews with pharmacy supply chain segments and legislative

staff
+ Reviewing PBM MAC pricing and appeals policies and procedures

+ Making secret shopper calls to PBM MAC appeals contact numbers

+ Researching other state MAC transparency laws

+ Quantitative
+ Analyzing pharmacy claims and payment data
-r Analyzing MAC l¡st update timeframes

+ Analyzing PBM MAC appeals processing standards

The OIC reviewed the list of carriers ¡n the fully insured commercial market in Washington State and

identified the PBMs that provide the pharmacy benefit for their members. Six PBMs administer the

pharmacy benefit to 98% of Washington's fully insured population on behalf of the carriers. This Study

is limited to the act¡vity of these six PBMs.

OIC sent the PBMs a formal data request for the claims data, appeals data, and policies and procedures

(Appendix l). The rest of the data were gathered through interviews and research. As discussed in the

Executive Summary, due to the sensitivity of the data received, the PBMs are blinded in the Study and

are referred to PBM 1, PBM 2, PBM3, PBM 4, PBM 5, and PBM 6.

DifferentdataandapproacheswereusedineachsectionoftheStudy. Becauseofthevariabilityindata

analysis, each section includes a Methods subsection that applies specificallyto the scope of the section

it is found in. The following is an overview of how the data elements were used across the Study.

Qualitative Analysis

lnformant Interviews
OIC and HMA solicited interviews with representatives from the pharmacy supply chain, trade

associations, and Washington House and Senate staff. Efforts to secure interviews lasted for three

months; all but two stakeholder groups had at least one individual interviewed. The lack of part¡cipat¡on

is likely due to the current sensitivities related to the pricing of new blockbuster drugs and recent price

hikes to established medications, as well as competing positions on how drugs are priced. The general

reluctance to be interviewed was probably strengthened by the fact that the controversial and highly

publicized EpiPen price increase occurred in the middle of the Study'

The informants were all forthcoming and provided essential background into how each segment of the

supply chain interacts with other segments. They also identified their own pressure points including

increasing fluctuations in manufacturer pricing, payer pricing strategies, and efforts to keep drugs

pricing affordable. lnterviews with executive and legislative branch staff were helpful in understanding

the environment that led to the in¡tiation of the Study. However, the number of pharmacy supply chain

informants was too smallto draw definitive conclusions.
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The following lists the organ¡zations and categories that agreed to be interviewed, following by the

number of interviews in parentheses.

+ Washington State Pharmacy Association (2)

+- Pharmaceutical Care Management Association (1)

+ Drug Manufacturer (0)

+ Wholesaler (0)

r Pharmacy Services Administrative Organization (L)

-f Pharmacy Benefit Manager (1)

+ Washington State Chain Pharmacy (1)

+ Washington State lndependent Pharmacy (3)

+ lndustry Consulting ExPerts (2)

+ Washington State Legislative Staff (2)

+ Washington DSHS (2)

+ Washington Health Care Authority (1)

Policy and Procedure Review
HMA and its subcontractor conducted a desk review of all policies, procedures, provider manuals and

other documentation related to MAC appeals processing and related operations. When possible,

quantitative data were compared to the policy documents to determine if practice follows policy.

Secret Shopper Calls

A total of L8 secret shopper calls were made (three calls per PBM). Each PBM received calls during

regularbusinesshours,afterhours,andweekendhours. Aprocessdiagramforthesecretshoppercall is

providedasExhibitT8. Thesecretshopperpresentedhimselfasanassistantcallingonbehalf ofa

pharmacist preparing for a MAC appeal. The secret shopper called into the phone number provided by

the pBM and verified the hours of operation. The secret shopper was not provided with a pharmacy

NCpDp/NPl number, specific RX number for a prescription, or pat¡ent number and thus was unable to

pursue the call as a complete MAC pricing appeal.

Researching Other State MAC Transparency Laws

Appendix lV contains supplemental research on other states' PBM MAC appeals laws for comparison to

Washington's. The data were collected through subject matter knowledge of HMA and its

subcontractor, as well as individual research through the firms.

Quantitative AnalYSis

PBM MAC Reimbursement
The PBMS' ingredient cost reimbursement for multi-source generic drugs (MAC pricing) is compared to

three acquisition cost benchmarks to determine the adequacy of MAC reimbursement. Benchmarks

were used because the Study's scope did not include an actual acquisition cost survey. The NADAC

benchmark is the most reliable because it is based upon actual acqu¡sition cost surveys conducted by

CMS and is updated weekly. The two regional benchmarks are Medicaid MAC lists' The first MAC list

reimburses pharmacies in a rural region similar to eastern Washington. The second MAC list is used in a

state with a similar population to that of Washington State. HMA's subcontractor believes the two

benchmark MAC Lists are the best proxies to use for regional acquisition cost'
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PBM MAC List Updates
The Study reviewed 60 highly utilized generic drugs which had significant cost increases or decreases in

2015 for a timing analysis of when a drug price changes and when the PBM updates its MAC list, The

analysis reviewed each drug's acquisition cost history, inferred from NADAC, in comparison to the PBM

MAC lists. The goal was to understand how PBMs reacted once a price change affected the market.

NADAC was used because it is based upon acquisit¡on costs and is updated weekly. The Study reviewed

the pricing for the drug before the price change, the time of the price change, and the length of time

PBMS took to adjust reimbursement so that it is within a reasonable range of the adjusted acquisition

cost. A 10% threshold on either side of a NADAC rate was considered reasonable.

Pharmacy Profitab¡ lity
The pharmacy profitab¡lity analysis differs from the PBM MAC Reimbursement analysis because it

analyzesprofitab¡lityforbrandandgenericdrugratherthanjustgenericdrugs. Theanalysisuses

national AWP discount benchmarks for drug acquisition costs (L8% for brand and9O% for generics),

compared to actual PBM reimbursement and then calculates Gross Profit. The cost of dispensing is

estimated based upon a national study of cost of dispensing. That figure is then subtracted from the

Gross Profit to arrive at estimated Net lncome for Washington Pharmacies.3

MAC Appeals Processing
PBM MAC appeals and claims data were reviewed to determine the following:

+ Number and percentage of appeals submitted by pharmacies in Washington with fewer than 15

pharmacies and those with 15 or more;

+ (For SMALL pharmacies) the percentage of pharmacies that generated the greatest number of

a ppeals;

+ Timing of approvals and denials by PBMs;

+ Whether or not an NDC was provided for denied appeals;

+- Timing of a MAC list change for approved appeals; and the

+ Dollar amount of pharmacy submitted MAC appeals.

Data Limitations and Cautions to the Reader
All estimates are based on the information available at a singular point in time. Because the data used to

make these estimate may reflect unknown or random circumstances that may not be fully reflective of

typicalconditions, the result of the analysis should be interpreted as only estimates, with the

understanding that the actual data point and projections based on that data may vary within a

reasonable range around the estimate or the project¡on. Any estimate or projection may not be used or

relied upon by any other party or for any other purpose than for which it was issued by OIC's

consultants. HMA and its consultants are not responsible for the consequences of any unauthorized use.

For the analyses in this report, HMA and its subcontractor relied on data, information, and other sources

of data as described; the data was not verified by an independent audit. The data was, however,

reviewed for reasonableness and consistencytothe degree consistentwith the scope of the Study. lt is

3 "Cost of Dispensing Study: An lndependent Comparative Analysis of U.S. Prescription Dispensing Cost"

September 2015. The Washington State estimates range from approximately S10 to S15 per prescription.
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possible that the review of data may not have always revealed some problems or inaccuracies of the

data that could affect the results ofthe Study.
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The Pharmaceutical Supply Chain
To understand plan and pharmacy benefit manager reimbursements to network pharmacies, it is

important to understand how drugs move through the supply chain from manufacturer to patient and,

how prices are influenced by the various members within the chain. At first glance, the pharmaceutical

supply chain appears to be a simple, classic commodity design. Manufacturers sell to wholesalers, who

in turn sell to retailers, who finally sell to consumers. A closer look at the pharmaceutical supply chain

reveals other members who do not handle the product and yet have significant influence over its

ultimate d¡stribution to the healthcare consumer. These additionalsupply chain members are health

insurance payers, pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs), group purchasing organization (GPOs),and

pha rmacy services ad min istrative orga nizations (PSAOs).

Exhibit 1 illustrates the key players in the pharmaceutical supply chain and their relationships. The

interactions each member of the supply chain (represented by blue arrows) has with another impact

drug pricing and reimbursement.

Exhibit 1: The Pharmaceutical Supply Chain
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Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Acronyms
There are a number of pricing terms and acronyms that occur throughout this report. They are defined

below.

ActualAcquisition Cost (AAC) - AAC is defined in federal regulations as the state Medicaid agency's

determination of the pharmacy providers'actual prices paid to acquire drug products marketed orsold

by specific manufacturers. The process used by the federal government to calculate the national AAC

proxy, as defined below for NADAC, doesn't factor-in off-invoice discounts, rebates and other reductions

to a pharmacy's price for pharmaceutical drugs. See section on Medicaid Reimbursement beginning on

page 3L.

Average Manufacturer Price (AMP) - AMP is the average price paid by wholesalers to manufacturers for

drugs distributed to retail pharmacy class of trade. AMP is used in the federal Medicaid drug rebate

program to calculate rebates and to calculate the federal ceiling reimbursement for generic drugs (see

Federal Upper Limit). The AMP excludes sales to various entities including the federal government (e.g.,

Department of Defense, the Public Health Service), hospitals, HMOs or MCOs, mail order pharmacies

and to clinics).4

Average sales price (ASP) - ASP is based on the manufacturer's volume weighted average of average

sales prices for a particular drug. ASP is net of rebates, discounts and other price concessions to all

classes of trade.s ASP is used for reimbursement of drugs under Medicare Part B.

Average Wholesale Price (AWP) - AWP is a price generally used as a reference price for the

reimbursement of pharmacies. lt is also used by PBMs to establish upper payment rates in contracts

with health plans. lt is calculated by drug pricing compendia and is equal to t2O% of a drug's WAC price.

This calculation tends to be more for brand drugs as generic drug companies publish AWPs which can be

significantly greater than tZO% of W AC.

Federal Upper Limit (FUt) - The FUL is a price calculated by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

Services (CMS) as the federally required upper payment limit for generic drugs in the Medica¡d program.

It is calculated based on the weighted average AMP for each generically equivalent drug available on the

market.6 See section on Medicaid Reimbursement beginning on page 3L.

Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC)- MAC is the maximum price a PBM or other payer will reimburse a

pharmacy for multi-source brand and generic drugs.

Nat¡onal Average Drug Acquis¡t¡on Cost (NADAC) - NADAC is a national average invoice price derived

from retail community pharmacy reports for drug products based on invoices from wholesalers and

manufacturers.TThe NADAC is a national reference that state Medicaid programs can use when

determining their AAC reimbursement. lt does not measure off-invoice discounts, rebates, or other price

concessions. NADAC is calculated for single source, innovator multi-source (i.e., original brand drug for

which there are generic equivalent drugs) and generic (non-brand) drugs.

4 42 CFR 5 447.504
s 42 CFR 5 414.904
6 42CtR9447.51,4
7 The NADAC contractor is Myers and Stauffer LC
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Rebates - Rebates are supplemental payments to pharmacies, PBMs, and payers for making a drug

preferred over others.

Wholesale Acqu¡s¡t¡on Cost (WAC) - WAC is the manufacturer's list price for the drug or biological to

wholesalers or direct purchasers in the United States. WAC is exclusive of prompt pay or other

discounts, rebates or other reductions in price. WAC is calculated for the most recent month for which

the information is available, as reported in wholesale price guides or other publications of drug or

biological pricing data.8 WAC is used by pricing compendia to calculate average wholesale price. lt is

also sometimes used to calculate pharmacy reimbursement.

Supply Chain Segment lmpact on Drug Pricing and Reimbursement
The following sub-sections describe the members of the supply chain (Exhibit 1) and their unique impact

on drug pricing. This larger sect¡on closes with an illustration of the recent Epi-Pen price hike as a recent,

real-life example of how pricing decisions impact payers, pharmacies, and consumers.

Manufacturer
The supply chain starts with the development and production of a given drug by a manufacturer.

Manufacturers of single source (brand name or innovator) drugs research, test, and submit drug

products for potential marketing to the federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA) through a New Drug

Application (NDA) process.e When the FDA approves a NDA, the manufacturer has marketing exclusivity

for a period of time determined by either a drug's remaining patent life or a period of exclusivity granted

by the FDA.10

At the end of patent/exclusivity, other manufacturers are able to submit an Abbreviated New Drug

Application (ANDA) to the FDA for the marketing of a generically equivalent drug.11 As noted by the

FDA, generic drug applications are termed "abbreviated" because they are generally not required to

include preclinical(animal)and clinical (human)data to establish safety and effectiveness. lnstead,

generic drug applicants must scientifically demonstrate that their product is bioequivalent (i.e.,

performs in the same manner as the innovator drug). The first generic approved for marketing typically

has a 180-day exclusivity period, during which no other generic may be sold. After this 180-day period,

all other approved generic products are allowed onto the market'

Brand Drug Price

Manufacturers of brand name products set their list price based on a number of factors including:

development and manufacturing costs; exclusivity period; rebate paid to payers to ensure their drug is

preferred on their drug formularies; impact of mandatory discount pricing; rebates to government

payers; and estimates of what the market is willing to pay. Not to be overlooked is the impact that

brand competition has on initial brand drug pricing. According to the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug

Development, the time frame during which competing brand name drugs go to market has become

8 42 USC 5 139sw-3a(cX6XB)
e New Drug Application process at
http://www.fda.sov/Drues/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/HowDrussareDevelopedandApproved/ApprovalAoplications/NewDr
uqApplication N DA/default. htm
10 Exclusivity varies depending on the type of drug product and reason for exclusivity. Exclusivity limits are dictated by federal

rules. FDA FAQ on Patents and Exclusivity http://www,fda.eov/Druqs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/ucm079031.htm
11 ANDA process at
http://www.fcla.sov/Druss/DevelopmentApproval Process/H owDrugsareDevelopeda ndApproved/ApprovalApplications/Abbrevi

atedNewDrusApplicationAN DAGenerics/default.htm
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shorter over the past few years.12 This type of competition pressure is exhibited, for instance, in the

change in pricing and/or discounts for Hepatitis C drugs with the introduction of a lower-priced

product.13 Gilead increased market discounts from22%to 460/o after the introduction of competing

products on the market.

Discounts and other price concessions within the brand supply chain also have an impact on how

manufacturers price their drugs. The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA)

indicates that manufacturers are retaining a smaller share of the price increases as evidenced by the

divergence between drug invoice price growth and net price. With the exception of federally mandated

discounts, such as rebates in Medicaid and lower acquisition costs for federal programs (e.g., Federal

Supply Schedule, Veteran's Affairs, and 3408 discount program), all other discounts are negotiated by

manufacturers as a way to gain market access through preferred status on payer formularies. Exhibit 2

illustrates reduction in net price growth due to these voluntary discounts and price concessions.la

Mylan justifies its increase in the invoice price of EpiPen by citing the need to offset reductions in the

net price, as presented by PhRMA (see Exhibit 12; page 30).

Exhibit 2: Brand Medicine Net Pr¡ce Growth Slowed in 20151s

BRAND MEDICINE NET PRICE GROWTH SLOWED IN 2015
as Drscounts, Rebates Negotiated by Payers Rose Sharply

ffi[tüA :lr1: 1l :rii1i,l,.ri, : r-!,11.i..tr : rr!,lrrl( r',ì ¡..r - ',, r ww.phffi.oryl.d

Source: Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America

12 "Nearly all Later Entrants to Drug Classes Were in Clinical Testing or Regulatory Review Before First-in-Class Approval,"

November 3,2IO5,Tufts CSDD, summary at http://csdd.tufts.edu/news/complete storv/pr ir november december 2015
13 "Merck goes toe-to-toe with Gilead's Hep C goliath, flags discount with blockbuster OK," Fierce Biotech, January 28,2OL6 at

htto://www.fiercebiotech. com/resulatorv/merck-goes-toe-to-toe-eilead-s-hep-c-goliath-flass-discount-blockbuster-ok
la "Prescription Medicines: Cost in Context," PhRMA, August 2016 at
http://www. ph rma.orslsites/defau lt/files/pdf/prescription-medicines-costs-in-context-exten ded. pdf
1s Source: Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America
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Generic Drug Price

Generic drug manufacturers set prices primarily based on twofactors: production costs and

competition. This is due to the fact that generic companies do not have to bear the burden of research

and development costs. Generic drugs also benefit from the fact that a brand name manufacturer has

alreadycreatedamarketplaceforthedrug. Thepriceoftheinitialgenericdrugisnearthatofthe
original branddrug,butdecreasesovertime. AnFDAanalysisof retail salesdatabetween1999and

2004 indicated that generic drug prices dropped as generic manufacturers entered into the market,

dropping significantly with just three or more generic manufacturers (Exhibit 3).16 Seen another way,

Exhibit 4 shows how the WAC and AWP discounts increase as the number of labelers increases.

Exhibit 3: Generic Competition and Drug PriceslT

Source: Ass¡stant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation

Exhibit 4: Draft Aggregate Discounts: Generic Legend Drug Groups by Rebating Labeler Countls
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16 Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation lssue Brief, "Expanding the Use of Generic Drugs, "December 1,

2010.
17 Source: Ass¡stant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation
18 "State Reimbursement Requirements Webinar, April 28, 2016, CMS Division of Pharmacy
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Ðraft Aggregate Discounts: Generic Legend Ðrug Groups

11 or more

Côuntby

Count of Labelers
per Drug Group

' Generic legend Drugs

WAC Median AWP Median

'20.2Yo -43'8%

-28.60/o -5t'9%

-34.5% -63.2%

-43.8% -73.8%

-43,2% 79.8%

-49.2% -83.8%

-48.1% -88.6%

-55.7% -94.7%

-62.2% -96.8%

Source: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Servìces

According to the Generic Pharmaceutical Association (GPhA), 88 percent of all prescriptions in the

United States are for generic drugs, accounting for approximately 28 percent of national drug costs,le

GPhA also notes that generic drugs saved 5254 bill¡on in health system costs in 2014, and it anticipates

increased savings as new generics are introduced onto the market.

Despitethis,thepriceofgenericdrugsissignificantlyincreasing. Someoftheseincreasesare

significantly morethan can be explained by increased production costs. Thefollowingconclusions are

based on a study of 4,421generic drug groups and their prices from November 13,2013 to November

13,2OL42o:

+ 222 druggroups increased in price by more than 100%;

+ 90 drug groups increased in price by more than 2OO%;

+ 25 drug groups increased in price by more than 500%; and

t 17 drug groups increased in price by more than 1,000%.

Some of the reasons identified for the increases in price by generic manufacturers include the following:

lndustry consolidation - Consolidations have reduced the number of manufacturers producing older

and less-profitable products. An example of consolidation is the 2012 Watson Pharmaceuticals merger

with Actavis under the Actavis name. Actavis then bought Allergan in 2Ot4.ln 20L5, Teva (after its failed

bid to purchase Mylan) purchased Actavis (now the generic arm of Allergan). Teva is now the generic

drug market share leader in the United States,

Price competition - When the number of generic manufactures becomes large, the increased

competition causes some to leave the market, which reduces the downward pressure on prices.

le "Generic Drug Savings in the U.S.", Seventh Edition: 2015, GPhA at
http://www.ephaonline.orelmedia/wvsiwve/PDF/GPhA Savinss Report 2015'pdf
20Analysis byTodd Grover (Glass BoxAnalytics), as reported in "Generic Drug Price lncreases: Causes and lmpact," Elsevier

Clinical Solutions at https://www.elsevier.com/clinical-solutions/insiehts/resources/insiehts-articles/drus-
inform atio n/wh itepa pers/whitepa perrising-generic-d rus-prices/wpeeneric-d rug-prices-

form?sq content src=%2BdXJsPWh0dHAlM0ElMkYlMkZlbHNic2ZvcmlzLmNvbSUvRmdlbmVvaWMtZHJlZvlwcmliZSlpbmNvZ
WFzZXMtY2Flc2Vz LWFuZCIpbX BhY3QmYWxSPTE%3 D
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Drug shortages - A lack of raw materials, other manufacturing problems, and declining demand and can

lead to limited numbers of manufacturers producing a specific generic drug. This lack of competition

(like consolidation) can induce manufacturers to increase prices

Slow FDA ANDA approvals - There has been a backlog of ANDA applications at the FDA. ln her

test¡mony before the U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Janet Woodcock,

M.D. (Director of the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research), indicated that the FDA would accelerate

ANDA reviews with the influx of new staff. The chart (Exhibit 5) provided in her testimony provides

support¡ng evidence.2l

Exhibit 5: Approvals and Tentative Approvals of ANDA Applications22

Source: FDA, CDER

When there is little or no competition, an environment for higher drug prices (especially among

generics) is created. Generic companies stop making older, less-used medications due to the lack of

profitability, creating the possibility that the remaining one or two manufacturers could establish a

monopolistic pricing structure. As recently as Novembe r 2076, the United States Department of Justice

considered filing criminal charges against several generic drug manufactures for collusion.23 Price

increases impact costs w¡thin the entire healthcare market.

21 Testimony of Janet WoodcocÇ M.D. at https://oversisht.house.sov/wp-content/uploads/2016/02lWoodcock-FDA-
Statement-1-26-Prescri ption-Druqs. pdf
22Source: Federal Drug Administration and Center for Drug Evaluation and Research
23 http://www.wsj.com/articles/generic-drug-makers-shares-drop-on-report-of-possible-probe-1.478209036
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Ma nufacturer Wholesaler lnteraction

DRUG WHOLESALER Manufacturers of prescription drugs, both brand and generic, ship

their products to primary distributors (e.g. traditional

wholesalers), for distribution to pharmacies and other healthcare

providers. Approximately 9O% of all prescription drug sales are

handled through primary distributors.2a This means only 10% of

all drug sales are shipped directly to providers. Approximately

80% of sales go through traditional wholesalers, with 16% (12'8%

of all drugs sales) of traditional wholesale drug sales going to

independent pharmacies and 45% (36% of all drug sales) going to

chain pharmacies (either directly or through the chain's central

cccgglñ,E¡Iforor

flA
MANUFACfURIR

distribution center).2s The remaining3g% (3t% of all drug sales) is distributed to hospitals, doctors and

clinics. Chain warehouses act as centralized distribution points for the chain.

It ¡s ¡mportant to note that while there may be dozens of drug wholesalers, three companies generate as

much as 9O% of all drug distribution revenues in the U.S (Exhibit 6)'26

Exhibit 6: Drug Wholesaler U.S. Revenues

$t¡z billion

S92 bill¡on

S141 billion

S365 b¡ll¡on

12.0o/o

19.5%

L6.4%

L5.5%

Source: Pembroke Consult¡ng, lnc. and Drug Channels lnstitute

When establishing a distribution relationship, each manufacturer enters into agreements related to the

purchaseandsaleofthemanufacturer'sdrug. lnthepast,wholesalersreliedonthe"buy-and-hold"
model of drug reselling. The wholesaler would invest in drug inventory, with the expectation that drug

prices would rise before the drugs were resold. Wholesalers were making about 50% of their profit from

investment buying. ln this model, manufacturers lost the profit made available through price inflation.2T

lf the wholesaler knew that a manufacturer increased its price by 10 percent annually, then purchasing

drugs prior to the increase in order to sell after the increase would allow the wholesaler to make not

only the amount it normally would have, but to also gain the net profit from the price increase.

For example, a drug has a WAC (list) price of 5100 and the wholesaler buys it for SgO (WAC - tO%) and

sells it to a pharmacy for $98 (WAC - 2o/ol. ll the wholesaler has inventory at the S90 price when the

manufacturer increases WAC to 51L0, then it can sell to the pharmacy at the new WAC - 2% price of

S107.80, increasing its profit from 58 (S98 minus Sgo) to 517.80 (S107.80 minus S90).

The move away from buy-and-hold was largely prompted by a 2004 settlement between the federal

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS). BMS was accused of

2a Perry Fri presentation to HDMA, "Understanding the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain", July 22,2015
2s Perry Fri presentation to HDMA, "Understanding the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain", July 22,2015
26 Fein, AJ, "The 2016 Economic Reporton Retail, Mail, and Specialty Pharmacies," Pembroke Consulting, lnc., and Drug

Channels lnstitute, Janua ry 2016.
27 lacocca, K & Zhao, Y; Resell vs. D¡rect Models: US Branded Drug Distribution in the Future; PharmExec.com, July 77,2t05
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perpetrat¡ng "a fraudulent earnings management scheme by, among other things, selling excessive

amounts of pharmaceutical products to ¡ts wholesalers ahead of demand."28 BMS used this schemeto

inflate sales and earnings figures in order to create the appearance that the company had met or

exceededsalesandearningstargetsandWall Streetanalysts'earningsestimates' Aspartofthe

settlement, BMS agreed to base the amount of drug sold to wholesalers on demand levels.

With the inability to profit from inflated prices on drugs held within their inventory, wholesalers sought

to replace the lost revenue and moved to "fee-for-service" or "distribution service agreements" with

manufacturers. ln general, these agreements have various performance goals that the wholesaler has

to meet. Agreement fees are calculated as a percentage of the drug's list price, allowing the

wholesaler's fee to increase whenever a manufacturer increases a drug's list price (typically indexed to

the WAC price).2e

The wholesaler could theoretically profit by selling drugs at the new price if purchased under the old

price.30 However, larger manufacturers have begun to include recapture clauses within the distr¡but¡on

service agreement. These recapture agreements essentially increase the cost of existing wholesaler

inventory to the new price.

Historically, generic drugs have been more profitable for wholesalers based on the ability to bargain

within a crowded generic market. For example, while only 9% of the revenue for the three largest

wholesalers was generated by generic drugs, those same generic drugs generated 56% of the

wholesalers'gross profits (Exhibit 7).31Fein notes this is due to the enhanced bargaining position

wholesalers have with generic manufacturers, requiring generic manufacturers to offer significant price

concessions with la rge wholesalers.

2s SEC press Release, August 4, 2004; Bristol-Myers Squibb Company Agrees to Pay 5150 Million to Settler Fraud Charges

2e How Wholesalers Profit from Brand-Name Drug lnflation (But Perhaps Not As Much As You Think), Drug Channels, October

22,2015.
30 lBlD
31 "Wholesaler Profits: Brand vs. Generic Drugs", Drug Channels, June 2010.
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Exhibit 7: Big Three Wholesaler Revenues and Gross Prof¡ts32
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As previously noted, the majority of prescription drug sales

occurs through traditional wholesaler distribution channels,

with independent pharmacies accounting for 76% of sales and

chain stores accounting lor 45%. Pharmacies purchase drugs

from wholesalers based on discounts calculated off of a drug's

WAC price. The percentage discount afforded a pharmacy is

typically based on the volume of purchasing and/or any

discounts the pharmacy may have negotiated with a

manufacturer.
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ln its lssue Brief, "Paying for Prescribed Drugs in Medicaid: Current Policy and Upcoming Changes,"33 the

Kaiser Family Foundation compared the acquisition costs using NADAC of both brand and generic drugs

to AWP and WAC prices. Their study showed that on average, the NADAC price was only slightly lower

than WAC for single source (7.35%l and for multi-source brand drugs (1.81%l (Exh¡bit 8).

32Sour.e Drug Channels: "Wholesaler Profits: Brand vs. Generic Drugs," June 2010

33 Bruen, B & Young, K, Paying for Prescribed Drugs in Medicaid: Current Policy and Upcoming Changes, The Kaiser Commission

on Medicaid and the Uninsured, May 2014 lssue Brief
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For generic drugs the Kaiser lssue Brief found that there was a significant difference between AWP and

the NADAC price, with the difference between NADAC and WAC being much closer. The NADAC average

for the top 25 generic drugs was 64% lower than WAC, and for the top 100 drugs, it was 53% lower than

WAC (Exhibit 9). The break-out of generics into therapeutic classes shows significant variance, "ranging

lrom tl% less than WAC for the eye, ear, nose, and throat preparations class to 73%less than WAC for

the gastrointestinal drugs class."3a

Exhibit 8: Per Unit Comparison for Top 25 Brand Drugs

PRICING METRIC PER UNIT COMPARISON
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Exhibit 9: Per Unit Comparison for Top 25 Generic Drugs

PRICING METRIC PER UNIT COMPARISON FOR
TOP 25 AND TOP lOO GENER¡CS BY NUMBER OF PRESCRIPTIONS
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Source: Kaiser Fam¡ly Foundation

According to pharmacies interviewed for this report, a significant topic of interaction with drug

wholesalers is the minimum purchase requirement language within their agreements. For example, a

pharmacy may be required to purchase at least 550,000 in drugs on a monthly basis in order to obtain

better discount purchase prices. These purchase minimums play a significant role in a small volume

pharmacy's ability to shop around for the best price. National Community Pharmacists Association

(NCPA) notes the average annual sales per pharmacy is approximately Sg.6 million.3s According to some

independent pharmacies, the inability to shop for the best price can have a significant impact on the

pharmacies' profitability when reimbursement is lower than the purchase price of the drug.

Group Purchasing Organizations (GPO)

lndependent pharmacies improve their buying power by joining together

as a group, generally referred to as Group Purchasing Organizations (GPO).

As a GPO member, pharmacies can take advantage of the fact that:

+ GPOs aggregate purchasing power to obtain discounts and rebates from

manufacturers;

+ GPOs facilitate product comparison analysis; and

+ GPOs streamline and standardize the purchasing process.

GPO

3s NCPA 2015 Digest, at
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Due to their already large purchasing volume, local and national chain pharmacies may not need to

utilize a GPO, opting instead to contract directly with wholesalers, or in some instances, to purchase

directly from a manufacturer.

According to some pharmacy informants, another problem is that the high price of specialty drugs

makes it impossible for them to stock and dispense those products. Small volume pharmacies may not

have the cash flow or credit lines to enable them to purchase and hold high-cost drugs. For example, a

small pharmacy with a S¿O,OOO credit line would not be able to purchase 570,000 worth of Hepatitis C

drugs to dispense. According to pharmacies, this is compounded by the fact that wholesalers are

seeking payment from pharmacies over shorter timeframes as a condition for qualifying for a discount.

One pharmacy informant reported payment was required within a week rather than the more common

30 days. There are further complications due to the delay in payment by PBMs and other insurers. PBMs

generally pay every two weeks; thus a pharmacy must pay the wholesaler at least a week prior to

getting reimbursement from the PBM.

The results of the pharmacy interviews show that only large chain pharmacies can bargain effectively

with manufactures. Small independent pharmacies indicate that they do not have the volume to elicit

significant discount or rebate contracts from manufacturers.

Pharmacy Benefit Managers

On the "reimbursement" side of the supply chain, there are companies

known as Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs). PBMs administerthe

prescription drug benefit for a variety of third-party payers (e.g., self-

insured employers, insurance companies, and HMOs). PBMs administer

drug plans for more than 266 million Americans.36 The top three PBMs,

nationally, (Express Scripts, CVS Health, and OptumRx) process 73 percent

of all prescription claims; 96 percent of national claims are processed by

the top six PBMs.37

PBMsareaccountabletopayersascustomersoftheirservices. Third-partypayerscontractwithPBMs

to process and pay prescription drug claims submitted by network pharmacies. PBMs contract with a

pharmacy network to dispense prescriptions. Much of the value that PBMs bring to their customers is

balancing the need to provide adequate network access with providing drugs at the lowest cost. PBMs

also obtain discounts (i.e., rebates) to help lower the cost of drugs for payer health plans. ln addition to

claims adjudication and pharmacy payment, PBMs handle a variety of services for third-party payers,

including formulary management, and increasingly, administering clinical programs to improve

medication adherence. Many PBMs have sophisticated fraud waste and abuse programs.

PBMs establish their own Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committees which recommend how drugs

should be covered and which drugs appear on the plan preferred drug list (formulary). Formularies are

typically divided into "tiers," with each tier tied to different cost sharing responsibilities for an enrollee

in a particular plan. ln 2005, approximatelyTO% of employer-sponsored plans utilized a three-tier

36 About PCMA, Pharmaceutical Care Management Associat¡on, at http://www.pcmanet.orglabout-pcma/about-pcma
37 Fein, Al, "The 20L6 Economic Report on Retail, Mail, and Specialty Pharmacies," Pembroke Consulting, lnc., and Drug

Channels lnstitute, January 2O76.

PBM
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design, and only 4% used four or more tiers. ln 20L5, the three-tier design percentage fell to 58% while

plans using four or more tiers rose to 23%.38

The first and lowest copay tier typically applies to generic drugs. Since generic drugs are less costly, the

PBM requires a lower copay to encourage enrollees to utilize a generic drug whenever possible. This

helps push generic drug utilization toward 90% of total prescription volume, thus making generic drug

reimbursement an important financial factor for network pharmacies. The higher generic volume puts

less emphasis on drug rebates or discounts that might be obtained for brand name drugs. Generics can

be on a higher tier when the brand drug is lower cost.

PBMs are compensated by payers through two different pricing models: spread pricing and pass-

through pricing. Payer clients decide which modelwill be used in their contracts with PBMs based upon

how much risk the payer wants to assume. Under spread pricing the PBM guarantees that

reimbursement of network pharmacies will not exceed a predetermined level. The majority of the risk

lies with the PBM to meet the guarantee.3s The PBM then retains the d¡fference between the

guaranteed rate and what it actually reimburses network pharmacies. ln the pass-through model, the

PBM passes everything (reimbursement costs, drug rebates, etc.)through to the plan and is in turn, paid

an administrative fee for services rendered by the PBM. ln the pass-through model, the payer assumes

the majority of the risk.

Spread pricing reduces the plan's risk because the rates are guaranteed, forcing the PBM to absorb any

loss when a pharmacy rate is higher than the guaranteed rate. The potentialfor lost revenue

incentivizes the PBM to negotiate lower rates with its pharmacy network and encourages the PBM to

structure drug coverage to promote lower-cost (i.e., generic) drugs. Because the PBM is earning revenue

via the spread, administrative fees are often lower or eliminated. Payers typically scrutinize PBMs

closely to confirm that the PBM is adhering to ¡ts guaranteed rates, rebates, and other contractual

requirements.

Pass-through pricing does provide for more transparency for the plan, but also increases the risk to the

plan by making it absorb the impact of manufacture price increases.

Manufactu rer PBM/Pla n I nteraction
The primary interaction that a PBM has with a manufacturer is in the

development of plan formularies and the ability to elicit drug

rebates from the manufacturer to establish the manufacturer's drug

as a preferred second-tier drug at a lower copayment for plan

enrollees. First-tier drugs are almost exclusively multiple source

generic drugs. Some single or limited source generic drugs may be

placed in either the first or second tier depending on product cost.

A PBM lowers plan costs by engaging in drug rebate negotiations

with brand name drug manufacturers. The amount of cost reduction

is dependent on the type of agreement the plan has with the PBM.

rA
MANUF¡\CTURIR

A PBM may pass 100% of negotiated rebates to the plan, provide a guaranteed amount per prescription,

or share a preset amount w¡thout any specific guarantee. A survey of employer-based plans revealed

PBM
(HÉ^ITHPúN)

38 lBlD
3e ln this instance risk means fluctuating drug prices which can increase costs.
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that37%of the rebate arrangements in 2015 passed L00% of the rebate through to the plan (Exhibit

10).oo

Exhibit 10: Type of Rebate Arrangements

TYPE OF REBATE ARRANGEMENT
TRADITIONAL BRAND M EDICATIONS
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Source: Pharmacy Benefit Management lnstitute

Some PBMs, in an attempt to protect against clients from inflationary prices, have begun to include

pr¡ce cap guarantees within their contracts w¡th manufacturers, sett¡ng a cap on the amount that a

manufacturer can increase the cost of a drug. According to Pharmacy Benefit Management lnstitute

(Exhibit 11)only 15% of the responding employer plans have pr¡ce caps in place.al

37Vo 28o(o

15%

37o/o29o/o

9%

40'20L5-20t6 Prescription Drug Benefìt Cost and Plan Design Report," Pharmacy Benefit Management lnstitute, 2015

41 lBlD
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Exhibit 11: Price Protection Provisions in PBM Contracts

PRICE PROTECTION PROVISIONS
IN PBM CONTRACT
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Pharmacies profitability is most affected by their relationships

with PBMs. As previously noted, the top six PBMs process 96%

of all prescription drug claims; therefore, the ability of a

pharmacy to cover its costs for goods (drugs) and dispensing is

primarily dependent on the reimbursements from PBMs.

PBMs establish networks of pharmacies to meet the access

requirements for the health plans they service. These network

pharmacies sign contracts agreeing to various network

requirements of the PBM. Within these contracts the PBM

establishes the reimbursement calculation for brand name and

generic drugs.
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Manufacturers may provide other discounts through the monetary support of clinical programs

established by the PBM; however, the amount of support and rebates provided to PBMS and plans is

limited by Medicaid Best Price requirements.

Pharmacy, PSAO, and PBM lnteractions
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Large pharmacy chains have the ability to negotiate with PBMs directly. Small independent pharmacies,

on the other hand, have to improve their negotiating influence by participating with other pharmacies in

PSAOs. PSAOs can provide important services to the small pharmacy such as PBM relations, contracting,

financial intermediary, and other business support activities. The PSAO also acts on behalf of the

pharmacies to monitor PBM contract compliance and to submit appeals for reimbursement disputes.
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The largest PSAOs are owned and operated by the three largest drug wholesalers (AmerisourceBergen,

Cardinal Health, and McKesson). Although there is no evidence that these entities do not effectively

represent their pharmacy clients, informants for the Study have expressed concern regarding a potent¡al

conflict of interest.

PBM Pharmacy Reimbursement

The rates of reimbursement are very important to independent pharmacies because more than 90% of

the¡r total sales come from prescription drugs.a2 Nationally, data from PBMs shows that 88% of claims

and32%of reimbursements are for generic drugs. Prescription reimbursement has two specific

components: drug ingredient cost (i.e., the cost of the drug) and dispensing fee. The dispensing fee is, in

theory, intended to reimburse the pharmacy forthe costs not associated with the purchase of the drug'

These costs include:

r- pharmacy license fees;

+ delivery expenses;

+ claims processing computer expenses;

+ prescription containers, labels and other packaging material;

+ a portion of facility costs (e.8. rent, utilities, taxes, insurance); and

+ labor costs including professional pharmacy services performed during the provision of the

medication to the reciPient.

According to a survey of plan sponsors, the average dispensing fees for retail pharmacies in 2015 ranged

from St.56 toSZ.l7.43 This range, however, is likely reflective of the average dispensingfee levelin the

contract between the PBM and health plan and not the amount actually provided to network

pharmacies. According to pharmacies surveyed, their reimbursed dispensing fees were significantly

lower, around the S1 mark, and they were seeing more prescriptions being reimbursed with no (i.e'

zero) dispensing fee. According to cost to dispense surveys performed by various states and pharmacy

organizations, the actual cost to dispense a prescription is in excess of S10. Washington pharmacies

indicated their dispensing costs were in the S13 to S16 range. The effect of this discrepancy is discussed

under the "Maximum Allowable Cost Reimbursement and Pharmacy Profitability" section of the Study.

The drug cost portion of reimbursement ¡s generally identified relative to the list price benchmark of

AWp. Historically, AWP was a benchmark price established by the California Medicaid program for

pharmaceuticaltransactions. lt was originally based on actual surveyed invoice data. However, it

eventually was changed to a calculated figure based on the WAC price established by manufacturers'

Today, AWP is equal to LZO% of a drug's WAC price for brand name drugs or the price published by

generic ma nufactu rers.

Example of EpiPen Price lncrease Across the Supply Chain
The introduction of high-cost drugs and large increases in prices for existing drugs have become

significant issues in healthcare. Mylan's 2016 increase to the cost of EpiPen created a firestorm of

interest nationally. As chronicled in the news,4 the list price of EpiPen was increased by its

manufacturer, Mylan, from Sgg.g8 (2007) to 5608.61 (2016). Per Mylan, the list price increase was

42 NCpA 2015 Digest, at htto://www.ncpa.colpdf/aaaa-20L5-dieest-sponsored-bv-cardinal-health.odf
43 2Ot5-20L6 Prescription Drug Benefit Cost and Plan Design Report," Pharmacy Benefit Management lnstitute, 2015.

¿¿ http://www.wsi.com/articles/mvlans-epipen-price-increases-hishlieht-its-erip-on-the-market-1472154769
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justified because of the increasing amounts of discounts that must be provided to pharmacies and

payers. The increase maintains Mylan's EpiPen income at a level that is internally determined to be

necessary for the company's business needs.

Exhibit L2 shows Mylan's view of the supply chain, in which they set a list price of S0Og an¿ then provide

5334intotal pr¡ceconcessionstosupplychainpartners. Theamountofconcessionseachentity

receives is unknown; however, it likely varies considerably within each group. For example, a large chain

with high volume may receive larger price concessions than an independent pharmacy. Exhibit 13

shows this in the context of this report's supply chain diagram (Exhibit 1)'

Exhibit 12: Mylan Pharmaceuticals Descript¡on of Why EpiPen's Price Jumped

Source: Mylan Pharmaceuticals
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Exhibit 13: The Money Flow for EpiPen in the Supply Chain
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Exhibit L3 provides evidence that Mylan priced the drug in order to reach a specific per-unit revenue

amount. The 5608 is a list price, which Mylan controls-each of the listed ent¡ties do not directly

increase the list price. The exhibit shows instead, the level of monetary incentives Mylan provides to the

rest of the supply chain to cover and dispense EpiPen. Mylan, knowing the incentives it was going to

provide, increased the price of EpiPen to maintain the target net income. Prior to the EpiPen incident,

Mylan pharmaceuticals tr¡ed to "corner the market" on two generic drugs in 1999-2000. ln that

instance, there were willing compet¡tors, but Mylan cut a deal to purchase most or all the raw material

for manufacturing. Ultimately, Mylan settled a 5100 million ant¡competitive lawsuit filed bythe Federal

Trade Commission. as

Medicaid Reimbu rsement
Although the Study is focused on aspects of the private sector pharmaceuticalsupply chain, it is

important to also understand the impact that the Medicaid program may have on individual pharmacies

and how changes to Medicaid reimbursement mandated by the federal government may or may not

spill over into the private sector.

Like other third party payers, Medicaid programs formerly relied on the use of AWP as a reference price.

As previously noted, AWP historically originates in the California Medicaid program in the late 1960's, as

a price derived from surveys of major drug wholesalers. AWP has since evolved into a calculated value

based on information supplied solely by drug manufacturers. Due to litigation w¡th drug manufacturers

over the accuracy of AWP (and by extension WAC), CMS and Medicaid programs searched for a

reasonable alternative benchmark.

as https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2000/17/ftc-reaches-record-financial-settlement-settle-charges-price
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Ultimately, Medicaid Pharmacy Administrators and Medicaid Directors recommended that CMS explore

the use of an Actual Acquisition Cost (AAC) model for reimbursement.aG Based on these

recommendations, CMS issued proposed rules in February 2Ot2that would adopt AAC as the

benchmark for reimbursement of drugs in state fee-for-service (FFS) Medicaid programs. These rules

were finalized in February 2Ot6, and state Medicaid FFS programs have until April of 2017 to implement

the changes from their current reimbursement methodology. (As of June 20L6,70 states have adopted

AAC based reimbursement rates.)

ln adopting the AAC reimbursement, CMS has been adamant that states must reevaluate their allowed

professional dispensing fee to ensure pharmacies are adequately being reimbursed for the services

provided. CMS views inadequate reimbursement as a possible violation of federal statute that requires

states to reimburse providers in a manner that is sufficient to ensure provider partic¡pation and

beneficiary access.aT Accordingly, the states that have adopted the AAC reimbursement for ingredient

cost have performed cost of dispensing surveys and currently have dispensing fees that are generally in

excess of SL0 per prescription.as

Because AAC reimbursement relies on surveying provider invoices, pharmacy representatives are

concerned that the process may not be broad enough or updated frequently enough to capture changes

in AAC.

CMS provides states with an option to use the NADAC price as opposed to doing their own in-state

surveys. Because NADAC is a voluntary process (as opposed to the mandatory requirements for

pharmacy invoices in some states) the prices may be skewed by the lower costs of large chain pharmacy

purchases.

Observations
There is a certain opacity within the supply chain of any commodity. The public rarely gets a glimpse at

the specifics of how a product and payments pass from one supply chain member to the other. For

example, in the auto industry the public knows that a new automobile goes from the factory to specific

authorized dealerships with a sticker price that is a retail reference price used to begin the negotiation

on the final purchase price. The pharmaceutical supply chain is much more complex with hundreds of

manufacturers selling thousands of products through dozens of wholesalers to thousands of
pharmacies, with thousands of different confidential monetary transact¡ons occurring for each unique

drug product. Underlying this is the consolidation of the supply chain where corporations own multiple

channels in the supply chain.

Pharmacy products are then sold to the consumer with the bulk of the payment coming from a third
party who also has confidential agreements with both the consumer's insurance company and the
pharmacy. This complex nature of the pharmaceutical supply chain and reimbursement has allowed

each member to put blame on other members of the supply chain for the rising cost of drugs or to allege

financial injury imposed unto them by other supply chain members.

46 "Post AWP Pharmacy Pricing and Reimbursement", National Assoc¡at¡on of State Medicaid D¡rectors, November 2009
47 Section 1902(aX30XA) of the Social Secur¡ty Act
a8 There is some variation within some states for pharmacy type and preferred vs. non-preferred drugs.
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Maximum Allowable Cost Reimbursement

Overview
The MAC list establishes the maximum price a PBM or other payer will reimburse a pharmacy provider

for multi-source generics. MAC list reimbursement is designed to incentivize pharmacies to purchase the

lowest-priced drugs for their inventories. PBM MAC lists are composed primarily of multi-source generic

drugs, but they can also include brand drugs that have generic equivalents. Multiple manufacturers

produce multi-source generic drugs, and they are each priced differently. The maximum price is

somewhere in the middle of the range of the manufacturers' drugs prices to provide flexibility to

accommodate fluctuations in pricing and drug availability. MAC lists are designed to provide

reimbursement to pharmacies to cover at least their drug acquisition cost in aggregate. This means

some drugs will be over-reimbursed and other drugs will be under-reimbursed. A key question that this

Study addresses in this section is whether PBM MAC lists in the state of Washington are fairly designed.

MAC lists vary in breadth (number of drugs included) and depth (level of discount) across PBMs and

even within the multiple MAC lists maintained by a PBM. The specific drugs included on a MAC list can

vary widely among PBMs as well. The variation reflects different variables including, but not limited to,

the timing of MAC list creation and updates, the PBM's preferred drugs, and their reimbursement

methodology. lt is clear that the MAC lists reflect individual PBM approaches to pharmacy

reimbursement.

An analysis was conducted of the six PBMs' generic MAC list claims for calendar year 2015. ln 2015, the

PBMs reimbursed pharmacies over $SOO m¡ll¡on for generic drugs on MAC lists. Using claims

information, HMA and its subcontractor compared PBM MAC lists and PBM provider reimbursement for

ingredient costs to regional and national generic drug acquisition benchmarks. The analysis included the

following components:

+ Number of drugs included on the PBM MAC lists compared to national and regional

benchmarks;

-l- Depth of PBM MAC lists' WAC discounts compared to national and regional benchmark;

+ Differences in regional (urban/suburban/rural) reimbursement;

+ Difference in type of pharmacy class (chain/independent/institutional/clinic) reimbursemenU

and

+ Difference in chain status (chain/independent/PsAO reimbursement.

It is ¡mportant to note that this report is not a financial audit but rather a data review and description of

the Study findings.

Key Findings
+ The number of drugs included on PBM MAC lists varied significantly across PBMs.

+ Aggregate PBM Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) discounts ranged lrom -27.0%to -43.5%;

regional benchmarks and NADAC WAC discounts ranged from -38.3% lo -42'1%

+ ln general, PBM MAC lists resulted in payments to pharmacies that were higher than what they

would have received if the NADAC were used to determine payment, and lower than what they

would have received under regional benchmark MAC lists.
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+ The higher NADAC reimbursement rate is attributable to the fact that NADAC is an average

acquisition cost benchmark whereas MAC l¡sts are designed to reimburse pharmacies slightly

more than the lowest available acqu¡s¡tion cost for a drug. This incentivizes the purchase of the

least costly generic manufacturer's product.

+ PBM 3 paid rural pharmacies lower reimbursement than all benchmarks; PBM 5 and 6 paid

more.

+ All but PBM 2 paid independent pharmacies more than chain drug stores in the NADAC analysis.

+ PBMs in aggregate paid over 73% oÍ claims to chain pharmacies. Within chain pharmacies there

were significant PBM reimbursement variance swings depending on which benchmark (national

or regional) the PBM reimbursement is compared to.

Method

PBM data
OIC requested detailed data from the six PBMs. The complete data request can be found in Appendix l.

The request included the following:

Pharmacy paid claims data. Since a claim is generated for each drug sale, the claims data for PBM

payments to Washington pharmacies was requested to make it possible to understand reimbursement

rates to Washington pharmacies for the period January t,2OI5, through December 31,2015. Claims

data have a tremendous amount of detail on the prescriber, drug, patient, and payer. Elements of the

data are enumerated in Exhibit L4 below:

Exhibit 14. Claims Data Requested from PBMs

+ Adjudicated date
+ Amount pharmacy paid

+ Basis of cost paid (i.e. AWP, MAC,

U&C etc.)

+ Compound code

+ Date of service

+ Days supply

+ Dispensing fee

+ Drug name

+ GCN orGPl

+ Metric decimal quantity

+ PBM reimbursement unit cost (i.e.,

MAC unit cost, AWP un¡t cost, other)

+ Pharmacy class (pharmacy, mail-
order, nursing home)

+ Pharmacy lD # (NCPDP, NPI)

+ Sales tax (if applicable)

+ Usual & customary charge

+ Amount pharmacy billed

+ AWP unit cost

+ Carrier number or other number to indicate
Fully insured, Medicaid, and Medicare client

+ Copay

+ DAW (dispense as written)
+ Deductible (if applicable)

+ Drug indicator (generic, single-source, multi-
source)

+ Formulary indicator

+ Media(POS/mail/paper)

+ NDC

+ Pharmacy chain status (independent, chain)

+ Pharmacy demographic (rural, urban,
suburban)

+ Pharmacy paid ingredient cost

+ Transaction status

MAC Lists. As described in the overview section, the MAC list is a list of multi-source generics that shows

the maximum reimbursement for each drug on the list. The data request called for all MAC lists that a
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PBM used to pay pharmacy claims from the period January 1,2015 thru December 31, 2015. The

information included effective and termination dates for drugs found on the MAC lists.

MAC List Policies. Policies relating to the construction of MAC list(s) during the same period were also

requested. The information should have included frequency of review and update, number of off-cycle

updates during the period, and triggers for an off-cycle update.

ldeally, to measure pharmacy profitability, the Study would have benefitted from actual pharmacy drug

acquisition cost information to compare those costs to PBM reimbursement. Unfortunately, acquisition

cost data specific to Washington pharmacies was not available for this Study. Acquiring actual

acquisitions cost data would require reviewing pharmacy drug invoices from each pharmacy provider.

Collecting this information was beyond the scope of the Study, lnstead, we national and regional

acquisition cost benchmarks were proxies for Washington State pharmacy provider drug acquisition

costs. NADAC was selected for the national benchmark and two Medicaid MAC lists were selected for

the regional benchmark lists.

CMS calculates and publishes the NADAC price list monthly based upon a national survey of retail

community drug acquisition costs. The costs are averaged and updated on a weekly basis based on

manufacturer price changes and provider inquiries. The NADAC price list is considered the national

standard for estimating drug acqu¡sition costs and it serves as the basis of estimated acquisition costs

for the analysis presented in the Study.

Since the NADAC price list is based on provider surveys across the nation, two regional MAC lists were

included to provide an added level of reimbursement analysis and benchmarking. Benchmark MAC list 1

was chosen for comparison because the region is similar to the makeup of eastern Washington (e.g.,

rural, independent pharmacy providers).ae Benchmark MAC list 2 was chosen as a comparison state

because the state makeup is similar to the demographics of the entire state of Washington, including

urban areas such as King County.

Data limitations
When benchmark data sets did not include a price for a particular drug on a particular date, no variance

was calculated.50 The volume of excluded claims is discussed in the following pages.

Exhibit 15 details missing data by PBM and methods used for the Study to work around the missing

fields when possible. Missing fields and indicators resulted in data limitations. The Study notes when

data limitations impact the analysis.

as Although this was a regional benchmark MAC list, the entire state of Washington payments were compared, not just eastern
Washington.
s0 All variances calculated represent a match between drug identifier (GCN) and date of service for the paid claim and effective

date on the MAC and NADAC lists.
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PBM 1

PBM 2

PBM 3

PBM 4

PBM 5

PBM 6

Exhibit 15: Missing data by PBM and lssue Resolution Where Possible

Provr'dedMedia, Pharmacy
Demographic

Formulary lndicator,
Pharmacy Chain Status,

Pharmacy Class, Pharmacy
Demographic

Adjudicated Date, Basis of
Cost Paid, Carrier Number,
Compound Code, Copay,

DAW, Days Supply,

Deductible, Formulary
lndicator, Media, NDC, PBM

Reimbursement Unit Cost,

Pharmacy Class, Sales Tax,

Trãnsaction Status

Missing, applied chain
status ident¡fier from
PBM 6 based on
Pharmacy lD

Missing applied class

identifìer from PBM 5

based on Pharmacy lD

Missing, applied class

identifier from PBM 5

based on Pharmacy lD

Missing, applied
demographic
identifier from PBM 6

based on Pharmacy lD

Missing, applied
demographic
identifier from PBM 6

based on Pharmacy lD

' Missing, applied
demographic
identifier from PBM 6

based on Pharmacy lD

Missing, applied
demographic
identifìer from PBM 6

based on Pharmacy lD

Missing applied
demographic
identifier from PBM 6

based on Pharmacy lD

Provided

Pharmacy Chain Status,

Pharmacy Class, Pharmacy

Demographic

Copay, DAW, Media,
Pharmacy Chain Status,

Pharmacy Demographic

Pharmacy Demographic Provided

Missing, applied chain
status identifier from
PBM 6 based on
Pharmacy lD

Missing, applied chain

status ¡dentifier from
PBM 6 based on
Pharmacy lD

Provided

Missing, apþlied class

identífier from PBM 5

based on Pharmacy lD

Provided

'Provided

Missing, applied class

identifier from PBM 5

based on Pharmacy lD

MAC Rei mbu rsement Ana lysis
The analysis for this section is focused on ingredient cost reimbursement by PBMs. Exhibit 18

summarizes the number of claims paid in 2015 and the dollar value of MAC-reimbursed ingredient cost

by PBM. PBM 6 didn't provide the Basis of Cost Paid field in its data file. Therefore, all generic claims,

not just MAC-reimbursed claims, are included in PBM 6's data for this portion of the Study. The impact

of having to use all of PBM 6's claims is minimal as analysis shows that PBMs 6's pricing variance

magnitudes compared to the national and regional benchmarks are within the reasonable variance

range of IO% or less of pa¡d ingredient.

Analysis Findings
The following is a review of the data for five components for this sect¡on of the Study, followed by

observations.
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MAC list breadth analysis
The PBMs' MAC lists were compared to the benchmark regional MAC lists to determine variations in the

number of drugs that PBMs included. Each of the PBMS ma¡ntained at least one MAC list of generic drug

pricing that referenced thousands of individual drugs. Exhibit 16 shows the range of unique drugs on the

PBM MAC lists. The range varied from a high of 5,801 individual drugs to a low of 2,814 drugs. Across

the board, PBMs had far broader MAC lists than did the benchmarks.

Exhibit 16: Unique Drug Count by MAC list

The PBM MAC lists varied significantly from the benchmark MAC lists. PBM MAC lists were broader than

the benchmark lists; for example, between 33% and 82% (L,885 - 4,7571of unique drugs listed on PBM

MAC lists were missing from the benchmark MAC lists. The percentage of drugs found on benchmark

MAC lists but not on PBM MAC lists ranged from LÙ%to 29% (292- 4991'

Regional Medicaid benchmark MAC lists used in this Study included a much narrower set of drugs and

were typically designed to focus on sett¡ng MAC reimbursement rates for high-volume generic products

that pharmacy providers frequently dispense rather than on all generic products. Medicaid MAC lists

may not include a large variety of Over-the-Counter (OTC) or other products not covered by Medicaid

programs.

The analysis revealed that PBMs are reimbursing pharmacies fairly for a large number of drugs, likely

both high- and low-volume generics and OTC products. However, rates of reimbursement among PBMs

for specific drugs varied widely. PBMs are able to implement different strategies by over- and under-

paying on different drugs within their large MAC list portfolio to meet a variety of client guarantees.

MAC List Depth Analysis (WAC Discount)
The MAC list depth analysis compared the level of discounts PBMs applied to their reimbursement to

publically available Wholesale Acquis¡tion Cost (WAC) rates, a standard rate list. WAC rates are public

information and comparing all of the PBM MAC lists and the benchmark pricing lists to WAC pricing

provides a cons¡stent baseline for reimbursement comparison The weighted WAC effective discount for

this Study was calculated at the drug level by comparing the difference between the MAC or NADAC list

rate to the WAC rate. Each rate was mult¡plied by the utilization from the largest three PBMs (PBM 3,

Unique Drugs by MAC List

C C C .."..'C

r Unique Drug Count

7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,00_0

"'""Y
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pBM 5 and PBM 6) and then the WAC discount was calculated by comparing the differences in aggregate

of the total MAC/NADAC list dollars and the WAC dollars. lt should be noted that this analysis was

conducted for a singular point in time, specifically 07 /Otl2lts, and is not representative of all of 201'5.

Exhibit 17 shows the WAC effective discounts applied by the PBMs who participated in this study as well

as the wAC effective discount for the regional benchmarks and NADAC list.

Exhibit 17: WAC Discount Analysis by PBM and Benchmark Lists

Weighted WAC
Discount
-29.4%
-27.0%

-28.0%

-35.30/o

-35.2%

-43.5%

-383%
-39.5o/o

-42.r%

The WAC discounts ranged from WAC-27.0%(PBM 2)to WAC-43.5% (PBM 6)' The NADAC (WAC-4Z'I%\

and regional MAC list (WAC-38.3%, WAC-39.5%) benchmarks were at the high end of the overall PBM

WAC effective discount range, Three of the six PBMs'(PBMs 4,5, and 6)WAC effective discounts were

within 3% of the three benchmark discounts; however, the other three PBMs' (PBM L - PBM 3)

discounts are approxim ately IO% lower than the benchmarks. The range of PBM WAC effective

discounts showed that there were significant differences in how PBMs approached MAC list

reimbursements and that PBM MAC lists varied significantly. PBM 6's WAC effective discount was the

most aggressive, but only marginally more aggressive than NADAC. PBM 2 had the lowest WAC effective

discount.sl The NADAC WAC effective discount was expected to be on the high end of the discount

range because the NADAC list was based on actual acquisition costs submitted on provider invoices

rather than on reimbursement to pharmacies, which in aggregate exceeded acquisition cost, The

regional benchmarks included fewer drugs than the PBM MAC lists and NADAC, which was cons¡stent

with the fact that the regional benchmark MAC lists were built to provide reimbursement rates for

highly utilized generic products, not every drug available in the market. Based on the weighted WAC

discount analysis, the regional benchmark WAC effective discounts were not significantly different than

NADAC and, were higher than five of the six PBM wAc effective discounts.

PBM Reimbursement Analysis: Overall

Similar to the MAC analysis results, the PBM reimbursement analysis revealed results that varied by

pBM. Three PBMs (PBM 3, PBM 5, and PBM 6) represented over 87% of the total MAC-reimbursed

generic drug spending in calendar year 2015. Although it is important to understand the discount

s1 pBM 2 included the largest number of unique drugs. PBM 2 MAC lists included a large number of low volume and OTC

products on their MAC lists. There were data issues that may have also skewed this effective WAC rate'

WAC Discount

Benchmark MAC 1

Benchmark MAC 2

NADAC

PBM 6
PBM 5

PBM 4

PBM 3
PBM 2

PBM 1

PBM
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variances across all PBMs, the variances of the three largest PBMs were typically less than those for PBM

1 and PBM 2.

Exhibit L8 compares PBM reimbursement to NADAC and the benchmark MAC reimbursement' A positive

variance indicates that a PBM paid more to pharmacies than what it would have if it had used NADAC or

other benchmark ingredient cost rates. Conversely, a negative variance indicates that a PBM paid less

than ¡t would have had it paid the benchmark rate.

Exhibit 18: PBM Generic MAC Data and Reimbursement Variances from NADAC Benchmark

$45,394,459 s9,542,92þ sL32,439,5r6 sL1,222,2O3 , 5107,102,259 s207,287'264

8.8% 1.9% 25.8% 2.2% 20s% 40.4o/o

2,046,704 870,145 7,944,045 5t7,573 5,100,258 70,6L2,9t6

s(866,349)

(7.7)%

s(998,197)

(8.s)%

Observations
+ All but one PBM (PBM 2) paid more than what they would have paid had they paid NADAC rates

The variance ranged irom3S% higher to 13.4% higher'

I PBM 2's data is suspect because of misclassification of generic drugs. See discussion related to

Exhibits 4l and 42.

+ The variances moved from positive to negative when PBM MAC reimbursement was compared

to the benchmark MAC lists, which means that the PBM paid less than it would have had it paid

MAC L and MAC 2 rates. This is not surprising as the benchmark MAC Lists are Medicaid-

7.6%

s6,100,260

13.4%

s9,310,374

20.5%

570,966,741.

24.2%

3.2%

$(s18,866)

(s.4)%

sQ,465,7781

(2s.8l%

s(2,se3,36s)

(3r.4l.%

29.3%

56,667,203

5.O%

s(8,969,6s4)

(6.8)%

s(3,s96,743)

(2.7)%

1,.9%

$498,791

3.9%

t8.8o/o

s10,599,002

9.9%

s(192,364)

(0.2\%

s4,755,296

4.4%

39.2%

S8,100,105

3.9%

s(21,336,s31)

(r0.3)%

s(18,s46,424)

(8.sl.%

PBM.,6

Total Washington
State 2015 Pa¡d

lngredient Cost
(PlC): Generic
MAC Claims
o/o oÍTotal
Wash¡ngton State
2015 PIC: Generic
MAC Claims

Total Number of
2015 Washington
State Gener¡c MAC

Claims

% olTotal
Wash¡ngton state
2015 Generic MAC

Claims
Vâriance to
NADAC

Variance to
NADAC % of PIC

Variance to
Benchmark MAC 1

Variance to
Benchmark MAC 1

%Ptc
Var¡ance to
Benchmark MAC 2

Variance to
Benchmark MAC 2

%Ptc
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specif¡c. As Exhibit 39 shows, pharmacy gross margin per prescription is higher for Medicaid

tha n commercial payers.s2

+ Only one PBM (PBM1) paid more than what the MAC List L would have specified.

+ Two of the six PBMs had positive variances compared to MAC List 2'

+ The three largest PBMs' (PBM 3, PBM 5, and PBM 6) had a payment variance within a

reasonable ranges3 of each PBM's Paid lngredient Cost.

Overall, most PBMS paid pharmacies more compared to NADAC, and less compared to the benchmark

MAC lists. Because the NADAC's purpose is to reflect the actual acquisition cost paid by pharmacies, it is

not surprising that the majority of the PBMs reimbursed pharmacies with rates greater than actual

acquisition cost. The variance from the benchmark lists may be the result of the drugs found on each list

and the potential limitations of the data.

PBM Reimbursement Analysis: Pharmacy Demographic
Washington's demographics varied significantly across the state. Though major urban areas exist

(Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma), much of the state is rural. The goal of the Pharmacy Demographic analysis

was to better understand differences in pharmacy reimbursement across three main demographic

regions: urban, suburban and rural.sa

Exhibit 19 shows how each PBM's total MAC paid ingredient costs break out between regional areasss.

Exhibit 19: Proportion of PBM Paid Ingredient Costs, by Pharmacy Region

44.60/o

L5.3%

39.7%

0.4%

LOO.0%

5O.3o/o

20.4%

27.9%

Ls%

too.o%

38s%
22.L%

37.5o/o

1s%

LOO,O%

55.8%

193%

233%

L5%

too.o%

35.7%

173%

44J%

3.0%

too.o%

23.4%

22.1%

26.7%

27.8%

LOO.0%

Observations

+ For most PBMs at least 76% of paid ingredient costs were paid in urban or rural areas. The

remaining balance is represented by payments to suburban pharmacies and a very low amount

of paid ingredient costs were paid to pharmacies with an undefined region.

+ PBM 6 had a unique data set with almost 28% of its pharmacies labeled with the Not Defined

descriptor.

+ PBMs serving primarily King County (Seattle area) residents will likely have a higher proportion

of claims paid to urban pharmacies.

s2 Most of the PBMs couldn't separate Medicaid claims from fully insured claims; thus there are limitations in really

understanding if there is a difference between Medicaid MAC reimbursement and fully insured reimbursement.
s3 Based on the analys¡s conducted a reasonable range is defined as +/- 10% ofthe Paid lngredient Cost.
s4 pBM 6 was the only PBM to provide Pharmacy Demographic labels. HMA's subcontractor, Mercer, applied this label by

Pharmacy lD to the other PBMs in order to maintain consistency for labeling purposes across PBMS.

ss PBM Demographic determined based off how PBM 6 identified each pharmacy. PBM 6 was the only PBM to
provide a demographic identifier so applying their demographic labels keeps the labels consistent throughout the

a na lysis.

Total

Not Defined

Rural

Suburban

Urban

PBM 3PBM 2 PSNl.tt ,

4t



+ Four PBMs accounted for a high percentage of payments made to pharmacies in the urban

areas.

+ PBM 5 and PBM 6 accounted for the majority of payments paid to rural pharmacies.

I The suburban pharmacies accounted for the lowest proportion of costs paid for all the PBMs.

As referenced in the overall PBM reimbursement analysis section, all but one PBM paid the Washington

pharmacies more for ingredient costs than they would have had they paid NADAC rates. Exhibit 20

displays the dollar difference by PBM and by type of region.

Exhibit 20: PBM MAC Reimbursement Dollar Variance from NADAC Pricing, by Pharmacy Region

s6,100,260 $(518,866) , $6,667,203 , s+3S,Zgr $10,599,002 $8,100,105

Exhibit 2L shows the percentage of paid ingredient cost for each pharmacy region and the variance

between paid rate totals and NADAC rate totals.

Exhibit 21: PBM % of Paid lngredient Cost Variance from NADAC Pricing, by Pharmacy Region

s2,728,556

Sgqt,q+t

s2,404,210

52o,047

L3.5%

13.6%

13.3%

tr.2%
t3.4%

s{360,323}

s(109,752)

s (54,527)

Ss,z¡s

-7.5%

-5.6%

-2.0%

4.t%
-5.4%

s2,849,99V

5t,426,t59
$2,4L8,277

s (26,230)

5.5%

4.9o/o

4s%
-1.3%

s.o%

5249,41r

s61,876

S82,693

S44,gLL

4,0%

2s%

3.2%

26.5%

3.9%

s3,568,311

S1,876,091

s4,997,067

5267,533

9.5%

TO.T%

70.2%

8.2%

9.9%

91,s70,7lg

s1,584,310

52,370,232

52,s74,gso

3.2%

35%

4.3%

45%

3.9%

Observations
+ For most of the PBMs, the regional-specific variance percentages did not vary considerably from

tota I varia nce percentage.

+ The Demographic Groups variance was typically within one percentage point of the total

variance percentage.

+ The PBM with the lowest paid ingredient cost (PBM 2) had slightly more dramatic variation

across regions.

+ The number of drugs included on PBM MAC lists varied significantly across PBMs.

+ Aggregate PBM Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) discounts ranged from -27.0%to -43.5%;

regional benchmarks and NADAC WAC discounts ranged from -38.3%lo -42.L%

I, ln general, PBM MAC lists resulted in payments to pharmacies that were higher than they would

have been had PBMs paid at NADAC rates, and lower than they would have been had they paid

at regional benchmarks MAC list rates.

+ The previous observation is explained by the fact that NADAC is an average acquisition cost

benchmark, whereas MAC lists are designed to reimburse pharmacies more than the lowest

available acquisition cost for a drug grouping.

Total

Rural

Suburba n

Urban

PBM 2.PBM 1 PAM 5PBM4PBM 3

Not
Defined

Total

Not Defined

Rural

Suburban

U rban

PBM 3PBM 2PEM.1 PBM.5PBM4 PBM 6
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+ PBM 3 paid rural pharmacies at lower rates than all benchmarks, and PBM 5 and 6 paid more.

I All but PBM 2 paid independent pharmacies at higher rates than chain drug stores in the NADAC

analysis.

1- Exhibits 22 and 23 provide similar analyses as Exhibits 20 and 21for PBM reimbursement to
Benchmark MAC list 1.

Exhibit 222 PBM MAC Reimbursement Dollar Variance from Benchmark MAC 1 Pricing, by Pharmacy

Region

$(1,346,923) s(2,377,8021 s(467,336) s(209,870) s(5,067,

S1,493,860

53,612,232

529,402

$9,310,324

s(5L8,566) s(2,707,729]' s(L99,786) s(80,620) s(4,683,997)
, s(619,518) $(3,853,42A1,s(240,964) 5!67,927 s(5,435,213)

519,229 S (630,703) 541",736 S (69,301) S(6,149,375)

.s12,465,7781 i $(8,969,654) , s(866,349) $(192,364) $(21,336,5311

Exhibit 23: PBM % ot Paid lngredient Cost Variance from Benchmark MAC 1 Pricing, by Pharmacy

Region

n@!IÞÐ@ÐrcElr@EIl@il
lfl 2o 60/¡ -2}.lo/o -4.60/o -7.so/o -o.Go/o -lo.5o/o

þ@ 2ts% -26.7% -7.2% -s.2% -0.4% -10.2%

@ 2o.o% t -23.3% -7.s% ' -9.2% 0.4% -9.8%

@ 1,6.s% r3.7% -31..6% 24.7% -2.r% -10.7%

@ zo.s% ' -2s.s% -6.s% , -7.7% -0.2% ' -Ll.s%

Observations

+ Regional specific variances were more extreme than the total variance.

+ Only PBM L's ingredient cost variance was positive compared to the benchmark MAC List L.

,r PBM 2, PBM 5 and PBM 6 paid the rural pharmacies more than other Demographic Groups.

Exhibits 24 and 25 are similar analyses for PBM MAC reimbursement, compared to the Benchmark MAC

2.

Exhibit 24: PBM MAC Reimbursement Dollar Variance from Benchmark MAC 2 Pricing, by Pharmacy

Region

9 4,842,!74

5L,735,61s

s4,353,234

S3s,6sg

s(1,679,579), $(6L6,755)

s(662,634) s(7s0,632)
r s(683,220) ; s(1,78S,473)

s32,065 s(440,SS3)

s(563,308)

5(224,189]|

s(291,789)

Sgo,oSg

$L,617,6tr 5

S805,638

s2,262,6t2

S69,431

S(4,116,508)

s(4,390,663)

$(5,044,921)

s(4,994,3321

$to,966,7qt $(2,993,3691 $(3,596,7431 $(99&197) i $4,755,296 , $(18,546,424)

Total

Not Defined

Rural

Su bu rba n

U rban

PBM 6PBM 5.PBM4PBM'3P'BM 2PBM X

Total

Rural

Suburban

Urban

PBM 6PBM 5PBM 4PBM 3PBM 1

Not
Defined
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Total

Not Defined

Rural

Suburban

Urban

PBM 1 PBM 4PBM 3PBM 2 PBM 6PBM 5

Exhibit 25: PBM % ol Paid lngredient Cost Variance to Benchmark MAC 2 Pricing, by Pharmacy Region

23.9e/¡

2s.o%

24.L%

20.o%

24,20/o

-35.07o

-34.7%

-2s.7%

22.8%

-3t.4%

-1.2%

-2.6%

-3.6%

-22.1%

-2.7e/o

-9.t%

-r0.3%

-tt,1%
50.9%

-8.9%

4.3e/o

4.4%

4.7%

2.r%

4.4%

-8.s%

-9.6%

-9.L%

-8.7%

-8.9%

Observations:

+ Four of the six PBMs paid lower amounts to pharmacies than they would have had they paid

according to benchmark MAC 2 pricing.

+ PBM 1 and PBM 2 variances were significantly larger than for the other PBMs: +24.2%to -3L.4%

versus +4.4%to -8.9%.

I The variances for the benchmark MAC 2 were less than for benchmark MAC 1.

I Compared to benchmark MAC 1, the variances within demographic groups were much larger.

PBIVI Reimbursement Analysis: Pharmacy Class

The Pharmacy Class describes the type of pharmacy that the PBMs reimburse in Washington. Exhib¡t 26

shows that community/retail pharmacies accounted from 85.2% to 100% of PBM MAC-reimbursed

dollars. Unsurprisingly, the majority of the remaining reimbursement went to long-term care

pharmacies, clinical pharmacies, and institutional pharmacies. A similar detailed analysis as seen earlier

in this report for Pharmacy Demographic and will be seen later in this report for Pharmacy Chain Status

was prepared for Pharmacy Class, which can be referenced in the Appendix. Analyses are located in

Appendix ll for several reasons: only community/retail pharmacies are in this Study's scope, the findings

are unremarkable, and reimbursement arrangements for the other types of pharmacies often differed

from those for community/retail pharmacies.

Exhibit 26: Proportion of Paid lngredient Cost Received by Different Pharmacy Types

85.2%

6.0%

73%

o.o%

0.1%

o.o%

o.o%

90.4%

6.7%

L.6%

o.t%

0.L%

o.o%

0,0%

o.o%

4.t%

1.3o/o

0.2%

O.2e/o

0.0%

o.o%

o.o%

0.0%

2.9%

L.9%

o.o%

0.30/o

93.4%

2.4%

2.6%

0.4%

t.to/o

o.t%

o.o%

0.0%

93.1% too.o% 89.8%

o.r% o.o% o.1%

o.o% 0.oo/o a.o%

Equipm ent (DME
Durable Medical

Non-Pharmacy
Site

Not Defined

Clinic Pharmacy

Long Term Care

Ph

PBM 3PBM ZPBM T PBM.5PBM 4

Military/ U.S. Coast

Guard Pharmacy

lndian Health Service

/Tribal/Urban (l/T/U)

Community/Retail
Pharmacy

o.t% o.o% o.o% o.o%
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Total

lnstitutional Pharmacy

Pharm

Compounding
Pharma

Mail Order Pharmacy

Pharmacyta

Phar

PBM 1 PBM 4PBM 3 PBM 6PBM.5

Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA)

Managed Care

Organization 0.A/o ' O.O% O,zYo 0.0% , 1.0% O.Oo/n

o.o% o.o% t.7e/o 0.0%

0.0%

o,o%

o.o%

L3%

LOO.O%

o.o%

O.Oc/o

o.t%

7.Oo/o

loo.o%

o.0%

0.2%

o.r%

0.6%

t:00.o%

o.o%

0.o%

o.o%

0.0%

too.0%

0.o%

3.4%

0.t%

0.4%

too.o%

o.o%

0.0%

o.t%

0.9%

LOO.O%

7.0%

73.4%

19.5o/o

0.0%

too.o%

0.0% 0.L%

PBM Reimbursement Analysis: Pharmacy Chain Status
pharmacy Chain Status is the third of the three detailed analyses performed for the Study. The

pharmacy Chain Status designated whether the pharmacy was a chain, an independent pharmacy, or a

pharmacy that submitted claims through a PSAO. To determine the pharmacy chain status, HMA and its

subcontractor relied on the information provided by each of the PBMs in their response to the data

request. As with the pharmacy demographic comparison, the accuracy of the pharmacy chain status

definitions by PBM depended on the accuracy of their self-reporting. Chains consisted of national chains

that spanned the country or regional chains that had a small, or nonexistent, footprint outside the state

of Washington. The lndependent pharmacy designation included pharmacies labeled as independent by

the PBMs. The PSAO analysis included payments made to pharmacies through administrative

organizations that prov¡ded contract and payment efficiencies for both pharmacies and PBMs.

Chains represented the majority of the generic drug claims paid off of MAC lists in the state of

Washington. Exhibit 27 shows that at leastT}% of MAC claims are paid to chain pharmacies. The

pharmacy chain status group accounted forthe second largest proportion of paid claims varied by PBM.

Half of the PBMs paid the second largest claims amount to independent pharmacies (PBM 1, PBM 3 and

pBM 4) while the other half of the PBMS paid their second largest amount of claims to
pSAOs/Associations (PBM 2, PBM 5 and PBM 6). The fact that Pharmacy Chain Status contracting mix

varied by PBM should emphasize inconsistencies with PBM reporting on their contracts'

Exhibit 27: MAC Claims Paid Percentages by Pharmacy Chain Status

18.5%

77.4%

4.L%

o.o%

too.o%

7.9%

74.1%

165%

1.5%

ß0.0%

t6.40/o

80.5%

3.0%

o.o%

L00.0%

2s%

975%

0.0%

o.o%

ßa.o%

2.1%

73.8%

23s%

0.2%

t00.0%Total

Not Defined

Chain

lndependent

PBM 3PBM 2 PBMSPBM 5

PSAO/

Association

Exhibits 28 and 29 compare PBM reimbursement to NADAC at a pharmacy chain status level.
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Chain

Independent

Not Def¡ned

Total

PSAO/
Association

Exhibit 28: PBM MAC Reimbursement Dollar Variance from NADAC Pricing -by Pharmacy Chain Status
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Exhibit 29: Variance to NADAC % oî Paid lngredient Cost - by Pharmacy Chain Status

Observations

, Five of the six PBMs paid independent pharmacies at higher rates, in some cases significantly

higher, than the rates they paid to chains drug stores. This is consistent with HMA's interview

with a PBM informant who stated their contracts with independent pharmacies provided for

higher re¡mbursement rates in recognition of higher cost to dispense'

Only PBM 5 reimbursed chain pharmacies more than other designations; however, the variation

across the designations was small.

I The three PBMs (PBM 2, PBM 5, and PBM 6) that paid more claims to PSAos than to

independent pharmacies reimbursed PSAO submitted claims at higher rates than they did for

independent pharmacies.

Exhibits 30 and 31 compare PBM reimbursement to the Benchmark MAC 1 at the pharmacy chain status

group level.

Exhibit 30: PBM MAC Reimbursement Dollar Variance to Benchmark MAC 1 Pricing - by Pharmacy

Chain Status

- 579,229

s9,3L0,374 $12,465,7781

s(21)

$(8,969,6s4) s(866,349)

s(8s,71r.)

s(192,364) s(21,336,531)

lndependent
Chain

Not Defined
Total

PSAO/
Association

Total

Not Defined

Chain

lndependent

PSAO/
Association
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Total
Not Defined

PSAO/Association

Chain

lndependent
PBM 1 PSM 3PBM 2 PBM 6PBM 5PBM 4

Exhibit 31: PBM % ol Paid Ingredient Cost Variance to Benchmark MAC 1 Pricing - by Pharmacy Chain

Status

20.5:%

20s%
73.5%

0.0%
2O5%

S 1,969,559

s 8,634,883

S 362,299

s

$ 10,966,741

-71,6%

-3L3%
-L:t.7%

L3.7%

-25.8%
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s 32,065
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-25.2%
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-63%
-L3.6%

-L23.2%

-6.8%

tl.7%
-8.2%

o.o%

0.0%

-7.7o/o

-4.t%
-0.2%

os%
-43.0%
-0.2%

-7s%
-r35%
O.9o/o

o.o%

-10.3o/o

Observations
Due to the variability in reimbursement within a PBM and across PBMs, general observations will be

made after comparisons to both Benchmark MAC 1 and 2'

Exhibits 32 and 33 summarize a similar analysis for PBM MAC reimbursement compared to Benchmark

MAC 2.

Exhibit 32: PBM MAC Reimbursement Dollar Variance to Benchmark MAC 2 Pricing - by Pharmacy

Chain Status

s (1,190,573) s 72,846 s 1,548 s (1,054,940)

s $,902,3121 s (1,071,043) s 3,798,798 s (18,907,788)

s (503,837) s - s1,048,868 s !,4L6,304

s (21) s s (s3,e18) s
$(3,596,743) $ (998,197) $4,755,296 5(18,546,424)

Exhibft 33: PBM % ol Paid lngredient Cost Variance to Benchmark MAC 2 Pricing - by Pharmacy Chain

Status

23.4%

24.6%

L9.5o/o

0.0%

24.2o/o

-5.5%

-7.8%

-12.5%

-r23.2%
-2.70Á

25.5%

-9.8%
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0.0o/o

-8.9%

0.7%

4.8%

4.t%
-47.2%

4.4%

-7.20/a

-72.4%

35%
0.0%

-8.9o/o

Observations

t- lt was difficult to draw conclusions based upon these data due the variation in reimbursement

within a PBM's MAC list and across PBMs.

,r Two of the three PBMs (PBM 5 and PBM 6) who had a higher percentages of reimbursement to

PSAOs than to independent pharmacies reimbursed PSAOs higherthan benchmark MAC lists L

and 2, similar to NADAC comparisons.

+ ln aggregate, the comparison to benchmark MAC 2 was more positive variances that were less

dramatic than the comparison to benchmark MAC 1'

lndependent
Chain
PSAO/Associ ation
Not Defi ned

Total

PBM 1 PBM 6PBM,3 PBM.4Ps.M2

I ndependent
Chain
PSAO/Association
Not Defi ned

Total

PBM 2 PBfVI3 PBM,4PBM 1
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PBM MAC List U pdate Processes

Overview
Price adjustments happen frequently in the generic drug market. How quickly PBMs update their MAC

pricing impacts both the pharmacy's and PBM's net incomes. A delay in increasing reimbursement on a

drug that has dramatically increased in cost can mean low or negative margins on that drug for a

pharmacy. On the other hand, not updating MAC lists when prices decrease will mean over-

reimbursement for pharmacies. lt is important, again, that MAC lists are designed to reimburse

pharmacies for acquisition cost in aggregate. Pursuing that strategy ¡mpacts timing of MAC list updates.

A tim¡ng study was conducted to understand the PBM reaction to the market shift in price for the Study

drugs. Observations of the PBM reaction before, during, and after the price change in the market were

documented.

Key Findings
+ The data varied so much that no direct conclusions can be drawn, nor trends found for any of

the six PBMs.

+ Given the analysis that shows that PBMs reimburse above NADAC, the variability appears to

have no impact on ProfitabilitY.
I pBMs reacted differently on a drug-by-drug basis with regard to how cost changes were

handled.

+ pBMs varied in how they reacted to the same cost change on a drug. PBM reimbursement prior

to pricing changes varied significantly compared to NADAC drug pricing. The PBM ingredient

cost reimbursement differed widely, from being equivalent reimbursement to NADAC to being

more than 100% above and below NADAC'

I pBMs appeared to proactively update reimbursement priorto a pricing change on certain drugs'

However, the conclusion that PBMs altered reimbursement prior to a known pricing change was

merely an inference that could not be verified as fact through this Study.

-r- Very rarely did PBMs react on the exact day of a WAC rate change'

+ There was no clear pattern in the way different PBMs updated prices, and even individual PBMs

seemed to have no cons¡stent way of dealing with price changes.

+- The reaction timing of PBM reimbursement updates ranged from one week after a market cost

change to no pricing update in the time frame reviewed.

Method
60 highly utilized generic drugs which had significant cost increases or decreases in 20L5 were selected

for the tim¡ng analysis. The drugs were reviewed individually during the timeframe of September 20L5

through December 2015 since most of the drugs considered significant for the Study had increases or

decreases from third quarter CY 201.5 to fourth quarter CY 2015. The PBMs'timing in making MAC list

updates was reviewed whenever WAC price increases and decreases were seen in the market during the

Study period. Of the 60 drugs selected for review, 35 drugs experienced significant WAC increases, and

the remaining 25 drugs experienced significant WAC cost decreases'

Each drug's acquisition cost history, inferred by using NADAC data, was reviewed in comparison to the

pBM reimbursement. The goal was to understand how a PBM reacted once a price change affected the
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market. NADACwas used because it is based upon acquisit¡on costs and is updated weekly. The Study

reviewed the pricing for the drug before the price change, the time of the price change, and the length

of time PBMs took to adjust reimbursement within a reasonable range of the adjusted acquisition cost.

A LO% threshold on either side of a NADAC rate was considered reasonable.

Data Analysis - Timing Study
The analysis revealed a data set that would resemble a scatter plot that reflected a lack of consistency in

process or reaction time. This could be the result of reviewing a small sample size (60 drugs) of the

thousands of generic drugs found in the market at any time. PBM reaction strategies could potentially

become more obvious through review of a much larger data set than what was reviewed in this Study.

The analysis was designed to answer the following questions:

I Does the PBM increase/decrease reimbursement prior to a cost increase/decrease by a

manufacturer?

+ Was reimbursement already significantly higher or lower than the change in ingredient cost,

which would possibility affect the PBM reaction time to respond to the pricing change?

+ Were there significant differences in PBM MAC list reimbursement prior to the pricing change?

Exhibits 34 and 35 show the reaction time for each of the six PBMs to update their MAC lists. ln each

Exhibit the per unit average acquisition cost of the drug on the market is represented by the NADAC

price (red line). Exhibit 34 represents acetaminophen with codeine 300MG/30MG tablets (dispensing

amount of 20) over the time period of Septembe r L,2Ot5, through December 31',20L5. Acetaminophen

with codeine experienced one small ßO/22/2OI5) and one large price increase (7t/18/20t5) over the

time period. The information along the vertical axis represents the dollar range for both NADAC pricing

and PBM reimbursements for a dispense count of 20 during the time frame that is labeled on the

horizontal axis. Exhibit 35 covers the same time frame and uses the same axis metrics as Exhibit 34 for

the drug azithromycin 25OMG Pak (dispense amount of 6). Over the time frame, azithromycin Pak

experienced two cost decreases (LO/20/2015 and \2/22/20L5) and the graph evaluates each PBM's

reaction.
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Exhibit 34: Timing Study of Acetaminophen with Codeine 300MG/30MG Tablets - Price lncrease

Example

Timing Study: Acetaminophen with Codeine 300MG/30MG
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Observations

+ At the start of the time period rev¡ewed all but two PBMs (PBM 3 and PBM 4) reimbursed more

than actual acquisit¡on cost (NADAC)for this particular drug; PBM 5 was paying over two times

the NADAC benchmark.

+ The NADAC price fluctuated slightly from the middle of September through middle of

November, going down slightly in october and then back up again in November.

+ The PBMs had similar movement to NADAC during this timeframe with PBM 2 being an outlier,

nearly doubling its reimbursement.

+ The major price increase took place on November L7. The PBMs at this point reacted very little

to the price increase.

+ PBM 5 increased its price most s¡gnificantly, which was expected as it reimbursed the highest

amount out of the six PBMs on this drug.

+ The other five PBMs reimbursed the ingredient cost close to the NADAC price. Some made little

or no adjustment at all (PBM 1 and PBM 4) and end up reimbursing less than the actual

acquisition cost (NADAC rate) towards the end of the time frame.
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Exhibit 35: Timing Study of Azithromycin 250MG Pak - Price Decrease Example

Timing Study: Azithromycin 250MG
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ln Exhibit 35 azithromycin 250MG is analyzed as an example of a drug taking a pr¡ce decrease in the

analys¡s time frame (September t,2OL5 - December 31, 2015).

Observations
+ During this time frame the drug took a !7% decrease from a high price (52.889; lrom 9/23/15 -

LOl2Ohs]l to a low at the end of the t¡me frame (52.407; as of 12/311151.

+ All of the PBM5 analyzed were reimbursing more than the acquisition cost (NADAC) for

azithromycin over these four months'

+ Four of the six PBMs raised reimbursement levels or held their reimbursement amounts steady'

+ PBM 2 took aggressive cuts at its reimbursement for this drug; however, they were still

re¡mbursing more than the actual acquis¡tion cost (NADAC) by a factor of four by the end of the

year'

+ Azithromyc¡n experienced a 34ll,o decrease ¡n pr¡ce since Quarte r 1.2Ot5 (not seen in this graph)'

It is unusualthat reimbursement by PBMs has not come down further'

pharmacists interviewed as part of the Study stated that PBMs generally increased the prices of brand

name drugs quickly. The Study analyzes EpiPen manufacturer and PBM pricing increases, which

validated the informants' statements (Exhibit 36).
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Exhibit 36: EpiPen Average Reimbursement and Cost by PBM in 2015

EpiPen 2-Pack
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Pha rmacy Profita bi I ity

Overview
prescription drug reimbursements to independent pharmacies are vitally important because "92 percent

of sales for independent pharmacies" are derived from prescription drugs.s6 Unlike large pharmacy chain

stores, independent pharmacies cannot off-set drug reimbursement losses with other store sales (e'g.,

for cosmetics, food, sundries, etc.). Therefore, to definitively determine pharmacy profitability, access to

a pharmacy's actualdrug acquisition costs is needed. ln the absence of that data (which could be

collected in a drug acquisition cost survey which was not included as a part of this Study), this Study

addresses the estimated overall profitability of independent pharmacies by comparing actual PBM

reimbursements in Washington to national drug acquisition cost benchmarks and to Cost of Dispensing

(COD) data reported for Washington.

pBM drug reimbursements to pharmacies have two components: an amount to cover the estimated cost

of a drug (the "ingredient cost") and an amount to cover a pharmacy's dispensing cost including, for

example, the cost of labor, supplies, and the practice management computer (the "dispensing fee").

Historically, pharmacies have made their profit on the spread between the acquisition cost of a drug and

the total reimbursement for a related prescription.

The National Community Pharmacists Association (NCPA) notes that overall independent pharmacy

profitability has remained relatively stable over the past 10 years. This is partially evidenced by the fact

that the number of independent pharmacies nationwide has remained stable in recent years (Exhibit

37).s7 An analysis of NCPA data in 2015 also indicated that average prescription Gross Marginsss at

independent drugstores did not change significantly during the same timeframe (Exhibit 38).se

Exhibit 37: Number of lndependent U.S. Pharmacies, 2OtO'2Ot46o

I 2012

23,O2923,106

s6 NCpA 2015 Digest, National Community Pharmacists Association at http://www.ncpa.colpdf/aaaa-2015-diqest-sponsored-bv-

ca rdina l-health. pdf
s7 As reported by NCPA in their annual Digest.
ss Gross Margin is Gross profit expressed as a percentage of Revenues. Gross profits equal Revenues minus the cost ofthe drug

(net of discounts and returned goods)'
it Ad.r J. Fein, ph.D., "lndependent Pharmacy Economics: Profits Steady, but Sales Down (Maybe);" Drug Channels, November

17,2015.60Source: NCPA 2015 Digest.61 Source: The 2016 Economic Reporton Retail, Mail, and Specialty Pharmacies;

Pembroke Consulting, lnc. and Drug
60 Source: NCPA 2015 Digest.61 Source:The 2016 Economic Report on Retail, Mail, and Specialty Pharmacies; Pembroke

Consulting, lnc. and Drug
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Exhibit 38: U.S. Independent Pharmacy Average Gross Margins, 2010'2014
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When calculated on a per prescription basis, the average Gross Margin for generic drugs was greater

than the average Gross Margin for brand drugs (Exhibit 39).

Exhibit 39: Average U.S. Retail Pharmacy Gross Margin Per Prescription, Brand vs. Generic 2Ot261
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61 Source: The 2016 Economic Report on Retail, Mail, and Specialty Pharmacies; Pembroke Consulting, lnc. and Drug
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The remainder of this section provides a detailed analysis comparing PBM payments to Washington

pharmacies to national benchmarks, There is also a case study included which applies the benchmark

analysis to one rural independent pharmacy and one urban pharmacy.

Key Findings
+, ln the aggregate, pharmacies showed a positive Gross Profit across the PBMs, but only a positive

Gross Profit for PBMs 1 and 4 if a cost of dispensing (COD) of S10 per prescript¡on was assumed.

.r Dispensing generic drugs was more profitable than dispensing brand drugs, but that profitabil¡ty

was dependent on an individual pharmacy's COD.

+ ln the case study provided, the rural independent pharmacy was more profitable than the urban

independent pharmacy.

r Profitability decreased when the COD assumption increases from StO to StS per prescription,

forcing the Net lncome of both case study pharmacies as a percent of Gross lncome ¡nto the

negative range.

+ The case study showed that the rural independent pharmacy was more profitable at a S10 COD

and suffers lower losses at a 5L5 COD than the urban independent pharmacy.

+ Pharmacies that could not off-set losses with other store sales had to: rely primarily on

prescription drug income, obtain higher or expanded fees than currently paid by PBMs, or

maintain a sufficient spread between drug costs and reimbursement to stay profitable.

Exhibit 40: Rural and Urban Net lncome as percent of Gross lncome at S10 and $15 cost to dispense

for Case Study Pharmacies

83%
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-0.2o/o
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Method
To understand the profitability of filling prescriptions, there must be an understanding of the

components that generate a Net lncome for a pharmacy. Gross lncome related to drugs covered by a

PBM is derived from the PBM payment and the pat¡ent copayment for any given prescription. Within

the PBM reimbursement is an amount allowed by the PBM to cover the cost of the drug and another

amount to cover dispensing costs, known as a dispensing fee. This dispensing fee reimbursement and

its relationship to a pharmacy's cost of dispensing a prescription is a significant factor, therefore an

analysis of the average dispensing fee provided by the PBMs is an important consideration.

On the pharmacy cost side of the equation there is the cost of the drug they dispense and the costs

incurred by the pharmacy (labor, supplies, etc.)to dispense the drug. Drug acquisition costs and costs to

dispense vary by pharmacy, therefore to analyze profitabil¡ty, general assumptions are applied to
pharmacy drug acquisition and dispensing costs and then compared to the reimbursement data supplied

by the PBMs.

Rural lndependent Pharmacy
Profit

Urban lndependentCost to Dispense
Profit
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Various studies have shown that the average acquisition cost for brand name drugs is generally around

AWP minus 18% and for generic drugs around AWP minus 90%.62 A2OI4lssue Brief from the Kaiser

Family Foundation compared the top 25 (in Medicaid)single source and multiple source brand drugs'

prescription-weighted, per-unit average AWP, WAC, NADAC and paid amounts.63 Kaiser found that the

NADAC (SS.OS¡was 18% less than AWP (i.e. AWP minus t8%llor single-source brand drugs and similar

(S6.so NADAC compared to 57.96 AWP) for multiple source brand drugs (Exhibit 8). Kaiser also

compared the same pricing metrics for both the top 25 and L00 generic drugs (Exhibit 9). Kaiser

information shows that for the top 25 and L00 generic drugs NADAC equaled approximately AWP minus

93% (iO.L  NADAC to s1.88 AWP and s0.17 NADAC to s2.56 AWP).

Based on the Kaiser information and on Cost of Dispensing (COD) data for Washington from a 2015

study,s pharmacy profitability calculations were developed using the following assumptions:

+ Drug acquisition costs were set at AWP minus 18% for claims data marked as brand and AWP

minus 90% for claims data marked as generic.

"r The AWP used was that provided in the PBM data for each claim.

+ Total pharmacy costs were the sum of the drug acquisition cost plus the COD.

+ Multiple COD assumptions were applied (S10, $15 and an amount equal to each PBM's average

dispensing fee) to show the effect non-drug costs have on profitabil¡ty.6s

+ Total income equaled the amount paid by the PBM plus the patient copayment (calculations

assumes the patient paid the copayment).

J- The number of negative net income claims (brand, generic and total) was counted to show the

percentage of claims on which pharmacies lose money. Negative net income occurred when the

gross income for a claim was less than the total pharmacy cost (i.e. drug cost plus COD) for the

claim.

Data analysis

Aggregate P rofita bl I ity
An analysis of PBM claims data was performed across all pharmacies attributing a pharmacy dispensing

cost for each claim (Exhibits 41 and 42). The results illustrate the difference between Gross Profits (i.e.

Gross lncome minus Drug Cost) and Net lncome (amount remaining after taking into account non-drug

coD).

Exhibits 4L and 42 provide estimated net income for Washington pharmacies for each PBM showing an

overall Gross Profit of 5202,732,929. After applying the COD, however, the overall profit becomes an

overall loss of 5212,196,941..

62 Bruen, B & Young, K, Paying for Prescribed Drugs in Medicaid: Current Policy and Upcoming Changes, The Kaiser Commission

on Medicaid and the Uninsured, May 2014 lssue Brief.
63 Weighted average total paid is for Medicaid programs. NADAC represents the pharmacy acquisition cost.
il "Cost of Dispensing Study: An lndependent Comparative Analysis of U.S. Prescription Dispensing Cost"

September 2015.
6s This range of dispensing fees is based upon the "Cost of Dispensing Study: An lndependent Comparative
Analysis of U.S. Prescription Dispensing Cost" September 2015.
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, Metric
Claims

PBM Paid

Copayment
Gross lncome

Drug Cost

Gross Profit
Gross Prof¡t % of Gross

lncome

D¡spens¡ng Cost

Net lncome

PBM 3 PBM 5 PBM 6PBM X ofP8M4PBM 2

Exhibit 41: Total Drug Costs and lncome for All Washington Pharmacies Assuming a S10 COD, CY 2015

2,623,3t5 2,896,412 9,907,024 5,100,849 9,339,630 L1,625,757

S137,983,s04 5L25,16s,t2L 5430,979,063 524s,2ls,9r3 5s8o,292,42o Ss48,193,906

5L,s77,8?s s¿046,44s s31,93O,224 s64,678,283 s112,96&s19 s93,349287

' st3z,zts,sa6'sq6z,gog,2ït's:og,gg4 rgs' 5ø93,z60,gzg's6¿l,s+3, tggs139,561,634

9,339,630

5s80,292,420

s112,968,s19
'5693,z60,g3g

5662,20s,372

S31,055,567
4%

tt,625,757

Ss48,193,906

$93,349,287
's6qt,sq3,tg3

ss37,844,t77

$103,699,016
16%

4t,492,987

52,067,834,226

5311,sso,s88

52,379,384,8L4

s2,176,6s1,88s

5202,732,929
7

9/o

38,s96,575

S1,942,665,10s

s3O4,s04,r42

52,247,169,247

s7,93t,495,2t8
$3L5,674,029

' !4yo

$11ls94s58 524s,156,667 s372,2}4,22s s247,646,886 $662,20s,372 iS}t,UL,ttt
527,s67,076 ($112,941,101) s9O,7OtO62 $62,247,309 s31,0ss,s67 s103,699,016

20Yo -85% ZV/o 2O/o 4% t6%

s26,233,LsO s28,sU,L2O ss9,O7O,24O ss1,OO&490 s93,396,300 s1r6,2s7,s7o s4L4,929,870

$1,7s9,926 ($141,905,221) ($8,365,173) $1L23S,819 ($62,340,733) ($12,558,554) l$2t2,t96,94t1

As illustrated in Exhibit 41, the large negative net ¡ncome reported for PBM 2 adversely affected the

overall net income results. The review of the PBM 2 data ¡ndicated a likely inconsistency in the way

drugs are identified as either brand or generic. PBM 2 marked many generic drugs as brand, yet the

reimbursement was low, comparable to a generic drug. Since the calculations assumed standard AWP

discounts that differ between brand and generic drugs, this mismarking of the data caused a large

negative income effect. Exhibit 42 presents the same data as Exhibit 4L, but excludes the PBM 2 data.

Exhibit 42: Total Drug costs and lncome for All washington Pharmacies Assuming a sto coo, cY 2015

- Without PBM 2

2,623,315

s137,983,804

st,s77,829
s139,s61,634

s111,594,558

s27,967,076
20%

526,233,1s0

51,733,926

9,907,024 5,100,849

s430,979,063 $24s,21s,9t3
s3t,930,224 s64,678,283

' $q6z,gog,zgl's gog, g g¿, r9s

s372,204,225 5247,646,886

s90,705,062 $62,247,3O9
20% 20%

$99,070,240 ss1,008,490
($8,365,178) $11,23&819

s93,396,300 5rr6,2s7,s7o s:ss,sas,zsol
1s62,34O,7331 ($12,558,554) 1570,29',72!l

Observations
I All pharmacies, except for PBM 2 (which has significant data anomalies), had a positive Gross

Profit (before accountingforthe COD). Pharmac¡es'Gross Profit across all PBM transactions

was 1"4Yo, which is less than the average prescription Gross Margin for U.S. independent

pharmacies illustrated in Exhibit 38.66

r ln aggregate, the pharmacies had a negative Net lncome after applying a SfO COD assumption.

i After subtracting an estimated COD, total pharmacy transactions with only two PBMs (PBM 1.

and PBM 4) showed positive Net lncomes. Overall pharmacy Net lncome across all PBM

tra nsactions was negative.

+ ln general, if the actual drug acquisition costs for Washington pharmacies had been equal to the

national drug acquisit¡on cost benchmarks used in this analysis, PBM reimbursements may not

have been adequate to cover pharmacy costs, assuming a $10 COD. lf the actual COD was higher

than S10, the shortfall would have been greater.

66 Fein, AJ, "The 2Ot6 Economic Report on Retail, Mail, and Specialty Pharmacies," Pembroke Consulting, lnc., and Drug

Channels lnstitute, January 20t6.

Metr¡c
Claims

PBM Paid

Copayment
Gross lncome
Drug Cost

Gross Profit
Gross Profit % of Gross lncome

Dispensing Cost

Net lncome

PBM 1 PBM 5 PBM.6
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The Dispensing Fee

As noted above, the dispensing fee was intended to reimburse the cost of dispensing an individual

prescription. According to a 2015-2016 national survey of employer-sponsored plans, retail pharmacy

dispensing fees for a 30-day prescription ranged from St.S6 to iZ.tl (Exhibit 43). One researcher notes

that "for retail, the average dispensing fee declined 37% between 1995 and 2009, from 52.50 to

S!.57."67 Though 37%io appears significant, the 93-cent difference is less than two percent of the average

drug reimbursement of S54.68

Exhibit 43: Average U.S. Dispensing Fees Paid - Employer-Sponsored Plans, 2015-166s

Smaller Employers

5z.tt
$1.e8

Larger Employers

s1.s6
57.67

OverallAverage

s1_.83

Sr.so

Median

$1.20

Si..20

The Study analyzed the dispensing fees associated with the PBM claims data to determine how close

they were to the referenced national averages. To avoid artificially increasing average dispensing fee

results by products that have higher than regular dispensing fees provided for oral dosage forms (i.e,

tablets, capsules and liquids) and for claim data with anomalous information, claims were excluded from

review if they were: negative paid amounts, compounded drugs, vaccines, claims with erroneous data

(i.e. null values or text in numerical fields), and items specifically marked as other than brand or generic'

The claims were aggregated by dispensing fee amount for each PBM and then weighted based on claim

volume.

The results of the analysis indicated thatthe six PBMs had average dispensingfees at or belowthe

national average dispensing fees paid by employer-sponsored plans reflected in Exhibit 43' The

dispensing fees (Exhibit 44) ranged from zero to as much as 5200,70 but were, on average, below S1'88,

with the lowest being so.eo (PBM 6). lt is important to note that, per pharmacist interviews, pharmacies

were typ¡cally paid a zero dispensing fee when they dispense a 90-day supply' OIC did not have access to

pBM network contracts so the mix of prescription types that would generate a higher dispensing fee

versusaS0dispensingfeecouldnotbedeterminedforthisanalysis. Breakingouttheaverage

dispensing fees for brand and generic (Exhibit 45) showed very little difference.

67 Berndt, E & Newhouse, P; Pricingand Reimbursement¡n U.S. Pharmaceutical Markets, Harvard KennedySchool Faculty

Research Working Paper, September 20L0.
5s Average reimbursement calculated using PBM data from dispensing fee analysis.
6s "20!5-2016 prescription Drug Benefit Cost and Plan Design Report," Pharmacy Benefìt Management lnstitute, 2015

70 The 5200 and SL7 fees were for a limited number of product claims and had no significant effect on the average dispensing

fees.

Dispensing Fee by Pharmacy Channel

Brands

Generics
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Total Claims ln

Total Reimbursement

Total Dispensing Fees

Paid

Total Fees % ofTotal
Reimbursement

Fee Range

Sa

Exhibit 44: PBM Dispensing Fees Paid to Washington Pharmacies - Ranges and AveragesTl

rfJilIIEÐEilEil r''filnEil
2,623,3r5 2,996,4L2 g,go7,a24 5,100,849 9,339,630 11,625,757

so - ss.7s s0 - s2.7s s0 - s200.00 s0 - ss.00 s0 - s17.00 s0 - s3.7s

sr.ss s1.0s so.ss 5L.26 $1.7s s0.66

$139,561,634 5t32,2t5,566 5462,909,287 5309,894,195 5693,260,939 5641,543,193

54,922,439 53,044,950 s8,826,L28 $6,429,634 s16,341,998 s7,722,606

3.s% 2.3% 1.9% 2.1% 2.4% L.2%

Exhibit 45: PBM Dispensing Fees Paid to Washington Pharmacies by Brand and Generic

EtI r'Jittr r.:.illr lt?lttl Eil Þil
Avg Disp. Fee

Total Reimbursement

Total Dispensing Fees

Paid

Total Fees %of Total
Reimbursement

eighted Avg Disp. Fee

Total Reimbursement

Total Dispens¡ng Fees

Paid

Total Fees % of Total
Reimbursement

$r.ss

sgr,64s,272

s621,599

0.8%

S1.88

557,916,362

s4,300,840

7.4%

sl.Os , s0.97 s1.2s $z.rr s0.64

5718,7 7 4,87 8 5269,003,26L s20t,461.,97 3 5 449,7 6s,889 $43 8,06s, 304

; s1,996,001 s1,103,990 58!6,147 52,189,333 Se79,s4O

1..7% 0.4% 0.4% 0.5% 0.2%

s1.Os s0.88 s1.26 s1.70 : $0.67

$13,440,688 s193,906,026 5t08,432,222 5243,49s,0s0 5203,477,889

r $1,048,949 s7,722,738 s5,613,4S7 5t4,r52,666 s6,743,067

7.8% 4.0% 5.2% 5.8% 3.3%

As illustrated in Exhibit 46, brand drugs made up a small percentage of claims but a large percentage of

total pharmacy reimbursement. While PBM 2 percentages were notably different, a manual review of

the pBM 2 claims suggested that PBM 2 mistakenly coded many generic drugs as brand. ln the aggregate

for the other five PBMs (excluding PBM 2), generic drugs accounted for 88% of the claims and 34% of

the reimbursement.T2

71 Total claims and reimbursement is inclusive of all claims (brand and generic) and not limited to those paid using a MAC price

list.
72 In these tables, "Reimbursement" does not include the copayments made by patients. Copayments are used in

the assessment of profitability later in this report.
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Generic

Brand

Exhibit 46: Percentage of Total Pharmacy Claims and Reimbursement for Washington Pharmacies by

Brand and GenericT3

% of Claims 73% 65% 1,7% L3% tt% 13o/o 160/o

%of
Reimbursement

% of Claims

%of
Reimbursement

59%

87%

4r%

90% s8%

, 35o/o 89%

t0% 42%

6s% 6s% 68% 66%

87o/o 89% 87o/o 84%

3s% 35% 32% 34%

Observations

r PBM dispensing fees paid to Washington pharmacies were generally lower than national

averages.

r PBM 6 paid the lowest average dispensing fee at 5.66 per claim.

r The difference in average dispensing fees for brand versus generic drugs was negligible.

i Current dispensing fees provided by PBMs were significantly lower than the S11.65 average COD

found in the 2015 studyTa. lf the ingredient cost reimbursement of drugs were reduced, the

spread pharmacies have relied upon to remain profitable would begin to disappear.

-r As the spread disappears, the pharmacy is unable to make up for the discrepancy between their

cost to dispense and the dispensing fees paid by the PBMs. Therefore, eliminating the spread

for most drugs dispensed by a pharmacy will cause that pharmacy to be less profitable and

potentially less viable as a business entity.

Washington State Pharmacy Profitability Case Studies
To further assess the effect of PBM reimbursement on pharmacy profitability, an analysis of PBM

reimbursements to two pharmacies randomly selected from the six PBMs' data was conducted. The two

pharmacies were both non-chain independent pharmacies, one ruraland one urban. Since actual drug

acquisition costs and COD costs were not obtained from the pharmacies, the analysis compared actual

pBM reimbursements to these pharmacies to the national discounted Average Wholesale Price (AWP)

benchmarks (for brand and generic drugs) used in our earlier analysis. The analysis included the

following components:

I Changes in profitability were analyzed under two different COD assumptions: a S10 dispensing

fee and a Sts d¡spensing fee.

ì' Profitab¡lity of dispensing brand versus generic drugs was assessed.

¡ The number of negative net income claims was assessed.

As discussed in the Method section above, the assumptions used in the analysis included the following:

73Note: PBM 2's outlier percentages are due to the reporting anomalies.
7a "Cost of Dispensing Study: An lndependent Comparative Analysis of U.S. Prescription Dispensing Cost"

September 2015.
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+ Drug acquisition costs were assumed to be AWP minus L8% for claims data marked as brand and

AWP minus 90%for claims data marked as generic.

+ Varied Cost of Dispensing (COD) assumptions were applied to show the effect non-drug costs

have on profitabil¡ty including dispensing fees of StO and StS and an amount equal to each

PBM's average dispensing fee.

+ Total income equaled the amount paid by the PBM plus the patient copayment (because there

is no record of whether the pharmacy collected the patient copayment, the calculations assume

the patient paid the copayment as listed in the data).

r The number of negative net ¡ncome claims were counted as well as the percentage that were

brand or generic drugs.

Profitability: S1-0 versus S15 cost to dispense
Exhibit 47 provides estimated net income for the two pharmacies assuming a per prescription COD of

SfO. nt this amount, only the Rural pharmacy had a positive net income which is approximately 1'4% of

gross income.

Exhibit 47: Total Costs and lncome by PBM for Case Study Pharmacies

When PBM 2 was removed from the data (Exhibit 48), net income for both pharmacies increased to

583,550 for the rural pharmacy and resulted in a small $3,tOg loss for the urban pharmacy. Because of

PBM 2's data anomalies, PBM 2 was excluded from the remaining calculations, lt is also ¡mportant to

note that total copayments differed significantly between PBMs as well as between the two pharmacies

Copayments was determined by health plan design, therefore, copayments should not be considered a

specific driver of prof¡tability since they are a component of the total reimbursement established by the

PBM.

coD S1o

2,177 L,L24 27,246

5147,944 569,368 S99s,970

s1,946 s87o s2o,gso

Sr¿g,ago' Szo,zsg'Sr,o16,szo'

S116,s21 S1o7,o3o 5749,782

527,770 SLL,2$ 5272,4æ

s138,291 stt8,270 st,022,242

su,s98 (s4s,032) (ss,322)

7.7% -68.4% -O.5%

1,685

s14tss3
s16,869

s$s,aoz'
S138,638

s16,8s0

$1ss 488

53,374

2.L%

7,O37

S331,039

549,ss6

Sæo,sgq'
s286,419

s70,370

s356,789

S23,806

6.3%

t3,974

$712,463

S123,0s9

sa¡s,sz¡'
s645690

S139,740

$785,430

Sso,o93

6.ú/o

S3s,s18

t.4%

s3,243

s2,3s8,

ross lncome

Cost

Claims

PBM Pa¡d

Copayment

Net lncome

Net lncome % of Gross lncome

Drug Cost

Dispensing Cost

coD S1o
825 13,758

928,743 $68s,207

Ss,678 S19,3s9
g3p.,az2' $7u,sæ'
s24,738 ss8&680

s8,2s0 s137,s80

s3¿988 $726,2æ

s1,433 ($21,6e4)

4.2% -3.t%

Drug Cost

Dispensing Cost

Totâl cost
Net lncome
Net lncome % of Gross lncome

3,115 L,992

s124,808 s89,443

s1,o7s s26o

$125,883' $gg,zo3'

s76,79O s210,8s1

s31,1s0 s1s,920

$10¿940 $23o,77t

917,943 (S141,058)

14.1% -t57.3%

L9,823

s8s8,7s6

54,t4s
$ss2,gor'
5670,L78

Sls&230

s868,4O8

(ss,s08)

-o.6%

570

5M,794

s¿se6

$s¿g8g'
541,972

ss,700

547,672

$4,7t8
9,ú/o

$LM,L76l
7.

40,083

Ssg, rrs
Sr,æt,7s

payment

lncome

Claims

PBM Paid

PBMl PBM2 PBM3 PBM4 PBMS PBMGTOtAIOf

PBM 1 PBM 2 PBM 3 PBM4 PBM 5 PBM GTOIAI OfPBMSMetric

Metric

lndependent
Urban Pharmacy

lndependent
Rural Pharmacy
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Exhibit 48: Total Costs and lncome Assumi coD without PBM 2) for Case Pharmacies

The average generic drug reimbursement (Gross lncome) was significantly lower at S20 to SgO per claim

when compared to the reimbursement for brand drugs at SZOO to SSOO per claim (Exhibit 49).

Exhibit 49: Brand and Generic - Percent of Total Claims and Average Gross lncome/Claim by PBM for

Case Study Pharmacies

With apparent slim margins, it is easy to predict that a higher dispensing fee assumption would have a

significant negative impact on the pharmacies' net income. As Exhibit 50 shows, increasing the COD

assumption from S10 to S15, dropped the total net income of both pharmacies into the red, with net

income as a percent of gross income decreasing to negative 7%for the rural pharmacy and negative 11%

for the urban pharmacy.

coD
Claims

PBM Paid

CopaVment

Gross lncome

Drug Cost

Dispens¡ng Cost

2,t77

5t47,944
S1,e46

$r¿g,e9o'
s116,s21

S2t,77o

$x38,291

$1r"s98
7.Wo

27,246

s99t97o
S2o,eso

$r,ore,gzo'
5749,782

5272,4æ

5L,022,242
($s,322)

-o.s%

1,685

S14!993
$16,869

srsa,gsz'
S138,638

S16,8so

$155,¿188

5s,stq
2.L%

7,O37

s331,03e

S4e,ss6

$380,s9¿'

s286,419

S7o,37o

$3s6,789

$23,806

6.3%

13,974

57L2,463

$123,0s9

$83S,SZs'

s64s,690

Sr39,7N
$78s,430

Sso,093

6.Wo

52,rr9

S83,sso

s2,5/1,
Si"937

Cost

Net lncome

Net lncome % of G ross lncomt

coD slo
Claims

PBM Paid

Copayment

Gross lncome

Drug Cost

Dispensing Cost

Total Cost

3,115

s1248O8

S1,o7s
grzlsa3'
576,7n
S31,1so

$x07,94O

5L7,943

L4.?%

19,823

S8s8,7s6

54,t4s
$862,so1

5670,178

s198,230

$858,408
(stso8)

-o.6%

425

s28,743

$s,678

$g,q22'
524,738

s8,2s0

$32,988

$1,433
4.2%

13,758

S68t2o7
Sls,3s9

szo¿,sss'
ss88,680

S13¿s8o

s726,2æ
($21,6e4)

-3.L%

570

$44,794
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Ssz,¡eg'
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Ss,7oo

$47,672

54,7t9

s1,

3&091

5t,7æ,
S¡z

(53,108)
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lndependent
Urban Pharmacy
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Rural Pharmacy
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Percent of Total Claims

Avs, Gross lncome per claim

t4%
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LO%

s201

2t%

s3ss
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s31o s4o8 s283
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S203 ss14 s263

t2%
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$21
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Sgs
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Exhibit 50: Brand and Generic - Percent of Total Claims and Average Gross lncome/Claim by PBM for

Case Study Pharmacies

coD sls

coD

Claims
PBM Paid

Copayment

Gross lncome

Drug Cost

D¡spensing Cosl

Total Cost

Net lncome

2,777

5t47,9M
57,946

s149,890

Srro,szr
532,6ss

5L49,176

57t3

27,2Æ

Si.,016,920

szo,gso

5!,037,870
s749,782

5408,690

5t,1s8,472

1,685

s141,993

s16,869
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S138,638

52s,275

$163,913

7,037

S331,039

S49,ss6

s380,594

5286,419

Slotsss
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s83s,s23

S123,059
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5øs ogo

s209,610

$sss,goo

52,119

52,473,418

s212,380

$2,681798

S1,937,050
. s781,78s

$2,718,&!5

38,091

57,76s,812

S37,8s3

S1,803,664

S1,402,358

Ss71,36s

5L,973,723
(srzo,osg)

Claims

PBM Paid

Copayment

Gross lncome

Drug Cost

Dispensing Cost

Total Cost

Net lncome

3,115

s124808

Sr,ozs

5125883

s76,790

546,72s

Srzs,srs
52,368

19,823

Ssoz,gor

54,745

$86¿04s

5670,178

Szgt,sqs

5967,s29
(s100,478)

570

5u,tga
Sz,sgo

$sz,sas

54!,972
Sa,sso

$so,szz

S1,868

825

$za,tqE

Ss,ozs

$A,422
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Stz,sts
$37,113
(S¿6e2)

13758

5704,s66

Srg,esg
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Ss88,680

s206,370

$Tetoso
(s71,125)

Exhibit 51 compares the data in Exhibits 48 and 50 for ease in comparison'

Exhibit 51: Net lncome as a Percent of Total lncome, Comparison of S10 and S15 COD for Case Study

Pharmacies

Observations

+ The rural pharmacy was profitable and the urban pharmacy was marginally in the red when a

S10 cOD was assumed.

+ Both the rural and urban pharmacies had negative net incomes when the COD assumption

increased to S15. The rural pharmacy, however, was still more profitable than the urban

pharmacy.

+ lf a S15 COD was assumed, the rural pharmacy had a positive net income from PBM L.

PBM3 PBM4 PBM5 PBM6 TOTAI OfPBMSMetr¡c PBM 1

Metric PBM's PBM6 TOIAIOf PBMSPBM1 PBM3 PBM4

lndependent
Urban Pharmacy

lndependent
Rural Pharmacy
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Net lncome

%olTotal lncome
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lf a S15 COD was assumed, the urban pharmacy had positive net income from PBM 1 and PBM

4.

Profitability: brand versus generic
A separate analysis was performed for the net income derived from brand and generic drugs at these

differing COD assumptions. At a StO COO, brand drugs appeared to be a negative influence on net

income while generic drugs were shown to have a positive effect on net income across all but one of the

PBMs (PBM 6 for the urban pharmacy) (Exhibits 52 and 53).

Exhibit 52: Brand Drug Costs and Income Assuming a S10 COD for the Case Study Pharmacies

Exhibit 53: Generic Drug Costs and lncome Assuming a $tO COO for the Case Study Pharmacies
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When, however, the COD assumption was increased to S15 (Exhibits 54 and 55), generic drugs

decreased the overall net income more (higher dollar decrease) than brand drugs. For the rural

pharmacy, total net income was decreased an additional 526,000 by brand drugs and SZ¡¿,000 by

generic drugs and for the urban pharmacy there was a decrease of 523,000 by brand drugs and

S167,000 by generic drugs.

Exhibit 54: Brand Drug Costs and tncome Assuming a $fS COO for the Case Study Pharmacies

Exhibit 55: Generic Drug Costs and lncome Assuming a SfS COO for the Case Study Pharmacies
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Observations
+ lf a S10 COD was assumed, generic drugs were more profitable than brand drugs (consistent

with the national data reported in Exhibit 39 above).

+ lf a S15 COD was assumed, generic drugs generated a greater net loss than brand drugs.

+ The significantly lower net income totals that resulted from changing the COD assumption from

$10 to SL5 were attributable to the lower average reimbursement and larger volume of generic

drug claims when compared to brand drugs.

+ Generic drugs ranged from 79% to 92% of claims for the case study pharmacies.

Number of negative net income claims
Another examined metric is the number of negative Net lncome claims generated at the S10 and S15

COD levels. Without considering the COD (Exhibit 56), i.e. at the gross profit level, generic drugs

accounted for almost all negative claims. When adding a COD, the results showed that at a SfO COO

(Exhibit 57) both pharmacies took a loss on the majority of their claims. This high negat¡ve claim volume

(loss) was driven primarily by generic claims.

Exhibit 56: Volume of Negative Net lncome Claims (Generic, Brand and Total) for the Case Study

Pharmacies - No COD Assumed
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Exhibit 57: Volume of Negative Net lncome Claims (Generic, Brand and Total) for the Case Study

Pharmacies - S10 COD Assumed

By increasing the COD to S15 (Exhibit 58) negative income claims increased, with generic claims

primarily responsible for increasing their overall percentage of the total. For example, the rural

pharmacygeneric negative claims increased from69%to75% of all of the pharmacy's claims, a 6

percentage point increase, while the negative brand claim percentage remained unchanged aI9%.

Exhibit 58: Volume of Negative Net lncome Claims (Generic, Brand and Total) for the Case Study

Pharmacies - S15 COD Assumed

The impact of a St5 COD showed that generic drug reimbursement was too small to absorb increases in

unreimbursed dispensing costs. This can be seen in Exhibit 59, which shows most of the average Net

lncomes per claim were at or below SS ¡t a SfO COD was assumed.
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Exhibit 59: Average Net lncome per Claim for the Case Study Pharmacies ¡f a $10 COD Assumed

The impact of COD assumptions on pharmacy profitability were further illustrated by limiting COD as a

factor. This was accomplished by setting the COD equal to the average dispensing fee paid by each PBM'

lf a S10 COD was assumed, the Net lncome as a percentage of Gross lncome for the target pharmacies

was below IO% lor most of the individual PBMs as well as in the aggregate for all PBMs in total (Exhibit

60).

Exhibit 60: Net lncome as a Percent of Gross tncome for the Case Study Pharmacies ¡f a S10 COD

Assumed

When the cost to dispense was negated by setting the cost to dispense at each PBM's average

dispensing fee, the Net lncome as a percentage of Gross lncome increased significantly (Exhibit 6L

below) ranging from 9 to 23 percentage points across the six PBMs. ln the aggregate, the rural

pharmacyvalues increased by 18 percentage points and the urban pharmacyvalues increased by 19

percentage points.
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Exhibit 61: Net lncome as a Percent of Gross lncome at PBM Average Dispensing Fee for the Case

Study Pharmacies

Summary
The weighted average dispensing fees (S0.66 - Sf .aa¡ paid by the six PBMs were significantly lower than

the surveyed S11.65 average actual cost to dispense for Washington pharmacies. Based on the two

pharmacy case study profiles, the issue of pharmacy profitability was tied to the declining ability of the

spread to compensate for the under reimbursement of pharmacy dispensing costs. This was illustrated

by the Average Net lncomes being below SS.OO ¡n the aggregate for the two target pharmacies at a COD

level ofS1O. lncreasedcostscutintotheseslimmargins,makingitdifficultforpharmaciestomaintain
prof¡tabil¡ty.

To compensate for declining profitabil¡ty, pharmacies had to find ways to improve income levels.

However, pharmacies that had to rely heavily on prescription drug income essentially had two choices,

they either must obtain higher or expanded fees orthey must maintain a sufficient spread on drug costs

and reimbursement.

The Office of the lnsurance Commissioner can assist on the latter by reviewing PBM reimbursement

complaints, but it will be up to the pharmacies and their PSAO representatives to obtain improved cost

of delivery (COD) fees. Any actions taken will result in increased costs being passed to the consumer

through copayments or increases in premiums.
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20.3%

570

s44,794

57,se6

5s2,389'
;4t,972

s718

s42,690

59,70o
ta.5y"

825

528,743

Ss,678

53+,t22'
524,738

51,444

526,L82

$8,23e
27.9%

73,758

s68s,2O7

s19,3s9

5toa,s66'
Ss88,680

se,082

ss97,762

s106,804
L5.2%

s1,

38,091

5sz

sL,436,9O2

5343,2s8
t9.3%

lncome

lncome % of Gross lncome

PBM 1At Avg. PBM Fee

At Avg, PBM Fee

Metr¡c

ofLMetr¡c

PBM3 PBM4 PBMS PBM6 TOIAIOf

PBM3 PBM4 PBMS PBM6

lndependent Rural

Pharmacy

lndependent Urban
Pharmacy
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Pharmacy MAC Appeals Analysis

Overview
The objective of the appeals review was to review data submitted to the Department of Revenue under

RCW 19.340.100(4)(b), if any, for patterns or trends in the denials of internal pharmacy benefit manager

appeals involving pharmacies with fewer than 15 retail outlets within the State of Washington under

their corporate umbrellas (hereafter referred to as "SMALL pharmacies"). ln absence of this data from

the Department of Revenue, the Data was obtained directly from the PBMs for this analysis. The scope

of our review included the following components:

+ For calendar years 2014 and 2015, Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC) appeals were analyzed aong

with the frequency of successful appeals and the types of pharmacies most likely to generate

appeals.

I The analysis estimated the percentage of transactions which are likely to generate appeals

under the provisions of ESSB 5857.

+- The analysis considered and made recommendations regarding what documentation OIC should

require from the parties to facilitate the OIC resolution of submitted appeals.

Key Findings
+ OIC is likely to receive L3,500 - 15,500 appeals on average annually. This estimate assumes that

PBMs do not change their current business practices, which, if they do, could affect the appeals

volume they receive.

+ SMALL pharmacies generated a range of appeals, as a percentage of total claims volume, from

O.O2%-2.24%wilh an overallaverage of O.I9%'

+ Of the SMALL pha rmacies that submitted an a ppeal, 17% (44]'generated 80% of the appeals.

+ These 44 SMALL pharmacies received PBM ingredient cost reimbursement that exceeded

NADAC rates in aggregate; however, this variance represented less than 7% of lhe overall

statewide positive variance to NADAC.

+ Comparing reimbursement of these 44 SMALL pharmacies to benchmark MAC List 1, five of the

six PBMs reimbursed the 44 SMALL pharmacies at a more favorable rate than the statewide

average. Comparing reimbursement of these 44 SMALL pharmacies to benchmark MAC List 2,

four of the six PBMs reimbursed the 44 SMALL pharmacies at a more favorable rate than the

statewide average.

+ All but one PBM had reimbursement variances to benchmark MAC List l that were significantly

more positive for the 44 pharmacies than for all Washington pharmacies. Four of the six

pharmacies' reimbursement variances to benchmark MAC List 2 were significantly more positive

for the 44 pharmacies than for all Washington pharmacies.

+ Of the 44 pharmacies, nine were urban locations, five were in suburban locations, and 30 were

in rural locations. By geography, 12 were in Eastern Washington (east of the Cascade

Mountains), 10 were in the Central l-5 corridor (defined as King, Pierce, Snohomish, and

Thurston Counties), and 22 were in the rest of western Washington.

+ Of the SMALL pharmacies that submitted an appeal,37% lf08l submitted fewer than 10 appeals

over the Study period.
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+ pBM 4 accounted lor 59% of the appeal volume for SMALL pharmacies over the study period,

with a notable increase over the study per¡od.

+ PBM denials ranged |rom77%to94%of MACappeals,with an average of 87%.

+ The majority of appeals related to lower cost drugs. The vast majority of appeals (89%) came

from claims where the ingredient cost amount reimbursed was less than 550.00. lngredient cost

ranged from pennies to over SSOO per prescription.

Method

Data Request
OIC solicited appeals data for calendar years 2014 and 2015 from the six PBMs that account for the

largest volume of pharmacy claims for fully-insured health plan enrollees in the state of Washington.

The appeals data request was limited to the scope of OIC oversight as specified in WA Senate Bill ESSB

5857 including appeals for MAC multi-source generic drugs dispensed by pharmacies in the state of

Washington with utilization limited to fully-insured, commercial health plans'

Exhibit 62 lists the data elements requested and data received by each PBM (see Appendix ll for the

data request).

Exhibit 62: PBM Appeals Data Request

Provided
7/71t4-

x2/3tlrs1

Provided
6ltz/L4-
12/3rh51

XXXX

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

Nor

No1

X

XXx

A. A full listing of pharmacy
pricing appeals for the JanuarY

I,2OI4 through December 31,

2015 period. The list should
include, but is not limited to:

¡. Explanation of all form fields

i¡. Data required from the
pharmacy by the PBM2

¡¡i. Type of appeal

iv. Appealdetermination

vii. Determ¡nat¡ondate

ix. Pharmacy type

x. lf determination was denied,

include the reason for the
denial and the NDC of the
drug that may be Purchased
by similarly situated
pharmacies at a price that ¡s

equal to or less than the
MAc (RCW 19.3a0.100[a][c] )

vill

vi. Appeal date

Appeal comments

Determination
letter/notif ication

X X
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x¡. lf the appeal was upheld,
include verification that an

adjustment was made no

later than one day after the
date of determination and

that all similarly situated
pharmacies in the state
were updated as well (RCW

1e.340.100[4][cl)

B. Provide a copy of appeals
policv, including the process

for appeals, the internal timing
requirements and the teams
that manage the process.

X

X

Notes:

1 Exhibits and analysis were adjusted to account for these discrepancies and noted

2 Data was not consistent across PBMS.

Exhibit 63 shows the total number of reported appeals for the Study period

Exhibit 63. Total Appeals Reported, CYs 2014 and 2015

379

2,669

Nol

t,460
9,984

0

9,486

5,180

72,835

X

X

0

8,944

X

X

7,0L9

t04,697

X X

XXx

3,048 : L!,444 9,486 78,015 779 8,944 711,716

0

779

*Note: pBM 3 provided only one MAC list due to the size and complexity of providing all of them. The MAC list they provided ¡s the one that

generated the greatest number of appeals.

Upon review ,7 ,O\g of the reported appeals were excluded from our analysis for the following reasons:

-+ Some PBMs provided "non-MAC" appeals, which were not part of the Study.

+ Some PBMs provided duplicate submissions of appeals or appeals on claims that had been

reversed. These were viewed as administrative errors and were excluded them from this Study

To conduct the analysis, the appeals data was partitioned into the following two data sets:

+ SMALL Pharmacies: Appeals from independent and chain pharmacies with fewer than 15 chain

store locations in the state of Washington. This set aligned tothe oversight of OIC's authority

under ESSB 5857 and the Study focused on these pharmacies through the analysis in this

section.

+ LARGE Pharmacies: Appeals from pharmacy chains with 15 or more pharmacies in the state of

Washington. For purposes of this Study, different pharmacy chains with the same ownership

were grouped together.

Removed claims

NET Appeal for
Study Set

Appeals
Submitted
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ln the submitted appeals data, the PBMs generally identified three types of appeals: independent,

Pharmacy Services Administrative Organizations (PSAO), and chains. PSAO appeals appeared to contain

both independent and chain pharmacies. The analysis allocated the PSAO appeals based on a best

est¡mate of which pharmacy chains contained more than 15 pharmacies in the state of Washington.

Where it was unclear whether a pharmacy chain may contain 15 or more stores in the State of

Washington, the pharmacy's website listing of locations was referenced to make the determination'

Other than the excluded appeals described above, all other reported appeals were counted as relevant

in this Study, including multiple appeals submitted by a pharmacy relating to a single prescription that

includes an initialdispensing and subsequent refills. ln these cases, the analysis identified two appeal

approaches used by pharmacies:

+ For a single prescription (which could include the initial fill and refills), some pharmacies

submitted appeals on the initialfilland the subsequent refills, Because each refilldid reflect a

different date of service (fill date), they were counted as a unique interaction with a PBM and

thus a unique appeal

+ Some pharmacies submitted multiple appeals for the same prescription and date of service. When

provided, these were all treated as unique appeals in the analysis.

Data Analysis

Appeal Types, Frequency, and Estimated Number of Expected OIC Appeals

Control totals
To calculate the rate of appeals as a percent of total claims during the Study period, the analysis

compared the aggregate appeals data to the aggregate claims data submitted for the MAC pricing

analysis portion of this Study. Only aggregate numbers were compared; actual claims were not linked to

individual appeals for this analysis. Because different data sets were used, the following adjustments

were applied:

+ Time period: As requested, the PBMs submitted appeals data for calendar years 2014 and 20L5;

however, claims data request was for only calendar year 2015. For purposes of determining the

rate of appeals as a percent of totalclaims, only 2015 appeals data was utilized.

+ Funding type/Line of business: The appeals data request was limited to fully-insured,

commercial-based claims appeals. PBM 1 was unable to separate the appeals by funding type

and line of business, so its data reflects other appeals that might not be subject to OIC's appeals

process and may result in an overstated appeals incidence rate for this PBM.

The claims data also presented some anal¡ical challenges, as PBM 3 and PBM 6 were unable to

delineate the fully-insured, commercial claims. As a result, the¡r appeal incidence rates may be under-

stated.

All data are shown in the aggregate, and split between the LARGE pharmacy and SMALL pharmacy

categories (Exhibit 6a).
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2s0,801 444,285 10,u2,278

!9r,263 39&s6s 7,444¡sæ

59,538 45,720 2,s97,778

24% 10% 26%

uuts-
t2/3!ts
Fl Only

2,283,721

1,896,s28

386,s93

17%

r/r/ß-
tzl3tlts

Fl only
7,99),629

6,491,283

1,499,346

19%

uuTs-
7a3uß

Fl + Other
72,263,692 33,274,ffi
9,793,392 25,615,537

3,070,300 7,659,ns
25% 230/,

urlt4- ut/14-
72l3rlts 72137/rs

9,486 72,835

2,039 11,881

7,M7 60,954

7,M7 60,954

6,050 52,276

7,397 8,678

79% 14%

rlrll4- 7/r/t4-
12/3uts 7431/t5

779 8,9M

376 3,450
rn3 5,494

4A3 s,494

724 2,910

279 2,59
690/. 47%

6lt2/74-
12/3u7s

2,669

959

7,710

1,770

425

1,285

75%

7/tl14-
tu3tlls

9,9U
4,L39

5,845

5,845

5,344

501

9%

r04,697

22,U4
81,853

81,853

67,729

14,724

o.25%

O.I9o/.
0.6t/o

2.16%

r.32%
1".1V/,

o.07%

O 05o/o

2.67%

2.24%

o.07%

0.02%

0.o4%

0.08%

PBM1 PBMz PBM3 PBM4 PBMs PBM6 TOTAT

Time Period of Appeals

TOTAL Appeals to Study Set (Fl Comm)

2014 Appeals

2015 Appeals

2015 Appeals

Large Pharmacies

Small Pharmacies

SMALL as a percent

Appeals as percent of cla¡ms for:

TOTAL Study Set (Fl Comml

SMALL pharmac¡es

T¡me Period of Claims

Claims Type

TOTAL Rx's to Study Set (Fl Comm)

Rx for LARGE pharmac¡es

Rx for SMALL pharmacies

percent small Pharmacies

Exhibit 64. Claims and APPe als total for Study Set, part¡t¡oned by SMATL / TARGE pharmacies

Observations
. G¡ven the volume of prescriptions in the state of Washington, different PBMs generated

different level of appeals in calendar year 20L5. Across the six PBMs, between O.Ot% - 2.67% of

all claims produced appeals at an average rate of 0.25%. The rate was lower when viewing only

the SMALL pharmacies, which produced a rate of O.O2% - 2.24% of claims generated appeals

and an overall average rate of O.Lg%.

. Appeals generated by PBMs had varying levels of exposure to SMALL pharmacies, which could

reflect MAC management practices. For example, PBM t had75% of appeals coming from

SMALL pharmac¡es while PBM 2 had only 9o/o coming from sMALL pharmac¡es.

Given the above observations, the Study concludes that OIC is likely to receive more appeals for some

pBMs than others. lf so, OIC may wish to reaching out individually to PBMS with higher appeal incidence

rates to identify root-causes for the purpose of reducing the number of future appeals.

PBM Denial Rates

To calculate appeal denial rates, the self-reported PBM appeals data for the two-year Study period was

reviewed and partit¡oned into two study sets: one for LARGE pharmacies and another for SMALL

pharmacies. The appealdenial rates were calculated as the ratio of the denied appeals to totalappeals

(Exhibit 6s).
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3
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1,406

37

13

1,333
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97%
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9r%

76%

72%

77%

9r%

90%

94%

90%

85%

8s%

88%

94%

87%

89o/o

100%

83%

TOTALAppeals for Study Set (Fl Comm)

Appeals for LARGE Pharmacies

Appeals for SMALL Pharmacies

Chai n

PSAO

lndependent
Unknown

Appeals Deníed

TOTALStudy Set (Fl Comm)

LARGE Pharmacies (15+ Pharmacies)

SMALL Pharmacies (<15 Pharmacies)

Chain

PSAO

lndependent
Unknown

Denial Rates

TOTAL Study Set (Fl Comm)

LARGE Pharmacies (15+ pharmacies)

SMALL Pharmacies (<15 pharmacies)

Exhibit 65. PBM Appeal Denial Rates, CYs 2014 and 2015

*pBM l could not provide the breakout between FI Commercial appeals and other (Medicare/Medicaid), so might be overstated

Observations:

I While appeal denial rates varied by PBM, most were 85% or higher with the exception of PBM 1

which had a notably lower aggregate denial rate of 76%.

+ The major¡ty of SMALL pharmacy appeals came from independent pharmacies,

l No clear pattern emerged regarding the difference in denial rates between SMALL and LARGE

pharmacies. Two of the six PBMs, however, had higher denial rates for SMALL pharmacies than

for LARGE pharmacies.

Appeals Over Time
Exhibit 66 shows the appeal volume over tlme for all six PBMs during the two-year Study period. Two

PBMs, however, did not submit appeal data for the entire Study period:

I PBM L did not report appeals data for the January 1,,2014 - July 1, 20L4 time per¡od,

r PBM 3 did not report appeals data for the January t,201,4 - June L2,20t4 time period.
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Observations
+ Appeal volumes for PBM 1 were in¡tially higher than 100 per month, then fell below 100 for a 9-

month period. During the second half of 2015, PBM t had notably higher appeals volume

compared to its appeals volume in 2OI4 and the first half of 2015.

+ Compared to the other PBMs, PBM 2 and PBM 5 maintained low appeal volume throughout the

Study period.

+ PBM 3 saw slow growth through 2015 in the volume of appeals.

+ Appeal volumes for PBM 6 quickly grew to a high level by April 20L4. Shortly after

implementation of SB 6137 in June 2074, appeals volume for PBM6 subsided to a level that it

sustained for the remainder of the study period.

The analysis calculated and reviewed the monthly appeal denial rates for each PBM to determine if

there were any seasonal patterns. Exhibit 68 shows the monthly denial rates for SMALL pharmacies only

over the Study period.

Exhibit 68: SMALL Pharmacy Denial Rates, CYs 2014 and 2015

Observations:
+ Denial rates for PBM L, PBM 2 and PBM 4 each fell around January 2015 and increased

thereafter.

+ While PBM 2 and PBM 4 returned to their normal denial-rates rather quickly, PBM l took longer

to do so.

There was no seasonal pattern found for appeal denial rates. While experience of HMA and its

subcontractor tells them that a PBM'S management of its MAC list and/or quarterly changes in

manufacturer pricing may impact the number of appeals submitted, this is not clearly apparent ¡n the

data nor chart above.

Appeal Concentration
The analysis also reviewed the appeals generated by different pharmacies in Washington state to

determine whether appeals were spread evenly across all pharmacies or whether a subset of
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pharmac¡es generated a larger number of appeals. Exhibit 69 shows the number and percentage of

LARGE and SMALL pharmacies in Washington that submitted appeals.

Exhibit 69: Number of SMAIL and LARGE Pharmacies in Washington

291

77t

29t
254

546

77t
545

1,316

47%

4l%

For SMALL pharmacies, the appeals were summarized at a pharmacy level, and that data set was

organized in a descending order. Manipulating the data in this way allowed for a review of the

concentration of appeals by SMALL pharmacies.

With roughly 79% of the total appeal volume coming from LARGE pharmacies, further analysis was

conducted to determine whether appeals from SMALL pharmacies were concentrated in several

pharmacies or dispersed among the group (Exhibit 70l,. 80% of the appeals submitted by SMALL

pharmacies came from only 44 (77%l of the SMALL pharmacies.

Exhibit 70: SMALL Pharmacy Appeal Concentration, CYs 2014 and 2015
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Distribution

Top 44
Pharmacies

Exhibit 7l- shows the distribution of appeals for the top 44 appealing SMALL pharmacies across the six

PBMs.

Exhibit 71: PBM Distribution of Appeals From Top tt4 Appealing SMATL pharmacies, CYs 2014 and

2015

7,141. 560 7,367 8,473 436 5,604 17,581

6% 3% 8% 48% 2% 32% too%

Exhibit 72 compares the magnitude of reimbursement variances between the top 44 appealing SMALL

pharmacies and all pharmacies in Washington. The percentages represent the variance in the paid

ingredient cost to the pharmacy and the benchmark price relative to the paid ingredient cost.

Exhibit 72: lngredient Cost Reimbursement by PBM Paid to the Top 44 Appealing SMALL Pharmacies

Compared to All Pharmacies, CYs 2014 and 2015

O.4% O.2% 0.2o/o 0.7% 0.5% 0.6%

13.4%

a.6%

205%

0ß%

24.2%

-s.4%

.-a3%

-25.8%

-o3%

-31.4%

s.o%

-0.2%

-6.8%

-0.7%

-2.7%

3.9%

-0.3%

-7.7%

-O:3%

-8.9%

9.9%

0.0%

-0,2%

0.2%

4,4%

3.9%

0.1%

-10.3

o.t%

-8.9%

Due to data limitations, that analysis was unable to match appeal claims to the NADAC price list for

further analysis.

Observations:

+ Of all the SMALL pharmacies that submitted appeals to the PBMs, t7% (or 44 pharmacies)

generated roughly 8O%of allthe appeals volume. lf the appeals volume had been evenly

distributed across all pharmacies submitting appeals, Exhibit 69 would have presented a 45-

degree line.

+ The top 44 appealing SMALL pharmacies were primarily appealing reimbursements from PBM 4

and PBM 6 (with 48% and 32% of the volume respectively).

I For drugs subject to NADAC pricing, all of the top 44 appealing SMALL pharmacies were paid, in

aggregate, at higher rates than NADAC, but at a lower rate than the average for all Washington

pharmacies.

Comparison of the Top Appeals SMAtt Pharmacies to Al[ Fharmacies

All Pharmacies Variance to NADAC % ol PIC
Cost P

1'1rì',1:liflìì\¡1r') l,'l'lirr i,i l:t I \,,, ,'1Iìfi .'j

All Pharmacies Variance to Benchmark MAC

2%of PlC

Top Appeals SMATL Pharmacy Group to
Benchmark MAC 2 % of PlC

All Pharmacies Variance to Benchmark MAC

L%otPlC

Top Appeals SMALL Pharmacy Group to
Benchmark MAC 1 % ol PIC

Top Appeals SMALL Pharmacy GrouP

variance to NADAC % ol Pald lngredient
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ì- For drugs included on the benchmark MAC List 1, all but one PBM paid the top 44 appealing

SMALL pharmacies' ingredient costs at a higher rate than the average for all pharmacies

statewide.
-+- For drugs included on the benchmark MAC List 2, four of the six PMBs paid the top 44 appealing

SMALL pharmacies'ingredient costs at a higher rate than the average statewide pharmacies.

I Of the top 44 appealing SMALL pharmacies, 35 were independents, eight were considered

chains and one was considered a PSAO'

+ Of the top 44 appealing SMALL pharmacies, nine were in urban locations, five were in suburban

locations, and 30 were in rural locations. By geogra phy, L2 were in eastern Washington (east of

the Cascades), 10 were in the central l-5 corridor (defined as King, Pierce, Snohomish, and

Thurston Counties), and22 were in the rest of western Washington.

+ Of SMALL pharmacies submitting appeals, 37% (IO8l submitted fewer than 10 appeals over the

Study period.

OIC should consider individualized outreach to the relatively small number of pharmacies that appear to

be submitting the majority of appeals to identify root causes and solutions that might reduce the

number of future appeals from these pharmacies.

Price Review of Appeals
Using the claims data provided for the MAC pricing analysis when available, the analysis matched

appeals to the claims payment data set and reviewed the reimbursement paid to the pharmacies on

those claims. The mapping of the appeals and claims data presented the following challenges:

-+- Claims data could not be matched to appeals data for PBM 3 and PBM 6 due to the limitations of the

data fields that were provided in the appeals data set.

-r Approximately 5,170 appeal records from 2015 could not be tied to the claim files. Data such as

date-of-service, National Drug Code (NDC), and National Counselfor Prescription Drug Programs

(NCPDP) number was used to match claims, but there were inconsistencies in these two data sets

that did not allow all claims to be matched.

+ Because the claims file only contained claims with dates of service from 20L5, only the appeals with

2015 dates of service were reviewed.

Exhibit 73 summarizes the distribution of appeals by the ingredient cost amount paid to the pharmacy.

Exhibit 73: D¡str¡bution of Appeals Based on Pharmacy Reimbursement (All Pharmacies), CY 2015
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Observations:

I The major¡ty of appeals were on lower cost drugs: 89% of the appeals came from claims where

the pharmacy was re¡mbursed less than 550.00 for the ingredient cost of the drug. lt is

important to note that this cost distribution represented the PBM reimbursement paid to the

pharmacy - not necessarily the cost that the pharmacy requested for reimbursement.

I The appeal denial distribution followed the appeal distribution closely, generally within one

percentage point at every band of drug cost.

+ There was no discernable pattern of differing denial rates at different price levels. The denial

rates were almost always above 90%.

Estimate of the Number of appeals OIC will receive

The Study estimates that OIC is likely to receive 13,500 - L5,500 appeals on average annually. This

estimate is based on the following assumptions:
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i- All denied appeals will come to OIC and all pharmacies will use the second-level appeals process.

While some pharmacies might reconsider their appeal based on information provided by the
pBM, the Study conservat¡vely assumed the OIC appeal process would be used for all denied

appeals. Although PBMs provide an alternate NDC roughly 90% of the time when denying an

appeal, the pharmacy could disagree and utilize the OIC process. No reduction ¡n potential

appeals due to pharmacies feeling satisfied with PBM responses was assumed.

+ PBMs will maintain the business practices that generated the appeals during the Study period'

+ The total number of denied appeals reported for calendar years 20L4 and 2015 for SMALL

pharmacies was 19,244 with a major¡ty of these coming from lndependent pharmacies.

Although this study period spans 24 months, the Study only analyzed the ending 18-months of

data. This was because two PBMs did not submit appeals data for first six months ol2O74,

which was prior to implementation of SB 6137. This yielded an average of L,069 denied appeals

per month, or roughly 12,828 annually. Although PBM L was unable to separate fully-insured

commercial appeals from non-fully insured appeals, they only made up 7% of the total appeals

over the Study period.

+ The fully-insured population will remain relatively stable from 2015 to 2017. Large swings in the

insured population, includinggrowth in individual health care plans, can affectthe estimate. lf

there is large growth in these areas, the appeal growth would be in-line with growth of

membership in these Plans.

+ There will be modest growth in the number of drugs that are subject to the MAC appeals

process. lndustry utilization trends for generic drugs are in the low single digits. lncreases in

generic dispensing rates have stabilized due to fewer blockbuster patent expirations. the Study

estimates that these two factors combined produce an estimated increase of 5%-l0% of generic

drug utilization lor 2Ot7 .

I The high rate of appeals for PBM 4, compared to the other PBMs, will continue. The Study does

not assume that PBM 4 will adjust its business practices to change the rate of appeals from rate

observed duringthe Study period. lf PBM 4 changes business practices, this could substantially

decrease the number of appeals that the OIC receives.

+ AIO% margin was added to the upper end of the estimate to account for appeal volatility. Also,

because the study set of appeals came only from six PBMs (which cover 98% of the fully-insured

commercial business in Washington state), the Study's margin assumpt¡on of LO% should

provide additional coverage for the remaining portion of fully-insured commercial business not

analyzed in this Study.

Recommendations on the most useful documents for OIC to require from parties to an appeal

The Study reviewed the types of data that each PBM reported that it requests from a pharmacy to

support the appeals process as well as what the PBM reports back to the pharmacy following a

determination. Exhibits 74 and 75 illustrate each of the data types reported.

Exhibit 74: PBM Required Data from Pharmacies to Support PBM Appeal Process

X

PBM 1. PBM 2 PBM 3 PBM 4 PBM 5 PBM 6

Pharmacy Name, Chain/Affi¡¡at¡on
Code

Data Element

X
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Pharmacy Comments

Patient lnformation
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Exhibit 75: PBM Data Returned to the Pharmacy Following Appeal Determination
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Based on a review of the materials provided and taking into consideration what OIC will need to make a

reasonable determination on an appeal, we have included as Appendix lll to this report a sample OIC

Appeals Form that specifies the data and documentation submissions that we believe OIC should require

from the parties to an appeal.

Appeal Determination Date

Appeal Determination

Appeal Comments

Effective Date of New MAC Price

Alternate NDC

Appeal Date
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PBM MAC-Related Appeals Processing

Overview
The Study includes a review of the PBM MAC appeals processes to provide the OIC with baseline

information. Areas reviewed include:

+ Timeframe for appeals resolution by the PBM (in accordance with RCW 19.340.100(3));

+ Provision of an alternative National Drug Code (NDC) for denied appeals (in accordance with

RCW 1s.340.100(axb));

+ Updates of the IVRC pricing within one day (in accordance with RCW 19.340.100(5Xa));

+ PBM telephone contacts for submitting MAC appeals (in accordance with RCW

L9.340.L00(4Xa)); and

+ General PBM MAC appeals policy review.

The analysis in this section is intended to be informational only and in no way should be considered a

compliance audit. ln some cases, the PBM did not provide sufficient data or information to allow the

reviewers to gain a full understand of the PBM's processes. Absence of data does not imply that a PBM

is not in compliance with the terms of the regulation, but instead is a limitation of the dataset or PBM

reporting capabilities. Further, the observations in this report are not intended to be used for

enforcement purposes, but merely to show our conclusions based on the information reported.

Further, the appeal data set contains appeal records priorto the enactment of so data may not reflect

compliance practices of the PBMs.

Key Findings
.,r- PBMs reported faster resolution of denied appeals than upheld appeals: 84% of denied appeals

were processed in 10 days and 4%o were not completed within 30 days; 58% of upheld appeals

were processed in 10 days and L0% were not completed within 30 days.

+ For SMALL pharmacies, the timeframes were longer with 55% processed within 10 days and 85%

processed within 30 days.

+ Three of the six PBMs provided the alternate NDC greater than 90% of the time.

+ Only three PBMs provided information relating to the requirement to update their MAC list

pricing within one day of a pricing change. Of those three, MAC lists updates within the one-day

timeframe were made between 87% and IO0%from the determination date.

+ Each PBM in the Study had a telephone contact number for pharmacies to use to speak with

PBM personnel, although direct contact with a live PBM representative was not always available

on the first call. The majority of the call center hours of operation observed in the Study were 24

hours a day, seven days per week.

+ Each PBM provided policies and procedures or a summary of processes that indicated that the

PBM had an appeals resolution timeframe within the requirement of the regulation (30 days).

+ The PBMs' response times for appeals ranged from three to 30 days

+ The window of time a pharmacy had to submit an eligible MAC appealvaried by PBM.

+ The Study found that PBMs have sufficient policies and procedures or processes to fulfillthe
telephonic contact center requirements of RCW 19.340.100.
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-i All but one PBM in the Study had specific policies and procedures for handling MAC pricing

inquiries and appeals, and response t¡mes within the parameters required by regulation.

Depending on day of the week and time that a placed a call, live assistance was not always

available but callers had the option of leaving a voice message. At the time this report was

prepared, not all calls were returned,

+ ln some cases, the administrative intermediaries working on behalf of pharmacies, or, Pharmacy

Services Administrative Organizations (PSAOs), aggregated MAC inquiries for submission to

PBMs. The "batching" of these requests potentially extended the overall wait time for a

pharmacy to receive a response to ¡ts MAC appeal.

Method

Data Request
After relevant appeals from "SMAL|' pharmacies (defined as pharmacies with fewer than 15 chain store

locations) were identified, a subset of MAC appeals data was studied to determine the following:

-i Whether the PBM sent an alternative NDC for denied appeals; and

-i The timing of MAC list pricing updates based upon approved appeals.

Exhibit 76 lists the subset of MAC appeals data and PBM submission of that data.

Exhibit 76: PBM Data Request and Received
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updated as well (RCW 19.340.100
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iii. Appeal date

1 Exhibits and analysis were adjusted to account for these discrepancies and noted
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PBMs were asked to submit all policies and procedures related to the MAC appeals process. All but one

PBM (PBM 4) submitted specific internal policies and/or procedures addressing appeals, investigations,

and disputes over MAC pricing. PBM 4 instead provided a written summary describing its current

appeals process. Further, two PBMs submitted excerpts from provider manuals on MAC appeals which

serve as general instructions to pharmacies. Every PBM provided telephonic hours of operation and

three provided website and email addresses for the submission of appeals. Five PBMs provided data on

call center metrics, but they were not specific to MAC appeals. Two PBMs provided call logs, but only

one was specific to MAC appeals.

Exhibit 77 summarizes the data request and information from the selected PBMs.

Exhibit 77: Data Request and lnformat¡on Rece¡ved
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ln addition to reviewing the policies and procedures, a total of 18 secret shopper calls were made (three

calls per PBM). Each PBM received calls during regular business hours, after hours, and on the weekend.

A process diagram for the secret shopper calls is provided as Exhibit 76 below. The secret shopper

presented himself as an assistant calling on behalf of a pharmacist preparing for a MAC appeal. The

secret shopper called into the phone number provided by the PBM and verified the hours of operation.

Where possible, the secret shopper outlined a process in order to compare to the standards described in

that particular PBM's policies and procedures. The secret shopper was not provided with a pharmacy

NCPDP/NPI number, specific RX number for a prescription, or patient number and thus was unable to

pursue the call as a complete MAC pricing appeal.

Call Logs

Availabi

'PBM Datâ PBM'5PBM.2

Call Center
Standards and

Metrics for
Appeals Process

Telephonic
Contact lnfo and

MAC Appeals
P&Ps
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Exhibit 78: Flowchart for Secret Shopper Call
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Data Analysis

Timeframes for adjudicating MAC appeals
The Study reviewed the number of days that elapsed between the date of appeal and the determination

date and sorted the results into four 10-day increment categories summarized in Exhibit 79. (Note: For

8,945 claims, incomplete data prevented us from measuring the time between submission and

resolution.)

Exhibit 79: Distribution of Appeals Based on Determ¡nation Timing (All Pharmacies), CYs 2Ol4 and
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Exhibit 80 summarizes these results for the SMALL pharmacies only.

Exhibit 80. D¡str¡bution of Appeals Based on Determination Timing (SMAIL Pharmacies), CYs 2014 and

2015
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Observations

+ From a d¡stribution perspective, PBMs appeared to respond more rapidly to unsuccessful

appeals, with a determination in about 84% of unsuccessful appeals occurring in the first L0

days after an appealwas initiated.

r SMALL pharmacies tended to follow the same patterns as all pharmacies.

+ Approximately L0% of all successful appeals were determined after the 30-day mark. Under the

provisions of ESSB 5857, allof these determinations would be appealable and could add to the

numbers of second level appeals to OlC.

Review of providing NDCs for denied appeals and updating MAC lists within one day for upheld

appeals
Exhibit 81 summaries PBM results with respect to the following components of ESSB 5857:

+ Update the MAC price when the appealwas approved, within one day

+ Provide the NDC of an alternate drug that the pharmacy can purchase, when the appeal is

denied.

Note: PBM 1, PBM 5, and PBM 6 did not provide enough data to determine if they were adjusting MAC

prices within one day.

Exhibit 81: Adherence to Other Requirements, CYs 2Ot4 and2OL5
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Observations:

+ PBM L and PBM 6 had a low rate of compliance with respect to providing a similar NDC that

could be purchased by a pharmacy at or below a MAC price. PBMs 2, 3, and 4 appeared to have

high rates of compliance.

+ When the data was provided, PBMs 2, 3, and 4 had a reasonably high rate of adjusting the MAC

prices within one day.

CallCenter Operations
The scope of the Study called for a review of Contact Center/Pharmacy Help Desk availability. The

analysis included a review of MAC policies and procedures for subm¡tting appeals, response time

standards, and telephonic availability of each PBM in the Study. All but one PBM submitted formal

policies and procedures pertain¡ng to Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC) pricing appeals.

Key findings:
+ Each PBM in the Study had a telephone contact number for pharmacies to speak with PBM

personnel, although direct contact w¡th a live PBM representative was not always available on

the first call. The majority of the call center hours of operation observed in the Study were 24

hours a day, seven days per week.

-+ Each PBM's policy and procedure or summary of processes indicated ¡t had an appeals

resolution timeframe within the requirement of the regulation (30 days).

+ The PBMs' response times ranged from three to 30 days.

+ The window of time a pharmacy had to submit an eligible MAC appeal varied by PBM.

ln some cases, the administrative intermediaries working on behalf of pharmacies, or, Pharmacy

Services Administrative Organizations (PSAOs), aggregated MAC inquiries for submisslon to PBMs. The

"batching" of these requests potentially extended the overall wait time for a pharmacy to receive a

response to its MAC appeal.

Secret shopper calls confirmed each call center's available hours. Qualitative observation revealed that

wait times varied widely after calls were answered. Although telephone contacts were available, PBMs

activated a "leave message" function, requiring a pharmacy to request a call-back on a specific inquiry.

Of the three PBMs where a voicemail was left, only one returned the call at the time this report was

prepared.

Telephonic Contacts
Of the PBMs that provided specific information on their MAC appeals processes, the majority described

a telephonic pharmacy inquiry process involving pharmacy help desk staff as the first line of contact.

PBM help desk staff were not typically responsible for handling or resolving the appeals. lnstead, they

would triage a call by identifying the issue as specific to MAC pricing and then forward the call to a MAC

team within the PBM for resolution.

Although telephonic contacts were available for all PBMs in the Study, many encouraged or required

other modes for contacting the PBM for submission of MAC pricing appeals. One PBM directed the

secret shopper to an online portal for submission of appeals. Other PBMs provided a fax number or

email address as alternatives to a telephonic appeal submission. Pharmacies were required to fill out a

PBM-specific MAC pricing inquiry form with specific information to facilitate the investigation process.
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Time Limit for Submission of Appeals, Timeframe for Resolution, and MAC Effective Date
Each PBM required a specific timeframe for pharmacies to submit appeals on MAC pricing, although the

timeframes varied widely from ten to 60 business days. The initiation of the timeframe was defined as

the claims fill-date or date of service.

PBM appeals resolution times as indicated in policies and procedures ranged from seven to 30 business

days. Each PBM outlined a formal response process (once an appeal determination is made) in their
policies or summary. Two PBMs indicated that the response to an appeal is provided to the submitting

party in electronic format; four PBMs did not specify the method of how a response is delivered.

ln addition to PBM response time, the policies and procedures or summary of processes for the effective

date of MAC change after an appeals determination is formalized were analyzed. Four PBMs had the
practice of adjusting the MAC pricing one calendar day after the date of determination; two provided no

commentary or information on this request.

Call Center Avai lability
Five of the PBMs provided access to pharmacies 24 hours a day, seven days a week and one (identified

in this report as PBM 1) only offered daytime operat¡ng hours, seven days a week. When a live person

was not available and given the option to leave a voicemail, the secret shopper left a message

articulating a general question about the process for filing MAC pricing appeals and left a call back

number. Of the four voicemails left with three PBMs, only one call was returned (within 20 hours). The

other three calls had not been returned at the time this report was prepared.

Call Center Performance
ActualcallcenterstatisticsweresubmittedbyfourofthesixPBMs. OnePBMsubmittedtargetstatistics
but not actual performance data. Another PBM did not submit e¡ther target or performance measures.

None of the PBMs were able to separate call statistics specific to the appeals process. Additionally, data

revealed that calls are not identifiable by calltype or client. The statistics submitted on average speed

to answer, call abandonment rates, and service levels showed performance close or better than industry

standards (benchmark for average speed to answer is 28 to 30 seconds; abandonment rates of 5% and

service level 80% of calls answered under 20 secondsTs). However, caution should be used when

interpreting and comparing these results to other data sets since the data provided for this Study were

gathered from different time periods. The data also represented a broad array of call requests and used

inconsistent definitions of specific metrics. The secret shopper calls revealed anecdotal experience that

is inconsistent with the metrics described in the following section (see "Secret Shopper Calls" below). To

draw more definitive conclusions, further review and analysis of call center activity and performance

metrics is recommended.

Secret Shopper Calls
Every PBM in the Study received secret shopper calls. When a PBM was contacted, a staff member

requested specific information on the member (e.g., member name, lD number, date of birth, etc.) and

provider (e.g., NCPDP/NPl number, Rx number, member information, etc.)to properly process the

appeal. All of the calls were initiated w¡th pharmacy help desks or customer service call centers and

7s Call Center Performance Benchmarks, Feb 27 , 2015. Accessed at: https://www.talkdesk,com/bloq/call-center-performance-

benchmarks/
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subsequently directed to a department that could manage the appeal over the phone. When a live

representative was not available to manage the appeal, the caller was directed to a voicemail queue or

suggested email or web submission of the appeal.

Every PBM call center was available for live assistance. Some offered the caller an option to leave

voicemail messages during the hours specified in the data request. Some of the PBMs required specific

data input (e.g., the member of provider data described above) before the calls are further directed. The

secret shopper let four voicemails with three PBMs. These voicemails included a message with a general

MAC pricing inquiry and a call back number. Qualitatively, there was wide variability in call quality. After

the calls were answered, the wait times ranged from 0 to approximately L2 m¡nutes. Caution should be

used when attempt¡ng to general conclusions from these calls as they are a small subset of the large

volume of calls that PBMs typically receive. Further reviews such as sampling calls already made on

specific MAC inquiries across a number of independent pharmacies may be a better way to assess

experience specific to the MAC pricing appeals processes. Making these calls would require

collaboration and permission from pharmacies and was not within the scope of this Study. Exhibit 82

summarizes this section's findings.

Exhibit 82: Summary of PBM Operat¡onal Policies for Submitting and Responding to Pharmacy

Appeals

Yes

Email

Fax

Website

60 days
from date
of service

7 days

Not
specified

None
provided

30 days
from date
of service

Range

from 3 to
30 days

depending
on stage

Yes Yes

Web

30 days
from date
of service

7 business
days

Yes Yes

Email

60 days
from date
of service

Earlier of
seven

business
days

or ten
calendar
days of
receipt
Email

Yes

Email

Website

calendar

7 business
days

Email

None
provided

30 days
from date
of service

30 days

30

days

NotNotNot
specified specified specified

one

PBM 2PBM I,Areas Assessed PAM 4PAM 3

PBM response
mechanism

PBM Appeals
Resolution time

Time frame for
submitting a MAC
appeal

Modes of
submitting an

appeal other than

Dedicated MAC

Appeals Staff
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Ph a rm acy Services Ad m i nistrative Orga n izations
One notable Study finding is the impact of Pharmacy Services Administrative Organizations, or PSAOS,

on PBM MAC appeal response times. PSAOs are organizations that provide a broad range of services on

behalf of independent or chain pharmacies. ln 20L3, U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO)

conducted a study on the number, role and ownership of PSAOs.76 The study found that PSAOs

generally provide PBM and supplier contract negotiation, as well as help-desk services. PSAOs negotiate

and enter into agreements with third party payers on behalf of member pharmacies, including PBMs.

Among the PBM related services, PSAOs often aggregate appeals and inquiries on behalf of pharmacies.

For pharmacies affiliated with PSAOs, the inquiries may be sent to a centralized area. These are then

triaged and reviewed prior to submission to the PBMs.

Through interviews with PBM officials and a review of PBM documents the analysis confirmed that

PBMs permit the submission of appeals from independent pharmacies through PSAO representatives.

All organizations surveyed indicated that they would allow independent pharmacies to submit appeals

either directly or through their PSAOs. ln the latter scenario, the PBMs would not have the opportunity

to address the appeal until the PSAO submitted the appeal. Thus, the subm¡tting pharmacy experienced

a longer turnaround time by submitting through an intermediary. This delay in response potentially

affected PBM turnaround times for processing MAC appeals.

76 United States Government Accountability Office. Report to the Ranking Member, Committee on Energy and Commerce,

House of Representatives. Prescription Drugs: The Number, Role, and Ownership of Pharmacy Services Administrative

Organizations. January 2013.
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I . P BM Data Req uest Form

STATE OF WASHINGTON OFFICE OF INSURANCE

COMMISSIONER: STUDY OF PHARMACY CHAIN OF SUPPLY

Data Request

HOWTO SUBMITYOUR DATA

Please send the email address of the submitter of the data to

awinter@ healthma nagement.com

Anne Winter will send you a link to join the secure share website. Once you receive the link, you will be able

to log in to submit your data files. Please contact Anne Winter aT 480-229-04L8 if you have questions.

PIEASE NOTE: The follow¡np data request perta¡ns to ¡nsured þharmacv cla¡ms transact¡ons w¡th¡n the

State of Washington and for State of Washington pharmacies onlv. lt's also important to have the files

denote ¡f the claims were paid for fullv insured individuals. Medicaid individuals. and Medicare individuals.

1. Claims Data: Please provide a claims file extract - via secure FTP with all claims transactions incurred

during the period of January t,2075 through December 3!,2015 using a National Council for

Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) version 5.1 or later compliant layout. Table A below includes the

required fields we need to conduct the review. lf the file includes reversal records, please indicate the

method for adjusting claims with reversals. Please include:

A. Record layout and detailed data dictionary

B. Claims control report, including: record counts, total submitted expenses, total allowed expense, and

total paid expenses.

C. Clarification as to what types of records the data set include. (check all that apply)

Paid claims only, already adjusted
Paid claims, adjustments not yet applied
Reversal records

Denied claims
Other (please specify):

D. Please confirm ¡f the claims file contains records based on the audit period invoice date or date of

service.

E. lf the file includes adjustment records, please explain how the adjustment records should be

processed to result in accurate paid claims? What fields are required to uniquely identify a claim and

match it to relevant reversals?
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Table A: Claims Data Elements Required (A[L fields requested below should be based on pharmacv NOT

carrier/client reimbursementl

+

l

+

+

+

+

+

+

-{-

1

+

+

+

+

+

Adjudicated date

Amount pharmacy billed

Amount pharmacy paid

AWP unit cost

Basis of cost paid (i.e. AWP, MAC, U&C etc.)

Carrier number or other number to indicate Fully
insured, Medicaid, and Medicare client

Compound code

Copay

Date of service

DAW (dispense as written)

Days supply

Deductible (if applicable)

Dispensing fee

Drug indicator (generic, single-source, multi-
source)

Drug name

'r Formulary ¡nd¡cator

+ GCN orGPl

-r Media(POS/mail/paper)

+ Metric decimal quant¡ty

+ NDC

+ PBM reimbursement un¡t cost (i.e., MAC unit
cost, AWP unit cost, other)

+ Pharmacy chain status (independent, chain)

+- Pharmacy class (pharmacy, mail-order, nursing
home)

r' Pharmacy demographic (rural, urban, suburban)

r Pharmacy lD # (NCPDP, NPI)

-i- Pharmacy paid ingredient cost

r' Sales tax (if applicable)

+ Transaction status

+ Usual & customary charge

2. Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC) L¡st: A MAc list w¡th GPls/GCNs/NDCs, including effective and

termination dates. Please ensure that the MAC list has been reviewed to ensure it is de-duplicated and

accurate for the January 'J,, 20L5 through December 3t,2OL5 period. Provide all policies relating to the
construction of your MAC list(s) during the same period. lnclude frequency of review and update,

number of off cycle updates during the period, triggers for an off cycle update.

3. Pharmacy Appeals Listing

A. A full listing of pharmacy pricing appeals for the january t,2OL4 through December 3t,2015 period.

The list should include, but is not limited to:

+ Explanation of all form fields
+ Data required from the pharmacy by the PBM

+ Type of appeal

+ Appeal determination
+ Appeal comments
+ Appeal date
+ Determination data
+ Determinationletter/notification
+ Pharmacy type
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lf determination is denial, include the reason for the denial and the NDC of the drug that may be

purchased by similarly situated pharmacies at a price that is equal to or less than the MAC (RCW

1e.3a0.100[a][c])
lf the appeal is upheld, include verification that an adjustment was made no later than one day

after the date of determination and that all similarly situated pharmacies in the state were

updated as well (RcW 19.340.r00[4][c])

B. Provide a copy of your appeals policy, including the process for appeals, the internal t¡ming

requirements and the teams that manage the process.

Due to HIPAA requirements, claim history data that includes confidential information should only be sent to

Mercer via e-mail if the data is encrypted (e.g., encrypt feature of WinZip 9.0 or more recent version).

Alternatively, a CD or DVD containing the data can be sent to Mercer via overnight delivery. Or, the data file

can be placed on a secure FTP site, which requires prior arrangement between Mercer and the claims

administrator.

Note: tf password protected files are provided, passwords should be provided seporotely by telephone.

4. Pharmacy Call Center lnformation
A. PBM Call Center Data: (Need data by caller type, i.e., pharmacy vs. provider. lf possible provide

subcategory of caller types, i.e., specialist vs Primary Care Physicians)

+ Documented P&Ps related to call center standards and metrics on appeals process

+ PBM call center metrics related to inquiries and appeals required by the contract and service

level agreement (e.g., average handling time, service level, customer satisfaction, etc.)

+ Call logs

+ First response and final response time to an appeal

+ Availability for telephone inquiry and appeals

+ Number of inquiries by provider and pharmacy

+ Number of calls to resolution
+ Description of the inquiry categories

+ Number of inquiries that lead to appeals

+ Time from inquiry to appeals resolution

+

l-
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ll. Detail Level Tables for Pharmacy Class MAC Reimbursement

Analysis

The information contained in this Appendix are detail level tables for the MAC reimbursement analysis for
Pharmacy Class. As mentioned, it's not useful to make comparisons of pricing for these breakouts because

reimbursement for the non-community/retail pharmacies may be effectuated differently, including 3408

pricing.

PBM MAC Reimbursement Dollar Variance to NADAC Class

Variance to NADAC o/o of Paid lngredient Cost - Pharmacy Class

PBM MAC Reimbursement Dollar Variance to Benchmark MAC 1 Pricing - Pharmacy Class

Variance to Benchmark MAC t % ol Paid lngredient Cost - Pharmacy Class

PBM 6PBM 1 PBM 2 PBM 3 PBM 4 PBM 5

36.026.771 s 438.793 s 9.s68.495 s7.tr2.28ss 5.209.254 s (56s,719)

s s94.393s 34s.019 s 37.39s s s04,061 s S 3oo,4oo

s s 266.s46 s 536.577s 455.592 s 7,439 5 6z,sr7
s 1245.1861s 2.094 s 18,832 s S 3s,98s5 76,4t9

s 6.667.203 s 438.791 S 10.s99.017 s 8.100,10ss 6,100,260 s 1s18,8661

COMMUNI IYlRETAI I. PHARMACY

LONG lERM CARE PHARMACY

CLINI(. PHARMACY

I NSTI TUTI ONAL PHARMACY

Total

PBM 3 PBM 4 PBM 5 PBM 6PBM 1 PBM 2

9.go/a 3.7o/.L35% -6.6% 4s% 3.9%

L40Á 0.0% 9.6o/o Ll.90Á,L2.8% 5.8%
T3,I% ß.0%ß.8% 5.Oo/o 3.6% O.Oo/o

2.2% 2.4% o.o% 8,IÔ/O 73.60Á12.5o/o

3.9%13.4% -5.4% 5,O% 3,gYo 9.9%

LONG IERM CARF PHARMACY

CLINIC PHARMACY

I NSTI TUTI ONAL PHARMACY

Total

COMMUNITY/RETAI L PHARMACY

PBM 6PBM 2 PBM 3 PBM 4 P8M 5PBM 1
s Qr6.6971 s (20.703.897)s 8.037.298 sQ.40t.978\ s (8,s82,163) s (866,294)

s S 27.031 s (129,7s1)s 484.764 s {23,s98) s 136,307

s (177.4821s (19.022) s (219,41s) s s 139,8445 703,720
s (190.671)s (17,063) S (186,447) s s (4s,130)5 øs,z-tq

s {192.308) s (21,336.s31)s 9.310.374 s12,465.7781 s (8,969,6s4) s (866,349)

COMMU N ITY/R ETAI L PHAR MACY

LONG TERM CARE PHARMACY

CLI NIC PHARMACY

I NSTITUTI ONAL PHARMACY

Total

PBM 6PBM 2 PBM 3 PBM 4 PBM 5PBM 1
-ro.7%-27.8% -7.0% -7.7% -0.2%20.8%

0.9% -2.6%17.9o/o '3.7o/o 2.5% o.o%

6.9% -3.3%21.3% -12.7% -12.6% 0.0%

O.Oo/o 'I0.to/o -r0.5%10.7% -t8.2% -23.8%

-o.2% -to3%20.5% -25.4% -6.8% -7.7%

COMMU N I TYlR ETAI L PHARMACY

LONG TERM CARF PHARMACY

CLI NIC PHARMACY

I NSTITUTIONAL PHAR MACY

Total
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PBM MAC Reimbursement Dollar Variance to Benchmark MAC 2 Pricing - Pharmacy Class

Variance to Benchmark MAC 2 Yo of Paid Ingredient Cost - Pharmacy Class

PBM 3 PBM4 PBM 5 PBM 6PBM 1 PBM 2

s 9.484.974 s 12.837.083) s 13.323.0ss) s {998.1s9) 54.222.!oo s (17.980,6s3)

s 444.533 s (114,s64) s 119,3ss s S 10s,878 s (2e4,s63)

s 9L3,203 s (17,946) S (144.946) s S 233J-32 S 2s,4BI
s ns327 s f16s.6431s 99.9s8 s (18,843) s {175,339) s

s 12.993.3691 s 13.s96.7431 s (998.1971 54.7s2.374 s (18,546,4241S 10,966,744

PBM MAC Re,irnbursement Dol¡arVariance to Eenchrnark MAC 2 Pricing - Phar,nracy Class

COMMUNITY/RETAI L PHARMACY

LONG IERM CARE PHARMACY

CLI NIC PHARMACY

I NSTITUTIONAL PHARMACY

Total

PBM 1 PBM 2 PBM 3 PBM 4 PBM 5 PBM 6

24.5% -32.9% -2.7% -8.9% 4.4% -9.3%

2.2/o 0.o% 3.4% -5.9%16.4% -'J.7.90/o

27.7% -12.Oo/o -8.3o/o o.o% 11.5% O.5o/o

76.4% -20.1% -22.3% 0.0% -3.4% -9.2%

24.2% -3L.4% -2,7% -4.9% 4,4% 'A.gYo

Variançe to,Benchmar*.M;AC.2o/a of Paid{ngredient Cost - Pharmacry-Class

COMMU N ITY/R ETAI L PHARMACY

LONG TERM CARE PHARMACY

CLI NIC PHARMACY

I NSTITUTIONAL PHARMACY

Total
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lll. Sample Recommend OIC Appeals Form
Sectionsl-3tobecom the
Section 1: lnformation
Pharmacy Name:
Street Address:
ContaCt Name:
Contact Phone:

i National Provider ldentifier (NPl):

City: ZiP:

; Contact Email:

, Chain Affiliation:

Section 2:
Pharmacy Benefit Manager (PBM): i PBM Appeal Date: Click here to

i enter a date.

PBM Gontact Name: PBM Contact Email: , PBM Contact Phone:

PBM Appeal Determination Date: Click , PBM Provided Alternate National Drug Code (NDC)

here to enter a date.

PBM Reason for Denial (please inctude a copy of PBM notification);

Drug Name i Drug Strength:

Date of Service: Click here to enter a . Prescription Number:
date.

lnvoice Unit Acquisition Cost (please include a copy of the invoice for this drug)
Invoice Date: cl¡ck here to enter a , Units Dispensed:
date.
PBM Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC) unit rate allowed:
Reason Unable to Purchase PBM Alternate NDC At PBM Reimbursement Rate:

Additional Gomments:

Section 3: lnformation

Sections4-6tobe o¡cleted
Section 4: lntake
Date Received: Click here to enter a
date.

Method of Appeal

Section 5: Determination
Determination: : Reason:
Unit Cost Approved: Date Pharmacy Notified of Determination: Click here to enter

i a date.

Date Unit Gost Effective: Click here to enter a Date PBM Notified of Determination: Click here to

date. enter a date.

Date PBM Gonfirmed Unit Cost Updated: Click here to enter a date.

PBM Gonfirmed Pharmacy Was Notified to Resubmit Claim(s):
Date Closed: Click here to enter a
date.

Section 6: PBM n
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lV. Appeals Processes in Other States

Overview
ln the past few years, states have increasingly passed legislation design to improve transparency with

MAC pricing. PBM MAC pricing appeals laws are one of the actions that states have taken to provide

increased transparency. The appeals process helps ensure that pharmacies are reimbursed fairly. MAC

pricing transparency and appeals regulations in other states were reviewed and compared with

Washington's for the OIC's review.

Key Findings
+ OIC's 30-day submission window is an average length of submission time and OIC's 30-day

response time is generous compared to like states.

I The outcome of approved and denied appeals was very similar across comparable states and

Washington.

+ OIC has three significant standards that go above and beyond the standards set by comparable

states.

Method
A scan of MAC pricing transparency regulations was performed to compare other states' regulations to

Washington's. 29 states have MAC transparency laws in some phase of development. Fourteen states

have passed PBM MAC appeals process laws. Key requirements were summarized and can be found in

Exhibit 84. Four states that are similar to Washington in size and population were chosen and additional

analysis was conducted. Those states include:

+ Colorado

+ Minnesota
.+ Oregon

+ Utah

Data Analysis
Exhibit 83 lists key MAC pricing appeals process requirements in Washington and the four selected

states. The components include:

+ Submission of appeal timeline

+ PBM response timel¡nes

r- PBM response requirements
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Criteria

Appeal
Window

Submitted
to
Threshsld

Appeal
Decision
Made

Exhibit 83: Select States' MAC Appeals Requirements

,ìtll.,ì:titi¡'tljitrJil:lili¡iìi',{ì{.!irir,!:ii¡'.'l;iìi"i {t}ìt:tr\";i'li'''i

Not Addressed

PBM

Pharmacy paid

amount that is

greater than the
reimbursement

rate
Within 30 days
of submission

PBM makes
reasonable

adjustment the
day after the

appeal is

approved

r.r )

21 days

following initial
claim

I i:lliii

15 business days

following initial
claim

'l:i i

30 days after the
claim is

submitted

r.j,l

21 days
following initial

claim
adjudication

PBM

Not Addressed

Within 14

business days

Not Addressed

PBM must
provide reason
for denial and

NDC of drug
within MAC rate

PBM must
provide reason
for denial and

NDC of drug
within MAC rate

PBM must
provide reason
for denial and

NDC of drug at

or below
benchmark price

PBM

Not Addressed

Within 21 days

after appeal

PBM makes

adjustment to a

date not later
than one day

after the date of
determination

PBM

Not Addressed

Within 7

business days

after appeal is
received

PBM makes

adjustment to a

date not later
than one day

after the date of
determination;
adjusts price to

similarly situated
pharmacies as

defined by the
plan sponsor

PBM must
provide reason
for denial and
NDC of drug

within MAC rate

PBM

Pharmacy paid

amount that is

greater than the
reimbursement

rate
7 business days

PBM makes an

adjustment for
the pharmacy
that filed the
appeal from

date of original
claim

adjudication
forward

PBM must
provide reason
for denial and

NDC of drug
within MAC rate

Observations
Washington's requirement's for approved and denied MAC appeals is similar to the four states

selected.

i Generally, when appeals are approved, states require the PBM to reimburse the pharmacy

within a short time frame.

OIC had three standards that are not required in the comparison group states:

r The requirement to have a second level appeals process at OIC for denied appeals

I The automatic denial of an appeal if the PBM does not respond to an appeal within 30 days

r A limitation on who can file a second level appeal to pharmacies with fewer than l-5 stores
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Exhibit 84 provides a summary of the fourteen state MAC appeals laws. The exhibit provides the

following:

r Legislation c¡tation

r Effective date

i Summary of the legislation

r Website to locate the legislation

Exhibit 84: Summary ol t4 States' MAC Appeals Laws

:;;l.rì;rj l,r.,rlliltì l'tl.'ri ;.i,lL, t\ìli!l l:ii i Ì'.r¡,

'! ij. r l:''

HB 74-7273
Colorado Revised

Statute 25-37-
102(13)

HB 470 Georgia
Annotated Codes;

Title 26 Chapter 4

Article 6 and Title
33 Chapter 64

KY 58117 KRS

304.77A-162

SB 410 Subpart C-1

of Part ll of Chapter

6 of Title 22 of the
Louisiana Revised

Statutes

sB 06s6 (2013)

1939 PA 280

....i!,. iir.t

Each contract between a pharmacy

benefit manager and a pharmacy
must include a process to appeal,

investigate, and resolve disputes
regarding maximum allowable cost
pricing.

All contracts between a pharmacy

benefits manager and a contracted
pharmacy are between a pharmacy
benefits manager and a pharmacy's

contracting representative or agent,

such as a pharmacy servíces
administrative organization, shall

include a process to internally
appeal, investigate, and resolve

dísputes regarding multi-source
generic drug pricing.

Establish a process for contracted
pharmacies, pharmacy services

administration organizations, or
group purchasing organizations, to
appeal, investigate, and resolve

disputes regarding the maximum
allowable cost pricing.

The pharmacy benefits manager

shall provide a reasonable

administrative appeal procedure to
allow pharmacies to challenge
maximum allowable costs for a

specific NDC or NDCs as not meeting
the requirements of this Subpart or
being below the cost at which the
pharmacy may obtain the NDC.

The department of community
health and contracted health plans

shall utilize a process for maximum
allowable cost pricing
reconsiderations that must be

'; l'"

http://www. les.state.co. u

s/cl ics/cl ics2014a/cs l. nsf/f
sbillcont2/563FCE3875C4
5 08087 257 C3 0000 67 6tt /

SFILE/1213 enr.pdf

http://www. leeis.ea.gov/L
esislation/en-

U S / di sotav / 2a1529!6[1BLL
470

https://leeiscan.comlKY/bi
llls9t]-T /2016

https://leeiscan.co m/LA/t
extlsB4t0/2014

http://www.leeislature.mi.
eov/documents/2013-

2OI 4 / publicacL I o df / 201 4-

PA-0167.pdf

r ¡ I l,r

6/6/2014

7/t/201.s

4/9/20L6

8/tl2074

7 /72/2074
Effective 91

days after
session

adjourns
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'ri'.i;;rj:. r,r/iii:r ir.,l 'ìi1' :(,);;ij l\,)iJr:.Iì i,irì,'¡

'''lì.r;':' i.: ìrj. ;,:i.j;.11rÌ;

available and provided to providers

and pharmac¡sts.

Each contract between a pharmacy

benefit manager and a pharmacy

must include a process to appeal,

investigate, and resolve disputes
regarding maximum allowable cost
pricing.

ln contracting with a pharmacy, a
plan sponsor or pharmacy benefit
manager shall provide a procedure

by which a pharmacy may appeal the
price of a drug or drugs on the
maximum allowable cost list.

Provide a reasonable administrative
appeals procedure to allow a

dispensing pharmacy provider to
contest a listed maximum allowable
príce rate.
A pharmacy benefit manager shall,

with respect to contracts between a

pharmacy benefit manager and a

pharmacy or, alternatively, a

pharmacy benefit manager and a

pharmacy's contracting agent, such

as a pharmacy services

administrative organization, include
a reasonable process to appeal,

investigate and resolve disputes

regarding multi-source generic drug
pricing.

A pharmacy benefit manager must
establish a process by which a

network pharmacy may appeal its

reimbursement for a drug subject to
maximum allowable cost pricing.

lf a pharmacy chooses to contest the
listed maximum allowable cost for a

particular drug or medical product or
device, the pharmacy shall have the
right to designate a pharmacy
services administrative organization
or other agent to file and handle its
appeal of the maximum allowable
cost of the drug or medical product
or device.

https://www.revisor. mn.g

ovlstat utes/?id =15 1.7 1"

http://lee.mt.eov/bi lls/mc
a / 33 / 22 / 33-22- 77 3.htm

https://lesisca n.co m/N D/t
ext/1363/id1697653

https://www.nvsenate.go
v/leeislation/bills/2015/S3

346/amendment/B

http://www.oregon laws.o

rs.lors/135.534

https://leeiscan.com/TN/b
'úl/s87789/207s

2016 Minnesota
Statutes 151.71

Montana Code
Annotated 2015

33-22-173

HB 1363 chapter
19-02.1 of the
North Dakota
Century Code

Senate Bill 3346-8

5 280-a to the
Public Health Law

oRs 735.534

SB 1789 Amends
TCA Title 56,

Chapter 7, Part3t

201,4

2015

4/t2/201.3

1.2/11/2075

2016

3/37/201,6,
signed

3/23/201.6

MN
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Dat€State

H.B. 113 Amends

3LA-22-640

HB 2031 Adds
Virginia Code 38.2-

3407.t5:2

sB 21

2015 Wisconsin
Act 55

Provide a process for the contracted
pharmacy to appeal the maximum
allowable cost.

Any contract between a carrier and

its intermediary, pursuant to which

the intermediary has the right or
obligation to establish a maximum
allowable cost, and any provider

contract between a carrier and a
participatlng pharmacy provider or
its contracting agent, pursuant to
which the carrier has the right or

obligation to establish a maximum
allowable cost, shall contain specífic

provisions that require the
intermedÍary or carrier to provide a

process for an appeal, lnvestigation,
and resolution of disputes regarding

maximum allowable cost drug

Pricing.
A pharmacy benefit manger shall

include in each

contract with a pharmacy a process

to appeal, investigate,
and resolve disputes regarding

maximum allowable cost

Pricing.

hrTo : / / le.ulah.sov / - 2074 /
bills/static/hb0113.html

https://leeiscan.co m¡úA/t
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